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IHTHODDCTION 
The central topic of t h i s study Is the formal descr ipt ion of vowel 
coalescence from the perspective of Universal Grammar. As such i t i s 
intended as a contribution to the current study of the formal content of 
l i n g u i s t i c theory. In part icular , t h i s t h e s i s seeks to modify and re -
define a number of formal notions. We w i l l examine the phenomenon of 
vowel coalescence in a variety of languages, but special attention wil l 
be paid to the description of the intricate system of vowel coalescence 
in Ancient Greek. 
Vowel coalescence or vowel fusion i s a process by which two vowels 
in hiatus - which roughly corresponds to two vocoids on the borderline 
of two syllables - merge into a single vowel, which can be considered an 
'art icu latory compromise' of the input segments. Some examples are 
presented in (1): 
(1) a: Ancient Greek 
/tîma-o-men/ -» [tlmömen] 'honor' ( l .p l .pres . ind . ) 
/aydo-a/ -» [ayd5] 'shame' (acc.sg.) 
b: Classical Sanskrit 
/raja indra/ -* [rajindra] 'supreme souvereign' 
/hita upadisah/ -» [hitöpadisah] 'friendly advice' 
c: Korean 
/cu-э/ -» [co] 'to give' 
/na-eke/ -» [nike] 'to me' 
The main questions this study attempts to answer are (i) how to 
account for the basic characteristics of vowel coalescence within the 
framework of generative phonology, and (11) how to restrain phonological 
theory so as to exclude coalescence processes that do not occur in human 
languages, and, at the same time, make it powerful enough to account for 
those coalescence processes that do occur. 
The idea we will develop and motivate Is that all examples of vowel 
coalescence are expressible in the universal format in (2), possibly 
supplemented by language-specific conditions: 
(2) Universal Format of Vowel Coalescence 
о о 
ν V —» V ν 
Ι Ι Ν / 
[aF] [bG] [aF;bG] 
This format makes the claim that vowel coalescence is confined to the 
domain of the syllable, and that the lexically marked or dominant fea­
ture values of both input vowels are preserved in the course of fusion. 
A further aspect of the format in (2) is that the output is predicted to 
be a long vowel, a prediction which seems to be borne out by the facts 
in (1). In this way we express that both the quantity and quality of the 
output are derivatives of the quantity and quality of the input. 
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From a theoretical point of view, the format In (2) deviates from 
that usually assumed In nonlinear phonology. In broad outline, this 
framework assumes that phonological rules take the form of deassocl-
atlon, aseoclatlon or spreading operations, while the rule In (2) Is 
essentially a merger operation. This study will provide empirical sup-
port for the claim that merger must be regarded as a primitive operation 
In phonological theory. 
It will be clear from the preceding that the theory adopted here Is 
that of autosegmental phonology which has been developed in the recent 
past In Important studies such as Goldsmith (1976), Halle and Vergnaud 
(1980), Sterlade (1982), Clements and Keyser (1983), Clements (1985) and 
Hayes (1986a). These studies represent a line of research that entails a 
radical break with the standard theory of phonology as developed In 
Chomsky and Halle's The Sound Pattern of English. First, they represent 
a change of focus In the study of phonology similar to the changes that 
have occurred In the area of syntax, viz. there Is a shift away from the 
study of rule systems In the direction of the study of principles go-
verning the application of rules. Second, this line of research has 
developed a much richer conception of phonological representation than 
the strictly linear one of Chomsky and Halle. Phonological represen-
tation is now looked upon as three-dimensional. It consists of a string 
of skeleton or timing slots, onto which layers for tone, stress, and 
the qualitative aspects of the phonemes are projected. To a large ex-
tent, we will assume familiarity with these contributions to phono-
logical theory, but In the course of the exposition we will outline 
those aspects that are important for the theory to be developed. 
This thesis Is roughly composed of three parts. Chapters 1 and 2 are 
basically theoretical In nature. They outline, respectively, some of the 
subtheorles underlying this study, and the general outline of the formal 
theory of vowel coalescence. Chapters 3 and 4 are devoted to a detailed 
analysis of the phonology of Ancient Greek, and in particular to the 
interaction of the major vowel rules with vowel coalescence. Finally, 
chapter 5 puts the theory advanced to the test, on the basis of an 
examination of vowel coalescence or apparent vowel coalescence processes 
in a number of unrelated languages. 
The actual exposition takes the following course. In chapter 1, we 
will go into the form and content of phonological representations, the 
relations holding among phonological features, and general constraints 
on the application of phonological processes. In section 1.1, we will 
outline a theory of hierarchical feature representation which deviates 
from recent proposals by Clements (1985) and Sagey (1986b) in the way 
hierarchical structure Is erected. Another aspect of feature represen-
tation, viz. the amount of specification necessary to distinguish the 
sounds of a language in underlying representation, will receive at-
tention in section 1.2. We will propose a theory of underspeciflcation 
which resembles the Prague School approach, as well as the approach 
independently put forward in Steriade (1987b). Sections 1.3 and 1.4 
contain two related topics concerning constraints on the application of 
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phonological rules. In the former, we will deal with the Linking Con-
straint; a condition which states that association lines mentioned In 
the structural description of a rule must be interpreted exhaustively. 
An attempt will be made to extend the scope of this constraint to all 
processes referring to two autosegmental levels Including purely seg-
ment-internal processes that require mentioning of association lines. 
Section 1.4 consists of an outline of the principles of Lexical Phono-
logy and of a discussion of a second constraint on the application of 
phonological rules, viz. the Strict Cycle Condition. We will suggest, 
following Kiparsky (1982) and Hermans (1986), that the Strict Cycle 
Condition is not a primitive of linguistic theory. The effects, which 
were previously assigned to this condition are derivable from indepen-
dently motivated principles such as the Elsewhere Condition or the 
Projection Principle. 
In chapter 2, we move on to a consideration of the properties of 
vowel coalescence and the way in which these should be captured in an 
explanatorily adequate phonological theory. We will begin by examining a 
number of possibilities of avoiding vocalic hiatus, after which we limit 
our attention to the most intriguing option, viz. that of vowel fusion. 
A survey of the linear as well as nonlinear literature on this issue 
(section 2.1), will be followed by our proposal in which vowel coa-
lescence is regarded as feature-node coalescence which operates ex-
clusively within the domain of the syllable. Evidence will be presented 
showing that the introduction of merger as a primitive autosegmental 
operation cannot be prohibited on either theoretical or empirical 
grounds. Furthermore, empirical evidence will be adduced to support the 
claim that vowel coalescence is confined to tautosyllabic vocoids. 
Chapter 3 will provide a detailed examination of the patterning and 
representation of vowels in the Attic dialect of Ancient Greek. The 
diachronic evolution of the vowel system will receive attention first, 
and next (section 3.2), we will outline a synchronic proposal for the 
representation of the Attic vowel system on the basis of the various 
subtheories developed earlier, in particular underspecification theory. 
In section 3.3, we will seek to motivate this proposal on language-
internal grounds, which range from stem-vowel alternations, word-for-
mation processes supplying the default vowel /e/ to a number of major 
vowel rules, such as Stem Vowel Lowering and /I/-Fronting. Finally, we 
will take into consideration the recalcitrant process of Metathesis of 
Quantity, and It will be shown that the theory advocated here allows a 
considerable simplification of this rule in comparison with earlier 
accounts. 
In chapter 4, we will deal with the complex system of vowel coa-
lescence in the Attic dialect and it will turn out that the theory of 
underspecification developed In chapter 3 enables us once again to 
simplify the formal statement of this process. The presentation of the 
facts of vowel coalescence and Its characteristics (section 4.1) will 
precede a discussion of illegal rule telescoping. It will be argued that 
the facts of vowel coalescence and compensatory lengthening cannot be 
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derived from a single rule of Vowel Coalescence and a single rule of 
Compensatory Lengthening. We will show that a rule of Leftward Spreading 
accomplishes e+V mergers, while an Independent rule of Vowel Coalescence 
proper resolves the remaining types of vocalic hiatus. The facts of 
compensatory lengthening will be shown to result from the application of 
two rules, one being a coda migration rule and the other being a simple 
syllable-weight preservation rule. A number of arguments will be given 
to support the claim that positing only one rule of vowel coalescence 
and one rule of compensatory lengthening leads to undesirable rule 
telescoping and a considerable loss of generality. In section 4.3, we 
will outline the formal description of Vowel Coalescence proper, and it 
will be argued that this process is activated by a rule of resyllabi-
fication which initiates the resolution of vocalic hiatus. Furthermore, 
we will consider a set of empirical problems and show how they should be 
accounted for within the theory advanced. The behavior of high vowels in 
hiatus will wind up the discussion of vowel coalescence in Ancient 
Greek, and we will provide an explanation for the fact that high vowels 
in prevocalic position resist both resyllabification and merger, while 
postvocallc high vowels undergo resyllabif ication but fail to undergo 
subsequent vowel fusion into a monophthong. 
The third part of this thesis examinee vowel coalescence from a 
cross-linguistic perspective. A number of languages for which rules of 
vowel coalescence are posited in the literature will pass in review. We 
will demonstrate that only a subset of these shares the basic charac-
terietics that vowel coalescence processes must satisfy. In section 5.1 
to 5.4, we will take Into account languages which have to be considered 
true vowel coalescence languages. One of these is Quebec French as it is 
a representative of a true vowel coalescence language which distin-
guishes nasal and oral vowels. This language will provide clear evidence 
that besides the vocalic features also the marked or dominant nasal 
feature is preserved under contraction. In section 5.2, we will examine 
Korean and Rotuman to see if these languages refute or confirm the 
widely assumed notion of structure preservation. It will be argued that 
vowel coalescence refutes the claim that lexical processes cannot give 
rise to sounds that do not occur underlylngly. In both languages the 
front rounded vowels arise by coalescence, although they do not belong 
to the underlying sound inventory. Finally, we will consider Old Portu-
guese and Classical Sanskrit, since these languages exemplify an inter-
esting bifurcation among the vowel coalescence languages. Old Portuguese 
will be shown to pattern with Ancient Greek, because high vowels do not 
participate In vowel coalescence proper, while Classical Sanskrit will 
be shown to pattern with such languages as Quebec French and Korean, 
because high vowels do undergo vowel coalescence. In section 5.5, we 
will discuss a number of apparent vowel coalescence languages, in which 
the apparent mergers are a by-product of independently motivated pro-
cesses. The Kasem vowel mergers will be shown to arise from the inter-
action of the rules of Vowel Lowering and Degemination. It will turn out 
that the Kikuyu a+V mergers are the result of [ATR]-Spreading and Com-
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pensatory Lengthening. In addition, we will argue that the apparent 
mergers In Tunica are the result of rules of Vowel Harmony and Vowel 
Syncope. Finally, for Washo Infixing reduplication we will argue that 
the vowel changes In the reduplicated form are the result of two Inde-
pendent rules of vowel-to-vowel assimilation of a rather trivial type, 
in conjunction with independent principles of reduplication such as in-
fixing of an empty CV syllable, stem copying and automatic left-to-right 
association. 
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Chapter One: REPBESENTATIONS, RELATIONS AND CONSTRAINTS IN FHONOLOGT 
1.0 Introduction 
A fundamental task of phonological theory is to establish how phonolo­
gical forms and processes should be represented, and what the relations 
and constraints that hold between rules and representations are. Ideal­
ly, a phonological theory must be restricted enough to exclude those 
forms and processes that do not occur in human languages, and powerful 
enough to account for the forms and rules that do. 
A second central task of the theory is to provide a means of discri­
minating between marked and unmarked forms and rule types. For example, 
assimilation rules are far more natural than metathesis rules; assi­
milation of a whole group of features is more common than assimilation 
based on a single feature; and metathesis always Involves the permu­
tation of sounds, while the permutation of single features seems unat­
tested cross-linguistically. 
In the past decade it has been convincingly shown that a nonlinear 
theory of phonology is preferable to linear or segmental theories of the 
type most prominently argued for in Chomsky and Halle's The Sound Pat­
tern of English (henceforth SFE). For example, Halle and Vergnaud (1980) 
and Steriade (1982) suggest that there are great advantages In repre­
senting assimilation as feature spreading Instead of representing it as 
the change of feature values contained in the phonological matrix. The 
main reason is that assimilation conceived as spreading makes it impos­
sible to represent assimilations in which the target acquires a feature 
which is not present in the trigger. In point of fact, the rule for­
malism assumed in segmental phonology does not discriminate, in terms of 
markedness, between an assimilation rule in which the target takes the 
feature [+F] if the trigger is characterized as [+F], and an assimi­
lation rule in which the target acquires [+F] irrespective of the fact 
whether the trigger is [+FJ or [-F], a type of assimilation rule not 
attested. Thus, autosegmental spreading is a more constrained way of 
representing assimilation, because it correctly rules out assimilation 
rules of the second type. Moreover, it explains why arsimilated clusters 
behave like geminates with respect to rules of epenthesis, since in both 
cases the adjacent sounds share at least one feature. 
The aim of this thesis is to contribute to these central goals by 
developing a formal theory of vowel coalescence which restricts the 
range of coalescence processes in a nontrivial sense. Vowel coalescence 
is the merger of two adjacent vocalic sounds into a single diphthong or 
monophthong. The latter change is the more interesting one, since the 
output is in many cases different from both input vowels, e.g. e+a -» ε 
or o+e -» 6'. Typically, changes of the following type seem to be syste­
matically excluded: ε+ο •» £ or o+a -» 5- In earlier reports on the 
present research (De Haas 1986a, 1987a), it was noted that the output of 
coalescence is the result of the spreading of so-called 'dominant' 
feature values. In the present study we will argue that we can dispense 
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with this notion If we adopt a particular version of underspeclfIcatlon 
theory (cf. Klparsky 1982, 1985, Archangel! 1984, and section 1.2). 
For a proper understanding of the formal account of vowel coa-
lescence, to be developed In chapter 2, It Is necessary to make explicit 
the various subtheorles underlying this account. Hence, the remainder of 
this chapter will be devoted to a detailed outline of these subtheorles. 
In particular, we will propose a theory of hierarchical feature repre-
sentation as the result of tier decoaposition, that is, the autoseg-
mentalization of (groups of) features contained in a phonological matrix 
(section 1.1). A second subtheory, to be developed in section 1.2, is 
that of underspeclf icatlon. In addition, in sections 1.3 and 1.4. we 
will enter into the details of two important constraints on the appli-
cation of phonological rules, viz. the Linking Constraint (cf. Hayes 
1986a, It6 1986), and the Strict Cycle Condition (cf. Mascaró 1976, 
Kiparsky 1982, 1985). 
1.1 The representation of distinctive features 
In SPE all features are contained within a phonological feature matrix 
without internal structure, that is, features are unordered and unre-
lated. A word like bank, for instance, could be represented as in (la) 
below. The rule of place assimilation (lb) turns the representation (la) 
of bank into (1c): 
(1) -syll 
+ant 
-cor 
-nas 
: 
+syll 
-ant 
-cor 
-nas 
: 
-syll 
+ant 
+СОГ 
+nas 
: 
-syll 
-ant 
-cor 
-nas 
: 
-syll 
+ant 
-cor 
+syll 
-ant 
-cor 
-syll 
-ant 
-cor 
-syll 
-ant 
-cor 
b: f+antl 
l+corl 
|+nas| [aantj ScorJ Iaantl ßcorj 
In this view there is no relation between the representation of 
features and the functioning of features in the structural description 
of phonological rules. Given matrices of the kind given in (1) and a P-
rule like (lb), which changes two feature values at the same time, we 
cannot give a principled account for the absence of P-rules like (2), 
which involve the same number of features: 
(2) i+antl 
I +СОГІ 
[+nasj 
[-nas 1 f-nas 1 +contJ ' |+contJ 
In addition, by representing assimilation as the change of individual 
features in a feature matrix, we cannot capture the naturalness of 
assimilations that involve the 'place-of-artlculatlon' features (cf. lb 
above). Given the fact that two features are changed at the same time, 
one might expect that a rule like (lb) is more complex or marked than a 
rule which changes only one feature. However, this does not reflect the 
relative naturalness of 'place-of-articulation' rules and the frequency 
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with which they occur In human languages. 
The sounds of a language are taken to be discrete matrices and the 
P-rules do not change this. Hence, the output of the phonological compo-
nent Is conceived as a string of discrete entitles. However, In the 
actual speech signal It is almost impossible to detect discrete sounds. 
Under the assumption that the phonological component is input to the 
phonetic component, we have to assume rules of a very powerful kind, 
which drastically transform their input segments. We observe that these 
phonetic interpretation rules replicate the application of earlier P-
rules to a large extent. For example, in the word bank the tongue body 
is not elevated to the velum once for the nasal and once again for the 
oral stop, as representation (1c) might Imply, but it is elevated only 
once for the whole cluster. Hence, given a representation like (1c) we 
need phonetic rules that change the discrete matrices of the velar nasal 
and the velar stop into partially overlapping ones. 
For these reasons and many others, the concept of the phonological 
feature matrix as a bundle of unordered features, as well as the con-
ception of assimilation as a mechanism that copies feature values, has 
been abandoned. The introduction of autosegmental phonology has changed 
the view how features and P-rules should be represented. Since Goldsmith 
(1976), It is widely accepted that features occupy tiers of their own. 
In addition, since Steriade (1982), P-rules take the form of spreading 
and/or delinking rules, as exemplified In (3): 
(3) a: Spreading b: Delinking 
[xF] [yF] [xF] 
X X X 
In the remainder of this section we will concentrate on the question 
why the idea that sounds are bundles of unordered features should be 
relinquished. First of all, we will discuss a proposal according to 
which features are hierarchically ordered both in underlying and pho-
netic representation. This static view or template conception is assumed 
in most recent work on nonlinear phonology, in particular by Clements 
(1985, 1987a), Sagey (1986a,b), Archangell and Pulleyblank (1986), and 
Steriade (1987a,b). Next, we will develop an alternative proposal, 
continuing earlier work by Wetzels (1985,1986), Hayes (1986b) and De 
Haas (1987a,b). In the latter view hierarchical representation arises in 
the course of the derivation by means of a so-called tier decomposition 
device. It will become clear during the exposition that this dynamic 
view is superior to the static view in that it covers the facts of the 
static view, and makes the right predictions with respect to certain 
possible and impossible rule types. 
1.1.1 The static view: Clements (1985,1987a), Sagey (1986b) 
Clements (1985) and Sagey (1986b) argue that the universal 
representation of distinctive features takes the following form: 
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(A) 
This hierarchy entails that various relations exist among particular 
sets of features. Single features(called terminal nodes) are grouped 
together under larger nodes or constituents called class nodes. 
The proposals by Clements and Sagey differ in details rather than in 
spirit. Clements assumes that the major class features are gathered 
together under a special 'manner' node, whereas Sagey assumes that these 
features are Immediately dominated by the root node. A second difference 
concerns the Internal structure of the place node. Clements assumes that 
the place features fall Into two classes, viz. the 'primary' place 
features [coronal], [anterior] and [distributed] and the 'secondary' 
place features [high], [low], [back], [round]. Sagey, on the other hand, 
assumes that the place node is further divided into the articulator 
nodes 'Labial', 'Coronal' and 'Dorsal' which in turn are anchors for the 
features [round], [anterior] and [distributed], and [high], [low] and 
[back], respectively. 
The hierarchical ordering is supposed to reflect relationships among 
sets of features that are justified by phonological processes· "If we 
find that certain sets of features consistently behave as a unit with 
respect to certain types of rules of assimilation or resequencing, we 
have good reason to suppose that they constitute a unit in phonological 
representation. Independently of the actual operation of the rules 
themselves" (Clements 1985:226). Both Clements and Sagey discuss F-rules 
that provide evidence for the grouping of features in larger consti-
tuents. 
Sagey (1986b), and to a lesser extent Clements (1985), adds to this 
that the representation of features should be grounded on facts of vocal 
tract anatomy and acoustics. "Humans produce speech using specific 
articulators In the vocal tract, which produce characteristic effects on 
the acoustic waveform; the waveform is then perceived and processed by 
the human auditory system. It would be surprising if this physical 
mechanism of speech did not influence the structures, representations, 
processes and segment inventories found In phonology" (Sagey 1986b:17). 
For example, the grouping of features into the place node is not acci-
dental, but due to the physical mechanisms of speech. "Place features 
are those features that cause the type of changes in formant structure 
resulting from changes In the shape of the resonator [-oral tract, WdH], 
as opposed to nasality, which changes the formante by adding a second 
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resonator, or as opposed to laryngeal features, which don't change the 
formant shapes at all" (Sagey 1986b:18). 
If assimilation Is best characterized as autosegmental spreading and 
If features are hierarchically organized as Illustrated In (4), we 
expect three common types of assimilation, viz. complete assimilation in 
which the root node is spread, partial assimilation which involves the 
class nodes, and single-feature assimilation. By assuming that assimi-
lation processes can spread at most one node at a time, an assimilation 
rule such as the one in (2), or, by the same token, an assimilation rule 
which spreads [voice] and [anterior] simultaneously, is ruled out, since 
these features are not immediately dominated by the same class node, 
and the propagation of these features would require two or more nodes to 
spread in tandem. Clements (1985:241) therefore concludes that the 
feature-geometry theory "offers a constrained theory of assimilation 
processes, according to which all assimilation rules Involve the 
spreading of a single node." 
Although this hierarchical representation has many virtues, we will 
argue that it is inadequate as a model of the representation of dis-
tinctive features in underlying representation. 
1.1.2 The dynamic view: Tier Decomposition 
An alternative theory regarding the representation of features is pro-
posed by Wetzels (1985,1986), Hayes (1986b) and De Haas (1987a,b). These 
proposals all assume that distinctive features are contained within a 
nonhlerarchically structured matrix. Furthermore, a device of autoseg-
mentalization (Wetzels) or tier decomposition (Hayes) is Introduced to 
give autosegmental status to features or feature complexes In the course 
of the derivation. 
Hayes' (1986b) proposal entails the following. The theory of tier 
decomposition "...posits only a limited number of tiers in underlying 
representation, including a CV tier, a unitary melodic tier, and for 
some languages a tonal tier. The appearance of multiple tiers on the 
surface is due to rules of tier decomposition, which split up the melo-
dy, and thus gradually expand the number of tiers up to the maximum 
found in phonetic representation. In the process of decomposition the 
phonology temporally realigns the emerging autosegments. The more no-
ticeable of these realignments are what phonologists write as assimi-
lation rules" (Hayes 1986b:475). More specifically, Hayes assumes that 
during the phonological derivation the Melodic tier splits up into two 
subtiers, viz. the Peripheral tier which contains the features [voice], 
[spread glottis], [nasal]..etc., and the Central tier which contains all 
manner and place features. Furthermore, he assumes that decomposition 
cannot take place In one go. At intermediate stages tiers must exist 
which contain subsets of the full melody, but which are also larger than 
the very specific tiers that control individual articulators. 
Intrusive stop formation in English words like prince, dance etc., 
extensively discussed in Wetzels (1985), is taken by Hayes as a clear 
example of Peripheral-tier spreading. A typical derivation would involve 
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t i e r decomposit ion and spreading as In (5) : 
( 5 ) 
С С V С С 
I I I I I 
ρ r 1 η s 
+ant 
+СОГ 
-cont 
-strld 
+ant 
+СОГ 
+cont 
+strld 
Central Tier 
t+nasl l-nasl +лгоі] l-volj Peripheral Tier 
Wetzels (1966:299) observes that "some features, especially tonal 
and vowel-harmony features, are more likely to participate In unbounded 
processes than, say, the features which define the degree of opening. 
Also, the existence of melodies seems to be restricted to tonal fea­
tures. The capability of features to express morphological categories 
points to the same distinction...It seems then that some features more 
easily than others acquire domains larger than the segment. This might 
be theoretically Interpreted by reserving Independent tiers at the 
underlying level for those features which, In a given language, display 
typical autosegmental behaviour In the sense discussed above. Local 
spreading operations can then be taken care of by phonological rules 
which by convention assign autosegmental status to the features Involved 
and spread them over the domain defined In their structural de­
scription. " Wetzels furthermore assumes that class features such as 
'laryngeal', 'place', 'manner' are not allowed to be part of the phono­
logical representation, although they may occur In phonological rules. 
The class features are seen as a set of concrete features defined by the 
theory. If a P-rule refers to such a feature, e.g. 'place' or 'tongue 
body', the phonological matrix Is scanned and the features which are 
part of their universal definition are turned Into autosegmental units, 
which will link to the same positions to which they were previously at­
tached. Hence, in Wetzels' proposal the device of décomposition is 
assumed to follow from an interpretation convention of the rule for-
malism. 
Neither proposal provides a well-articulated theory concerning the 
nature of tier decomposition. Neither do they present crucial empirical 
or theoretical support for this dynamic view. On the contrary, they 
admit that the same theoretical results could be obtained under the 
static view. We will therefore take these proposals for granted and 
outline a theory of decomposition primarily focusing on the specific 
details of tier decomposition as a formal device. 
As a point of departure we will take the traditional concept that 
the sounds of human languages are characterizable as bundles of unor-
dered feature matrices. Together, they represent the phonetic capabili-
ties of man. Features are not abstract entities with an arbitrary defi-
nition, but define physical properties and refer to physical domains 
involved In the process of speech. Features thus have articulatory 
and/or acoustic correlates: they define the endpointe of a physical 
scale (+ or - ) . For example, the features [voice], [spread glottis] and 
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[constricted glottis] refer to particular states of the vocal cords. The 
feature [voice] defines whether a sound Is produced with or without 
vocal cord vibration; [spread] defines whether a sound Is produced with 
the vocal cords drawn apart or not; and [constricted] defines whether a 
sound Is produced with the vocal cords tightly drawn together or not. 
Both the number of features and the physical properties and articulators 
to which they refer are determined by Universal Grammar. Hence, as 
pointed out by Clements (1985), we do not have to stipulate, time after 
time, for each Individual language that particular sets of features 
constitute phonological units, since this property Is Inherent In the 
universal definition of all Individual features. This enables us to 
leave relations among sets of features undetermined in underlying repre-
sentation. 
The notion of the phonological feature matrix assumed here is very 
different from the traditional SFE conception. In linear phonology 
representations are two-dimensional, whereas in nonlinear phonology 
representations are three-dimensional from the outset. He will assume 
that the feature matrix is a three-dimensional unit which contains an 
unordered collection of tiers occupied by single distinctive features. 
The second difference is of greater importance· In linear phonology all 
P-rules have access to distinctive features stored within the matrix and 
may change their value. In our view, however, the individual members of 
a matrix are inaccessible for asslmilatory processes, that is, a matrix 
is a phonological unit in the strongest possible sense. Assimilation 
rules do not have access to the whole matrix to change a subset of the 
features contained within it. Below, we will refer to the feature matrix 
as the melodic root or shortly root. The melodic root is In many re-
spects comparable to a book with uncut sheets: to make a page accessible 
It has to be cut. 
The fact that phonological rules can refer to subclasses of features 
contained within the melodic root, forces us to posit a mechanism which 
makes these features available for the usual spreading and delinking 
rules assumed in autosegmental phonology. We will follow Hayes (1986b) 
In calling this mechanism tier decomposition. However, unlike Hayes we 
do not assume that the number of tiers expands In the course of the 
derivation. We will assume that the number of accessible tiers gradually 
expands as a consequence of unfolding, resulting in a realignment of 
tiers previously contained within the phonological matrix. Below, we 
will go into the nature of decomposition and realignment in considerable 
detail. 
We will try to show that the power added to the grammar by invoking 
tier decomposition is rather restricted. A small set of universal, 
intrinsically ordered rewriting rules will be assumed, which gradually 
expand the number of constituents up to the maximum needed by the phono-
logical and phonetic rules of a language. Phonological processes dis-
cussed by Clements (1985, 1987a), Sagey (1986b), and Archangell and 
Pulleyblank (1986) point to the following tentative set of decomposition 
rules : 
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(6) a. 
cons 
son 
voi 
spr 
nas 
high 
cons 
son 
nas 
cont 
ant 
high 
-» [nas] 
[voli rnasι 
spr ant 
conti 
ant I 
hlghl 
(Root —* Laryngeal Supralaryngeal) 
cont 
ant 
high [cont] ant 
high 
ant 
high 
bck 
rnd 
(Supralaryngeal —• Nasal Oral) 
Iant ι [high! ([rnd]) dist ) ( b c k ) 
(Oral —* Degree Place) (Place —• Coronal Dorsal Labial) 
The c l a s s nodes 'Root', 'Laryngeal' and 'Supralaryngeal' have been 
proposed and motivated in Clements (1985). The 'Nasal', 'Coronal', 
'Dorsal' and 'Labial' node have been argued for by Sagey (1986b), and 
f i n a l l y the 'Oral' node i s Introduced in Clements (1987a). We w i l l not 
reiterate the arguments that have led to the introduction of these class 
nodes, and refer the interested reader to the c i ted works for more 
d e t a i l s . For the purposes of t h i s t h e s i s the t o t a l number of in ter­
mediate c l a s s nodes i s not part icu lar ly relevant, because we w i l l be 
concerned primarily with the vocalic features. 
The structures in (6) show that a l l nodes, including the c l a s s 
nodes, c o n s t i t u t e feature matrices of their own. After each run the 
content of the newly derived matrices i s smaller than the matrix from 
which they are derived. Again, we emphasize that the s i n g l e features 
contained within these submatricee remain unavailable for spreading and 
delinking rules. Ultimately, s ingle features can become a c c e s s i b l e at 
the last level of expansion (not given in 7) where the matrices cannot 
be s p l i t up into subconstltuents any further, simply because there Is 
only one feature l e f t . In sect ions 1.1.3.2 and 1.1.3.4, we w i l l d iscuss 
the laryngeal and the major c l a s s features, respect ive ly , and i t w i l l 
turn out that the features making up these classes remain inaccessible 
for asslmilatory processes in the phonological component. As a conse­
quence, the last step of expansion wi l l be limited to particular feature 
classes. 
The geometry which arises by means of the rules in (6) departs from 
those previously proposed in a number of respects. F i r s t , Clements 
(1985) assumes that Individual features are the terminal nodes which are 
organized under h ierarch ica l ly superordlnate nodes, where the l a t t e r 
themselves are abstract non-terminal nodes devoid of phonetic content. 
In our proposal, on the other hand, c l a s s nodes c o n s t i t u t e individual 
feature matrices, and these class nodes can be the terminal nodes in the 
geometry. Second, Sagey (1986b:47-48) arbitrarily assumes that the fea­
ture [nasal] Is organized under the 'soft palate' node. As a result, she 
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allows for two distinct types of assimilation rules, viz. rules which 
Involve the 'soft palate' node, and rules which Involve the [nasal] 
node. However, she admits that crucial empirical evidence supporting 
this claim is absent. In our proposal the distinction between the 'soft 
palate' node and the [nasal] node is superfluous, since the application 
of rule (6b) will make the [nasal] feature accessible; therefore there 
is no need for additional unfolding having the redundant effect of 
rendering the [nasal] feature accessible. Finally, the present theory 
departs from the previous ones in that we will assume that all major 
class features (henceforth MCFs) remain within the melodic root. This 
aspect of the representation is suggested in Schein and Steriade (1986), 
and will be motivated in section 1.1.3.4. below. We will show that this 
representation of the MCFs allows us to account for three asymmetries 
between the major and non-major class features. 
This discussion clearly raises the interesting question of where 
tier decomposition takes place. At least two options seem to be availa­
ble: (i) the unfolding takes place in a separate phrase structure com­
ponent, and (ii) the tier decomposition rules and P-rules apply In the 
same component. As a starting point, we will take the second option in 
which both rule types interact. 
Suppose a hypothetical language NL, the grammar of which contains a 
P-rule P
n
 that renders a sequence of sounds homorganic with respect to 
the place-of-artlculation features, and is the first rule to refer to 
place. In underlying representation these features are stored within the 
melodic root, and thus inaccessible for Ρ . in one way or an other these 
features must become accessible. For the proper application of P
n
 the 
decomposition rules (6a) through (6c) have to apply first. Wetzels 
(1986) therefore assumes an interpretation convention of the rule forma­
lism. In this thesis, we will approach the relationship between the tier 
decomposition rules and the normal phonological rules from a different 
perspective, and propose the universal Tier Decomposition Convention in 
(7) as an organizing principle of phonological theory: 
(7) Tier Decomposition Convention (TDC) 
A tier decomposition rule Τ that makes the (class) node F 
accessible Is Immediately ordered prior to the first P-rule 
referring to this node F in its structural description. 
Given the TDC in (7), the decomposition rule (6c) will be ordered imme­
diately before P
n
· Furthermore, the intrinsic ordering of the tier 
decomposition rules will ensure that the rules in (6a) and (6b) are 
ordered before P
n
 as well. Although the TDC orders (6c) Immediately 
before P
n
, this does not imply that (6a, b) apply immediately before 
(6c). Hence, the TDC does not allow for a phonological rule P
m
 which 
applies in between (6c) and P
n
, but it does not rule out the ordering of 
Ρ Immediately before (6c). 
We will now take into consideration an Interesting aspect of the TDC 
which extends far beyond the simple ordering relation established above-
Phonological theory allows for several types of ordering relations be-
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tween P-rules. First, in recent literature (cf. Klparsky 1982, 1985, 
Booij and Rubach 1987, among others) a distinction is made between 
cyclic rules, postcyclic rules, and poetlexlcal rules. The ordering of 
these subtypes is intrinsically determined by the organization of the 
phonological component (we will return to this issue in section 1.4, 
where we discuss the main principles of Lexical Phonology). For each of 
these three rule types, F-rules will be intrinsically ordered, eztrin-
slcally ordered, or unordered. Here, we will be concerned with the 
latter situation, and we will argue that our tier decomposition theory 
eliminates a kind of indeterminacy on the level of phonological theory 
Itself. If two rules A and В are unordered with respect to each other, 
and if a rule С exists that is crucially ordered after both A and B, the 
same set of facts can be derived in three different ways: (i) A is 
ordered before В and В before C, (ii) В is ordered before A, and A 
before C, and (ill) A and В apply simultaneously before C. To put it in 
formal terms, a given language having η unordered rules in its grammar 
can be accounted for by the number of factorial η plus 1 equally simple 
grammars (i.e. nl+1). 
A particularly striking observation concerns rules that involve 
different articulators (e.g. the larynx, the soft palate, the tongue 
body..etc.)· These rules are characteristic examples of rules which are 
unordered with respect to each other. It will turn out that these rules 
are not unordered In the theory advanced, but that instead, their rela­
tive ordering is determined by the organization of the theory. Suppose 
our hypothetical language NL has In its grammar a second rule Ρ in­
voking the laryngeal features. P
n
 and P,,, refer to different articulators 
which implies that these rules are unordered. The TDC will bring about 
an intrinsic ordering, since It will order P
m
 immediately after tier 
decomposition rule (6a), while it will order ?
a
 Immediately after (6c). 
As a result, P
m
 will be intrinsically ordered prior to P
n
, since the 
tier decomposition rules are Intrinsically ordered, and apply top to 
bottom. In conclusion, our tier decomposition theory resolves the in­
determinacy problem, characteristic of previous analyses. Furthermore, 
if it is correct that linguistic theory is a reflection of the speaker's 
competence, the theory allowing for the smallest number of grammars 
accounting for the same set of data should be preferred. In this re­
spect, the tier decomposition theory Is superior to all previous ones, 
including the theory proposed by Clements (1985) and Sagey (1986b). 
A point similar to the above is made in Hayes (1986b) for the 
Austroneslan language Toba Batak spoken in northern Sumatra. He dis­
cusses four assimilation rules, some of which have to be extrlnsically 
ordered. In (8) some relevant forms are given, showing the changes 
accomplished by these processes: 
(8) a: /n/-Aesimllation: 
marjan baoa an - maoabbaoa an 'that man is eating' 
lean lali - leallali 'give a hen-harrier' 
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Denaaallzatlon: 
mar}inum tuak ~ maQlnuptuak 
manar) pulpen - manakpulpen 
/h/-Aselmllatlon: 
marlsap hita ~ marlsapplta 
dohot halak - dohottalak 
Glottal Formation: 
ganup taon - ganuîtaon 
halak batak - hala?batak 
drink palm vine' 
or a pen' 
let us smoke' 
and a person' 
every year' 
Batak person' 
In any account, /n/-Asslmllatlon must precede Denasallzatlon, since 
otherwise It would be bled In cases like /np/ -» [pp] (not *[tp]). Dena-
sallzatlon In turn must precede /h/-Asslmllatlon, since the latter Is 
triggered by obstruents Including those created by Denasallzatlon (e.g. 
/mh/ -» llpb.ll -* [pp]). Finally, Glottal Formation must take place after 
these three rules, since It Is bled by the application of at least one 
of these rules. In short. In previous analyses these four rules must be 
extrlnslcally ordered. It can be shown, however, that the ordering of 
/n/-Assimllatlon before the other rules need not be stipulated, since 
Its early application is expected under the theory proposed· The rule of 
/n/-Assimilation is a complete assimilation or gemination rule and 
applies to the melodic root as a whole. The other rules are partial 
assimilation rules, and they require decomposition. Hayes (1986b:483) 
notes that the required ordering of complete assimilation before partial 
assimilation follows from the organization of the theory: earlier rules 
expect less fully decomposed representations. We thus do not need to 
stipulate the ordering of /n/-Aesimilatlon before the other rules ex-
plicitly. This is not to say that the opposite ordering, i.e. partial 
assimilation before complete assimilation, is excluded. The theory per-
mits such an ordering relation, although It puts a severe constraint on 
It, because the application of a complete assimilation rule can only 
follow a partial assimilation rule if the former applies in later sub-
component. To be more specific, the ordering of total assimilation after 
partial assimilation is allowed, if the latter is a lexical, and the 
former a post-lexical rule. If both rules are post-lexical, we expect 
the ordering to be as in Toba Batak. At present, we have not been able 
to verify this implication of our theory, and leave this as a point for 
future research. One thing must be clear, though: the order in which the 
total and partial assimilation rules of Toba Batak apply is expected 
under our theory. In the static view, on the other hand, one is obliged 
to stipulate the ordering of complete assimilation before partial assi-
milation, and we will take this as a further point in favor of the 
dynamic view. 
In summary, in our approach we start out with a phonological feature 
matrix that resembles a book with uncut sheets. Subsequently, this 
representation is unfolded by the universal rules of tier decomposition 
which are associated with the language-specific P-rules by the universal 
Tier Decomposition Convention. The ultimate result Is a representation 
which resembles a cut and glued paper construction, as argued for by 
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Clements and Sagey. Before we take up the task of motivating the concept 
of tier decomposition in the next section, the dynamic view will be 
demonstrated in full swing. 
Let us take a look at two well-known rules of Dutch, viz. Regressive 
Voicing Assimilation and Nasal Assimilation. This exposition will also 
enable us to go Into the rule formalism adopted in this thesis. 
In Dutch, obstruent clusters always agree in voice. If the rightmost 
obstruent is a plosive, all preceding obstruents adopt the feature 
[voice] from this stop, as is illustrated in (9): 
(9) ko[bd]uel 'heading duel' vs. koppen 'heads' 
kra[pk]ocktall 'crab cocktail' krabben 'crabs' 
ka[zb]oek 'cash-book' kasontvangst 'cash receipt' 
kaa[ep]ere 'cheese-press' kazen 'cheeses' 
la[vb]ek 'coward' laffe 'spineless' 
11j[ft]tocht 'subsistence' lijven 'bodies' 
The rule that accounts for these forms Is formalized in (10): 
(10) Regressive Voicing Assimilation: 
С skeleton f 
[-son] [-son] root 
* laryngeal 
The second rule, which Dutch shares with many languages, is nasal 
assimilation. An underlying /n/ receives the place features from a 
following consonant: 
(П) 
a: lamp 'lamp' b: inpakken 'pack' c: in bad 'in bath' [mb] 
franje 'fringe' injectie 'injection' in junl 'in June* [pj] 
slank 'slender' inkopen 'purchase' in kas 'in cash' [qk] 
pinda 'peanut' intomen 'kerb' in tranen 'in tears' [nt] 
The rule responsible for the changes in (11) can be stated as follows: 
(12) Nasal Assimilation: 
I+nas] supralaryngeal tier 
, * oral tier 
+"'•-,.1 
[+cor] ""i place tier 
The rule formalism is the one adopted In autosegmental phonology. 
The structural description of a rule Is indicated by the uninterrupted 
association lines between the relevant levels of the representation, 
while the structural change is considered as the spreading - indicated 
by the dotted line - of a node to an adjacent segment. In addition, we 
assume the abbrevlatory convention proposed by Clements (1985:249-250), 
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and reproduced In (13): 
(13) "Given a conf igurat ion of type ( i l i ) occurring as a subpart 
of a p h o n o l o g i c a l r e p r e s e n t a t i o n K, where S I s a c l a s s 
t i e r , Τ i s any t i e r ad jacent t o S, and the η are nodes of 
any a p p r o p r i a t e t y p e , ( i l l ) s a t i s f i e s ( i v ) , a subpart of 
some s t r u c t u r a l d e s c r i p t i o n SD of a r u l e R, o n l y I f node 
n(S) i n ( i i i ) d o m i n a t e s faF] (where о i s + or - ) : 
( i i i ) t i e r S: η ( i v ) t i e r S: [oF] 
t i e r T: t i e r Τ 
Under t h i s c o n v e n t i o n , " [ a F ] " In ( i v ) d e s i g n a t e s a c l a s s 
t i e r node n ( S ) , not a f e a t u r e [ a F ] , and i s to be under­
s t o o d a s a c o n d i t i o n p laced upon the node n(S) i n ( i i i ) 
b e i n g t e s t e d a s a p o s s i b l e match f o r n(S) In ( i v ) , r e ­
quiring i t to dominate the feature [aF] in K." 
According to convention (14) [+nas] i n (13) d e s i g n a t e s t h e s u p r a l a r y n -
g e a l node which must dominate the f e a t u r e [ + n a s ] . The r u l e w i l l take 
e f f e c t i f and only i f the representat ion f u l f i l l s t h i s requirement. 
In ( 1 4 ) be low the r e l e v a n t p a r t s of the d e r i v a t i o n s of kopduel and 
inpakken are g iven: 
( 1 4 ) a: 
[-vol] 
[-nas] 
ko/pd/uel 
1 
-son 
-voi 
-ent 
-nas 
+ant 
-cor 
* 
I 
-son 
+ ОІ 
-ent 
-nas 
+ant 
+СОГ 
: 
1+antj r+antl 
-corj l+corj 
ko[bd]uel 
b: i/np/akken 
...С С 
1 1 
+son 
+ ОІ 
-cnt 
+nas 
+ant 
+СОГ 
I
-son 
-voi 
-cnt 
-nas 
+ant 
-cor 
·. · M l · J 
+ 
"1 
+80П -son 
[•l-voi] r-cnti f-cnti [-vol] 
l+nasl 
tj r-cntl 
si I-nas I 
. .C 
i+sonl [-son] 
[+ ОІ] * [-voi 
[-nas] [+nas] [-nas 
г + ^ ~ ~ ~ " - -r+antl 
[+corJ 
i[mp]akken 
[-cor] 
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The rules of Regressive Voicing Assimilation and Nasal Assimilation 
are not crucially ordered with reepect to each other. Instead, the mode 
of tier decomposition determines the order in which these rules apply-
1.1.3 A comparison: static or dynamic feature representation 
The output of the tier decomposition rules in (6) resembles the feature 
geometries proposed by Clements (1985, 1987a) and Sagey (1986b) in many 
respects. They differ in the way features are organized in underlying 
representation. In this subsection we will bring forward several argu­
ments against the static view. We have already anticipated one of these 
arguments in the previous section. 
The first argument concerns the ordering of P-rules. We have ob­
served that rules referring to different articulators are generally 
assumed to be unordered with respect to each other. We have noted that 
the existence of unordered rules causes phonological theory to be faced 
with a kind of indeterminacy. If a given language has η unordered rules, 
phonological theory allows for factorlal-n plus 1 equivalent grammars to 
account for this language. The theory of tier decomposition resolves 
this indeterminacy problem straightforwardly, since the rules that in­
volve different articulators are intrinsically ordered as a consequence 
of the universal Tier Decomposition Convention (7), and the intrinsical­
ly ordered decomposition rules (6). Hence, the indeterminacy problem 
disappears, since the theory determines that of the η 1+1 possible gram­
mars only the one which follows from the TDC is sustained. Furthermore, 
ve have shown that particular extrinsic ordering relations, viz. those 
which reflect the mode of decomposition in (6), do not have to be stipu­
lated as such. For example, in Toba Batak, the order in which the rule 
of /n/-Asslmilatlon on the one hand, and the rules of Denasalization, 
/h/-Assimilation and Glottal Formation on the other, apply, does not 
have to be stipulated, since the former is a complete assimilation rule, 
which expects less-decomposed structure, and the latter are partial 
assimilation rules which require some decomposition. Under the static 
conception, the ordering of the complete assimilation rule before the 
partial ones cannot be derived from the organization of the grammar, and 
therefore must be stipulated. From this discussion, we can conclude that 
the dynamic conception is superior to the static one, because it enables 
us to reduce the number of ordering stipulations. 
Wetzels (1986:299) and Hayes (1986b:493ff.) present a further 
theory-internal argument in favor of tier decomposition based on the 
Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP). The OCP is a universal constraint 
which rules out sequences of identical melodic autosegments within the 
underlying representation of a morpheme. On the assumption that melodic 
subtlers do exist in underlying forms, one might expect that the OCP 
would hold for the melodic root as well as the subordinate tiers. Hayes 
shows for the Toba Batak data that the OCP cannot hold for the subtlers. 
Otherwise, the difference between the forms in (15) could not be derived 
from the Linking Constraint (cf. Hayes 1986a,b, and section 1.3. below). 
This constraint states that association lines mentioned in the SD of a 
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P-rule must be Interpreted as exhaustive: 
(15) a: holom saotik - holopeaotlk -/-• *holo?saotlk 'somewhat dark' 
manar) pulpen - manakpulpen -/-» *mana?pulpen 'or a pen' 
b: saksaQ —* saísaQ 'ceremonial dish' 
pekpeo —• pe?peo 'midget' 
The forms in (15a) undergo Denasalization and as a result shared ma-
trices are created for the Peripheral features. In the static view two 
underlying representations for /pekpeo/ ere foreseeable, viz. one which 
is in conformity with the OCP and one which is not. For the represen-
tation in accordance with the OCP the Peripheral features merge, since 
they are identical for both /k/ and /p/. 
Hayes argues that the OCP must hold in underlying representation to 
account for the absence of Glottal Formation (CF) in true geminates like 
pittu 'door', loppa 'cook' and dekke 'fish'. If true geminates are 
represented with doubly-linked matrices, the absence of GF follows from 
the Linking Constraint, since such structures are immune to GF. By the 
same token, the absence of GF in (15a) can also be derived from this 
constraint, since Denasalization creates the doubly-linked structure. 
However, if the OCP has access to subtiers, an account based on the 
Linking Constraint would become untenable, since in that case the OCP 
would create the shared matrices and It would be impossible to discri-
minate between underlying /kp/ and derived /kp/. Hence, the static view 
seems to require a restriction on the lexical application of the OCP to 
the effect that subtiers are excluded from undergoing this convention. 
Under tier decomposition this problem does not arise, since in the 
lexical representation of the forms in (15b) we have two unsplit and 
distinct matrices which do not fulfill the requirements of the OCP. 
This argument is highly theory-internal, and hinges on the as-
sumption that the OCP is restricted to underlying representations, since 
tier decomposition will result in representations virtually Identical to 
the ones assumed by Clements (1985) and Sagey (1986b). If It should turn 
out that the OCP holds for all stages in the derivation, and if, addi-
tionally, subtiers are exempted from the OCP at all these stages, the 
advantage of the tier decomposition theory as opposed to Clements' 
(1985) proposal vanishes almost entirely, because then a similar re-
striction on the OCP must be added. Moreover, Odden (1986a) presents 
several arguments against the OCP as a universal principle. From his 
discussion it is clear that languages differ in the way they incorporate 
the OCP (in Odden's view a general cognitive strategy). In some lan-
guages this principle is restricted to lexical representations; in 
others it is restricted to derived representations; and In others again 
it holds for both. Hence, this OCP argument presented by Hayes (1986b) 
stands or falls with the claim that the OCP is restricted to underlying 
representations. As far as we can see, the examples discussed by Odden 
(1986a), which are all based on tonal phenomena, do not refute this 
claim if we assume, as we did, that the tonal features are arrayed on a 
plane different from the melody. 
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Below, we will present several empirical arguments In favor of the 
dynamic decomposition approach. Most of the arguments are concerned with 
the accessibility of features. In the static approach exemplified In (4) 
all Individual features occupy separate tiers, that is, all features are 
constituents. These smallest units are gathered into larger units. One 
prediction is that the spreading or transposition of single features is 
just as simple or marked as the spreading or transposition of larger 
constituents. Below, we will argue that this prediction is incorrect. It 
will turn out that the dynamic view enables us to explain the absence of 
particular rule types, because there is a stage in the derivation in 
which features are contained in larger constituents or feature matrices. 
1.1.3.1 Two types of P-rules 
Given the assumption that distinctive features are contained within 
single phonological matrices in underlying representation, and given the 
further assumption that features become accessible for assimilatory pro-
cesses by means of tier decomposition, we expect to find two types of P-
rules: (1) P-rules that trigger decomposition, and that take the form of 
spreading operations, and (11) P-rules that do not activate decompo-
sition, and that take the form of linear feature-filling or feature-
changing lexical redundancy rules. The two types are represented sche-
matically in (16): 
(16) a: X X b: X X X ¥ 
L-'f I I 1 1 
[aF] [-aF] [aF] [bG] "• [-aFJ [bG] 
Mascaro (1986) observes that the genuine autosegmental operations of 
spreading, association and deassociation are s t i l l allowed to mix freely 
with the l inear type of rule formalism proposed by SPE. His aim i s to 
reduce cases of apparently segmental operations to the constrained auto-
segmental formalism, and to eliminate or at least isolate the segmental 
residue. We w i l l argue, conversely, that the d i s t i n c t i o n between the 
rule types in (16) proves to be empir ica l ly motivated. As Leo Wetzels 
(personal communication) has suggested, the different rule types exem-
p l i f i ed in (16) may r e f l e c t a basic d i v i s i o n among ( l e x i c a l ) phonolo-
g ica l processes . The rule type of (16a) would represent the truly 
generative processes , while the one in (16b) would be used to account 
for highly morphologized or fossi l ized phonological alternations which 
are deeply embedded in the lexicon. We w i l l c l a r i f y th i s point for a 
well-known example from English. 
Halle and Mohanan (1985) present an elaborate descript ion of the 
segmental phonology of Modern English. Below, we wi l l concentrate on a 
small subset of the l e x i c a l rules they propose: those that provide 
crucial evidence for the d i s t i n c t i o n drawn in (16). The forms in (17) 
reveal that rules a f fec t ing the quantity of vowels go together with 
processes of Vowel Shift and Diphthonglzation: 
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(17) a: divine - divinity (ay-i) b: manager managerial 
serene - serenity (iy-e) marginal marginalia 
sane - sanity (ey-s) Lilliput Lilliputian 
profound - profundity (aw-л) algebra algebraic 
assume - assumption (uw-л) ambiguous ambiguity 
Halle and Mohanan (1985:77-78) propose the rules of Shortening and 
CiV-Lengthening to account for the quantitative alternations taking 
place in the examples of (17). Furthermore, they assume, following SPE, 
that the grammar contains rules affecting the quality of long vowels, 
They propose to derive the complex surface vowels [ay, iy, ey, uw] by a 
rule of Vowel Shift and a rule of Dlphthonglzatlon from the underlying 
vowels /I, ë, ä , δ/. Their formalization of Vowel Shift is reproduced 
in (18): 
(18) Vowel Shift (Halle and Mohanan 1985:78) 
ahigh 
-low 
"glow 
-high 
[-ahigh] 
[-Blow] 
'Λ' 
X X 
ν 
R 
They furthermore argue that the facts of Velar Softening illustrated 
in (19) provide additional support for recognizing Vowel Shift as a 
synchronic rule of English, because, if Velar Softening is ordered 
before Vowel Shift, the context in which the former rule applies can be 
stated in a relatively simple way: 
(19) a: critic - criticize (k-s) b: fungus - fungi (g-î) 
medicate - medicine analogue - analogy/analogize 
matrix - matrices larynx - laryngeal 
Before Vowel Shift takes place the suffix vowels Inducing Velar 
Softening all share the features [-back, -low]. On the basis of this 
observation, Halle and Mohanan decide to adopt the following semi-formal 
description of this process: 
(20) Velar Softening 
к -* si _ [-low 1 
g -» if I [-back] 
Although the authors do not go into a distinctive feature definition of 
the structural change of the rule, it appears that at least the features 
[coronal], [anterior], [high], [back], and [continuant] are affected. In 
the preceding section, we discussed one of the main virtues of feature 
geometry, viz. that it enables us to impose severe restrictions on 
asslmilatory processes. Clements (1985) notes that assimilation rules, 
i.e. spreading rules, can only involve a single node in the feature 
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geometry. The changes accomplished by Velar Softening do not obey this 
requirement, however, since several nodes spread simultaneously. If, 
with regard to spreading operations, we want to adhere to the strong 
claim, we could conclude that Velar Softening Is a rule which does not 
Involve feature spreading, but Is rather a feature-changing operation 
that Is active at a deep level In the lexicon. Klparsky (1982:34) ob­
serves the following with regard to the status of Velar Softening: "the 
[s] In criticize Is derived from /k/ by a "Velar Softening" rule, which 
applies throughout the derivational ("Romance") vocabulary of English, 
and accounts here for the regular relationship between criticize, 
criticism and critic, critical. This does not Imply that the speaker or 
hearer need in any way mentally "derive" the words he says or hears by 
means of such rules as Velar Softening. What It does mean is that the 
alternations they govern belong to the regular phonological pattern of 
English...The claim made is that someone who knows English implicitly 
knows that pattern, and will under appropriate circumstances recognize 
the difference between regular and irregular alternations, though he may 
not be able, even after reflection, to verbalize the rules that underlie 
it." We will argue that the tier decomposition theory advanced here 
makes possible a formal distinction between truly assimilatory processes 
and processes such as Velar Softening. 
The lltmos test for determining whether Velar Softening is a spread­
ing rule or a feature-changing rule is based upon the Linking Constraint 
proposed by Hayes (1986a) (cf. section 1.3 below). The Linking Con­
straint states that a phonological rule Ρ will apply to a representation 
R, if and only if the association lines in the structural description of 
F exhaustively match those of R. In other words, if rule Ρ refers to the 
autosegmental levels A and B, where A and В are connected by one asso­
ciation line, Ρ will apply to representation R, if A is uniquely linked 
to B, and vice versa. 
We will demonstrate that the formalization of Velar Softening as a 
spreading operation incorrectly blocks Vowel Shift. The alternation be­
tween /g/ and /5/ in the pair analogue - analogize indicates that at 
least the height features spread from the suffix vowel to the stem-final 
/g/. As a result, the height features will be linked to the stem-final 
consonant as well as to the suffix vowel. When Vowel Shift arrives, the 
Linking Constraint will block Its application to the output of Velar 
Softening, since the height features referred to in the structural 
description of Vowel Shift are not exclusively associated to the rime 
node, as is shown in the partial derivation given in (21): 
С V V 
I ν 
*^ * (18) blocked *[analo;fTz] 
g +h 
-1 
Hence, by assuming that Velar Softening Involves feature spreading, the 
fact that the triggering vowel may undergo subsequent Vowel Shift cannot 
(21) 
Ι Λ Λ /Αχ 
с у с с с 
I I ι I I I ν I 
a n a l o g 1 ζ 
(20) 
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be accounted for· If, on the other hand, we assume that this process Is 
a feature-copy rule that does not create shared matrices between the 
trigger and the target, the Linking Constraint will not block the appli­
cation of Vowel Shift: 
(22) о о о о о о 
I Л Л Л К /^ч <1β> /Лч 
V C V C V C V V Ç (20) . . Ç V V C + . . Ç V V Ç [analojayz] 
I I I I I I V Г I V I D i p h t h [ I I I 
a n a l o g i z j i z 5 a i ζ 
The Linking Constraint enables us to make a principled decision with 
respect to the status of Velar Softening in the grammar of contemporary 
English. It cannot take the form of a spreading rule, since In that case 
the Linking Constraint would prevent subsequent Vowel Shift· In ad­
dition, we do not have to mark Velar Softening as a feature-changing 
rule, as the features in the structural description do not constitute a 
unit in the feature geometry, and hence the universal tier decomposition 
rules In (6) will not be activated. The theory advanced presupposes a 
stage in the derivation where all distinctive features are contained 
within a single matrix, and this assumption gives us the opportunity to 
change features by copying rules which do not affect the unitary status 
of the matrix. 
In conclusion, the existence of two formally different rule types, 
viz. P-rulee which trigger tier decomposition versus P-rules that do not 
exhibit this property, provides crucial empirical support for a mode of 
tier decomposition in phonological theory. Without such a device, ad hoc 
stipulations are necessary to obtain the same results. Furthermore, the 
intuitively correct distinction between the truly generative P-rules, 
and the lexical redundancy rules which merely express the speaker's 
knowledge of a morphologlzed pattern, can be captured formally by using 
two different rule types. 
1.1.3.2 Single-feature assimilation 
Clements (1985) notes that evidence for single-feature assimilation, 
outside tone phonology, is scarce. Given the geometry, this result is 
somewhat surprising, since class-node assimilation and single-feature 
assimilation should be equally marked. Below, it will become apparent 
that these two types of assimilation are in fact not equally marked, and 
that class-node assimilation is far more natural than single-feature 
assimilation. We will illustrate this point for a set of rules that 
refer to the laryngeal features In Late Vedic and Classical Sanskrit. 
The interaction of these processes has concerned many linguists since 
Whitney (1889) (cf. Zwicky 1965, Anderson 1970, Sag 1974, 1976, Phelps 
1975a and Schindler 1976). It Is not our purpose to give a full-fledged 
analysis of all the Sanskrit facts, and for more details the reader is 
referred to the works cited, especially Sag's and Schindler's. The 
analysis presented below is in many respects a nonlinear formalization 
of their ideas. 
Sanskrit has a consonant system in which the features [voice] and 
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t th 
- -
- + 
Τ Τ 
d 
+ 
Τ 
dh 
+ 
+ 
Τ 
к kh 
- -
_ + 
К К 
g gh 
+ + 
- + 
К К
2 
[spread] both are distinctive· The relevant part of the consonant in­
ventory is given in (23): 
(23) Sanskrit plain stops 
ρ ph b bh 
[voice] - - + + 
[spread] - + - + 
'Place' Ρ Ρ PP 
Let us first take a look at the alternations Involving aspiration in 
(24).3 
(24) bodhati 'he knows' (cf. tap+a+ti 'he heats') 
bhôtsyatl 'he will know' (cf. tap+sya+ti 'he will heat') 
buddha 'known' (cf. tapH-ta 'heating') 
bubodha 'he has known' (cf. ta+tlpH-a 'he has heated') 
With regard to these data, the discussion up to the present day has 
focused on the underlying form of the root 'to know'. Zwicky (1965), 
Anderson (1970) and Phelps (1975a) have assumed /bhudh-/ and a rule of 
aspiration dissimilation commonly referred to as Grassmann's Law. 
Others, following Panini and Whitney (1889) take /budh-/ as the under-
lying form and a rule of 'aspiration throw back'. We agree with Sag and 
Schindler that the former account, which assumes that Grassmann's Law 
was a synchronic rule of Classical Sanskrit, is untenable (cf. De Haas 
(1988b) for a detailed discussion). 
The first phonological process of Interest to us is the rule of 
Final Strengthening, which devolces and deasplrates a word-final 
obstruent: 
(25) accusative 
pldam 
marutam 
budham 
patham 
nominative 
pit 
marut 
bhut 
pat 
gloss 
•foot' 
'wind, wind-god' 
'awakening' 
•road' 
These alternations can be accounted for by the process stated in (26) 
below, if we assume that the unmarked values [-voice] and [-spread] are 
filled In later in the derivation by a set of redundancy rules: 
(26) Final Strengthening (FS) 
C# skeleton 
I 
[-son] root t ier 
X laryngeal t ier 
Besides t h i s f ina l strengthening r u l e , clusters of two obstruents 
undergo laryngeal a s s imi la t ion . In general , roots ending in a voiced 
aspirated obstruent, which precede su f f ixe s begining with It, th, h / , 
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trigger progressive assimilation (Bartholomae's Law), whereas all other 
clusters undergo regressive assimilation, as Is shown in (27): 
(27) a: acc.sg. inetr.pl· loc.pl. 
marut+am marud+bhis marut+su 'wind' 
pld+am pad-t-bhis pat+su ' foot ' 
budh+am bhud+bhis bhut+su 'awakening' 
stubh+am stub+bhis stup+su 'praising' 
b: tap+a+ti 'he heats' tap+sya+ti 'he will heat' 
bodh+a+ti 'he knows' bhöt+sya+ti 'he will know' 
runadh+mi 'I obstruct' runat+si 'you obstruct' 
c: tap+a+ti tap+ta 'heating' 
bödh+a+ti bud+dha 'known' 
runadh+mi rund+dhas 'know'(2.dual) (cf. kuru+thas 'make') 
labh+a+te lab+dhas 'take'(2.dual) 
The following set of rules accounts for the alternations above: 
(28) a: Regressive Larynx Assimilation (RLA) 
С С skeleton 
I I 
[-son] [-son] root tier 
* * laryngeal tier 
b: Bartholomae's Law (BL) 
Ç Cj skeleton where C^ is /t, th, h/ 
[-son] [-son] 
l+sprj 
c: Aspiration Throw Back (AT) 
R00T[ C where [ ] indicates a floating node. 
[-son] root tier 
f+vcel' 
L+sprI 
laryngeal tier 
Below, we present some sample derivations. In these derivations a rule 
of cluster deaspiration is left out of consideration. This rule de-
aspirates the left-hand member of an aspirated consonant cluster, e.g. 
it changes /dhbh/ into [dbh]. We will assume that cluster deaspiration 
takes place in the phonetic component, where unpronounceable outputs of 
the phonological component are automatically corrected by a system of 
phonetic rules that turn phonological structures into articulatory move-
ments. This is essentially the position taken by Hermans (1985:248) for 
deaspiration in Icelandic. 
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(29) /baudh+sya+tl/ /budh+ta/ /budh bhls/ 
Í f í i f f M í 
* * * * A * * * * 
f-^-J I l'i f-^-J 
+v +v —v +v +v -v +v +v +» 
-8 +8 -β -β +8 -S -S +8 +8 
(RLA + AT) (BL) (FDD +RLA + AT) 
au -» S dhdh -» ddh dhbh •• dbh 
bhótsyatl buddha bhudbhle 
The discussion above shows that the Sanskrit facts find a rather 
straightforward explanation within autosegmental phonology Irrespective 
of the geometry assumed. However, the problem Is not the proper descrip-
tion of the Sanskrit facts. It Is how to account for the nonoccurrence 
of languages that are similar to Sanskrit, but In which (1) voicing 
assimilation takes place without affecting the feature [spread], or (11) 
aspiration assimilation occurs independently of the voice specification: 
(30) a: Sanskrit b: «Sanskrit (1) c: «Sanskrit (li) 
bh+t ·• bhdh bh+t ·* bhd bh+t -» bhth 
p+dh -* bhdh p+dh -» bdh p+dh -» phdh 
ph+d -» bd ph+d -» bhd ph+d •» pd 
dh+e ·• ts db+a •* the dW-s •• dhs 
The geometry given in (4) does not provide a principled way for 
excluding unattested distributional patterns as exemplified in (30b, c). 
Additional mechanisms must be invoked to rule out single-feature assimi-
lations of this type. Thus, although the hierarchical ordering of fea-
tures limits the amount of possible assimilation rules in a nontrivial 
sense, it is still too powerful in that it allows for processes that are 
absent in the languages of the world. 
In the theory of tier decomposition the asymmetry in (30) is to be 
expected. Recall that we have assumed that all nodes, including class 
nodes such as 'Laryngeal', are matrices which contain phonological fea-
tures. The features contained within these matrices define the articu-
lator involved. For example, tier decomposition rule (6a) subdivides the 
melodic root into three distinct feature matrices, viz. the root which 
contains the MCFs, the laryngeal node which contains the features 
[voice], [spread] and [constricted], and the supralaryngeal node which 
contains all remaining features. Additional decomposition is necessary 
to make features contained within these submatrices accessible for 
assimilatory processes. The absence of the assimilation processes exem-
plified in (31b, c) makes it clear that the laryngeal node cannot be 
subdivided any further, and that the laryngeal node itself will be the 
terminal node in the geometry. This discussion reveals an important 
difference between our dynamic view of feature representation and the 
static conception of Clements (1985) and Sagey (1986b). They assume that 
individual features are the terminal nodes in the geometry. The features 
are hierarchically organized under non-terminal class nodes which are 
themselves devoid of phonetic content. In our conception class nodes are 
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not abstract entitles, but feature matrices. The nonoccurrence of assi-
milation processes like (30b, c) provides strong evidence for our Inter-
pretation of the notion of class node. 
1.1.3.3 Rules of Transposition 
A third point In favor of the theory advocated here concerns so-called 
rules of transposition. This notion will be used In Its broadest sense, 
In which It Includes metathesis rules, word games and speech errors. We 
will discuss these three subtypes together, since they share essentially 
the same property, that of metathesizing two segments. 
Metathesis is examined as a more or less systematic phenomenon by 
Ultan (1971), who presents many different types. The theory of auto-
segmental phonology allows us to show that many changes that previously 
led phonologlsts to posit a rule of metathesis can be accounted for 
without positing permutation transformations. One clear example of this 
is the rule of Aspiration Throw Back In Classical Sanskrit (cf. 
1.1.3.2). However, many examples of metathesis remain that provide 
evidence for the permutation of sounds as a possible rule type. In (31) 
below, a few examples are given that illustrate the necessity of this 
formal enrichment: 
(31) a: Kaeem (cf. Phelps 1975b, 1979, De Haas 1988a) 
singular plural 
tasug-u tasu-du (••tasug-du) 'granary cover' 
bolo («-bola-u) bwälu («-boal-du) 'valley' 
fogo («-foga-u) fwadu («-foag-du) 'die, dice' 
b: Rotuaan (cf. Churchward 1940, McCarthy 1986) 
complete phase incomplete phase 
pure PVer ' t o decide' 
tlko Цок 'flesh' 
pepa pçap 'paper' 
с: Cornish (cf. Ultan 1971) 
whelth (sg.) whethlow (pi.) 'narration' 
d: Lithuanian (cf. Ultan 1971) 
drëks (fut.) drëskla (3.sg.pree.) 'to tear' 
reiksti (infin.) reiSke (3.eg.pret.) 'to mean' 
e: Sierra Miwok (cf. Smith and Hermans 1982, Smith 1985) 
htileet 'to fly* hülte-jee-nü 'to hop' 
TUnUU-pa 'come to one' 7ünpU-J-nU 'will come to one' 
massokka 'five' masko-ppa 'five at a time' 
One clear generalization emerges from the metathesis facts above, 
that is, permutation always involves segments. Metatheses of subordinate 
nodes such as 'place', or of single features such as [continuant] do not 
occur. For example, we do find permutations of the type wasp -* waps, but 
we do not find wasp ·* *waft or *watf. It is the task of linguistic 
theory to constrain the notational system so that metatheses of the 
latter type are systematically excluded. 
Word games constitute the second type of transposition. The data 
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below show that even In word games permutation Is confined to segments· 
(32) a: Bedouin Hijazi Arabic (cf. McCarthy 1982) 
base form game form 
kattab 'write' battak, takkab, tabbak, bakkat, kabbat 
?arsal 'seat' îaslar, îaeral, ?а1 аг, ?arlas, Tairas 
b: Hanunoo (Philippine language, cf. McCarthy 1962) 
rignuk 'tame' nugrlk 
?usah 'one' sa?uh 
c: Korean (cf. Sohn 1987) 
hobak 'pumpkin' habok 
bica 'visa' baci 
d: LuGanda (cf. Clements 1986a) 
klmull 'flower' limukl 
mukono 'arm' nokomu 
jjuba 'dove* bbaju 
Shattuck-Hufnagel and Klatt (1979), among others, seek to analyze 
the third subtype, i.e. substitution and exchange errors in actual 
speech, in a systematic way. They ask the question "whether the psycho­
logical representation of words Is in terms of phonetic segments and 
their component distinctive features during the sentence planning" 
(p.44). Their analysis of the speech errors shows that in the course of 
the sentence planning, when speech errors are introduced, segments are 
independently movable, whereas features or feature complexes are not. 
For example, exchange errors such as motato for tomato are very common, 
whereas renditions as penato for tomato are negligible in number. 
From this we must conclude that features and subtiers are not inde­
pendently movable entities at the level where permutation takes place. 
In the theory we are proposing, such a level exists, viz. underlying 
representation. In the tree approach, on the other hand, no such level 
is available. Hence, additional devices must be introduced to constrain 
the theory In such a way that it allows for segment permutation, while 
it blocks intrasegmental permutations. 
The claim that rules of transposition take underlying forms as their 
input implies that genuine F-rules take the transposed form as input. 
The following example mentioned in Campbell (1980) shows that the output 
of a Finnish word game, in which the first consonant and vowel of a 
succeeding pair of words are interchanged, is Input to the vowel harmony 
rule: 
(33) a: saksalaisla hätUütettin 'the Germans were attacked' 
haksäläisiä satuutettln/ *häksalaisia satUUtettin 
b: ttikkSän urheilusta 'I like sports' 
ukkaan tiirheilüetä/ *иккЯ8п tUrheilusta 
The Chinese secret language facts reported in Yip (1982) also sup­
port our claim. The forms to the left of the arrow in (34) show the 
Peking Mandarin forms, and those to the right are the May-ka secret 
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language equivalents: 
(34) pey —• pay key (tone sandhl) piy key 
çyén —» çyây kyén (vowel merger) çye kyén (pal.) çyé tçyén 
kiv —* kâ'y káw (dissimilation) kay láw 
A number of P-rules apply to the output of this secret language. The 
tone sandhl rule, for example, turns the first of two consecutive fall-
ing-rising tones Into a mld-rlslng tone. In addition, under certain 
circumstances the diphthong /ay/ Is monophthongized. Yip (1982:fn.5) 
shows that the ordering of the P-rules before secret language formation 
will result in the wrong output. In chapter 5, we will discuss vowel 
coalescence in Rotuman (futi vs. flit 'to pull'..etc.) and it will become 
apparent that this rule applies to forms which have undergone meta-
thesis. We take the examples from Finnish, Chinese and Rotuman to be 
evidence for the claim that rules of transposition only apply at the 
deepest level of the phonological component, that is, before the rules 
of tier decomposition. Hence, the assumption that metathesis rules apply 
prior to the tier decomposition rules explains why these rules are 
restricted to segments, and why subsegmentai constituents cannot be 
metathesized. Under the static conception, on the other hand, the as-
sumption that rules of transposition are restricted to a particular 
level in the phonological component is Insufficient, since subsegmental 
constituents are available for phonological processes throughout the 
phonology. 
1.1.3.4 Feature asymmetrlee 
A longstanding Issue in phonological theory concerns the statue and 
representation of the 'major class features' (MCFs). Selkirk (1984) 
proposes that the MCFs [syllabic], [sonorant], [consonantal] be elimi-
nated from phonological theory, especially in view of the theory of the 
phonotactics of the syllable, and that they be replaced by the sonority 
hierarchy and the assignment of a sonority index to individual segments 
that reflects their position in that hierarchy. In other words, she 
claims that there is a single n-ary feature [sonority]. 
It is a well-known view that there is a sonority peak in every 
syllable, which Is preceded and/or followed by a sequence of segments 
with progressively Increasing/decreasing sonority. In addition, in par-
ticular languages the phonotactics of the syllable are even more con-
strained. Harris (1983) points out that syllable theory must have a way 
of specifying the minimal sonority difference between two adjacent po-
sitions in a syllable. 
Of interest to us is the observation that it is the set of MCFs that 
characterizes what constitutes a natural class for the rules of core 
syllabification, that is, the sonority hierarchy and the minimal sonori-
ty difference follow completely from the MCFs. Thus, a statement like 
(35a) is typically found In phonotactic descriptions, unlike (35b): 
(35) a: The onset of a syllable in L can be occupied by a se-
quence of a [-son] and a [+son] consonant. 
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b: The onset of a syllable in L can be occupied by a se-
quence of a [-voice] and a [+high] consonant. 
However, there are exceptions. For example, many languages are reported 
In which a sequence of two coronals (*tl, *dl), or two labials (*bw, 
*fw) are disallowed in the syllable onset. These constraints are not 
arbitrary, but reflect a widespread dissimilation tendency to avoid 
syllables containing sequences at the same place of articulation, as is 
observed by Clements (1987b). He notices that It is doubtful whether 
constraints of this type should be expressed in terms of sonority. He 
suggests to derive them from independently motivated principles like the 
Feature Contrast Principle and the Principle of Sequential Markedness. 
Another interesting observation Is that the individual MCFs do not 
participate in assimilation and dissimilation rules. Hence, we typically 
find rules of the type In (36a), whereas those in (36b) are systemati-
cally absent: 
(36) a: X X b: X X or X X 
* * place [-son] [+son] [+cons] [-cons] 
A third asymmetry concerns the Shared-Features Convention (SFC) pro-
posed by Steriade (1982) and restated in Clements (1985). This con-
vention states that when the output of a rule creates a representation 
in which at l e a s t one feature matrix i s shared between two adjacent 
s lots , then a l l remaining identical features undergo merger: 
(37) Shared-Features Convention: 
Given a representation satisfying (b) resulting from a re-
presentation sa t i s fy ing (a) as the resu l t of a rule , where 
F, G are s ing le features and the dots designate root t i e r 
nodes, (b) i s converted into (c ) : 
(a) aF 
: r 
1 
SG 
BF 
1 
* 
1 5G 
(b)
 YF 
/ \ 
* * 
1 1 ÍG 6G
( c ) γΡ 
/~ч 
* * 
ν 6G 
(Clements 1985:240) 
The following external sandhi facts from Classical Sanskrit show, 
however, that it appears that the major class features are not subject 
to the SFC, as pointed out by Wetzels (1986).° Two phonological changes 
are of importance here. First, word-final obstruents acquire the feature 
[voice] from the initial segment of a following word; then the voiced 
coronal fricatives /z, z/ become [r] by a rule of rhotacism. The ex­
amples in (38), taken from Whitney (1889) and Carnoy (1925), show the 
effects of these rules: 
(38) a: sas si -* easel 'you order' 
tatas të -» tatasti 'then of you' 
caksus ti •* caksusti 'your eyes' 
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b: manus gacchatl •* manurgacchati 'the man goes' 
sarvlls gunlih -» sarvllrgunïih 'by all qualities' 
divapatl? yathl -* dlvapatlr yathi 'like the lord of the gods' 
The rhotaclsm rule takes /ζ, ζ/ as lts Input and not /s, s/ since In 
that case we would wrongly derive *tatarte..etc., and be forced to 
complicate the rule of rhotaclsm. By ordering voicing assimilation 
before rhotaclsm we can keep the grammar as simple as possible and 
derive the facts In (Э ). However, the rule of voicing assimilation 
creates a shared matrix for the feature [voice], and If the SFC held for 
the MCFe one would expects that, In case of medial //manuz gacchatl//, 
the Identical features [+cons] and [-son] merge. Given the fact that the 
rule of rhotaclsm changes the value for [sonorant] Into [+8on], we make 
the Incorrect prediction for the example at hand. We predict that rho­
taclsm cannot take place because of the Linking Constraint, which states 
that association lines mentioned In the SD of phonological rules must be 
Interpreted as exhaustive. The rule of rhotaclsm changes the feature 
[-son] In a word-final /z, z/ Into [+8on]. However, In //manuzgacchatl// 
the feature [-son] Is shared by the two obstruents, and this entails 
that the Linking Constraint would make [-son] Immune to rhotaclsm In 
this example. If the SFC does not hold for the major class features, 
this problem does not arise, since In that case the MCFe [+cone] and 
[-son] will not merge, and rhotaclsm can apply freely. In the static 
view a stipulation to this effect must be added to the grammar. 
The problem here Is how to account for the asymmetries, schematical­
ly represented In (39), between major and non-major class features. 
(39) major class non-major class 
syllabification + 
assimilation - + 
SFC - + 
Selkirk (1984) solves the first two asymmetries by eliminating the 
MCFs entirely and replacing them by the sonority hierarchy. How she 
solves the third Is unclear, however, since the rule of rhotaclsm above 
refers to the feature [son] In Its structural change, while this feature 
Is eliminated from the theory. A possible way of stating rhotaclsm In 
Selkirk's theory Is to assume that the sonority Index changes by means 
of this process. Thus, Selkirk, In her attempt to eliminate the major 
class features, takes the sonority hierarchy as a theoretical primitive. 
Let us now consider the opposite position, and follow a proposal by 
Clements (1987b). Clements suggests that the sonority hierarchy should 
be derived by ranking the MCFs as shown in (40): 
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(40) 
syllabic 
vocold 
approxlmant 
sonorant 
rank 
0< N< L< G< V 
_ _ _ _ + 
- - - + + 
- - + + + 
- + + + + 
0 1 2 3 4 
syll 
Given this feature ranking, we do not require the n-ary feature 
[sonority], and the sonority hierarchy can be deduced from the phone-
tically motivated features. However, by deriving the sonority hierarchy 
as proposed by Clements (1987b), we cannot explain the asymmetries 
displayed In (39). 
The representation of the major class features Is not systematically 
discussed In Clements (1985) and Sagey (1986b). Clements (1985) tenta-
tively assumes that they are dominated by a manner tier node, whereas 
Sagey (1986b) assumes that the root node is multiple-branching into the 
laryngeal and supralaryngeal class nodes and the single features 
[consonantal] and [continuant]. Neither of them provides evidence sup-
porting their respective views. This makes a comparison with our alter-
native representation proposed in section 1.1.2. pointless. 
In our feature geometry the MCFs constitute the melodic root after 
the first rule of decomposition (6a), repeated here as (41): 
(41) a: 
I 
cone 
son 
vol 
spr 
nas 
high 
(Root — Laryngeal Supralaryngeal) 
Let us recall our assumption that features contained within (sub-ma-
trices are inaccessible for rules of assimilation and dissimilation. One 
immediate advantage of this assumption is that we can explain why rules 
like (36b) are systematically excluded in human languages. Furthermore, 
we predict that rules which refer to MCFs In their structural de-
scription are so-called complete assimilation rules. As far as we know 
this prediction is correct. Hence, the feature geometry proposed ac-
counts for the first asymmetry in (39). 
The second asymmetry noticed above relates to the principles of core 
syllabification (cf. 39). In our concept, the MCFs are Immediately 
dominated by the skeleton, whereas all non-major class features are 
dominated by the skeleton only Indirectly. We thus assume a hierarchical 
distinction between these two classes of features. This enables us to 
invoke Hammond's (1984:139) Metrical Locality Condition to account for 
the second asymmetry. This constraint determines the kind of information 
a prosodie rule has access to. Rules referring to elements at one level 
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may refer to the level they Immediately dominate, but not to structure 
beyond that level, that Is, tree construction rules (syllabification 
rules, foot formatlon..etc.) are strictly local. 
(42) Metrical Locality 
A rule operating on level η In the metrical hierarchy cannot 
refer to structure on level m, where m > irt-1 or m < n-l. 
Metrical Locality explains why, for Instance, rules deleting a low 
vowel In a metrically weak position of the foot or word tree do not 
occur. Such rules apply at the foot level and would require information 
from a prosodie level which is not Immediately dominated. In this case 
the melody. Given Metrical Locality, however, rules applying at the foot 
level can have access to the level of the syllable, but cannot look 
beyond that prosodie level. 
In our case, the rules of core syllabification apply at the level of 
the skeleton, and this implies that the level Immediately below the 
skeleton Is accessible. On the assumption that the rules of sylla­
bification are ordered after the decomposition rule (41) the second 
asymmetry Is expected. The non-major class features are represented at a 
level where they are not immediately dominated by the skeleton, and 
therefore cannot be referred to by the rules of core syllabification. 
It is not our purpose to present a syllable theory In full detail 
along the lines euggested, since this would take us too far away from 
the main topic of this thesis. The preceding discussion only served one 
cause, viz. to explain the well-known asymmetry between major and non-
major class features as a result of their representation in the geo­
metry. A note of caution is necessary, however. We have restricted the 
discussion to the rules of core syllabification. Such a restriction has 
to be made, because in many languages one finds statements such as the 
following: the onset can consist of three consonants of which the first 
can only be I si; or a rime may contain four positions (e.g. VVCC or 
VCCC) - if it does, the last member must be a coronal obstruent. Simi­
larly, some languages seem to require negative syllable constraints that 
rule out onsets made up of two coronal or labial consonants. These 
constraints, however, fall outside the domain of core syllabification. 
Levin (1985) assumes that the core syllabification rules generate maxi­
mal core syllables of the following type: CWC or CVCC. Furthermore, she 
introduces supplemental rules of syllabification which fall into two 
types. First, rules of incorporation which Incorporate additional C-
slots into the syllable, and which obey the minimal sonority constraints 
of the language In question. Second, rules of adjunction, which adjoin 
the remaining extrasyllablc slots Into the syllable. These rules do 
allow for sonority violations and are limited for the most part to 
peripheral positions. The additional constraints with respect to the 
onset and the rime are of the latter type. The syllabification rules 
that adjoin /s/ to a CCC-onset and It, s/ to a VXCC-rime do not obey the 
sonority hierarchy. In our approach, we have to stipulate that the rules 
of adjunction are not restricted by the Metrical Locality Condition. The 
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approach to the negative syllable constraints must be slightly dif-
ferent· The rules of incorporation will generate onsets of two conso-
nants having the same place of articulation· These rules obey sonority 
requirements, and consequently allow for tl or bw onsets. Additional 
language-specific constraints (cf. Clements 1987b) will filter out these 
sequences. 
The external sandhi facts of Classical Sanskrit which show that the 
SFC can only merge non-major class features follow without further 
stipulation from the hierarchy in (7a) and the formulation of the SFC 
itself. An MCF Is represented as a single unit which is the highest node 
in the feature tree, i.e., there is no root tier which dominates an MCF. 
This view entails that the structural description of the SFC is never 
met. There is one general exception, though. If two Identical root nodes 
share all the subordinate nodes, the roots themselves must also merge to 
produce a true geminate. That this is necessary is shown by some ad-
ditional facts of Sanskrit. Geminate /rr/s are excluded in the language. 
They always undergo a degemination rule with subsequent compensatory 
lengthening of the preceding vowel as Illustrated in (43): 
(43) a: punar ramata •+ punaramata 
jyötir ratha -* jyötTratha 
b: nrpatis rljata -» nfpatiràJata (er -» zr •* rr ·* r) 
due rohaga -* dûrôhaça ( ld. ) 
1.1.4 Summary 
Our attention has focused primarily on the representation of distinctive 
features. We have outlined a theory of tier decomposition by which 
features acquire autosegmental status in the course of the phonological 
derivation. This concept contravenes the usual one in nonlinear phono-
108У> proposed in e.g. Clements (1985) and Sagey (1986b). In their view, 
the feature geometry is préexistent, whereas we assume that the geometry 
is derived. Various arguments have been put forward that bear on this 
issue. We have shown that the static or tree concept loses much of its 
attractiveness in the light of processes such as laryngeal assimilation 
in Classical Sanskrit and rules of transposition in general. These 
processes all force us to recognize a level in the grammar in which 
single features and/or subtiers are inaccessible. Furthermore, the Sans-
krit facts provide strong evidence for the claim that class nodes are 
not abstract entitles, but are made up of distinctive features. Under 
this Interpretation the class nodes can be the terminal nodes in the 
geometry. In the tree conception single features are the terminal nodes 
in the geometry throughout the phonology. This entails that rules af-
fecting class nodes and rules affecting single features are equally 
marked. However, in the light of the restrictions on laryngeal assimi-
lation and rules of transposition, various additional stipulations have 
to be added, to account for: (1) the absence of e.g. [spread] assimi-
lation independently of the voice specification as opposed to normal 
laryngeal assimilation which Involves both features, and (ii) the ab-
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sence of rules of transposition by which single features or subordinate 
class tier nodes undergo permutation. 
Secondly, we have shown that recognizing a stage In the grammar 
where single features or sets of features are inaccessible for assimi-
latory processes, enable us to distinguish two types of P-rules, viz. 
feature-changing or feature-copying redundancy rules versus feature-
spreading assimilation rules. We have shown for a well-known example 
from English (Velar Softening) that feature copying must be assumed to 
be a primitive rule type. We have suggested to reserve the feature-
changing type to account for alternations which are highly morphologlzed 
and fossilized, and for which it Is doubtful whether a speaker "mentally 
derives" one form from the other. 
Finally, we have discussed the asymmetry between major and non-major 
class features, and we have argued that these asymmetries can be derived 
from the geometry proposed In section 1.1.2. This discussion relates 
only indirectly to the previous issue. It is possible to accommodate the 
geometries proposed by Clements and Sagey In such a way that the MCFs 
are contained within their root node. Nevertheless, this discussion once 
again shows that not all single features are accessible for spreading 
and/or delinking rules, and therefore it provides evidence for our 
interpretation of the notion of class node as a matrix containing dis-
tinctive features. 
1.2 Underepecification Theory8 
In generative phonology, a crucial distinction is made between under-
lying and surface representation. This distinction follows from one of 
the central goals of the generative enterprise, which is to discover 
linguistically significant generalizations. Information concerning the 
sound pattern of a language which is expressible by rule is omitted from 
underlying representation. For example, in Dutch, the distinction be-
tween voiced and voiceless obstruents is neutralized syllable-finally 
(cf. hon[t] vs. hon[d]en 'dog(s)', hui[e] vs. hui[z]en 'houseCe)'). If a 
rule of Final Devolcing is posited, the necessity of listing both allo-
morphs disappears. The presence of a single neutralization rule permits 
a radical reduction in the lexicon. It is this line of reasoning which 
supplies much of the motivation for a rule-based theory of phonology. 
Given the fact that lexical entries are conceived as chains of 
distinctive feature matrices, one could, in the light of this ask 
whether the redundancy in these matrices should aleo be omitted from 
underlying representation, in order to be reintroduced later in the 
derivation. 
The smallest units in phonology are assumed to be binary distinctive 
features. Research in the past decades has revealed that the number of 
features necessary to describe the sound patterns of human languages is 
relatively small. Moreover, It has become apparent that within particu-
lar segmental classes not all features are exploited In underlying 
contrasts. For example, in the class of vowels the features [continuant] 
and [voice] are never distinctive; within the class of consonants, 
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however, these features normally are. If one adheres to the assumption 
that predictable information be eliminated from underlying represen-
tation, redundant feature values must be left unspecified in lexical 
representations· The subtheory which takes up the task of formalizing 
this idea has become known as Underspeclflcatlon Theory (henceforth UT). 
Two major approaches can be distinguished. We will explain the differ-
ences on the basis of a concrete example. 
Let us assume a language L which has the following sound Inventory: 
/p,b,t,d>k,g,m,n,Q,r,llile,a,o,u/. In this system the features [spread] 
and [constricted] are fully predictable, i.e. they are not phonologlcal-
ly distinctive in any set. The features [voice] and [nasal], on the 
other hand, are used to minimally distinguish some sounds from others: 
[voice] is distinctive In obstruents and predictable In sonorants; 
[nasal] is distinctive In stops but not nowhere else. 
In the first approach to underepecification, features can be removed 
from lexical representation. If they can be predicted from other fea-
tures. Features that are phonologlcally distinctive in a certain sound 
class are fully specified for all the members of that class. Under this 
approach, the sound inventory of L can be specified as in (44) below, 
where the zeroes Indicate the absence of a particular feature In the 
lexical representation of a phoneme: 
(44) p b m t d n k g q r l l e a o u 
voice - + 0 - + 0 - + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
nas + + + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
spread 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Redundancy rules will fill in the missing values. This kind of 
approach goes back to the Prague School (cf. Trubetzkoy 1939) and in 
early generative phonology was adopted by Halle (1959). He assumes that 
these redundancy rules are ordered among the P-rules. However, Lightner 
(1963) and Stanley (1967) raised various formal problems for this ap-
proach. The most Important and influential objection is that it allows 
P-rules to distinguish [OF] from both [+F] and [-F], and therefore 
permits a zero-value to act as a third value in a binary system. Empiri-
cal problems raised by blank-filling rules played a relatively minor 
role in the discussion. Nevertheless, generative phonologists have 
taken this objection seriously, because it is believed that human lan-
guages do not utilize the expressive power generated by allowing rules 
that make nondlstinct representations distinct. 
Stanley's criticism has led to the view that redundancy rules apply 
prior to the application of all P-rules. This is essentially the po-
sition taken by SPE, Kean (1975), and later work in the same vein. 
Recently, the Prague School approach to underspeclflcatlon was taken up 
again by Steriade (1987b).10 We will return to Steriade's elaboration of 
this approach in greater detail below. 
The second major approach to underepecification is rather different. 
It claims that lexical entries contain only the minimal amount of infor-
mation which is necessary to distinguish between representations. For 
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the lexical representation of sounds, this entails that one and only one 
value of a contrastlve feature can be represented. In our hypothetical 
language L we can take [+voice] and [+nas] as the lexical values (it is 
not necessarily the positive value of a feature that is lexical, for 
other features the negative one may be lexical), and fill in the zero-
values later by language-specific or universal redundancy rules. 
(45) p b m t d n k g o r l i e a o u 
voice 0 + 0 0 + 0 0 + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
nasal 0 0 + 0 0 + 0 0 + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
spread 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
This variant of underepeciflcation is presented In Kiparsky (1982, 1985) 
and has been further developed for tonal phenomena within the framework 
of lexical phonology by Pulleyblank (1983), and within autosegmental 
phonology by Archangell (1984), and Archangell and Pulleyblank (1986). 
Below, we will compare the underepeciflcation theories developed by 
Archangel! (1984) and Steriade (1987b). Next, in section 1.2.2, several 
arguments in favor of UT will be reviewed. In section 1.2.3, we will 
counter some of the objections raised against theories of underspeclfi-
cation, and finally, underepeciflcation theory will be compared with the 
so-called single-valued feature approach, as that adopted in e.g. Depen­
dency Phonology. 
1.2.1 A comparison of Archangel! (1984) and Steriade (1987b) 
Archangel! (1984) presents a well-articulated theory of underepecifl­
cation in which the use of minimally specified feature matrices in 
underlying representation is exploited. In this theory, the missing 
values for all features are supplied by redundancy rules. In the lexical 
representations of sounds only those feature values are specified that 
distinguish one segment minimally from any other. Thus, the underlying 
representation of Yawelmani vowels is argued to be the following: 
(46) Yawelmani vowels: 
i а о u 
high 
round + + 
A ful ly specified representation of this vowel system can be obtained by 
the application of the set of redundancy rules in (47): 
(47) a: [ ] -» [+hi] d: [+lo] -» [+bck,-rnd] 
b: [+rnd,-hi] -» [-lo] e: [ ] •» [-rnd] 
с: [-ahi] -» [alo] f: [-lo.arnd] -» [abck] 
Archangel! claims that redundancy rules f a l l into three subtypes: 1) 
learned ru les , 2) complement rules, and 3) default rules.The l a s t two 
are defined by Universal Grammar and do not have to be learned. The 
universal default rules are context-free and supply the missing values, 
which are determined by UG. This type of rule Is only super f ic ia l l y 
d i f ferent from the markedness rules proposed by SPE and Kean (1975). 
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Complement rules are rules which are automatically created when a given 
underlying representation is learned. To be more concrete, let us sup­
pose that the universally marked value for [high] is 'minus'. A default 
rule will then Introduce [+high], which is considered to be the univer­
sally unmarked feature value. In contrast, if a language takes [+high] 
as the lexical value on language-internal grounds, there is no appro­
priate default rule to assign the missing value. Consequently, a lan­
guage-specific complement rule is created which supplies [-high]. 
An important property of redundancy rules is that they do not change 
feature values; they only insert a particular value in a certain envi­
ronment. In this respect they differ from the P-rules proper, which are 
allowed to change feature values. This difference between P-rules and 
redundancy rules is expressed by the Distinctness Condition (48): 
(48) Distinctness Condition: 
The input to a redundancy rule i s not rendered d i s t i n c t 1 1 · 
from the output by application of the redundancy rule. 
(Archangel! 1984:46) 
All ordering re la t ions in (47) are e i ther predicted by universal 
pr inc ip les, or l e f t unspecif ied, i .e. these rules are unordered. For 
example, rule (47b) i s disjunctively ordered before (47c) by the Else­
where Condition in (49), while (47a) i s unordered with respect to (47e): 
(49) Elsewhere Condition: 
Rules A and В in some component apply disjunctively, if and 
only if: 
a. The input of A is a proper subset of the input of В 
b. The output of A and В are distinct. 
In that case, A(the particular rule) is applied first, and 
if it takes effect then В (the general rule) is not applied. 
(Kiparsky 1984:137) 
In addition, (47b) and (47c) must precede (47d,f), since otherwise there 
are no values for the feature [low] that can act as the trigger. 
Archangell proposes the Redundancy Rule Ordering Constraint (50) to deal 
with this type of ordering: 
(50) Redundancy Rule Ordering Constraint: (RROC) 
A redundancy rule assigning "a" to F, where "a" is "+" or "-", 
is automatically ordered prior to the first rule referring to 
[aF] in [its] structural description. 
(Archangel! 1984:85) 
A second and more important result obtainable from the RROC is that 
we need not assume that redundancy rules are ordered prior to the P-
rules. According to Archangell, redundancy rules apply as late as pos­
sible. A theory without the RROC is open to the criticism raised by 
Lightner (1963) and Stanley (1967) that a binary feature system is used 
In a ternary way. If it were allowed to have [+F], [-F] and [OF] in the 
same environment, then three distinct matrices can be derived from them, 
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t h u s a l l o w i n g z e r o to a c t as a t h i r d v a l u e . However, If we adopt t h e 
RROC there I s no way to render segments unspeci f ied for F d i s t i n c t from 
segments s p e c i f i e d as [ + F ] , or d i s t i n c t from segments s p e c i f i e d as [ - F ] . 
Archangell l l l u e t r a t e e the usefu lness of the RROC for the hypothet ica l 
grammar In (51): 
(51) a: A B C b: P-rule: c : Redundancy r u l e s : 
[F] + - 0 [+F] -» [-G] ( 1 ) [ ] -» [+F] 
[G] 0 0 0 (11) [ ] -• [+G] 
I f redundancy r u l e s are ordered among the P - r u l e s two d i f f e r e n t 
s i t u a t i o n s may a r i s e . In a grammar lacking the RROC, app l icat ion of the 
r u l e s i n (b) and ( c ) may render the sounds А, В and С d i s t i n c t ( c f . 
5 2 a ) . In a grammar w i t h t h e RROC t h i s t h r e e - w a y d i s t i n c t i o n can n e v e r 
a r i s e . The RROC a u t o m a t i c a l l y orders redundancy ru le ( i ) before P-rule 
(51b) as l e shown below: 
( 5 2 ) a: A B C A B C A B C 
[F] + - 0 (b) + - 0 ( c ) + - + 
[ G ] 0 0 0 - 0 0 - + + 
b: A B C A B C A B C A B C 
[F] + - 0 ( c i ) + - + (b) + - + ( c i i ) + - + 
[ G ] 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 - - + -
Finally, Archangel! (1984:50) proposes the Feature Minimization 
Principle. This principle seems necessary to avoid the improper use of 
underspecification. "Given a phonology using η features, we can define 
n+l phonemes simply by supplying a single value to a single feature for 
each phoneme, and leaving one featureless" (Archangel! 1984:49). It is 
possible, however, to decrease the number of features specified and 
consequently increase the number of specified feature values. At this 
point, we must decide which option is preferable. Archangel! decides for 
reasons largely Irrelevant here, in favor of the latter option by intro­
ducing the Feature Minimization Principle: 
(53) Feature Minimization Principle: 
A grammar is most highly valued when underlying represen­
tations include the minimal number of features necessary to 
make different the phonemes of the language. 
Let us turn now to the alternative theory of Steriade (1987b). She 
draws a distinction between two types of predictable feature values, and 
argues that only one type of predictable feature value is eysteaatically 
absent from underlying representation: those predictable from feature 
cooccurence restrictions. In our hypothetical language L in (44) voicing 
Is partly predictable. Within the class of sonorants the feature [voice] 
is predictable, since all sonorants are [+voice]. Within the class of 
obstruents, however, voicing is distinctive. If it is assumed that only 
one value of [voice] is lexically specified, then voicing is also pre­
dictable for half of this class. Steriade argues that the two types of 
predictable values must be properly distinguished, and therefore pro-
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poses two types of redundancy rules: (i) D-rules that introduce the non-
underlying feature value (i.e. D-value) within a segmental class, where 
both values of a feature [F] are allowed, and (ii) R-rules that intro-
duce the non-underlying feature value (i.e. R-value) within a segmental 
class, where a cooccurence restriction blocks one value of [F]. In our 
example, [-voice] is introduced in the class of obstruents by a D-rule, 
and [+voice] is introduced in the class of sonorants by an R-rule. 
Steriade then shows that there is abundant evidence for the claim 
that R-values are absent underlyingly, while there is hardly any evi-
dence that D-values are missing. A caveat must be added, though, since 
the type of evidence Steriade takes into account is obtained only from 
long-distance assimilation and dissimilation rules, and evidence from, 
for instance, rules of vowel epenthesis or rule simplification, brought 
forward in Archangel! (1984), is systematically lacking. Steriade as-
sumes that if a rule propagates the feature [F], then any segment inter-
vening between the trigger and target is unspecified for [F]. Below, we 
will discuss two examples that provide evidence for missing R-values: 
sibilant assimilation in Ineseño Chumash, and lateral dissimilation in 
Latin. Next, we will present what seems to be one of the strongest cases 
for missing D-values, viz. voicing dissimilation in Japanese. 
Chumash has five coronal consonants: /t, s, s, n, 1/. The differ-
entiating feature for /s/ and /s/ is [anterior]. For the other coronals, 
the feature [anterior] is redundant, that is, all three are [+ant], and 
their [-ant] counterparts do not occur in Chumash. Steriade therefore 
assumes that /t, n, 1/ are unspecified for [ant], while I si and /&/ are 
specified as [+ant] and [-ant], respectively. Within a word, the 
rightmost /s/ and /6/ trigger [anterior] harmony for preceding si-
bilants. Intervening segments, including the coronals /t, n, 1/ are 
transparent. Some relevant examples are presented in (54): 
(54) k-sunon-us 'I obey him' vs. k-2unon-uá 'I am obedient' 
s-api-tSo-it 'I have good luck' s-api-tso-us 'he has good luck' 
uqsti 'of throwing' S-uxBti-meS 'throw over to' 
We can observe that both /s/ and /S/ act as trigger, indicating that 
both must be specified for anteriority. If assimilation only operates 
under strict adjacency between elements of the relevant tier, in this 
case [anterior], the transparency of the coronals /t, n, 1/ can only be 
accounted for by assuming that the R-value for [anterior] is absent. 
Consider now the rule of lateral dissimilation in Latin. The adjec-
tival suffix -alls becomes -arie If the liquid in the stem closest to it 
is [+lat]. If an /r/ intervenes between a stem-internal /1/ and the 
suffix /1/, dissimilation does not take place. However, no other inter-
vening [-lat] sound has this blocking effect. The forms in (55) show 
the relevant alternations: 
(55) a: nav-alis 'naval', semln-alis 'seminal' 
b: eol-aris 'solar', milit-aris 'military', lati-aris 'of Latium' 
c: flor-alis 'floral', sepulchr-alis 'funereal' 
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The rule of lateral dissimilation can be stated as follows: 
(56) Latin Lateral Dissimilation: (LD) 
[+lat] -» [-lat] / [+lat] — (In the suffix -alls) 
Given the observations In (55b), both values of [lateral] must be pre­
sent within the class of liquids, the only class in which this feature 
is ever distinctive. If /r/ is specified as [-lat] It becomes clear why 
it is a potential blocker for dissimilation. Furthermore, if the non-
liquids, which are redundantly [-lat], are unspecified for laterality, 
the transparency of these sounds Is expected. In (57) some sample 
derivations are given: 
(57) a: +1 +1 +1 -1 
soL-aLis ^ soL-aLis [solaris] 
b: +1 +1 +1 -1 
1
 ' LD ' ' mlLlt-aLls ш miLit-aLls [militarle] 
с: +1-1 +1 
fLoL-aLis 10 п.a. [floralle] 
Let us now consider voicing dissimilation in Japanese, a phenomenon 
which differs crucially from the preceding, because the D-value for 
[voice] must be taken to be absent underlyingly. If one wants to main­
tain the claim that assimilation and dissimilation rules apply under 
strict adjacency of trigger and target. Consider also Japanese Rendaku, 
a rule of sequential voicing, in which the initial obstruent of the 
right-hand constituent of a compound becomes voiced. The examples in 
(58) from Ito and Mester (1986) are illustrations of this process: 
(58) iro+kaml -» irogaml 'colored paper' 
de+kuci -» deguci 'exit' 
yo+eakura •* yozakura 'blossoms at night' 
hana+ci •» hana^i 'nose bleed' 
Rendaku is subject to a condition known as Lyman's Law (LL), which 
undoes the effect of Rendaku if the second constituent already contains 
a voiced obstruent as in (59): 
(59) a: hana+kazarl -» *hanagazari 'flower decorations' 
onna+kotoba -* *onnagotoba 'feminine-speech' 
kami+kaze •+ *kamigaze 'divine wind' 
b: mizu+seoe •* mlzuzeme 'water torture' 
onna+kokoro ·* onnagokoro 'feminine-feelings' 
It6 and Mester (1986) argue that LL must be stated as a dissimi­
lation rule ordered after Rendaku. A notationally slightly different 
version of their rule is (60): 
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(60) Lyman's Law: 
[+voi] [+voi] 
[ С С ]μ 
He can observe from the data in (59) that LL is a long-distance 
dissimilation rule. We do not have to include variables into the rule if 
we assume that obstruents are lexically specified for I+voice], that the 
D-value [-voice] is supplied to obstruents by a D-rule, and that 
[+voice] is assigned to the sonorants by an R-rule. The absence of the 
D-value for [voice] in the obstruents is motivated, since voiceless 
stops do not interfere with LL (cf. onnakotoba). The absence of [+voice] 
in sonorants is motivated by the observation that they neither activate 
nor block LL. Two relevant derivations are given in (61): 
(61) a: +v +v +v +v +y 
I I I τ I 
TaiKuTSvri-SinoKi Rendaku ..sinoKl L L . ..SinoKi 
b : +v +v +v +v +v 
I I I +1 
onna+KoToPa Rendaku .. K o T o p a LL ...KoToPa 
At first sight, it would appear that the theories proposed by 
Archangel! (1984) and Steriade (1987b) are incompatible. However, this 
impression may only be apparent. The notions of D-value and R-value, and 
by the same token, D-rule and R-rule, can also be incorporated in a 
theory of minimal specification advocated by Archangel! (1984). In (46) 
and (47) above, we have given the underlying representation of the vowel 
system of Yawelmani and the redundancy rules supplying the missing 
values. In the theory proposed by Sterlade (1987b) the underlying repre­
sentation would be slightly different, if D-values are present. The 
alternative representation of the Yawelmani vowels is as in (62): 
(62) Yawelmani vowels 
i а о u 
high + - - + 
round - - + + 
The absent values for [back] and [low] are R-values and consequently 
they can be assigned by the following set of R-rules: 
(63) Set of R-rules 
a: [+hi] -» [-lo] с : [+lo] -* [+bck] 
b: [ - h i . a r n d ] -* [-alo] d: [-lo, arad] •* [abck] 
To a r r i v e a t the under ly ing r e p r e s e n t a t i o n assumed by Archange l ! 
(1984), we have t o assume t h a t [+high] and [-round] are D-values sup­
plied by the D-rules in (64): 
(64) Set of D-rules 
a: [ ] -» [+high] 
b: [ ] •• [-round] 
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We may conclude that the crucial difference between the theory 
developed by Archangell (1984), and the one proposed by Sterlade (1987b) 
seems to be that the latter assumes that D-values are specified under-
lyingly, while the former assumes that they are absent. The choice 
between the two theories is of course an empirical issue. Below, Steri-
ade'e (1987b) theory will be taken as a point of departure and ve will 
investigate whether the full power of Archangell's theory is ever neces-
sary. 
Archangel! (1984:35ff) notes that asymmetries in the distribution of 
phonological features and in phonological rules provide strong evidence 
for a theory of minimal specification. Pulleyblank (1983) discusses 
tonal phenomena in Yoruba where the high and low tones frequently occur 
In the structural descriptlona and changes of rules, whereas the mid 
tone never does. This can be accounted for if the mid tone is fully 
unspecified underlyingly, and if the features marking the mid tone are 
supplied by D-rules. Furthermore, Harris (1980) discusses several vowel 
epenthesis rules in Spanish. He notes a striking similarity between 
these rules, which all Insert a vowel of the same quality. Again, this 
can be explained, if the epenthetic vowel is featureless. The redundancy 
rules which assign the missing values for the underlying vowel also 
supply the missing values for the epenthetic vowel. Hence, it seems that 
these rules of epenthesis provide much stronger evidence for missing D~ 
values than the long-distance assimilation and dissimilation rules dis-
cussed by Steriade (1987b). 
In this thesis, we will assume that D-values are lexically spe-
cified, unless language-internal evidence is present that motivates a 
deviation from this line. Lexical representations therefore are less 
redundancy-free in our view than that of Kiparsky (1982, 1985), Archan-
gel! (1984), and others. 
If underlying representations are not maximally redundancy-free, we 
have to decide to precisely what extent they are. It is one of the 
cornerstones of generative phonology that P-rules must express linguis-
tically significant generalizations which must be detectable from the 
empirical facts by the presence of alternations, allophonlc variation.. 
etc. If we adopt a UT we must ask whether this subtheory is liable to 
the same constraints. Hence, the relevant question is: are language 
learners capable of detecting redundancy rules, i.e. D-rules and R-rules 
from the empirical facts to which they are exposed? We think that to a 
large extent they are, if asymmetries in the distribution of distinctive 
features and P-rules exist in the language. For example, if in a par-
ticular language the epenthetic vowel is /i/ and UG provides the general 
format of epenthesis, the language learner can infer from this knowledge 
that [+high], [-round] and [-back], the features defining lil, are 
absent underlyingly. If asymmetries In the distribution of distinctive 
features and P-rules are absent, the language learner cannot possibly 
decide which value Is the lexical and which the default value, so the 
choice will be purely arbitrary. In that case, two different, equally 
simple grammars can be constructed: one in which the features are fully 
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specified, and another In which one value Is taken as the lexical value 
and the other Is assigned by redundancy rules. The question must there-
fore be asked which grammar Is the one actually selected by the language 
learner. We will assume that two grammars which are both In accordance 
with the empirical facts are subject to Klparsky's (1982:57) Deriva-
tional Simplicity Criterion (65): 
(65) Derivational Simplicity Criterion: (DSC) 
Among alternative maximally simple grammars select that 
which has the shortest derivations 
Klparsky introduces the DSC to account for the observation that the 
class of rules that may become lexical are the obligatory neutralization 
rules. Klparsky illustrates the effect of the DSC for the rule of Tri-
syllabic Shortening in English. He considers the question how Trisyl-
labic Shortening might have become a lexical rule. "Suppose that at a 
certain period there arose surface exceptions to it such as 
nightingale...Faced with data such as nightingale two analyses are 
available to the learner. The first possibility is to take the word "at 
face value" and set up /nrtVngil/, with an underlying long vowel. The 
second, assuming for the sake of the example that an /x/ deleted with 
compensatory lengthening can still be motivated for this stage of 
English, is the more abstract /nixtVngîl/. These two alternatives commit 
the learner to different assumptions about the phonological rules as 
well. Underlying /nltVngäl/ entails that Trisyllabic Shortening is lexi-
cal. Underlying /nixtVngil/ entails that the rule deleting /x/ is 
postlexical. But the DSC fixes the underlying form /nltVngil/, in turn 
forcing Trisyllabic Shortening Into the lexical phonology. Such re-
structuring erodes the support for the /x/-deletlon rule and eventually 
brings about Its demise" (Klparsky 1982:58). 
Given our assumption that redundancy rules are ordered among the 
phonological rules, we expect that both types are constrained by the 
same principles. For the theory of underspecification this entails that 
the DSC selects that grammar which has the smallest number of redundancy 
rules, unless language-Internal evidence existsthat motivates a devi-
ation. Thus, our theory is reminiscent of the approach to underspecifi-
cation which goes back to Trubetzkoy (1939) and which has been adopted 
by Halle (1959) and Sterlade (1987b). However, our proposal differs from 
these approaches In that it allows leaving the D-value of a particular 
feature unspecified within a segmental class in which this feature is 
contrastive (- D-class), if and only if language-internal evidence is 
available that motivates this decision. Hence, our UT has at least the 
effect of the Sterlade's (1987b) approach, and the full power of minimal 
specification is used only in the presence of further language-internal 
empirical evidence. 
Finally, we will consider the Feature Minimization Principle (53) 
Introduced by Archangell (1984), and argue that this principle cannot be 
maintained in its present form. In chapter 2, we will develop a formal 
theory of coalescence, and argue that coalescence must be characterized 
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as the merger of the supralaryngeal features of two vocalic segments. If 
and only If these sounds are nondlstlnct. Schematically, we can re­
present coalescence as In (66): 
(66) V V V V 
ι ι - \y 
[aF] [bG] [aF, bG] supralaryngeal tier 
In a theory of minimal specification the wrong predictions are made 
for a language In which vowel coalescence Is not structure-preserving, 
that is, in which the output of coalescence consists of sounds which are 
not present underlylngly. One clear example of this type is Classical 
Sanskrit. We will give a brief survey of the Sanskrit facts here. The 
language has three short vowels 1, a, u and five long vowels I, I, I, 5, 
u. The long mid vowels e and Б are secondary; they are the result of 
vowel coalescence. In (67) some forms are given, illustrating the pro­
perties of vowel coalescence: 
(67) a+a -»1 sa ca 'prajah (vea ca aprajah) 'and he, offspring-less' 
i+i -» Τ at! 'va («-ati iva) 'beyond like' 
tf+Ti •* ü süktam («-su+uktam) 'well-spoken' 
a+i -* I rljindra («-räja+indra) 'lord of kings' 
a+u •» δ hitöpadiéah («-hita+udëéah) 'friendly advice' 
In a theory of minimal specification, the vowel system can be speci-
fied as in (68), where the representations are subject to the require-
ments that they must be maximally redundancy-free and that sufficient 
features remain to distinguish all vowels: 
(68) a: l a u b: l a u c: i a u 
h i h i - bck -
rnd + bck - rnd + 
Given the general format of vowel coalescence in (66) and the output of 
the coalescence rule of Sanskrit, the wrong predictions are made In all 
three cases if coalescence takes place at a level where no redundancy 
rules have applied. The predicted forms are given in (69): 
(69) a: a+i -» *ï b: a+i -»I c: a+i + *I 
a+u •* о a+u •* *a a+u •* *u 
Whatever system in (68) is taken as underlying, the rule of vowel 
coalescence must refer to a feature which is not specified. By virtue of 
the RROC, the redundancy rule supplying this absent value will be 
ordered before VC. In order to derive the correct Sanskrit forms, the 
redundancy rules specifying /i/ as [-back] in (68a), /u/ as [+round] in 
(68b) and /a/ as [-high] In (68c), must be ordered before VC. However, 
if the values for these features are supplied prior to coalescence, we 
cannot maintain the hypothesis that vowel coalescence is a nonfeature-
changing process, which merges nondlstlnct feature values, as will be 
shown below. If, on the other hand, we assume that [-high], [-back] and 
[+round] are the lexically specified feature values In Sanskrit, the VC 
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facts In (67) can be considered the result of the universal VC template 
In (66). 
We will now Illustrate the problems caused by the Feature Mini-
mization Principle for the description of vowel coalescence, and, for 
the sake of brevity, we will restrict our discussion to the underlying 
representation in (68a), although nothing is crucial about this choice. 
As noted above, in order to derive the correct forms In (67), /i/ must 
be specified as [-back] before the rule of VC takes place, or else we 
would predict that both a+1 and a+a sequences merge into [I] (cf. 69a). 
The complete set of redundancy rules necessary to describe the Sanskrit 
vowel system is given in (70): 
(70) a: [ ] -• [+hi] d: [+hij •» [-lo] 
b: [-hi] -> [+lo] e: [ ] •» [-bck] 
c: [-hi] -» [+bck] f: [-lo, °ibck] -» [amd] 
For coalescence to properly apply, the redundancy rule (70e) must 
apply first. However, (70c) is disjunctively ordered before (70e) by the 
Elsewhere Condition, and as a result /i/ will be specified as [-back] 
and /a/ as [-high, +back] at the point in the derivation where VC 
applies. In order to account for a+i coalescence, we must explicitly 
stipulate that [-back] is dominant, and therefore VC becomes a feature-
changing rule. Furthermore, we observe that [-high] spreads from left to 
right, whereas [-back] spreads from right to left, and this indicates 
that we cannot characterize vowel coalescence as a single asslmllatory 
process, since it involves the spreading of more than one node at the 
same time and In different directions. In the geometry framework out-
lined in the previous section, the spreading of more than one node Is 
highly marked and this would Imply that coalescence phenomena belong to 
the set of highly marked processes. The frequency of occurrence of this 
phenomenon in languages suggests that this conclusion is incorrect. 
Vowel coalescence is the only process that requires the application 
of these redundancy rules by assuming specifications like those In (68). 
The question therefore arises whether we are on the right track. First 
of all, we need two redundancy rules and a coalescence rule to describe 
the facts. Secondly, we are forced to assume that coalescence Is fea-
ture-changing in nature; and thirdly, for the feature [back] we must 
explicitly stipulate that [-back] Is the dominant, spreading value· Thus 
we are compelled to assume a relatively complex rule of coalescence and 
a derivation consisting of three consecutive steps. 
These problems can be solved quite easily, if we assume that the 
representation of the Sanskrit vowel system requires at least specifi-
cations for the primary vocalic features [high], [back] and [round]. 
This slight modification results in the representation (71a). As a 
consequence, we can maintain the general format of coalescence as is 
shown in (71b): 
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(71) a: l a u b : a + i - » i a + u + o 
h i 0 - 0 _ о - - 0 -
b c k - 0 0 0 - - 0 0 0 
rnd 0 0 + 0 0 0 0 + + 
The preceding discussion Indicates that the Feature Minimization 
Principle (53) cannot be maintained In Its present form. Archangell 
propoees this principle to avoid truly redundant features being used to 
distinguish the phonemes of a language. We therefore propose to change 
the phrase "Include the minimal number of features necessary" Into "does 
not Include R-values". Hence, the revised Feature Minimization Principle 
will select that grammar which does not Include, In underlying represen­
tation, R-values to distinguish the phonemes of the language. 
In this section, we have argued that the theory of minimal specifi­
cation advanced by Archangel! (1984) is too strong. The discussion of 
long-distance assimilation and dissimilation processes shows that there 
Is sufficient evidence for missing R-values in underlying represen­
tation, while evidence for missing D-values Is scarcely available. We 
therefore proposed a theory in which D-values are specified under-
lyingly, unless language-Internal empirical evidence is available that 
motivates the additional step of leaving D-values unspecified. 
In the next subsections, we will present a number of arguments in 
favor of underspecificatlon theory, and we will scrutinize some argu­
ments against it. 
1.2.2 Arguments pro UT 
In languages one can observe all kinds of asymmetries in the distri­
bution of distinctive features and in phonological processes. Pulley-
blank (1983) and Akinlabl (1984) discuss tonal and nontonal phenomena In 
Yoruba, where three tones appear at the surface: High, Mid and Low. 
However, only H and L occur in structural descriptions and changes of 
the tone rules. Yoruba has several rules of vowel truncation. If one of 
the Input vowels is H or L, these tones surface. Crucial In this respect 
Is the property of the M-tone: this tone never surfaces if one of the 
input vowels carries a Η-tone or a L-tone. The following data are taken 
from Akinlabl (1984): 
(72) a: wa-èkó •* wé.ko 'search for knowledge' (HLH) 
'want a horn' (HLM) 
'search for a way' (HLL) 
'cook vegetables' (LLH) 
'buy a gun' (LLM) 
'sell beans' (LLL) 
'resemble a witch' (MLH) 
'make a machine' (MLM) 
'do mourning' (MLL) 
á-e o 
fé - lwo 
wá-ona 
sè -è fó 
rà- ìbon 
tà-èwà 
Jo-àjé 
Se-Èro 
V * _ 4 
s e - o f o 
-» 
-» 
•4 
·+ 
-» 
-» 
·+ 
-» 
-* 
é. ó 
fé.wo 
vó.nà 
sèfó 
ràbon 
tèwà 
Jàje 
atro 
sòfò 
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d: wá-owó •* wówó 'search the money' (HMH) 
wá-okb -» w5kb 'search for motorbike' (HML) 
gbà-ewé ·* gbèwé 'taken leaves' (LMH) 
ra-owb •» rbwb 'buy brooms' (LML) 
("." Indicates lowering of the following tone) 
The forms In (72) show that M-tones do not survive vowel truncation, 
unless both vowels bear M-tones· In addition, after Η-tones, L-tones 
cannot stay either, but, unlike M-tones, they induce the lowering of a 
following tone before their disappearances. Both Fulleyblank (1983) and 
Aklnlabl (1984) argue that these observations with respect to the asym­
metrical behavior of M-tones can be best explained If the M-tone Is 
unspecified. In that case, we have a principled account for the syste­
matic absence In Yoruba of a rule such as (73a) as opposed to (73b): 
(73) a : H M T * H M T b : H L T H L T (where Τ = 
I I I I ^ J I I I ι ^ J „ ,, 
V V V " * V 0 V V V V - » V ( J V H o r L ) 
Arguments based on rule simplification are not difficult to find. 
Archangel! (1984) argues that the rule of Rounding Harmony In Yawelmanl 
can be simplified considerably If redundant values for [low] and [back] 
are supplied later In the derivation. The rule of rounding harmony turns 
/1/ preceded by /u/ Into [u], and /a/ preceded by /o/ into [o]. If fully 
specified feature matrices were assumed, rounding must Include backing 
In the case of 1 •* u, and raising In the case of a •* o. On the other 
hand, if /a/ Is unspecified for [low], and /u/ for [back], rounding 
harmony can be stated as In (74): 
(74) Rounding Harmony: (Yawelmanl) 
[ahigh] [ahlgh] 
[-I-round ] 
In some cases, UT even permits to eliminate rules altogether or to 
collapse different rules Into single statements. De Haas (1987a) dis­
cusses vowel coalescence in Kasem, a West African language spoken on 
both sides of the northern border between Ghana and Burkina Faso, which 
has attracted a considerable amount of attention in the literature (cf. 
SPE, Phelps 1975, 1979, Halle 1978, among others). Of particular rele­
vance for the present discussion are the forms in (75): 
(75) class 
A 
В 
singular 
tu (*-tu-u) 
buko (*-buko-u) 
ni («ni-l) 
zwe («-zwa-i) 
plural 
twa («-tu-a) 
bukwa («-buko-a) 
nia (vni-a) 
zwa («-zwa-a) 
'corpse' 
'daughter' 
'mouth' 
'ear' 
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pia 
pia 
kua 
yua 
fogo 
(«-pi-a) 
(«-pe-a) 
(«•ku-a) 
(«•yo-a) 
(«-foga-u) 
Pi 
pe 
kwi 
ywe 
fwadu 
(«-pi-i) 
(«•pe-D 
(<-ku-i) 
(«•yo-D 
(<-foag-du) 
•yam' 
'sheep' 
'bone' 
'hair' 
'die, dice* 
These data show that Kaвem nomináis display a number of alter-
nations. First of all, one observes that high vowels are lowered after 
nonhigh vowels. In addition, round vowels in prevocallc position undergo 
a glide formation rule in plural. Thirdly, the sequences a+l and a+u 
show up as [e], [o] respectively. Finally, identical or nearly identical 
vowels undergo a rule of vowel truncation. To account for these changes, 
De Haas (1987a) proposes the following set of rules (besides a rule of 
Resyllablfication, which will not be discussed here): 
(76) Vowel Lowering 
* J place 
1--[-hi] 
b: Vowel Contraction 
[-hi] 
/ \ 
V V 
f-4 [ ] [ ] 
Degemination 
tier S M tier Τ 
This (1987a) account of the Kasem facts contained an analysis based 
on completely specified matrices. It was this assumption that necessi­
tated two di f ferent ru les . Vowel Contraction and Vowel Lowering, to 
account for what intuit ively constitutes one and the same process. The 
impossibility to collapse these rules was a consequence of the fact that 
Vowel Lowering must spread [high] from l e f t to r ight, whereas Vowel 
Contraction spreads the remaining features from right to l e f t . In ad­
dition, a form like /zwa-i/, which undergoes lowering to //zwa-e//, and 
which subsequently contracts to become //zwee// feeds into Degemlnation. 
If we assume a UT in which the five underlying vowels are characte­
rized as in (77) below, we can e n t i r e l y e l iminate the rule of Vowel 
Contraction. 
(77) i 
hi 
bck 
rnd + + 
[ ] - [+high] 
[ ] - r+back] 
[ ] -* [-round] 
[ ] -» [+low] / 
[ ] -» [-low] 
[—, +back, -round] 
The rules of Vowel Lowering, Resyllabification and Degemlnation are 
sufficient to exhaustively describe the allomorphy in the Kasem nomi­
náis. Some derivations are given In (78): 
(78) а: С С V V 
I 1 I I 
ζ u -h -b 
b: С V V 
1 A 1 
i +r -h -h 
VL 
VL 
С С V V 
1
 ' í-i. 
ζ u -h -b 
С С V 
ι /ν* 
i +τ -h -h 
Deg 
Deg 
С С V V -» [zwe] 
1 1 t^ l 
ζ u -h -b 
С С V -> [yua] 
1 h^J 
1 +r -h 
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c : C V C V V VL C V C V V Deg C V C V V - » [ f o g o ] 
I I I I I I I I L'I I I I \л 
f o g -h +г f о g -h +г f о g -h +r 
Our case study of Ancient Greek, to be presented In the chapters 3 
and 4, will contain further examples of rule simplification. 
Other arguments In favor of underspeclfication are to a considerable 
degree theory-Internal. In the feature geometry framework presented In 
the preceding section, the laryngeal feature [voice] and the degree-of-
closure feature [continuant] are represented at different levels of the 
hierarchy. Hence, we do not expect to find assimilation rules that 
spread both features as a single unit· One apparent counterexample is 
discussed In Clements (1985). Klkuyu phonology has a rule that specifies 
obstruents as [-cont, +voi] after nasals: 
(79) imperative Leg. Imperfect 
Bur-a 
tem-a 
reh-a 
c ln-a 
kom-a 
yor-a 
m-bur-eett 
m-dEm-eete 
n-deh-eete 
p- j in-eete 
0-gom-eete 
Q-gor-eett 
•lop off ' 
•cut' 
'pay' 
'burn' 
' s l e e p ' 
'buy' 
Given the feature geometry argued for here, it is Impossible to 
express the spreading of [-cont,+voi] as a single process. According to 
Clements (1985), however, there Is good reason to assume that [voice] is 
redundant for both obstruents and sonorants. Therefore, the facts in 
(79) can be accounted for by a rule that spreads only [-cont], and a 
later R-rule which supplies the missing values for [voice]. Without a 
certain degree of underspeclfication, we cannot maintain the strong 
claim that assimilation rules involve the spreading of single nodes in 
the feature geometry. 
A similar point can be made for Toba Batak, discussed by Hayes 
(1986b). Hayes argues for a rule of Denasallzation, which appears to 
spread the features [voice] and [nasal] as a single unit. Hayes takes 
this as evidence for the existence of a Peripheral node, which dominates 
both features (cf. (9) above for some examples). However, assuming that 
the voiced obstruents are lexically specified for voice, that the voice­
less obstruents acquire the feature [-voice] by a D-rule, and the so­
norante [+voice] by an R-rule, we can account for the Toba Batak forms 
without a Peripheral node. The change /mk/ into [pk] can be described as 
the delinking of the Nasal tier and the subsequent assignment of 
[-voice] by a later redundancy rule. An alternative Is to posit a rule 
of Regressive Voice Assimilation that accounts for the absence of con­
sonant dusters disagreeing in voice. Both options conform to the facts, 
and a priori it is impossible to decide in favor of one of them. It is 
clear, however, that the Toba Batak facts do not present a problem for 
the claim that the features [voice] and [nasal] are arrayed on different 
tiers. 
One of the achievements of autosegmental theory is that it allows 
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giving formal content to the notion of local i ty In phonology (cf. Poser 
1982, Archangell and Pulleyblank 1986). It has been claimed that P-rules 
cannot apply across an Indefinite number of Intervening variables, but 
can only af fect nodes that are s t r i c t l y adjacent, where 'adjacent' 
Implies the absence of nodes on a single t ier between trigger and tar­
get . This i s represented schematical ly in (80), where (80a) i s the 
s t ructura l descr ipt ion of a spreading rule, and (80b) the underlying 
representation of a string to which the rule i s applicable. The claim i s 
that the rule in (a) w i l l apply to the s tr ing in (b) i f and only If the 
segment с that intervenes between a and b i s unspecified for the assimi-
latory feature [F]: 
(80) a: [F] b: [F] ([aF]) 
a b а с b 
In (81) and (82) below, two processes are exempli f ied, backing and 
rounding harmony in Turkish (cf. Clements and Sezer 1982) and strident 
palatalization in Klnyarwanda (cf. Klmenyi 1979), which seem to refute 
the claim that phonological rules can only accomplish local changes: 
gen.pl. 
ip-ler-in 'rope' 
k±z-lar-±n ' g i r l ' 
yiiz-ler-in ' face' 
pul-lar-tn 'β tamp' 
el-ler-in 'hand* 
sap-lar-in 'stalk ' 
köy-lei—in 'v i l lage ' 
son-lar-in 'end' 
("." Indicates palatal / 1 , k/) 
(82) gu-6aS-ii8-a 'to cause to make the bed' (cf. gu-sas-a) 
ku-uzuz-ils-a 'to cause to f i l l ' (cf. ku-uzuz-a) 
gu-iaas- i is -a 'to cause to get old' (cf. gu-saas-a) 
a-Samaaî-iîe 'he just excited' (cf. gu-samaz-a) 
Archangel! and Pulleyblank (1986) and Sterlade (1987a, b) argue that 
the l o c a l i t y claim can be maintained if we assume underspecifIcation 
combined with the hierarchical model of feature representation. Details 
a s ide , the rules of vowel harmony and s tr ident pa la ta l i za t ion can, 
under these assumptions, be stated In s tr ic t ly local terms: 
(83)a: Backing Harmony b: Rounding Harmony c: Strident Palatalization 
* * dorsal * [+hi] place [+etr] [+str] coronal 
L - ' 1 - ' f - - J , 
[abck] [arnd] * [-ant] 
If it is assumed that the transparent consonants in Turkish are 
unspecified for the dorsal and labial features, we predict that these 
consonants cannot act as blockers for either harmony rule. On the other 
hand, the consonants /k, g, 1/ must be specified for backness in order 
to distinguish them from /k, g, 1/, and it is predicted that the former 
(81) nom.eg. 
ip 
k±z 
yUz 
pul 
el 
sap 
köy 
son 
gen.sg. 
ip-in 
k*z-±n 
yiiz-Un 
pul-un 
el-in 
sap-in 
köy-Un 
son-un 
nom.pl. 
ip-ler 
k±z-lar 
yUz-ier 
pul-lar 
el-ler 
sap-lar 
köy-1er 
son-lar 
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coneonants will block the rule of Backing Harmony. The discussion in 
Clements and Sezer (1982) shove that this prediction is correct. In 
addition, If we assume that the noncoronal coneonants and vowels are 
unspecified for the coronal features, we expect that the two occurrences 
of the class node 'coronal' In (83) are adjacent, although the sibilants 
themselves are not. Thue, UT and the geometry hypothesis allow us to 
formalize superficially nonlocal processes in strictly terms. 
A final, strong argument in favor of underspecification concerns so-
called vowel/consonant asymmetries. Clements (1985) observes that rules 
of place assimilation exist which take vowels as their input and apply 
regardless of the number of intervening consonants. On the other hand, 
we rarely find consonant-to-consonant assimilation rules which take 
effect regardless of the number of intervening vowels (exceptions are 
strident palatalization in Kinyarwanda and cerebralization in Sanskrit). 
Hence, rules of the form in (84a) are very common, whereas rules of the 
type (84b) are rare: 
(84) a: V С V b: С V С 
«. * γ *_ ι place node 
"" - - J - - J 
[aF] [aF] articulator node 
In the recent literature (cf. Clements 1985, Sterlade 1987a, b, 
Archangel! and Pulleyblank 1986) different proposals are made to account 
for this asymmetry. These proposals have in common that features are 
hierarchically organized and that some version of underspecification is 
crucial. In a theory of full specification, it is impossible to explain 
the vowel/consonant asymmetry: we simply do not expect to find asymme­
tries of this sort. However, if we assume that the "plain" consonants 
are unspecified for the vocalic place features [high], [back], 
[round]..etc., we expect that vowel-to-vowel rules of place assimilation 
can ignore intervening consonants, since these segments are transparant 
with respect to the vocalic place features. In addition, the feature 
[anterior] ie only distinctive in the class of coronal consonants. If we 
therefore assume that [anterior] is unspecified elsewhere, we can ex­
plain why strident palatalization in Kinyarwanda and cerebralization in 
Sanskrit can ignore Intervening noncoronal consonants and vowels. In 
order to account for the nonoccurrence of "V0" in consonant-to consonant 
assimilation rules, Clements (1985) assumes that the consonantal fea­
tures [anterior], [coronal] and [distributed] are assigned to vowels by 
default· Given the RROC, these redundancy rules will be ordered imme­
diately before the P-rules which refer to the consonantal features in 
their structural descriptions, and therefore we predict that vowels will 
act as blockers for the spreading of the consonantal place features. 
This brief discussion is far from complete and many problems remain 
to be solved. One thing must be clear, though: the theory of underspeci­
fication is, at present, the only theory In which it Is expected that 
asymmetries of the type discussed exist in human languages at all. 
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1.2.3 Argumente against UT 
A potential problem for all verslons of underspeclficatlon Is the ex­
istence of 'empty' skeleton slots. Clements and Keyser (1963) and many 
others have argued for the postulation of С or V-elots which are not 
associated to the melody. According to Clements and Keyser (1983:67) 
such slots induce automatic spreading of accessible consonante or vowels 
on the melodic tier. In a theory of underspeclficatlon, we are ap­
parently facing a problem, since default vowels/consonants are also 
conceived of as skeleton slots unspecified for all distinctive features. 
The important question we could ask is how the redundancy rules sup­
plying D-values and R-valuea interact with language-specific (spreading) 
rules. In chapter 3, we will argue that /e/ Is the default vowel in 
Ancient Greek, and that at least two affixation rules, viz. Augmentation 
and Perfect Reduplication insert an empty V-slot. It will turn out that 
the two types of empty skeleton slots do not need to be distinguished, 
because the empty reduplication-V will acquire its phonetic substance 
from a following vowel by a rule of Leftward Spreading. If, on the other 
hand, the reduplication V-slot is followed by a consonant, Leftward 
Spreading cannot take place, and consequently the redundancy rules will 
fill in the missing feature values (e.g. /V+ethel+on/ -» [ethelon] 'I 
wished' vs. /V+lu+on/ -» [éluon] 'I lost'. Hence, the observation that 
the same empty V-slot sometimes surfaces as the default vowel, while, 
under different circumstances, its phonetic properties result from 
spreading shows that the two types of empty skeleton slots need not be 
formally distinguished, if language-specific rules and redundancy rules 
interact in the way exemplified for Ancient Greek. 
A central function of a binary feature system is that it enables us 
to classify sounds Into natural classes, and to make it possible to 
identify an unnatural class. In a theory of minimal specification it is 
very hard to give theoretical content to the notion 'natural class'. 
Suppose a language with a simple five vowel system /i, e, a, o, u/ in 
which [+high], [-f-back] and [+round] are lexically specified. If a rule 
Pi refers to [+hlgh] in its structural description, there is no problem; 
the rule will take /1, u/ as its input. However, if another rule P2 
mentions [-high], It is impossible to tell what segmental class is 
referred to, unless we supply [-high] (as required by the RROC). The 
vowels /1, u/ thus constitute a natural class underlyingly, whereas the 
vowels /e, a, o/ do not. A priori, we cannot conclude whether this is 
the right or wrong prediction. This matter can only be decided on empi-
rical grounds. If P2 is crucially ordered before Ρχ this would surely be 
a strong indication that UT Is of little value in this particular lan­
guage, unless it is possible to derive the natural-classhood of the 
[-high] vowels from other aspects of the representation. 
In a linear theory, distinctive features were the only tools avai­
lable to express the notion of natural class. Recent developments in 
nonlinear theory entail a radical change in this respect. The hierar­
chical representation of features and the hierarchical formalization of 
P-rules make It possible to encode into the formalism itself information 
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as to what constitutes a natural class. We will return to this Issue 
In greater detail In section 1.3, where the Linking Constraint will be 
discussed, and we will argue that certain problems concerning natural 
classes of sounds can be solved elegantly. 
Static syllable constraints seem to pose a serious problem for the 
theory of minimal specification. Nick Clements has brought to our at­
tention numerous Instances In which both values of a feature must be 
present underlylngly. Let us cite just two. In English, the final С in a 
tautosyllabic VCCC-cluster cannot be [-coronal]. In addition, the se­
quence /a 1/ cannot be followed by a tautosyllabic [+coronal] consonant. 
According to Clements, this Indicates that both values of [coronal] must 
be present underlylngly. Christdas (1986, 1987) discusses syllable con­
straints in the Dravidlan language Tamil. She notices that the glides 
/y, w/ cannot occur before the vowels /i, e/ and /o, u/, respectively, 
whereas the low vowel /a/ is free to occur after both /y/ and /w/. 
Hence, it appears that Tamil has a syllable constraint which rules out 
consonant-vowel sequences of the type [aback] [aback], indicating that 
both values for [back] must be present underlylngly. The examples above 
seem to indicate that the D-values for [coronal] (English) and [back] 
(Tamil) must be present underlylngly. Since we assume a theory of under-
specification in which D-values are present underlylngly, the static 
constraints of English and Tamil do not present a problem. They would be 
problematic though, if there was language-internal evidence for leaving 
D-values unspecified underlylngly, but, as far as we can see, no such 
evidence is available In English or Tamil. 
In summary, In this section we have developed a theory of underspe-
clflcation with at least the power of Steriade's (1987b) approach, 
whereas the additional power of the minimal specification approach is 
used if language-internal evidence is available that motivates a further 
simplification of lexical representations. We have shown that all vir­
tues of a minimal specification theory still hold for our modified UT 
and that by and large the disadvantages of minimal specification can be 
avoided. 
In our discussion, we also took for granted the Idea that dis­
tinctive features are binary. There is, however, a growing tendency both 
within and outside autosegmental phonology to say that phonological 
features are single-valued. Below, we will present some arguments 
against such an approach. 
1.2.4 Binary versus single-valued feature representation 
Until quite recently mainstream generative phonologists have generally 
assumed binary values for phologlcal features. All features are of this 
type, that is, they can have the values "+" or "-". In UT, one of these 
values or both values may be unspecified in underlying representation: 
the other values are added In the course of the derivation by D-rules 
and R-rules. In the framework of Dependency Phonology (cf. Anderson and 
Ewen 1987, among others) segmental structure is viewed entirely In terms 
of single-valued features or components. In the Government-and-Charm 
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framework (cf. Kaye et al. 1985) a system of unitary elements, each 
consisting of a bundle of binary features Is proposed. Finally, Schane 
(1984a,b) proposes a theory based on three unitary particles. 
These single-valued feature systems comprise the claim that no 
segment Is characterized by the explicit specification that It lacks a 
certain property. If a segment lacks a property, this Is simply absent 
from Its representation· 
The differences between traditional SPE-llke feature represen­
tations, underspeclflcatlon and single-valued representations are as 
shown below: 
(85) a: SPE b: UT с: Single-valued 
[+F] [-F] (1) [+F] (11) [ ] -• [-F] F 
X X X X X X 
Ewen and Van der Hulst (1985) argue that single-valued feature 
hypotheses are to be preferred over UT as proposed by Archangell (1984), 
because their system lacks D-rules. 
Steriade (1987b) attacks unitary-feature approaches precisely on the 
absence of D-values. She shows that long-distance processes of assimi­
lation or dissimilation may apply to representations in which neither D-
values nor R-values are present. Such is the case of voicing dissimi­
lation In Japanese and voicing assimilation in Berber. Long-distance 
assimilation or dissimilation rules may also operate on representations 
in which D-values are present but R-values are not. Such is the case in 
lateral dissimilation in Latin and voicing assimilation in Russian. This 
distinction is of particular Interest. In section 1.2.1 we have dis­
cussed voicing dissimilation in Japanese and lateral dissimilation in 
Latin, and it turned out that the differences between these dissimi­
lation rules can be accounted for straightforwardly within UT. However, 
this distinction cannot possibly be made in a single-valued feature 
approach, simply because no appeal can be made to D-values. 
The necessity of D-values also follows from vowel epenthesis in the 
Gaelic dialect spoken on the Island of Barra In the Outer Hebrides, as 
insightfully discussed In Clements (1986b)· The Barra consonants fall 
into two classes, the plain consonants /p, t, k, b, d, g, f, β, χ, ν, γ, 
η, г. Ν, R, L/ and the palatals /t', k', d', g', s, ç, j, r', 1*, N', 
VI (where the capitals indicate nonlenited sonorants). Clements assumes 
that labial consonants are unspecified for the feature [back], since 
this feature is nondistinctive within this segmental class. All other 
consonants are inherently specified as either [+back] (plain) or [-back] 
(palatals). Thus, within the class where [back] is distinctive, both 
values for this feature are present underlylngly. In Barra Gaelic, a 
rule of epenthesis inserts a vowel between two heterorganlc consonants 
if the first is a sonorant. In addition, the preceding vowel must be 
short, and the epenthetic vowel picks up the feature values from this 
vowel in the unmarked case. Some relevant examples are given in (86): 
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(86) а: эгэт 'on me' b: miSr'ev ' t h e dead' 
marav 'dead' в л г ' і э 'wooing' 
ämäslr' ' t ime' bu l ' i k 'bellows' (gen.sg.) 
keN'ep 'hemp' 
с: вйга t ä r ' ' towel ' d: In^xlN' ' b ra in ' 
särav ' b i t t e r ' sänavar 'grandmother' (gen.sg.) 
(«S and л are high or mid unrounded back vowels) 
The forms i n (86a) where the e p e n t h e t i c vowel i s i d e n t i c a l to the 
preceding vowel can be derived s t r a i g h t f o r w a r d l y . In (86b) the epen­
t h e t i c vowel occurs in the context fo l lowing a p a l a t a l s o n o r a n t . We 
observe t h a t t h e I n s e r t e d vowel d i f f e r s from the preceding vowel in 
being [-back]. I f we adopt Clements' (1986b) assumption t h a t p a l a t a l s 
are inherently [-back], we can formalize epenthesis in such a way that 
the epenthetic vowel acquires [-back] from the preceding segment speci­
fied for [back]. Similarly, the nonpalatals /r , n/ are prespeclfied as 
[+back], and we predict that the epenthetic vowel wi l l be [+back] if i t 
i s inserted a f ter these consonants. The forms in (86c,d) show that t h i s 
prediction i s borne out. 
This d i s c u s s i o n demonstrates t h a t both values of [back] must be 
p r e s e n t in the s e t of vowels and n o n l a b i a l consonants . Otherwise , we 
would be unable to expla in why the e p e n t h e t i c vowel i s in some cases 
n o n - i d e n t i c a l wi th the preceding vowel. In a s i n g l e - v a l u e d f e a t u r e 
approach addit ional s t ipulat ions would have to be added to account for 
t h i s phenomenon. 
Recent ly , the force of t h i s Barra Gael ic example seems to have 
brought s i n g l e - v a l u e d fea ture a d h e r e r s to a s i m i l a r c o n c l u s i o n . In a 
revision of t h e i r (1985) proposals, Ewen and Van der Hulst (1987) argue 
that a single-valued feature system can provide a sat i s factory analysis 
of the phenomena above, where D-values seem to be n e c e s s a r y . However, 
t h e i r proposal Implies that binary o p p o s i t i o n s are not r e p r e s e n t e d a t 
the l e v e l of d i s t i n c t i v e f e a t u r e s , b u t , i n s t e a d , a t the l e v e l of the 
class feature nodes which are potent ia l anchors for single-valued fea­
tures; therefore, the i r model s t r ikes one as basical ly a binary c lass-
feature model. In order to see t h i s , consider the fact that they suggest 
that palata l ized consonants in Barra Gaelic have a secondary-place node 
dominating the f r o n t n e s s f e a t u r e [ i ] , the n o n p a l a t a l i z e d n o n - l a b i a l s 
have an "empty" secondary-place node, while the lab ia l s have no secon­
dary-place node. They account for the data in (86) by proposing the 
Opacity Condition (87): 
(87) Opacity Condition (Ewen and Van der Hulst 1987:56) 
A segment S i s opaque with respect to [a feature] F iff: 
a . S has the class node to which F associates and 
b . F i s prevented from associating to S by v i r tue of 
1. a f i l t e r or 
11. the SD of the spreading rule or 
111. the fact that F i s d i s t i n c t i v e l y absent while S i s 
not specified as being the target of an associat ion 
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The consonants preceding the epenthetic vowel cannot act as a target 
for spreading, because the rule only takes vowels as Its target. The 
consequences of Ewen and Van der Hulst's analysis are illustrated In 
(88), where m indicates a labial consonant: 
(88) a: i i b: i с: i [ i ] t ier 
1 Гч Г * Г^> 
* * * * * * 
I I I I I I 
ν с ν ν с ν 
S-place t ier 
place t ier 
i e: f: [ i ] t ier 
Г Ν 
* * * * * * * * 
MI MI I I 
* * * * * * * * * 
I I I I I I I I I 
V C V V C V V m V 
S-place t ier 
place 
The crucia l case appears in (88b). We expect [ i]-epreadlng to the 
fo l lowing consonant. This cannot happen, because of the Opacity-Con­
d i t i o n c lause (Ы1). Furthermore, spreading to the right vowel i s 
blocked, since this would entail a violation of the local i ty condition 
on phonological rules. 
One final argument for binary-feature representations i s related to 
the c r o s s - l i n g u i s t i c propert ies of vowel coalescence. We w i l l pursue 
t h i s i s sue in great d e t a i l in the fol lowing chapters. Schane (1984a) 
touches upon the phenomenon of vowel coalescence within his framework of 
particle phonology. He characterizes vowel coalescence as follows: "the 
common change whereby [ a i ] monophthongizes to [ e ] and [au] to [o] I 
ca l l . . . fus ion, because the separately occurring p a r t i c l e s . . . fuse or 
combine into a s i n g l e complex part ic le. . . The very notion of fusion 
impl ies that a r e s u l t i n g complex par t ic le contains a l l and only the 
particles of the input" (Schane 1984a:40). Below, we wi l l argue that the 
claim that coalescence i s simply the merger of p a r t i c l e s , or, by the 
same token, single-valued features, cannot be maintained. 
For the comparison of binary- and single-valued feature systems one 
further aspect i s of i n t e r e s t . Let us confine ourselves to languages 
which, l ike Ancient Greek, have a four-grade vowel system, and In which 
the feature value for [round] implies the value for [back]. In such 
languages two options seem available for coalescence. In the language 
exempli f ied in (89a) the feature value [+back] i s dominant, while the 
feature [-back] i s dominant in (89b). The crucia l vowel sequences are 
bold-faced: 
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(89) a: Language A b: Language В 
e+e -» i e+e -» i 
e+o -» ö e+o -• о 
»•* -» i ete •• ё 
a+o •* о a+o -» о 
σ+ο -» δ o+o •* ö 
Binary-feature systems make avai lable both [+back] and [-back] 
underlylngly or provide them In the course of the derivation. For lan-
guage A we can assume that [+back] Is the lexical value, whereas [-back] 
Is the lexical value In language B. In single-valued feature approaches, 
th i s s i t u a t i o n Is completely d i f f erent , s ince these only employ the 
"feature" [1] Indicating palatallty or frontness. 
Coalescence In language В would Imply the merger of the privatives 
[ i ] i [u] (" roundness) and [a] (- height) . In language A, on the other 
hand, coalescence cannot be described as a feature-fusion phenomenon, 
because we have to de lete [1] f i r s t , and only after th is change Is 
accomplished can we merge a l l remaining privatives. Hence, coalescence 
In language В conforms to Schane's (1984a) claim that the output of 
fusion contains a l l and only the particles of the Input, while language 
A refutes t h i s claim. In Schane's theory VC languages l ike language В 
are expected not to exist . It Is striking that one and the same phenome­
non, applying under Identical circumstances (cf. De Haas 1987a and ch.5 
below) cannot be formally described In a uniform fashion. In nearly a l l 
languages, coalescence would comprise both feature deletion and fusion 
of privatives. In a binary-feature theory, languages may differ in the 
values that are taken as the lexical or as the redundant values, and as 
a consequence vowel coalescence can be characterized as a phenomenon by 
which nondistinct feature matrices are merged into one shared matrix. 
From the discussion above one should not conclude that single-valued 
features must be ruled out in principle. On the contrary, the theory of 
feature geometry i s basically a theory In which single-valued features 
play an important ro le . Sagey (1986b), for Instance, argues that the 
features [ l a b i a l ] and [coronal] are not binary. In her model, these 
features are single-valued articulator nodes. Similarly, a l l the class 
nodes posited In the geometry framework are single-valued by definition. 
Recall our discussion of the interdependence of the laryngeal features 
in sect ion 1.1.3.2, where we have argued that the laryngeal features 
[ v o i c e ] , [spread] and [constr ic ted] are not the terminal nodes in the 
geometry. We have claimed that these features are contained within the 
laryngeal node. As a resu l t , our laryngeal node i s a s ingle-valued 
feature, In the same way as [coronal] and [labial] are. 
Two arguments have been given to i l l u s t r a t e that D-values are of 
theoret ica l relevance In phonology. In the f i r s t place. I t has been 
shown that languages may di f fer in the properties of long-distance 
phenomena. In particular languages, D-values may act as blockers (Latin) 
or init iators of a new spreading domain (Barra Gaelic), whereas in other 
languages they are transparent (Japanese). Hence, D-values can have a 
crucial effect on the scope of long-distance assimilation or dissimi-
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l a t i o n . S e c o n d l y , i t has been shown t h a t l a n g u a g e s may d i f f e r w i t h 
respect to which feature va lues are taken as l e x i c a l · I t turned out that 
vowel coa lescence may r e s u l t in front vowels in one language and in back 
vowels in others . I f we want to maintain the c la im that coalescence must 
be conceived as the merger of nondist inct v o c a l i c segments, we need the 
power of a b i n a r y - f e a t u r e s y s t e m . O t h e r w i s e , we would not be a b l e t o 
descr ibe the coa lescence phenomena in the two language types by one and 
the same format. 
1.3 I n a l t e r a b i l i t y and the Linking Constraint 
Hayes (1986a) and S c h e i n and S t e r i a d e (1986) d i s c u s s t h e we l l -known 
observat ion that long vowels and consonants frequent ly r e s i s t the app l i ­
c a t i o n of r u l e s t h a t would - a p r i o r i - be e x p e c t e d to apply to them. 
This property of geminates i s usual ly referred to as i n a l t e r a b i l i t y or 
g e m i n a t e b l o c k a g e . CV Phonology cannot by i t s e l f a c c o u n t for t h i s be­
h a v i o r of g e m i n a t e s . Hayes c l a i m s t h a t w i t h some minor a d j u s t m e n t s , 
p a r t i c u l a r l y by the i n t r o d u c t i o n of the L ink ing C o n s t r a i n t , CV t h e o r y 
can handle the i n a l t e r a b i l i t y problem. 
Two types of P-rules need to be d i s t i n g u i s h e d : those that take both 
s h o r t and l o n g s e g m e n t s a s t h e i r i n p u t , and t h o s e t h a t on ly app ly t o 
s h o r t s e g m e n t s . An example of the l a t t e r t y p e i s s p i r a n t i z a t i o n i n 
T i g r i n y a , a S e m i t i c l a n g u a g e spoken i n E r i t r e a ( c f . S c h e i n 1 9 8 1 , 
Kenstowicz 1982). After a vowel, the ve lar s tops /k, g, k'/ are produced 
as the corresponding f r i c a t i v e s : 
( 9 0 ) a: клІЫ ' d o g ' í e g . ) b: î axa l tb ' d o g ' í p l · ) 
gAnîi ' p i t c h ' í e g . ) ?ауап±? ' p i t c h ' í p l · ) 
к'лЬлгл ' t o bury' y l x V b b i r 'he b u r i e s ' 
S p i r a n t i z a t i o n must r e f e r to the CV s k e l e t o n to i d e n t i f y a 
p o s t v o c a l i c p o s i t i o n , and t o the melody t o c o n s t r a i n a p p l i c a t i o n t o 
v e l a r s t o p s . Hayes s t a t e s the rule as fo l lows : 
( 9 1 ) Tigrinya S p i r a n t i z a t i o n : (Hayes 1986a:336) 
r-sonl , V С 
l+bckj - * [+cont] / | 
U n e x p e c t e d l y , s p i r a n t i z a t i o n f a l l s t o a f f e c t u n d e r l y i n g g e m i n a t e 
v e l a r s . Moreover, I t does not apply t o g e m i n a t e /kk/ r e s u l t i n g from a 
complete a s s i m i l a t i o n ru le. However, If /kk/ i s the immediate r e s u l t of 
morpheme concatenat ion, the ru le app l ies . The re levant forms are given 
i n ( 9 2 ) : 
(92) a: ^кклгл —» *Глххлгл 'he boasted ' 
b: yi-t-kAfAt —· ytkkAÍAt —• *ytxxAfAt ' o p e n - p a s s i v e - j u s s i v e ' 
c: mirak-ka —• miraxka ' c a l f - 2 . s g . m a s c . ' 
In CV Phonology , the r e p r e s e n t a t i o n s of the forms i n (92) are c r u -
c i a l l y d i f f e r e n t . Schematic der ivat ions are g iven below: 
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(93) a: V С С (92а) Ь: V О+С (92Ъ) 
к t к 
+ + 
*х *х 
An example of the first type Is palatalization In LuGanda (cf. 
Clements 1986a). This rule optionally changes the consonants /k, g/ Into 
the corresponding palatals before /1, y/. The last form In (94) shows 
that this rule applies Irrespective of the length of the velar: 
(94) kilntu - ?llntu 'thing' 
bwoogl - bwoo]! 'sharpness' 
oluggl - olu35i 'door' 
In order to capture the observation that both /1/ and /y/ cause 
palatalization of preceding velars, we must explicitly avoid reference 
to the CV-skeleton In the structural description. LuGanda palatalization 
Is formalized In (95): 
(95) LuGanda Palatalization: (Hayes 1986a:343) 
[-cons +high 
-back 
According to Hayes, the following generalization emerges from the 
two examples above: roughly speaking, if a P-rule mentions both the CV-
skeleton and the melody in its structural description, the rule is 
subject to inalterability or geminate blockage; but If it refers to one 
tier only, the rule escapes inalterability. He argues that the depen­
dence of inalterability on the number of tiers mentioned In the formu­
lation of the rule does not need to be stipulated, but follows naturally 
from Independent principles. He claims that two-tier rules or structure-
dependent rules are special In that they Include association lines in 
their structural description. 
"Suppose that some phonological rule Ρ contains In its structural 
description autosegments α and 6, linked by an association line) 
as in (24a). Suppose further a representation R, which contains 
the autosegments A and B, A is an autosegment analysable by α...; 
and В is an autosegment analysable by β. The crucial question is: 
What association lines should be present in representation R in 
order for rule Ρ to apply to it? Two logical possibilities exist. 
(a) First, we might suppose that Ρ is applicable to R, if A is 
linked AT LEAST to B, where A and В may also be linked to other 
autosegments. Under this Interpretation, Ρ may apply to any of 
the candidates for R under (24c): 
η 
к к 
+ 
(92c) 
-son 
-cont 
-ant 
-cor 
(-back +cor +stri 
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(24) a: Rule F contains α 
I 
β 
b: A ' i s an' a. 
В 'Is an' ß. 
с: Poss ib i l i t ies for representation R 
(1) χ Α χ ( i i ) χ A ( i i i ) χ A χ ( iv) χ A 
I I I I N IL/ \K 
x B x x B x x B B x 
(b) The other possible Interpretation Is that rule F applies to R 
only If A i s UNIQUELY linked to B, and v ice versa. If th i s Is 
true Ρ would apply only to representation 24c(l)." (1986a:330-l) 
Hayes concludes that only empirical facts can determine to which 
representation R rule Ρ may or may not apply. The large number of 
languages investigated seems to indicate that the second possibi l i ty Is 
the correct one. To account for th i s r e s t r i c t i o n Hayes proposes the 
universal Linking Constraint (96): 
(96) Linking Constraint:(LC) 
Association l ines in structural descriptions are interpreted 
as exhaustive. 
The rule of spirantizatlon in Tlgrinya contains one association line 
between the CV tier and the melody, and should therefore not be able to 
apply to true geminates, nor to geminates derived by complete assimi­
l a t i o n , s ince the features [-son, -t-back] are linked to two skeleton 
s lots In these representations. The association l ines in (91) cannot be 
Interpreted as exhaustive for these forms· The rule of palatalization in 
LuGanda does not mention any assoc iat ion l ine In i t s formulation, and 
both simple and geminate velars can become palatalized. 
Schein and Steriade (1986) approach i n a l t e r a b i l i t y or geminate 
blockage from a s l ight ly different perspective. In Hayes' account the LC 
Is a condition that Interprets the relation t ier A i s associated to tier 
В as t ier A i s exclusively associated to t ier B, and vice versa. Schein 
and Sterlade, on the other hand, claim that the applicability of a rule 
to multiply linked autosegments can always be predicted from the way the 
rule must be formulated. Consider the representations in (97): 
(97) a x b: χ t ier A 
I A 
у У ζ t i e r В 
They claim that i f the SD of some rule a f fect ing χ Imposes condit ions 
that are met by y but not by z, then the rule w i l l not apply to multiply 
linked structures l i ke (97b). However, i f the rule changes χ on t i e r A 
and no condit ions are imposed on the elements of t i e r B, Immediately 
dominated by t ier A, then the rule wi l l apply to a l l structures fu l f i l ­
ling the SD, irrespective of the fact whether they are singly linked or 
multiply linked. Schein and Sterlade's proposal i s large ly compatible 
with that of Hayes (1986a), and therefore we w i l l take the l i b e r t y to 
hold on to Hayes'. 
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In the remainder of this section, we will extend the scope of the LC 
to other structure-dependent rule types. First, we will discuss a pro­
posal by It6 (1986), who proposes to Include the phenomenon of syllabi­
fication. Next, we will argue that the LC is also applicable to segment-
Internal structure-dependent rules. 
1.3.1 Syllabification 
Static syllable constraints can be stated in two ways. Suppose that in a 
given language syllables can end in a eonorant consonant, but not in an 
obstruent. This observation can be described by means of a negative 
condition which excludes [-son] consonants In coda position, or by means 
of an adjunction rule which adjoins a [+eon] consonant to the preceding 
syllable. These possibilities are represented in (96): 
(98) a: Coda condition b: Coda rule 
[-son] X С 
I 
[+eon] 
According to Ito (1986), the option exemplified in (98a) is prefer­
able. The evidence is based upon the claim that the well-formedness of 
prosodie structure must be determined locally. More specifically, a 
condition imposed on syllable structure can only refer to the syllable, 
but not to a sequence of syllables or a sequence of skeleton slots. 
Thus, she considers conditions such as those in (99) undesirable: 
(99) a: An obstruent can be the final element in a syllable only If the 
following syllable starts with an identical obstruent. 
b: An obstruent can be syllabified as a coda, if it Is segmentally 
linked to the following С 
However, nonlocal information such as expressed In (99) would seem 
to be required in order to define the phonotactic structure of languages 
like Japanese or Italian. In Japanese the following situation exists: 
(100) a: ka.ml.ka.ze 'divine wind' b: *kap.toot 
kai.soo 'sea weed' *sek.pa 
sen.see 'teacher' *kap.eek 
eek.ken 'soap' 
tos.sa 'impulsively' ("." indicates syllable boundary) 
We observe that syllables may end in a short vowel, a long vowel, or 
a diphthong. In addition, a syllable may be closed by a nasal consonant 
or by the first half of a geminate. In a rule-based theory of syllabi­
fication, we must assume a coda rule of the type In (101): 
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(101) Japanese coda rule: 
о If a, then b 
N 
V с с 
<[-nas]>
a 
Such a coda rule has at least two disadvantages. It makes crucial use of 
nonlocal Information, and It Is an abbreviation of two subrulee of which 
It Is unclear what they share (the angled-bracket notation Indicates 
that two rules have been collapsed). ItS argues that we can express the 
observations In (100) quite nicely In a condition-based syllable theory, 
If we assume that the LC also holds here· If association lines mentioned 
In syllable conditions must be Interpreted exhaustively, it suffices to 
posit the coda condition (102): 
(102) Japanese coda condition: 
* Ç ] 0 
[-nas] 
This condition states that a nonnasal consonant cannot occur syllable-
finally. The fact that the first half of a geminate obstruent is allowed 
in this position follows from the LC. In a geminate, [-nas] is linked to 
two consecutive skeleton slots, and therefore immune to condition (102). 
A similar situation exists In Italian (cf. Vogel 1977). The basic 
facts are as below: 
(103) a: in.flessibile 'inflexible' b: lab.bro 'lip' 
al.tro 'other' ap.plaudlre 'applaud' 
bur.gravlo 'castle lord' elet.trico 'electric' 
es.pres.so 'express' ag.glomerare 'agglomerate' 
e: *lt.flessibile, *ap.tro, *bud.gravio, "eg.blema, *ec.presso 
In Italian, sonorant consonants and /e/ are allowed In syllable-
final position. Moreover, the first half of a geminate is allowed In 
this position, whereas the short stop is not. If we interpret the coda 
condition (104) in accordance with the LC, we can handle these facts in 
a straightforward way: 
(104) Italian coda condition: 
"?° 
-son 1 
-contj 
Since [-son,-cont] is associated to two C-elots, the coda condition In 
(104) will not rule out the syllabification of the first half of a 
ι ? geminate. 
1.3.2 Segment-internal branchingness 
Hayes (1986a) and Schein and Steriade (1986) distinguish between struc­
ture-dependent rules and segmental rules. The latter type requires only 
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segmental Information, and does not refer to the CV tier or the syllabic 
organization. However, the segmental melody Is also hierarchically 
organized: distinctive features cluster together In larger constituents 
and have all kinds of dependency relations. As a consequence, the re­
lations between the CV tier and the melody resemble those among segment-
Internal constituents. In (97), we gave a schematic representation of 
doubly-linked and singly-linked autosegments. This general format allows 
several Interpretations. Some of these are stated in (105): 
(105) a: < 
С с 
ν 
t 
С skeleton 
л 
t s melody 
b: pi 
1 
dors 
pl 
/ \ 
lab dors 
Pl Pl 
4/ dors
The Interesting question is whether the LC holds for segment-in­
ternal structure-dependent rules. In a theory of full specification, the 
answer must be negative as will become clear Immediately below. In a 
theory of underspecifIcation, on the other hand, representations can 
differ in the amount of features and/or nodes present. This enables us 
to investigate whether a difference in the number of nodes dominated by 
a superordlnate node influences the application of phonological rules. 
If this indeed turns out to be relevant, we can take it as additional 
evidence in favor of the theory of underspecification outlined in 
section 1.2. 
In (106) below, we provide the relevant part of the representation 
of the vowels /1, e/ in both a full specification framework and an 
underspecif ication framework. Suppose the language has a rule of pala­
talization in which an obstruent is palatalized if it is followed by /1, 
y/ (e.g. LuGanda). In a theory of full specification, we cannot invoke 
the LC to exempt the /e/ from triggering palatalization. In the repre­
sentation of /1/ as well as the representation of /e/ the dorsal node 
branches. In a theory of underspeciflcation, the representations of /i/ 
and /e/ are crucially different with respect to the number of branches. 
(106) a: Full specification b: Underspeciflcation 
dors dors dors dors 
[+hi] [-bck] [-hi] [-bck] [-bck] [-hi] [-bck] 
[i] [e] [i] [e] 
If palatalization is restricted to /1, y/ the rule of palatalization 
can be stated in such a way (cf. (107) below) that the rule itself 
expresses the difference between the front unrounded vowels: 
(107) *^ * ^ dorsal where an associating line terminated 
""-»J by X indicates 'no association' 
[-bck] 
This formalization implies that spreading of [-back] will take place If 
and only if the dorsal node is exclusively linked to the [back] tier. 
Hayes (1986a) shows that rules like (107) would also be necessary in 
theories which do not invoke the Linking Constraint to account for 
geminate blockage. It therefore seems reasonable to exclude rules like 
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(107) from phonological theory e n t i r e l y , and to derive the e f f e c t s of 
such a formalism from an Interpretation convention such as the Linking 
Constraint. 
In the succeeding pages, we wi l l present evidence which shows that 
the number of association l ines present in the structural description of 
phonological processes must be interpreted as exhaustive, even for 
segment-Internal structure-dependent rules. We wi l l also return to the 
problem of giving content to the notion of 'natural c l a s s ' in a theory 
of underspec l f icat lon , and suggest that the theor ies of t i e r decom-
position and underspeclficatlon, and the extension of the LC In the way 
suggested above, allow us to derive the notion of natural class from the 
h ierarchica l representat ion of d i s t inc t ive features and the nonlinear 
formalization of phonological rules. 
We w i l l begin our inves t igat ion of the relevance of the LC for 
segment-internal rules by looking at some well-known empirical obser-
vat ions , on p a l a t a l i z a t i o n , degemination and metathesis of quantity, 
respectively. 
(a) Palatalization. Languages differ in the sets of sounds which trigger 
p a l a t a l i z a t i o n . In Gallo-Romance (cf. Jacobs forthcoming) a l l front 
unrounded vowels/glides trigger palatalization and sometimes subsequent 
a f f r i c a t i z a t i o n of a preceding consonant. In many other languages, 
however, only the high front vowel/glide trigger palatalization. Hence, 
we have to explain why a l l front vowels c o n s t i t u t e a natural c las s in 
Gallo-Romance, whereas they do not In e.g. LuGanda. 
(b) Degemination. In Klamath (cf. Barker 1964, Clements 1965) the f o l -
lowing set of changes i s of particular interest: 
(108) nl •» 11 /honllna/ -» hollina ' f i l e s along the bank' 
ni -» Ih /honly/ -* holhl ' f i l e s into' 
n l ' -» 1? /hon l ' ï l ' a / -» ho l î ï l 'a ' f l i e s into the f ire' 
Ц -» Ih /ріЦа/ -» pälha 'dries on' 
11' -» 1? / y a l y a l l ' i / •» yalyal?! 'clear' 
We observe that the supralaryngeal features of / 1 / spread backward onto 
/ 1 , n/ and furthermore, that the supralaryngeal features of / 1 , l'I are 
d i s soc ia ted . Clements (1985) proposes the fo l lowing rules to account 
for the changes: 
(109) a: root * * b: l ar . t i e r * 
si.tier f+sonl [+lat] root 
І
+ с о г
І ^ 
l+antj s i . t i e r [+ ìat] 
The problem i s why underlying and derived sequences /11/ 'and /11'/ 
о 
undergo (109b), whereas the plain geminate /11/ does not. 
(c) Metathesis of Quantity. In the Ionic-Att ic d i a l e c t the underlying 
sequences /ea, ёо, i o , εε, äo, i o , ä ö / undergo a change into [eä, её, 
eo] (cf . Wetzeis 1986, sect ion 3.4 below). Thus a long [-high, -round] 
vowel Is shortened with subsequent lengthening and laxing of the fol­
lowing [-high] vowel. In chapter 3, we w i l l argue that Metathesis of 
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Quantity can be stated as in (110): 
(110) Metathesis of Quantity: (MQ) 
о о 
V V V (V) YY place 
[-hi] [-hi] dorsal 
Apparently, the specification [-high] is insufficient, since it 
defines the class It, a, 3/. However, /5/ does not trigger MQ. It seems 
that. In order to exclude /э/, the structural description of MQ must 
mention the feature [-round]. In chapter 3, it will be argued that 
[-round] is a D-value, which we expect to be irrelevant at an early 
stage In the derivation. 
Below, we will show that the processes under (a) through (c) can be 
accounted for If we assume that the LC also holds for segment-Internal 
structure-dependent P-rules. Before we will Illustrate how this can be 
achieved, we must first introduce some additional notions. 
Hayes assumes that a rule Ρ that refers to the autosegments A and B, 
linked by an association line will only apply to a representation R if 
(i) autoeegment A is exclusively linked to autosegment В, and (li) 
autosegment В is exclusively linked to autosegment A. Since the autoseg­
ments A and В themselves are usually components of further hierarchical 
structure, we have to define what is meant by 'exclusively linked to'. 
Suppose a representation R, in which the autosegment A Is linked to the 
autosegments В and С, where С dominates A and A dominates B. Suppose 
furthermore a representation S, in which the autosegment A is linked to 
the autosegments С and D, where A dominates both С and D: 
(ill) a: Representation R b: Representation S 
С A 
Ι λ\ 
А В С 
В 
The crucial issue here is whether the representations R and S are 
identical for the notion of 'exclusively linked to'. The discussion in 
Hayes (1986a, b) and Schein and Steriade (1986) shows that this should 
not be the case. In order to be able to distinguish between represen­
tations like R and S, we will introduce the notions of head and oper­
ator. A head is an autosegment immediately dominating another autoseg­
ment, and an operator is an autosegment immediately dominated by another 
autoeegment. By introducing the notions of head and operator we can 
distinguish between the representations R and S with respect to the 
phonological rule P. If the autosegraents A and В referred to in the rule 
Ρ are head and operator, respectively, the rule will apply to a given 
representation, if the head (A) is exclusively linked to a single oper­
ator (B) and the operator is exclusively linked to a single head. Under 
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this Interpretation rule Ρ will apply to representation S, while It will 
be blocked In the case of representation R, since In the latter case the 
head Is linked to two operators. Below, we will assume that this inter-
13 pretatlon of the Linking Constraint is correct. 
The phenomenon of palatalization can take at least two different 
forms. We can either state it as the spreading of the dorsal node which 
contains [-back], or as the spreading of the feature [-back]. Both 
possibilities are represented in (112): 
(112) a: * * place tier b: * * dorsal tier 
* dorsal tier [-bck] back tier 
[-bck] 
Given the theory of underspecification, the theory of tier decompo­
sition and the LC, we make different predictions with respect to the 
segmental classes which can trigger the rule. The rule in (112a) 
mentions one association line between the place node (head) and the 
dorsal node (operator). If this association line is the sole association 
between these autosegments, we predict that segments characterized as in 
(113a) below cannot act as triggers. The formulation in (112b) mentions 
one association line between the dorsal node (head) and the [back] tier 
(operator). By the same token, we expect that representations like 
(113b) will not be able to trigger palatalization: 
(113) a: ¿ place b: * dorsal 
dorsal [-bck]\ [back] 
[+r'nd] labial [-hi] [high] 
If we assume that the palatalization rule (112a) is correct for 
Gallo-Romance1*, we predict that all [-back] vowels act as triggers, 
unless they are specified as [+round]. Hence, from the set of front 
vowels, /i, e, 'ál can change a preceding obstruent Into a palatal. If we 
furthermore assume that palatalization in LuGanda is of the (112b) type, 
we predict that from the set of [-back] vowels only /1/ can activate the 
rule, if /e/ is represented as in (113b). Thus, the observation that the 
[-back, -round] vowels act as a natural class In Gallo-Romance, whereas 
they do not in LuGanda can be accounted for if we assume slightly 
different palatalization rules for these languages, and if the LC holds 
for all structure-dependent rules. 
The fact that the [-high] vowels bar loi constitute a natural class 
for MQ in Ionic-Attic can be accounted for in a similar fashion. The 
representations of /ε/ and /I/ contain one association line between the 
place tier (head) and the dorsal tier (operator), whereas the represen­
tation of /5/ contains one additional association line between the 
labial (operator) and the place node (head). The differences between /ε, 
ϊ, 5/ are as in (114): 
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(114) a: * b: * с: * place 1 D ΐ [-hl] Г-hl 1 [-hl] \ dorsal 
L+bckJ [+rnd] labial 
[ε] [Ϊ] [3] 
If we Invoke the LC , we can maintain the formulation of MQ In (110) 
which does not refer to the feature [-round]. 
In the preceding section we considered a potential disadvantage of 
underspeclfication theory: the expression of natural classes of sounds 
for the application of phonological rules. In Ancient Greek, [-round] is 
a D-value which Is unspecified underlylngly. Consequently, the class of 
[-high, -round] vowels cannot be referred to. However, if we take into 
account the hierarchical organization of features and the LC which 
interprets association lines mentioned in the structural description of 
a rule, we can derive the natural class of [-high, -round] vowels in an 
Indirect way. The [-high, -round] vowels consist of a single association 
line between the place node and the dorsal node, while the [-high, 
+round] vowels have an additional association line between the place 
node and the labial node. Hence, these two natural classes differ in the 
number of association lines present in their feature geometry, and the 
LC will ensure that this difference Is interpreted in the correct way. 
Essentially, the same procedure can be followed for LuGanda and 
Gallo-Romance, where UT does not allow us to make reference to the 
class of [-back, -round] vowels and the set of [+high, -back] vowels, 
respectively. However, In these languages the classes of [-back, -round] 
vowels (Gallo-Romance), or [+high, -back] vowels (LuGanda) differ from 
their [-back, +round], [-high, -back] counterparts in the number of 
association lines present in the feature geometry. Again, the LC will 
interpret this distinction in such a way that we can derive the classes 
of front unrounded and front high vowels in an indirect way. 
The Klamath example is Just the opposite. All sonorants and ob­
struents fall Into three categories: plain, glottalized, and aspirated. 
In a theory of full specification, degemination rule (109b) cannot be 
maintained. Since plain geminates remain unaffected by this rule, we 
would have to stipulate that degemination only takes place if the la­
teral is [+8pread] or [-t-constrlcted]. In the version of UT proposed here 
[-constricted] and [-spread] are the R-values, the 'plain' lateral is 
therefore fully unspecified for the laryngeal features, and as a conse­
quence the root node is nonbranching. If association lines must be 
interpreted as exhaustive, we predict that lateral degemination (109b) 
will not apply to plain geminate /11/в. The Klamath forms in (108) show 
that this prediction is correct. 
In summary, we have shown that UT allows us to extend the scope of 
the LC beyond Its original domain of application. We have argued that 
this condition holds for all structure-dependent rules. Hence, we have 
brought forward additional evidence in favor of underspeclfication 
theory. In addition, it turned out that the LC enables us to refer to 
natural classes of sounds, to which we cannot possibly refer by way of 
UT itself. Thus, by broadening the domain of application of the LC, we 
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counter a possibly Important argument against underspeclflcatlon theory. 
1.4 Lexical Phonology and the Strict Cycle Condition 
In this section, we will discuss two proposals for eliminating the 
Strict Cycle Condition (henceforth SCC) from phonological theory. Kl-
parsky (1982) argues that given the theory of underspeclflcatlon, the 
effects of the SCC can be derived from the Elsewhere Condition. Hermans 
(1986, forthcoming) argues that the effects of the SCC can be obtained 
from the Projection Principle, again under the assumption of underspecl-
flcatlon theory. If the attempts In Klparsky (1982) and Hermans (1986, 
forthcoming) are correct, we have a further theory-internal argument for 
the theory of underspecification. Both proposals rely upon the theory of 
Lexical Phonology, and we will therefore briefly outline the essentials 
of this theory, before we enter Into the discussion of the SCC. 
Lexical Phonology is still very much in the process of development, 
and there is no consensus with regard to the details of lexical orga-
nization among the linguists who have been actively concerned with its 
development. Recent literature shows a considerable variety of different 
proposals, and it Is not our purpose to add a new version. We will 
simply present a brief outline of the most influential proposals, such 
as Klparsky (1985), Halle and Mohanan (1985) and Boolj and Rubach 
(1987), which defend the idea that the lexicon (morphology and lexical 
phonology) Is autonomous from syntax.16 
The theory of Lexical Phonology (cf. Pesetsky 1979, Klparsky 1982, 
Mohanan 1982, and the above references) adopts from Siegel (1974), 
Aronoff (1976)..etc. the idea that the word-formation rules are level-
ordered, in that derivational and inflectional processes are organized 
in a sequence of levels or strata. Moreover, each level Is associated 
with a set of phonological rules, that is, the output of a word-for-
mation rule Is submitted to the phonological rules of its level. Ac-
cording to Klparsky (1982) this establishes a basic division among 
phonological processes into lexical rules which apply within the lexi-
con, and postlexical rules which take syntactic S-structures as their 
input. The former rules are intrinsically cyclic, since they reapply 
after each word-formation rule, whereas the postlexical rules are In-
trinsically noncydlc. 
BooiJ and Rubach (1987) argue for a refinement of the model proposed 
by Klparsky (1982). They claim that the lexical rules can be further 
divided into cyclic lexical rules and postcyclic lexical rules. The 
cyclic rules are interspersed with morphology, whereas the postcyclic 
rules apply after the cyclic phonological rules and by inclusion also 
after the word-formation rules, though still within the lexicon. The 
basic model they propose is given in (115): 
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(115) 
level 1 morphology 
level η morphology 
I .-
(underlved lexical items| 
*• (cyclic phonological rules 
+ 
postcyclic phon. rules | 
• 1 
lexicon 
syntactic component 
phonological component 
(-postlexical rules) 
As an example, consider the fact that in English, affixes fall into 
the stratum-l affixes like -ic, -ion, -ity and in-.., and the stratum-2 
affixes such as -ness, -hood and un-. In addition, the cyclic rule of 
Trisyllabic Shortening or Trisyllabic Laxing is assigned to stratum-l 
(e.g. divine - divinity, serene - serenity, declare - declarative), and 
therefore does not apply to forms such as maidenhood, timelinees..etc., 
because these words are formed at etratum-2. Furthermore, underlved 
lexical items like nightingale, ivory, stevedore do not undergo the 
rule, since cyclic rules do not apply to underlved forms because of the 
Strict Cycle Condition. 
The class of cyclic rules appears to be distinguished from the non-
cyclic rules by a conglomerate of properties. Cyclic rules apply word-
internally only; they are morphology-sensitive; they may have lexical 
exceptions, they may feed morphological word-formation rules; they are 
structure-preserving, which is related to the concept of 'neutrali­
zation'; they can be blocked by other cyclic rules by means of the 
Elsewhere Condition, and they operate all and only in derived environ­
ments. Especially the property of structure-preservingness and the re­
striction to derived environments have puzzled many linguists during the 
past decade or so. Mascaro (1976) proposes that the class of cyclic 
rules be identified as the class of rules which exhibit the "derived-
environment-only" constraint, and he proposes that the Strict Cycle 
Condition account for this. A simplified version of this constraint is 
given in (116): 
(116) Strict Cycle Condition: (SCC) 
a. Cyclic rules apply only to derived representations. 
b. Def.: A representation 4 is derived w.r.t. rule R in cycle j 
iff (i) ¿ meets the structural description of R by virtue of a 
combination of morphemes introduced in cycle j. 
(ii) or the application of a phonological rule in cycle j. 
(Kiparsky 1982:41) 
However, Kiparsky (1982) notices that the SCC is far from unpro-
blematlc. First, the (strict) cyclic application of movement rules in 
syntax probably does not have to be stipulated as an independent prin-
ciple in the theory, because ite effects can be derived from other 
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principles, in particular the 'opacity' conditions. If this is correct, 
it would be surprising if the SCC were a primitive in phonology. Second, 
there are several empirical problems for the SCC. For example, lexical 
stress in English must be assigned cyclically and therefore we expect 
'strict cyclic' properties of stress. However, the English stress rule 
must apply to underlved lexical Items on the first cycle. In Lithuanian, 
on the other hand, the stress rule obeys the SCC, that is, underlved 
lexical Items are exempt from undergoing the cyclic stress rule. In 
addition, the rule of Trisyllabic Shortening is a cyclic rule. However, 
most underlved forms exhibit the same properties as derived forms which 
have undergone the rule (e.g. alibi, sycamore, Pamela, calender). At 
face value, two possible derivations can account for these facts: we can 
assume that the vowel of the first syllable is short underlyingly, or we 
can derive the short vowel from an underlying long vowel and apply 
Trisyllabic Shortening as a 'morpheme-structure rule'. 
Kiparsky (1982) argues that the SCC is not a primitive in phonology, 
and he suggests that a version of the SCC is deducible from the Else-
where Condition if it is assumed that all lexical entries undergo a so-
called Identity rule. For example, the form nightingale undergoes an 
identity rule whose output is /nlghtingale/N. This will block the appli-
cation of Trisyllabic Shortening, since the Identity rule and Trisyl-
labic Shortening are in an elsewhere relation (the identity rule proper-
ly includes Trisyllabic Shortening and the outputs of the rules are 
distinct, since the first vowel of nightingale remains long in the 
identity rule but would become short by Trisyllabic Shortening). The 
notion of identity rule itself, however, is not unproblematic (cf. 
Mohanan 1982), and probably for this reason Kiparsky abandoned this 
idea, and returned to the SCC in subsequent work (cf. Kiparsky 1985). 
Like Kiparsky (1982), Hermans (1986, forthcoming) attempts to derive 
the SCC from Independently motivated principles. He argues that the 
properties of this constraint can be derived from an extended version of 
Chomsky's (1981:29) Projection Principle (117): 
(117) Projection Principle: (PP) 
Representations at each syntactic level (i.e. LF, and D- and 
S-structure) are projected from the lexicon, in that they 
observe the subcategorization properties of lexical items. 
Generally speaking, the PP can be regarded as a principle that 
disallows syntactic representations of a grammatical category which do 
not match its lexical subcategorization. Hermans proposes to extend the 
domain of the PP to the lexicon itself, that is, not only the syntactic 
properties but also the phonological properties of a lexical item are 
conditioned by the PP. He also assumes that this principle is a con-
dition on both representations and on the application of rules. A rule 
may apply to a particular representation if it does not neutralize a 
lexical contrast, and does not render distinct its Input and Its output: 
otherwise the rule will be blocked by the PP. If it is assumed that 
after each level or stratum in the lexicon the forms derived at that 
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level are interpreted as lexical items, and are added to the vocabulary 
up to that level, each level comprises its own vocabulary. For example, 
In English stress is unspecified underlyingly, and therefore the 
"feature" [stress] does not belong to the underlying vocabulary. Stress 
is assigned at stratum-1, and consequently the feature [stress] is added 
to the vocabulary of all subsequent levels. 
Morphological concatenations on a particular level do not constitute 
a lexical item and, as a consequence, are not conditioned by the PP. For 
example, the application of Trisyllabic Shortening can apply to the word 
opacity, because the input /ôpik+ity/ is not a lexical item (though the 
output opacity and the stem opaque are). Thus the lexical items opacity 
and opaque are conditioned by the PP, whereas /ôpik+ity/ is not. On the 
other hand, underlved lexical items, when they enter level 1, are within 
the reach of PP. This predicts that cyclic rules can apply to these 
underlved lexical items under strict conditions, namely If and only if 
(1) the input and output of the rule are nondistinct, and (ii) the rule 
does not destroy/neutralize underlying contrasts, that Is, the appli-
cation of cyclic lexical rules Is allowed In nonderived environments if 
and only if they are nonstructure changing. If a rule renders input and 
output distinct or if it neutralizes a contrast between lexical Items, 
its application is restricted to derived forms. 
We will illustrate the consequences of Hermans' proposal for English 
and Lithuanian stress. Since in English stress is to a large extent 
predictable, it can be left unspecified in underlying representation. 
Hence, the "feature" [stress] does not belong to the phonological voca-
bulary of level 1. As a consequence, the English stress rule can apply 
to underlved forms such as parent, since the input form (/parent/fj) and 
the output ((pa)g(rent)w) are nondistinct. Moreover, the rule does not 
neutralize a contrast between items that are lexically specified for 
stress and items that lack such a specification. The Lithuanian case is 
totally different. Stress is assigned lexically to the class A roots and 
affixes (e.g. rank 'hand', -óm dat.fem.dual), but it is predictable for 
the class В roots and affixes (e.g. galv 'head', -ai dat. f em. sg.). The 
addition of -óm results In different stress patterns depending on 
whether the root belongs to class A or to class B: ránkom but galvo'm 
(stress is realized as a falling or rising tone in Lithuanian, a fact 
which will be ignored here). The stress rule of Lithuanian assigns word 
stress to the leftmost syllable bearing a lexical stress marker. If 
there is no underlying stress, the first syllable receives word stress. 
Hermans (1986) shows that stress must be assigned cyclically in Lithu-
anian. But, unlike the English rule, the Lithuanian stress rule does not 
apply to underlved lexical items. The reason for this is that the con-
trast between class A and class В forms would become neutralized. We 
would Incorrectly predict ránkom and *gálvom as is shown in (118): 
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(118) a: * 
[rank] 
n.a. 
* * 
* * 
[[rank]om] 
* 
* * 
[[rank*om] 
[ránkom] 
b: 
[galv] 
[galv] 
* * 
* * 
[[galv]om] 
* 
* * 
* * 
[[galvjom] 
*[galvom] 
First Cycle 
stress rule 
Second Cycle 
word stress 
The neutralizing effect that would result from the application of 
the stress rule must be blocked. Hermans argues that his extended 
version of the FF enables us to account for this fact. At the level 
where the stress rule applies In Lithuanian zero stress (class B) and 
presence of stress (class A) are distinct. Given the PP, zero stress and 
stress must remain distinct at all subsequent levels. The stress rule 
therefore cannot affect underived lexical Items, since that would imply 
a neutralization of an existing distinction. 
Summarizing, in this section we have outlined one of the recent 
versions of Lexical Phonology. Following this proposal three major 
classes of phonological rules are distinguished: cyclic lexical rules, 
postcyclic lexical rules and postlexical rules. Furthermore, we have 
presented the proposals by Kiparsky (1982) and Hermans (1986), who argue 
that the SCC can be eliminated from phonological theory, and derive its 
effects from independent principles. Both proposals have in common that 
the theory of underspecification Is crucial. Hence, if they are correct, 
the elimination of the SCC presents further support for the theory of 
underspecification advanced in this thesis. 
Footnotes 
1: Cf. chapter nine In SPE for the first attempt to solve the marked-
ness problem raised here. We will not go into the specific details 
of markedness theory, since in nonlinear phonology the relative 
markedness of phonological rules can be inferred from feature-
geometry theory, according to which features are hierarchically 
organized under superordinate class nodes such as 'laryngeal' and 
'place of articulation'. 
2: In this thesis, we will use capitals in the following way. "P", "T" 
and "K" stand for, respectively, labial, coronal or velar stops 
unspecified for the laryngeal and nasal features. "N" indicates a 
nasal unspecified for place. 
3: The underlying form is /budh/. However, under particular conditions 
which are irrelevant for the present discussion, /a/ or /I/ is 
inserted in this root. Furthermore, the vowel sequence /a+u/ is 
subject to merger by vowel coalescence, and shows up phonetically as 
[5]. 
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4: Two often cited exceptions to the claim that feature permutations do 
not occur In speech errors are pig and vat for big and fat (voice 
reversal) and spattergrain for scatterbraln (place reversal) (cf. 
Fromkin 1973, 1975). 
5: Yip (1982) assumes that the secret language is generated at some 
level intermediate between underlying forms and the phonetic sur­
face, probably after the application of the lexical phonological 
rules. However, she does not present evidence to support this as­
sumption· In the absence of such evidence, I maintain the claim that 
this secret language takes underlying forms as its input. 
6: The SFC is probably a subcase of the Obligatory Contour Principle. 
Another subcase of this general principle is the Nuclear Fusion 
Principle proposed by Wetzels (1986), and modified by De Haas 
(1986b). The functioning of a rule of schwa epenthesis in Dutch 
allows us to show that the major class features are also exempted 
from undergoing this fusion principle. Schwa epenthesis splits up 
consonant sequences whose members do not share one or more features. 
Words like arm 'arm' do undergo schwa epenthesis· If the major-class 
features [+son, +cons] are subject to the NuFuP, it is incorrectly 
predicted that schwa epenthesis cannot occur in clusters of two 
sonorant consonants. By exempting the MCFs from the NuFuP, the 
alternation [arm] ~[агэш] can be accounted for (for details cf. De 
Haas 1986b, 1987b). 
7: By extending the scope of the SFC, we follow a suggestion by 
Clements (1985). A similar view can be found in Sagey (1986b). 
8: We are indebted to Nick Clements for fruitful discussions concerning 
the issues raised here. The following discussion draws heavily upon 
his 1986/1987 Cornell class notes "Underspecification: Pro and Con". 
Of course, he should not be held responsible for possible misinter­
pretations of these notes. 
9: Cf. Kiparsky (1982) for a detailed discussion of the "empirical" 
problems raised by Stanley (1967). 
10: Actually, Clements (1981) deserves the credit for reintroducing 
underspecification in autosegmental phonology. He argues, with re­
spect to vowel harmony in Akan and Turkish, that the target vowels 
for the rule of vowel harmony are unspecified for the harmonizing 
feature. For example, in Akan, the value for the harmonizing feature 
[ATR] is contextually determined. In broad outline, if the stem 
vowels are [aATR], the affix vowels will also be [aATR]. Hence, the 
feature [ATR] is nondistinctive in affixes, and Clements decides to 
leave [ATR] unspecified to avoid the arbitrary choice of specifying 
them as either [+ATR] or [-ATR] in the lexicon. 
11: The notion 'distinct' is used in the sense of Halle (1959) and SPE: 
two segments A and В are distinct if there Is at least one feature 
[F] which is specified as "a" for A and "-a" for В (where "a" - "+" 
or " - " ) . 
12: The Coda Condition (104) incorrectly allows for syllables ending in 
/f/. The alternation between scrivere (Inf.) and scritto (past 
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part·) 'write' shows that s y l l a b l e - f i n a l /f/ i s ruled out. It 
appears that an additional coda constraint must be posited for /f/. 
13: We w i l l leave the formalizat ion of the ideas presented here for 
future research, s ince th i s would take us too far beyond the main 
topic of this thesis . 
14: We assume for both Gallo-Romance and LuGanda that [-high], [-back] 
and [+round] are the lexical values. 
15: In chapter 3, i t w i l l turn out that [+high], [+back] and [+round] 
are the lexical values in Attic. MQ refers to [-high] in i t s formal-
i z a t i o n , which e n t a i l s that the D-rule supplying th i s value must 
apply prior to MQ as i s stipulated by the RROC. 
16: For di f ferent proposals cf. Baker (1985), Sproat (1985) and Halle 
(1987). 
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Chapter Two: FORMAL PROPERTIES OF VOWEL COALESCENCE 
2.0 Introduction 
It is a well-known observation that languages tend to avoid vowels in 
hiatus, i.e. vowels at the borderline of two adjacent syllables. Since 
vowels are the most sonorous segments in the syllable, vocalic hiatus 
can be regarded as a sonority clash. 
Many linguists have noted the existence of cross-linguistic prefer-
ences for particular types of syllable sequences and syllable structures 
(cf. Hooper 1976, Murray and Vennemann 1983 and Clements 1987b). It is 
observed that the sonority strength of two contiguous segments plays an 
important role. For example, tautosyllabic geminate consonants and tau-
tosyllabic consonant clusters where the members have identical sonority 
strength are not allowed in many languages. Linguists differ in the way 
they account for these observations, but among the notions which often 
recur are 'sonority hierarchy', 'minimal sonority distance' and 'bad 
syllable contact'. In particular, the notion of 'bad syllable contact' 
and Hooper's Syllable Contact Law seem to play an Important role, since 
it appears that sequences of two segments which are too close in sonori-
ty tend to be eliminated by the application of phonological rules. 
Hooper (1976) presents the following diachronlc changes in Spanish as 
clear examples of the avoidance of bad syllable contact: 
(1) venira > venra > vendra '(it) will come' 
ponira > ponra > pondra '(it) will put' 
salira > salra > saldrá '(it) will leave' 
The phenomenon of syncope gave rise to sequences of nasal plus 
liquid or liquid plus liquid, sequences which violate her syllable 
contact law. Spanish dialects eliminate this violation in various ways. 
The one illustrated above is the insertion of an intrusive stop. How-
ever, other changes are conceivable, and do, indeed, occur in other 
dialects, as is shown by forms like verna, porna which have undergone a 
rule of metathesis, and verra, porra which have undergone a gemination 
rule. The Spanish example shows that languages have several options to 
eliminate 'bad syllable contact' situations, and which option is chosen 
varies from language to language, and cannot be predicted. 
We will suggest that the resolution of vocalic hiatus is, at least 
at the current stage of understanding, another manifestation of the same 
phenomenon: the elimination of bad syllable contact. This implies that 
the syllable and the principles of syllabification will play a major 
role in the description of vowel coalescence throughtout this thesis. 
Several mechanisms are employed to resolve a vocalic hiatus: in-
sertion, deletion and fusion, and once again it seems to be currently 
impossible to predict which option is preferred. We will briefly discuss 
these mechanisms by giving some examples. 
A very common strategy Is the insertion of a (homorganic) glide or 
glottal stop between the vowels in hiatus. Less common is the insertion 
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of a f u l l consonant In th i s environment. The fo l lowing examples from 
Dutch, taken from Trommelen and Zonneveld (1979) I l l u s t r a t e the i n -
sertion solution: 
(2) a: drle [1] - drie[y]en 'three' b: barbecue [u] - barbecue[w]en id. 
bleu [Ö] - bleu[y]e 'shy' echo [o] - echo[w]en id. 
cru [Ü] - cru[y]e 'crude' judo [o] - Judo[w]en Id. 
ree [e] - ree[y]en 'hind' interview[u] - intervie[w]en id. 
(3) de koning van Spanje-[n]-is dood 'the king of Spain i s dead' 
h i j geeft me-[η]-een boek 'he gives me a book' 
Mieke-[n]-is de dame-[n]-in het zwart 'Mleke i s the lady in black' 
The second possible solution to the hiatus problem is the deletion 
of one of the vowels. The fol lowing examples from Urhobo, an Edo lan­
guage spoken in Nigeria (cf. Elugbe 1972) are i l lustrat ions: 
(4) Ь d í 'b í («о de' Ibi) 'he bought seeds' 
э dé ton (*-э dé etòn) 'he bought hair' 
\ r f t t 
э darima (*-o de ащпа) he bought cloths 
o furé («-o f o uré) 'he jumped a tree' 
The third and most intriguing option is the fusion or merger of the 
vowels in hiatus into a monophthong or diphthong. A clear example of 
this type is vowel coalescence in Old Portuguese (henceforth OP), dis-
cussed in Naro (1971) and De Haas (1987a). In this language, two pro-
cesses are in complementary distribution. First, unstressed nonlow 
vowels raise in the immediate environment of another vowel. The result-
ing high vowel combines with the remaining vowel to produce a diphthong. 
All other sequences of nonhigh vowels undergo a vowel contraction or 
vowel coalescence rule (we will use both notions interchangeably). The 
input vowels are merged into a single long vowel, which is in a way an 
articulatory compromise between the two input vowels. Both changes are 
Illustrated In (5): 
(5) 
a: mal-o -* mau 'bad'(l-decl.sg.) b: até agora -» ategora 'until now' 
vol-ár ·* vuar 'to fly' deza ¿yta -* dezoyta 'seventeen' 
ηενοΐ-a ·* nevua 'fog' sál-а -* so 'only'(fem.sg. ) 
kwales -» kwais 'which'(3.deci.pi.) rad-ér -» rer 'to scrape' 
In this thesis, we will be concerned with the latter type of hiatus 
resolution. Linguistic theory in its present state seeks to characterize 
linguistic form in all its diversity, with clear emphasis on the exposi-
tion of the common characteristics of human languages. As a consequence, 
the detailed description of individual languages will not receive our 
prime attention. We will focus on the discovery and formulation of the 
general and sometimes universal principles governing these processes. 
The formulation of such principles makes it possible to explain similar 
processes in a large number of languages. We will, to this end, develop 
a formal theory of vowel coalescence in the remainder of this chapter. 
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This hypothesis will be put to the test on the basis of a detailed 
analysis of Ancient Greek, and a number of relatively shallower analyses 
of other languages· 
It will be hypothesized that vowel coalescence should be regarded as 
the fusion of the segmental make-up of vocoids. If and only if the 
sounds involved are nondlstlnct. Furthermore, we will suggest that coa­
lescence is restricted to tautosyllabic vocalic sounds. As a conse­
quence, a rule of resyllablflcatlon must apply prior to coalescence in 
situations where the Input vowels are heterosyllabic in underlying 
representation (cf. the OP forms in (5) above). Hence, two vocoids will 
nerge into a monophthong if they are nondlstlnct, and Into a diphthong 
if they are distinct. 
This chapter will proceed along the following lines of exposition. 
We will first discuss a number of previous linear and nonlinear analyses 
of vowel coalescence, and we will point out some general shortcomings of 
these approaches. Next, we will outline an alternative approach that is 
not liable to the same criticism. 
2.1 Previous analyses 
Chomsky and Halle (1968) already observe that vowel coalescence (VC) 
cannot be described properly with the rule format given in (6). 
(6) A -•» В / С — D 
They therefore argue that transformational power i s needed in the phono­
log ica l component to handle processes such as vowel coalescence and 
metathesis. The general format of contraction which can be deduced from 
their discussion of Kasem i s the one represented in (7): 
m
 И H [2| 
1 2 -* 1 0 
In alternative linear proposals, VC is conceived as a (special) type 
of assimilation. It is special in that assimilation rules are usually 
directional, whereaa VC is inherently bidirectional. Moreover, assimi­
lation rules change one feature or a class of features, whereas VC 
changes a set of features which do not necessarily constitute a single 
unit. This is why in these alternative analyses the mirror-image device 
and the parentheses device find frequent application. Diagram (8) shows 
the essentials of the assimilation concept: 
(8) a: Vowel Assimilation b: Vowel Contraction 
[+eyll] -• [aF] / — [aF] [
 [ a F ] χ [ a F ]i 
l+syll] -• j [ b G ] z [bGjj 
One of the major characteristics of vowel contraction is that the 
quality of the output Is a derivative of the quality of the input 
vowels, that is, the output shares properties with both input vowels. 
Furthermore, the quantity of the output is identical to the sum of the 
Input vowels, unless this situation is overruled by language-specific or 
universal processes. These properties can be observed in OP, but a more 
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complete picture can be obtained from Korean (cf. Sohn 1987). In (9) 
below an Incomplete diagram of the possible vowel mergers in this lan­
guage Is given as an Illustration: 
1 
e 
a 
о 
u 
1 
i 
e 
а 
ö 
ü 
e 
e 
e 
a 
ö 
ö 
a о u 
s ö Ü 
Ш 0 Ö 
a (о ) (о! 
(о ) О О 
( о ) о u 
The expression of the major characteristics of vowel coalescence 
noticed above Is problematic In both linear approaches, since no natural 
limit Is Imposed upon the potential outputs of coalescence, neither with 
respect to quantity nor, and even more crucially so, with respect to 
quality. In other words, the quality as well as the quantity of the 
output are more or less derived by accident. In chapter 1, we have made 
clear that the assumption regarding assimilation as feature-changing 
allows for changes that are empirically unattested, viz. changes where 
the target acquires a feature value which Is not present in the trigger. 
The same criticism can be brought forward with respect to both linear 
accounts of VC. Nothing In the formalism prevents changes that are 
unattested cross-linguistically. Furthermore, suprasegmental properties 
such as length are represented by distinctive features. To account for 
VC in Korean and OP the feature [+long] must be mentioned In the struc­
tural change of the rule. However, nothing In the formalism forces us to 
do so. Hence, linear phonology does not seem to be a suitable candidate 
to deal with vowel coalescence. The observation that VC affects the 
segmental make-up of the vowels In hiatus, without affecting the supra­
segmental properties of the sequence as a whole (duration, stress, tone) 
strongly suggests a nonlinear approach to the process in question, since 
In nonlinear phonology the segmental and suprasegmental properties are 
arrayed on independent layers or planes. He therefore expect processes 
that accomplish changes in one plane without modifying the others. The 
autosegmental literature shows (cf. Goldsmith 1976, Clements and Keyser 
1983 and most of the studies collected in Wetzels and Sezer 1986, among 
others) that this prediction Is correct. The phenomenon of vowel coales­
cence is yet another example supporting the existence of this basic 
subdivision within the linguistic structure of sounds. 
Let us turn to the existing nonlinear analyses of VC, In which 
essentially two approaches can be distinguished. Wetzels (1986) and De 
Haas (1987a) argue that the notion of resyllabifIcation is of crucial 
Importance. More specifically, vowel contraction Is regarded as the 
spreading of dominant feature values within the domain of the (derived) 
syllable. An alternative line of argument le suggested by Schein and 
Steriade (1986). These authors characterize contraction as a phenomenon 
whereby the place features of the right-hand vowel spread onto the left-
hand vowel with concomitant delinking from their original position. As a 
result, the root node of V2 remains empty, and will be pruned, unless 
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the language has an independent rule of compensatory lengthening, which 
ensures that the resu l t ing empty s l o t w i l l be linked to the matrix 
derived by vowel contraction. Ue wi l l consider each of these approaches 
in turn. 
Netzels and De Haas discuss vowel coalescence processes in Ancient 
Greek, and OP and Kasem, respect ive ly . In both analyses, a theory of 
fu l l s p e c i f i c a t i o n i s assumed, and as a consequence, i t has to be s t i ­
pulated which feature values are the dominant, that I s , which are the 
spreading values. In out l ine, the e f f e c t s of vowel contract ion can be 
represented as in (10): 
(10) о о о 
ι ι /χ 
V V Res V V VC 
Il I I 
aF cF aF cF 
bG dG bG dG 
We w i l l I l l u s t r a t e th is diagram with a concrete example from OP 
(/sol-a/ -· [ s o ] 'only'ifem.sg.): 
(11) -h -h 
о о о - 1 + 1 о 
Л Л /К Г-і /Ν 
C V C V R e s C V V V C C V V - C V V 
I I I I I I I ι ^ о - і ^ I V 
s o l a s o a s +A +Ъ +b -A s o 
* * +r -r 
In OP two vowels can become adjacent by a general process that 
deletes voiced consonants in Intervocalic position. This situation is 
resolved by resyllabificatlon and subsequent contraction. The latter 
process entails the nondirectional spreading of the dominant feature 
values [-low], [+round], [-back] and [-ATR]. 
The main problems for this analysis are twofold. First of all, it 
must be stipulated - time after time - which feature values are domi­
nant. Aware of this problem, we suggested in our (1987a) paper to attri­
bute most of the dominant values to UG, since if one of the Input vowels 
is [-high], [-low], [-ATR] or [+round], language after language preserve 
these values. A second problem is that VC in OP, and in many other 
languages, apparently involves the independent spreading of several 
feature nodes in different directions at the same time. However, the 
theory of feature geometry proposed in chapter 1, combined with the 
independent hypothesis of assimilation as spreading, entails the claim 
that natural assimilation processes involve the spreading of at most a 
single node in the feature tree. At first sight, it seems that the 
contraction data force us to relax this empirical claim. Alternatively, 
we can hold on to the strongest version of the theory, and take the 
spreading of more than one node as an indication of the relatively 
marked status of VC with respect to the other options (Insertion or 
deletion), or as an indication of the telescoping of historically dis­
tinct processes, also resulting in a synchronically 'marked' situation. 
aF cF 
V V 
Γ - J 
bG dG 
о 
V V 
\ / 
aF 
dG 
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I t w i l l become apparent, however, that coa lescence processes are ne i ther 
marked nor n e c e s s a r i l y t e l e s c o p l n g s of o r i g i n a l l y independent processes . 
A n t i c i p a t i n g the p r e s e n t a t i o n of t h i s e v i d e n c e , we w i l l assume t h a t 
a n a l y s e s which include d e r i v a t i o n s such as (9) or (10) are Incorrect. 
Schein and Ster lade (1986) circumvent these ob ject ions by assuming 
t h a t VC i s a d i r e c t i o n a l s p r e a d i n g r u l e whereby the s e t of p l a c e f e a ­
t u r e s spread from one t i m i n g s l o t t o t h e o t h e r . S c h e m a t i c a l l y , t h e i r 
formal c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n of vowel contract ion takes the form in (12): 
(12) [X X ]
r l m e 
I I 
* * root node 
hi 
* * p lace node 
In t h e i r view, VC i n v o l v e s the merger of the feature s p e c i f i c a t i o n s 
contained wi th in the input sequence. Given t h e i r assumption that default 
v a l u e s are s u p p l i e d by l a t e r redundancy r u l e s , t h e y do not need t o 
s t i p u l a t e the dominant f e a t u r e v a l u e s . T h e i r a n a l y s i s i m p l i e s t h a t 
l e x i c a l l y p r e s e n t v a l u e s dominate by d e f i n i t i o n . They s t a t e , further­
more, t h a t c o n t r a c t i o n s h o u l d be c o n c e i v e d a s an " a r t i c u l a t o r y com­
p r o m i s e " . I f the p l a c e f e a t u r e s of a sequence V^V2 become e x c l u s i v e l y 
l i n k e d to t h e r o o t node of t h e l e f t - h a n d v o w e l , t h e y p r e d i c t t h a t the 
o u t p u t of c o n t r a c t i o n i s a s h o r t vowel i n t h e unmarked c a s e . For c o n ­
t r a c t i o n in C l a s s i c a l Latin - the language Schein and Ster iade d i s c u s s -
t h i s p r e d i c t i o n i s i n c o r r e c t . However, they c la im that the lengthening 
e f f e c t d o e s not b e l o n g t o VC proper, but i s the r e s u l t of a n o t h e r 
independent process of Lat in, namely Compensatory Lengthening (CL). In 
(13) below, we g ive the e f f e c t s of t h e i r a n a l y s i s for the Latin form 
d u k i t (<dowklt ) ' l e a d s ' : 
V С 
CL * [dSkl t] 
+h 
+r 
+b 
The supposed i n t e r a c t i o n between vowel coa lescence and compensatory 
lengthening i s of course an empir ical c laim and can be f a l s i f i e d only on 
t h e b a s i s of e m p i r i c a l e v i d e n c e . R e c a l l t h a t we have c l a i m e d j u s t the 
o p p o s i t e , t h a t i s , t h e output of vowe l c o n t r a c t i o n i s a l o n g v o w e l , 
u n l e s s a language-spec i f ic shortening rule obscures t h i s e f f e c t . Empiri­
c a l e v i d e n c e a g a i n s t S c h e i n and S t e r i a d e ' s v i e w i s not d i f f i c u l t to 
f ind. For example. Old Portuguese has no independently motivated ru le of 
compensatory lengthening, whi le i t has a process of vowel coa lescence. 
Schein and Ster iade (1986) therefore predict that the vowel which r e s u l t 
from VC w i l l be s h o r t . However, in OF a l o n g v o w e l a r i s e s by means of 
t h i s p r o c e s s , a s i t u a t i o n which i s in p e r f e c t a c c o r d w i t h our e x p e c ­
t a t i o n s . Furthermore, in languages which do not have a rule of compen­
s a t o r y l e n g t h e n i n g , they I n c o r r e c t l y p r e d i c t t h a t vowe l c o a l e s c e n c e 
(13) o o V C 
/Г\ /К I I 
C V C C V C VC * * 
ι ι ι ι ι ι r-^j-
d о u к i t +r +h 
+b +r 
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results In a long vowel If the f irst Input vowel Is long and In a short 
vowel If the f i r s t Input vowel Is short, as schematical ly depicted In 
(14): 
(14) a: Vf ^
r i m e Ш г 1 т е Ь: [XX X ] r l m e [J¡- Х ] г 1 ш е 
* * —» * * * —» * root 
* * place 
McCarthy and Prince (1986:52) state that this type of length preser­
vation is abnormal cross-llngulstlcally, and that vowel coalescence 
typically yields vowels that are long or short uniformly In any 
language. 
There le a third Important problem for the analysis by Schein and 
Sterlade. They must stipulate the direction of spreading (right to 
left). A priori the opposite direction of spreading (left to right) Is 
equally plausible. However, in that case we expect languages like (15) 
which have a rule of VC (left to right spreading) and a rule of CL (left 
to right spreading) in which the output of VC remains short: 
(15) V V V V 
I I I I 
* * VC * * CL (not applicable) 
I I t - - 1 
[-h] [+r] [-h] [+r] 
Situations like this are not documented in the literature, as far as we 
know. Consequently, Schein and Steriade must invoke additional mechan­
isms to account for the absence of languages like (15). For example, 
they might assume that VC rules universally spread from right to left. 
However, in that case they express the observation that the direction 
of spreading Is really irrelevant in an indirect way. It will turn out 
that this observation can be expressed directly in our alternative 
proposal. We will take the existence of languages like Old Portuguese, 
where the length of the output of VC cannot be derived from an inde­
pendent rule of compensatory lengthening, and the absence of languages 
like (14) and (15), as a strong Indication that Schein and Sterlade's 
(1986) proposal is seriously flawed. 
In our analysis, the output of VC is a long vowel in languages both 
with and without a rule of CL. Nevertheless, languages are attested in 
which the output Is a short vowel (e.g. Kasem, Korean, Old French). The 
discussion of these languages will reveal that this shortening is the 
result of independently motivated shortening rules. Thus, in the present 
treatment, VC entails vowel-length preservation rather than the loss of 
vowel length, quite the reverse of the relation assumed by Schein and 
Steriade. If a language has a rule of VC and a vowel shortening rule, 
the output of VC will be short. On the other hand, If a language lacks a 
vowel shortening rule, the output of VC will be long. Below, we will 
outline our alternative formalization of contraction. 
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2.2 Vowel Contraction as feature node coa lescence 
H a l l e and Vergnaud ( 1 9 8 0 ) , S t e r i a d e ( 1 9 8 2 ) and subsequent a u t h o r s i n 
autosegmental phonology suppose that a s s i m i l a t i o n i s best represented by 
feature-spreading ru les l i k e those in (16): 
(16) a: [aF] b: [aF] [-aF] 
A ^B A B 
The autosegment [aF] spreads from the trigger A onto the target В 
followed. In the unmarked case, by delinking of [-aF] if В is specified 
for [F]. 
All previous analyses of VC regard this process as an assimilation 
in which features spread from a trigger onto a target in particular 
environments· Our formal characterization of contraction will be diffe­
rent, since the properties of VC do not tally with the properties of 
true assimilation. As observed, the processes under discussion differ at 
least in two respects· 
(a) Assimilation rules are directional in the sense that we can charac­
terize one segment as the trigger and the other as the target. 
Coalescence, on the other hand, is inherently bidirectional, and the 
segments involved are trigger as well as target. 
(b) Assimilation rules involve the spreading of a single node in the 
feature geometry, whereas coalescence includes changes in more than 
one feature node. 
We can account for these general properties of VC by assuming that this 
process must be stated in the way its name implies, viz. as the merger, 
or fusion, of the phonetic content of both input vowels.* As a result, 
our analysis will reflect the observation that the output of coalescence 
is an articulatory compromise. In autosegmental terms, we state VC as 
follows: 
(17) Vowel Coalescence 
V V V V CV tier 
I I - \ / 
[aF] [bG] [aF, bG] supralaryngeal tier 
The change accomplished by (17) is that two adjacent supralaryngeal 
nodes are merged Into a single node shared by two skeleton slots. The 
merger of single class nodes conforms to the theory of feature geometry. 
Furthermore, the inherent bidirectionality, which can be observed from 
the preservation of the segmental properties of both input vowels, is 
accomplished by the introduction of a fusion mechanism. 
An Important aspect of the analysis proposed by Schein and Steriade 
(1986), as well as our analysis, is that the notion of structure preser­
vation must be refined. In both analyses the distinctive properties of 
both input vowels are preserved irrespective of the existence of the re­
sulting vowel in underlying representation. For example, if the features 
[+round] and [-back] are present in underlying representation, while the 
opposite values are unspecified, both analyses predict that o+e coa­
lescence will result in the front rounded vowel [ÍS], even in cases where 
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the output vowel Is not present underlyingly. The Korean examples dis­
cussed above show that this prediction Is presumably correct. Hence, 
from a general perspective It seems that two kinds of structure pre­
servation must be distinguished. The first type is applicable to the 
phoneme level and entails that the underlying sound inventory cannot be 
enlarged by lexical phonological rules. The second type is applicable to 
the distinctive-feature level, and here It entails that the lexically 
specified feature values must be preserved. These two interpretations of 
structure preservation are sometimes contradictory as is shown by the 
Korean facts in (9). The vowels IS, iil do not belong to the underlying 
vowel system, but arise by vowel coalescence. Thus, this process is not 
structure-preserving at the level of the underlying phonemes, but only 
at the level of the distinctive features. This observation indicates 
that the tendency toward feature preservation is stronger than that 
toward underlying phoneme preservation. 
Structure preservation at the phoneme level, on the other hand, 
seems to be rather problematic. Many examples are reported in the liter­
ature that violate this principle (cf. Halle and Mohanan (1985) for 
English, Mohanan and Mohanan (1984) for Malayalam, Christdas (1987) for 
Tamil, Clements and Keyser (1983) for Klamath...etc.). If structure 
preservation at the level of the distinctive features Is more powerful, 
it is worth Investigating whether violations at the phoneme level can 
occur If and only if they are manifestations of structure preservation 
at the distinctive-feature level. We will return to this Interesting 
hypothesis In more detail below (section 5.2.3). 
The characterization of VC argued for here is made possible by the 
Introduction of UT, because if we assumed fully-specified feature ma­
trices, the general format in (17) would not do. It would be necessary 
to add additional stipulations to the effect that matrices are scanned 
for dominant feature values. If such a value is present, it will be 
preserved; If not, the recessive value is preserved. This concept is 
more complex and has less explanatory value. It is more complex, because 
matrices must be scanned, and it has less explanatory value, because 
stipulations regarding dominance must be added. Both stipulations are 
superfluous In our approach, because we do not need a scanner and we do 
not have to stipulate which feature values are dominant. The dominant 
values are the lexically specified values. Their presence is determined 
by UG or by language-specific evidence which motivates deviations from 
the universal pattern. 
As an illustration of the effects of the general format of VC, we 
present the derivation of the OP form [so] 'only'ifem.sg.). For this 
language, we will assume the lexical values [-high], [-back], [+round] 
and [-ATR] to distinguish the underlying vowels /1, e, ε, а, о , o, ui. 
The first three are determined by UG, and the value for [ATR] is proba­
bly language-specific. The consequences of these assumptions with re­
spect to VC are shown in (18): 
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(18) о о о 
Л А /Т\ 
С V С V Res С V V 
1 1 1 I I I I 
s o l a s -h -h 
+г -A 
о 
VC с ν ν 
ι ν 
s -h 
+r 
-A 
0 
RR С V V 
I V 
s э 
In section 1.1, we have adopted the general format of autosegmental 
phonology in which P-rules take the form of spreading and/or delinking 
rules. The format in (15) reveals that neither of these mechanisms is 
employed. Hence, we apparently introduce a new mechanism into phonolo­
gical theory. This is true, but it will turn out that the fusion 
mechanism has already been well documented in the literature. Remember 
first of all our discussion of Steriade's (1982) Shared Features Conven­
tion in section 1.1.3.4. According to this convention, when two slots 
share at least one feature by means of the application of a P-rule, then 
all remaining identical features undergo merger. 
Similar fusion principles proposed In the literature are: (1) the 
Obligatory Contour Principle3 (OCP) or Tier Conflation (cf. Leben 1973, 
Goldsmith 1976, McCarthy 1986, Yip 1988), (ii) the Twin-Sister Con­
vention (cf. Clements and Keyser 1983, Clements 1986b), and (ill) the 
Nuclear Fusion Principle (cf. Wetzeis 1986, De Haas 1986b). In (19) 
below, we present the formulations of these general conventions: 
(19) a: OCP/Tier Conflation: 
[...[aF] [aF]...] --» [...[aF]...] 
b: TSC: 
Λ - Τ 
[aF] [aF] [aF] 
c: NuFuP: 
о о 
/ \ / \ 
X X -» X X 
ι ι \y 
[aF][aF] [aF] 
These general fusion conventions are empirically well motivated, and we 
can draw the conclusion that the character izat ion of VC as a fusion 
process without making use of spreading and/or delinking does not lead 
to the introduction of a new and possibly powerful tool into phonologi­
cal theory. 
A second aspect of our characterization of vowel coalescence i s the 
claim that these processes are confined to the domain of the syllable. 
This implies that heterosyllabic vowels f i rst have to undergo a rule of 
r e s y l l a b i f i c a t i o n prior to the appl icat ion of vowel coalescence. The 
s p e c i f i c purpose of the remainder of t h i s sec t ion i s to provide suf­
ficient motivation in favor of this claim. 
Schein and Steriade (1986) discuss the monophthongizatlon of the Old 
Latin diphthongs /ey, oy, ov/. This sound change f a i l s to af fect 
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diphthongs containing the first half of a geminate. Moreover, heterosyl-
labic /ey, oy, ow/ clusters also resist monophthonglzatlon. The examples 
In (20) Illustrate the conditions on this phenomenon: 
(20) a: dey.woe > dlwos 'god' b: o.wie 'sheep' 
oy.tile > utile 'useful' pey.yor 'worse' 
dow.klt > duklt 'leads' Troy.ya 'Troy' 
The absence of contraction In (20b) can be straightforwardly ac­
counted for by confining VC to tautoeyllablc vocolds. In that case, a 
form like owls does not fulfill the requirements for contraction, where­
as a form like peyyor falls to undergo contraction because of the 
Linking Constraint, which blocks contraction. In case of geminate 
glides, the association lines mentioned In the formulation of con­
traction cannot be interpreted as exhaustive. 
Contraction in Korean is of particular interest. In this language, 
the merger of vocolds Is optional. The forms In (21) are characteristic 
of this process: 
a: 
b: 
na.imyan 
tu.a 
pe.o 
пэ.еке 
na.eke 
ta.a 
kwe.mul 
WÍS3Q 
ρ'yam 
p'yocok 
toyaci 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
namyan 
to 
pi 
nike 
nike 
ti 
kSmul 
(Івэг) 
р'аш 
p'öcok 
twaci 
to deliver 
to leave' 
to cut' 
to you' 
to me' 
to arrive' 
monster' 
hypocracy' 
cheek' 
sharp' 
(a baby)' 
pig' (*tö.aci) 
(*па.атуэп) 
(*to.o) 
(*pe.e) 
(*ne.eke) 
(*пя.гке) 
These data can be derived by one general VC rule, although we can 
observe a length distinction between the forms In (a) versus (b, c). For 
the present discussion, this contrast is irrelevant. We will return to 
this issue in chapter 5, where we will show that the short vowels result 
from an independent syllable constraint· 
We can observe that VC in Korean exhibits essentially the same 
properties as Its counterpart in Latin. Contraction seems to be re­
stricted to tautoeyllablc vocolds. If we took the opposite position, 
that is. If we assumed that VC applies irrespective of syllabification, 
we would not be able to account for the ill-formed Items in (21) without 
additional stipulations. For example, the forms in (21c) could be ex­
plained by stipulating that coalescence applies from right to left. The 
forms in (21a) follow if we posit a later rule of resyllabification 
which applies exclusively to heterosyllabic vowels associated to the 
same melody. Thus, the simplest grammar is the one in which resyllabi-
fication feeds vowel coalescence, unless It can be shown that one of the 
additional assumptions is cost-free. Levin (1985) argues that it is 
universally true that long vowels, i.e. one melody associated to two V-
slots, are tautoeyllablc. Under this assumption, the ordering of vowel 
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coalescence before resyllablflcatlon would be cost-free, and we would 
not have to posit a language-specific resyllablflcatlon rule, since 
resyllablflcatlon would be dictated by Universal Grammar. Below, we will 
argue that the resyllablflcatlon of heterosyliable vowels linked to one 
melodic root cannot be derived from a universal principle. To see why 
this Is the case, we must take Into consideration the major differences 
between vowel coalescence and vowel harmony. 
Vowel harmony can be observed In numerous human languages. In broad 
outline. It can be characterized as a phenomenon which makes vowels 
within a particular domain agree with respect to one or more harmonizing 
features. Vowel harmony is a long-distance process and Intermediate 
consonants are usually Ignored. Vowel coalescence, on the other hand, is 
strictly local, and confined to adjacent vowels. Furthermore, vowel 
harmony rules do not induce resyllablflcatlon of vowels, while vowel 
coalescence always involves resyllablflcatlon. We will show that the 
claim that resyllablflcatlon feeds contraction enables us to distinguish 
vowel harmony from vowel coalescence, while the distinction is lost 
under the opposite assumption. Let us therefore take a look at a well-
known vowel harmony system, viz. [ATR] harmony in the West African 
language Akan (cf. Clements 1981). The vowels of Akan fall into two 
harmonic sets, the [+ATR] set /1, e, o, u/, and the [-ATR] set /I, E, a, 
0, U/. Additionally, the low vowel /a/ is non-alternating or opaque, and 
may occur in roots containing vowels of either the [+ATR] and [-ATR] 
set. A representative sample of the facts of Akan is presented in (22): 
(22) a: e-bu-o 'nest' b: E-bU-0 'stone' 
o-kusi-e 'rat' 0-kOdI-E 'eagle' 
o-fiti-i 'he pierced (it)' 0-cIrE-I 'he showed (it)' 
c: O-kasa-I 'he spoke' 
O-kari-i 'he weighed (it)' 
o-nanl-I 'he woke up' 
These forms show that [ATR] harmony takes place Irrespective of 
intermediate consonants. Of Interest are the forms where the root-final 
vowel and the suffix vowel become Identical. The application of the 
harmony rule will activate the universal Shared Features Convention, and 
the result will be a heterosyllabic vowel sequence linked to one melodic 
root. Given Levin's (1985) claim that such sequences automatically 
undergo resyllablflcatlon, it is wrongly predicted that a tautosyllabic 
long vowel arises. Hence, vowel sequences which, more or less by acci-
dent, become identical by means of vowel harmony do not undergo resylla-
blflcatlon. The observation that a melodic root linked to a heterosyl-
labic W-sequence does not undergo automatic resyllablflcatlon entails 
that, in the case of Korean vowel coalescence, obligatory resyllablfl-
catlon cannot be derived from Universal Grammar, and points to the 
conclusion that the simplest grammar of Korean Is the one in which 
resyllablflcatlon triggers vowel coalescence. Furthermore, the claim 
that resyllabification feeds vowel coalescence enables us to account for 
one of the fundamental differences between vowel harmony and vowel 
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coalescence. The former phenomenon accounts for nonlocal feature-co-
occurrence restrictions, while the latter accounts for local vowel 
cooccurrence restrictions. In our proposal this difference Is due to the 
notion of resyllablfIcatlon. Vowel coaleecence le a hiatus avoidance 
phenomenon triggered by resyllablf Icatlon, whereas vowel harmony and 
resyllablflcatlon are entirely Irrelevant to one another's operation. 
A fourth piece of evidence comes from Old Portuguese. As already 
noticed above, two processes apply in complementary environments, viz. 
vowel raising and vowel coalescence. In De Haas (1987a), we argued that 
both rules are activated by resyllablflcatlon. Basically, two arguments 
support that claim. Unstressed nonlow vowels are raised If they are 
Immediately adjacent to a vowel (cf. 5a above). However, a large set of 
forms exists which resist VR. If two vowels are Identical they merge 
Into a long monophthong, as shown In (23a). In addition, under specific 
morphological conditions, the vocalic hiatus Is left unresolved, that 
Is, neither resyllablflcatlon nor vowel coaleecence takes place, as 
Illustrated In (23b): 
(23) a: veder •• ver 'to see' b: krédem -* kre.ëy 'they believe' 
fède •* fi 'faith' ténem -* të.iy 'they have' 
avolo ·* avo 'grandfather' koróno -» кого.о 'I wash' 
solo -» so 'only sono -» so.o 'I sound' 
e: aréna -* are[y]a 'sand' 
bona -* bo[y]a 'sound' 
téla •» te[y]a 'web' 
These data supportthe hypothesis. After resyllablflcatlon, the two 
Identical vowels are Input to the universal NuFuF (cf. 19c), which 
creates shared matrices and destroys the configuration to which VR would 
be applicable. We cannot invoke the OCF to explain these facts, since 
then we would incorrectly derive *krey 'they believe' and *korö 'I 
wash'. The forms in (23b, c) must be marked as lexical exceptions in any 
analysis. If it is assumed that vowel coalescence precedes resyllablfl-
catlon they must even be marked twice, once for vowel coalescence and 
once for resyllabification. Under the ordering assumed, we have to mark 
them as [-resyllabification] only. 
Furthermore, on the assumption that resyllabification feeds vowel 
coalescence, we account for two systematic gaps In the data. Forms in 
which VR or VC take place without resyllabification are unattested. 
These gaps are principled ones, if we adhere to our empirical claim, and 
predict that languages In which VR or VC result in, respectively, 
heterosyllablc diphthongs or monophthongs do not occur. 
In Ancient Greek high and nonhigh vowels behave differently in 
hiatus. The forms in (24) show that two nonhlgh vowels undergo resylla-
bification and subsequent vowel coalescence. If, on the other hand, the 
rightmost input vowel is a high vowel, the hiatus is resolved by resyl-
lablflcatlon into a diphthong: 
(22) a: gene+a -»gene 'race'(nom.acc.pl.) 
gene-t-1 -* géney id. (dat.sg.) 
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b: gera+a 
gera+i 
c: aydo+a 
aydo+i 
"* géra 
-» géray 
-* aydö 
•• aydôy 
'prize' 
ld. 
* shame'(ace.sg.) 
id. 
The examples above show that resyllablficatlon applies independently 
of vowel coalescence. If we assume that vowel coalescence is preceded by 
resyllablficatlon, we are able to treat high and nonhigh vowels on a 
par: both sets of vowels undergo resyllablficatlon. In the case of a 
right-hand high vowel the result is a diphthong, and in the case of a 
right-hand nonhigh vowel the result is a long monophthong. Conversely, 
if vowel coalescence took place Irrespective of resyllablficatlon, we 
would have to posit one resyllablficatlon rule to change the output of 
coalescence into a tautosyllabic long vowel. In addition, a second 
resyllablficatlon rule would be needed applying exclusively to sequences 
where the rightmost vowel is [+high]. This analysis, however, obscures 
the fact that vowel coalescence and diphthongization serve one and the 
same purpose: the resolution of vocalic hiatus. 
Clements and Keyset (1983) discuss alegretto sandhl In Chicano 
Spanish which highly resembles VR in Old Portuguese. Some typical ex-
amples are given in (25): 
(25) tengo hl'po ·* tèngu'ipo 'I have the hiccups' 
como Eva -* komueßa 'like Eva' 
comí uvitaa -* komlußitas 'I ate grapes' 
corto uvítae -* kortUßitae 'he cut grapes' 
("-" indicates a very short vowel) 
To account for these facts, Clements and Keyser posit a rule of 
Vowel Degeminatlon (VD), which links the rightmost vowel to the skeleton 
slot of its left neighbor with concomitant deletion of its original 
slot. This rule feeds Mid-Vowel Raising, which assigns the feature 
[+high] to all vowel slots which are doubly linked. In (26), we give the 
course of the derivation for [komueßa]: 
(26) (* Î ) (* Î ) (* ; ) 
(о) (о o)(o) (о) (о о)(о) (о) (о) (о) 
Л Л І Л Л Л І Л л л л 
С С С VD C V C V V C V VR C V C V C V 
11111 11 11 ι m ι J ι ι Mi 
k o m o e c a k o m o e g a k o m ue0 a 
So once again, we observe that two heterosyllablc vowels must become 
tautosyllabic f irst (by VD), before Mid-Vowel Raising can apply. These 
ru les must be ordered as indicated, because otherwise i t would be Im­
poss ib le to explain why underlying /o+o/ and /e+e/ sequences f a l l to 
undergo rais ing. This f a i l u r e i s expected under Clements and Keyser's 
a n a l y s i s , s ince sequences of ident ica l vowels are input to the Twin-
Sister Convention after the rule of degeminatlon. 
The discussions of Latin, Korean, Old Portuguese, Ancient Greek and 
Chicano Spanish reveal that the claim concerning the feeding order 
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between resyllabification and vowel coalescence Is well supported cross-
linguistically. We have shown that the simplest grammar of these lan­
guages is the one In which vowel coalescence Is confined to the domain 
of the syllable. We will take this evidence as sufficient motivation for 
the strong empirical claim that this feeding order is determined by UG. 
Furthermore, we have discussed vowel harmony in Akan, demonstrating that 
this process does not Involve resyllabification, even in cases where two 
identical vowels arise. For example, in the form [o-fiti-i] 'he pierced 
(It)' the two high vowels in hiatus do not merge into *[ο-ί1ΐΓ] by 
resyllabification, whereas two identical vowels arising from vowel coa­
lescence always undergo resyllabification. We take this important dif­
ference between vowel coalescence and vowel harmony as a strong indi­
cation that the former is triggered by resyllabification, while the 
latter applies completely independently of this process. If resyllabifi­
cation of two V-slots associated to one melodic root is an automatic 
consequence of a universal principle, the difference between vowel 
harmony and vowel coalescence is lost. 
One important Issue will be addressed here in order to wind up this 
chapter. In our Introductory remarks we noted that the fusion of a vowel 
sequence results either in a monophthong or in a diphthong. The formali­
zation of vowel contraction in (17) enables us to derive only mo­
nophthongs. The Important question therefore is: How can diphthongs 
arise in our analysis? Related to this issue is the bifurcation among 
the languages having a rule of VC. In languages like Ancient Greek and 
OP only nonhigh vowels undergo contraction into a long vowel. A sequence 
of a nonhigh and a high vowel results in a diphthong. In Classical 
Sanskrit, Korean, Rotuman..etc. no such height restriction is imposed on 
contraction, although in Classical Sanskrit a condition is imposed on 
the length of the left-hand vowel. We can therefore distinguish three 
major types of languages, viz. those in (27a) in which contraction 
produces monophthongs and diphthongs, those in (27b) in which con­
traction yields only monophthongs, and those in (27c) in which mo­
nophthongs arise if the left input vowel is short and diphthongs if the 
left input vowel Is long: 
(27) a: Type I b: Type II c: Type III 
e+e -* i e+e -· i a+i -· ε 
e+i -* ey e+i -• ë ï+i -» iy 
e+o -* δ e+o -» 5 a+u -» 5 
e+u -» ew e+u -» δ ï+u -» ïw 
a+i -* ay a+i -* ε e+o -» 5 
a+u •• aw a+u -» 3 a+a -» 1 
The theory of underspecification outlined in section 1.2 in com­
bination with the principles of CV Phonology provides an adequate so­
lution to this provocative problem. We would like to emphasize once more 
that UT is crucial to the formal characterization of VC given above. In 
a theory of full specification all kinds of additional stipulations 
would be necessary. We will suggest here that the existence of the 
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distinction between type-I, II, and III is determined by two parameters: 
distinctness and position In the syllable. If high and nonhlgh vowels 
are distinct, vowel coalescence cannot merge a sequence of a nonhlgh and 
high vowel, the result of resyllablflcatlon will be a diphthong. If, on 
the other hand, high and nonhlgh vowels are nondlstlnct, that Is, one Is 
specified for [high], while the other Is still unspecified for height, 
two situations can arise as a result of the second parameter. If the 
rule of vowel coalescence Is confined to the domain of the syllable, any 
vocold can undergo merger Into a monophthong. However, If VC Is confined 
to the nucleus, a sequence of a nonhlgh and a high vowel will merge, if 
and only If both vowels are within the domain of the nucleus. Fre-
nuclear and post-nuclear high vowels do not participate in merger. In 
chapter 5, we will return to this issue and It will be shown that the 
three types of VC languages expected under our theory are Indeed at-
tested. 
The type-II and -III languages lack language-specific processes that 
(1) are ordered before VC and (ii) crucially refer to the redundant 
value for [high]. As a consequence, the RROC will be left unactlvated, 
and at the point in the derivation where VC is applicable only the 
lexical value for [high] is present. However, in the type-I languages 
the situation is clearly different. Ancient Greek has two processes 
ordered before VC: Stem Vowel Lowering and Metathesis of Quantity, and 
both refer to the underlyingly absent value for [high]. In OF, vowel 
raising precedes vowel coalescence and assigns the redundant value 
[+high] to the unstressed nonlow vowels. Thus, In these languages both 
the lexical and the redundant value for [high] occur at the point where 
VC applies. For contraction to apply to a sequence of a nonhigh and a 
high vowel, we would have to stipulate the dominant value, and a scan-
ning mechanism tracing Its exact location. Notice, however, that we 
would nullify all advantages of the theory of underepecificatlon with 
respect to the formal characterization of vowel contraction if we were 
to allow mergers of the segmental make-up in situations where at least 
one feature has opposite values. To solve this problem, we claim that 
the merger of nodes in the feature geometry is in fact severely re-
stricted: fusion of feature nodes is allowed. If and only if the content 
of these nodes is nondlstlnct. 
In conclusion, we have argued that previous linear and nonlinear 
analyses of VC fall to account for the principal characteristics of this 
phenomenon. We have established that vowel contraction is a hiatus reso-
lution process, and that all instances of the rule share the following 
fundamental properties: 
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(28) a: the quality of the output Is a derivative or artlculatory 
compromise of the quality of the Input vowels. 
b: the quantity of the output Is the sum of that of the 
Input vowels, that Is, the skeleton and all higher-level 
prosodie units are unaffected by VC. 
с: all lexically specified feature values are preserved, 
irrespective of whether the output vowel is underlylngly 
present. 
d: merger of feature nodes is confined to the domain of the 
syllable or the syllable nucleus. 
e: the trigger and target vowels are Indistinguishable, and 
VC Is therefore inherently bidirectional. 
Together, these five phonological characteristics define what we 
will call vowel coalescence or vowel contraction, and enable us to dis­
tinguish VC from other processes affecting the segmental make-up of 
vocalic sounds such as metaphony and harmony. For example. If a process 
is not confined to tautosyllablc vocoids, it cannot be a VC rule because 
of characteristic (28d). Similarly, if a ^ г sequence is changed into 
a heteroeyllablc V j ^ or into a V2V2 sequence, as in the West African 
language Vata spoken In the Ivory Coast (cf. Kaye 1982), these changes 
cannot be the result of VC, since the characteristics in (28c) and (28d) 
are violated. The ensuing chapters will be devoted to an elaboration of 
the hypotheses proposed here. In the next two chapters, we providea 
detailed analysis of Ancient Greek, and in chapter 5 we will compare VC 
in Ancient Greek with similar processes in other, unrelated languages. 
Footnotes 
1: The Korean vowels /a, a, t/ are l e f t out of considerat ion. Their 
behavior coforms to the general pattern of diagram (9). The vowel [o] 
is parenthesized, as It does not occur in Korean. 
2: In l inear phonology there are two ways to represent long segments: 
(I) they can be represented as a single segment specified [+long], or 
(II) they can be represented as a c l u s t e r of two i d e n t i c a l short 
segments. It w i l l be clear that the crit icism brought forward i s only 
applicable to the former manner of representation. Pyle (1971) shows 
for languages such as West Greenlandlc Eskimo and Lithuanian that 
both ways to represent long segments are necessary in order to ac­
count for the fact that long segments behaves as c l u s t e r s for some 
phonological ru les , and as s ing le segments for others. A s l n i l a r 
situation occurs In Old Portuguese. The observation that vowel con­
traction yields long vowels seems to indicate the correctness of the 
c lus ter representation. However, Old Portuguese has a rule of mid 
vowel raising that raises short as well as long vowels before a nasal 
consonant (e.g. /tempos/ •* [tempos] 't ime', /pSmbo/ -· [pömbo] 
'pigeon'. In order to derive the correct surface forms, long vowels 
must be represented as single [+long] segments. This brief discussion 
reveals that l inear phonology f a i l s to provide a uniform way of 
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representing long segments. In nonlinear phonology, on the other 
hand, long segments are single melodic roots associated to two ske­
leton slots on the CV tier, and transformations of the type aa -* I, 
or vice versa, are superfluous. 
3: McCarthy (1986) argues that the OCP should not be considered a fusion 
principle. He claims that the OCP is a well-formedness convention 
which prevents OCP violations from coming Into existence. However, 
Odden (1986b) and De Haas (1987a) show that this version of the OCP 
Is untenable. In Old Portuguese, for Instance, the /1/ In /palalo/ is 
deleted although It results In an OCP violation. Under McCarthy's 
Interpretation, deletion rules like the one In OP should be blocked 
If Its output does not meet the OCP. Over and above this, however, he 
proposes the principle of Tier Conflation which merges two identical 
(auto-)segments across a morpheme boundary to prevent OCP violations, 
as illustrated in (1) below: 
. .C -I- С Tier Conflation ..С С 
I V 
t t 
* After the completion of this thesis we found out that similar ideas 
concerning vowel coalescence as merger are independently proposed by 
Schane (1987) ("The Resolution of Hiatus", in A. Bosch et a l . (eds.), 
Papers from the Parasesslon on Autosegmental and metrical Phonology, 
Chicago: Chicago Lingu is t ics Club, 279-290). Schane's Ideas are 
formalized within the framework of Particle Phonology. As far as we 
can s e e , he does not solve the problems we have raised in sect ion 
1.2.4 against his and other single-valued feature theories. 
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Chapter Three: THE REPRESENTATION OF VOWELS IH ANCIENT CREEK 
3.0 Introduction 
This chapter Is devoted to some Important aspects of the phonology of 
Ancient Greek. It consists of a characterization of the vowel system 
within underspeclfIcatlon theory and of an account of the rules pro-
viding the necessary evidence for the characterization proposed. 
The variety of Greek being described Is the Attic dialect as spoken 
between about 800 and 500 B.C. This dialect developed into 'classical' 
Attic, that is, the dialect of Athens and its vicinity (around 400 
B.C.). At various stages in the discussion we will use evidence from 
outside the Attic dialect, but only when direct Attic evidence Is 
unavailable. 
The historical development of the Ionic-Attic vowel system will 
summon our prime attention In section 3.1, which deals with the major 
changes that took place between the end of the second millennium and the 
post-classical period (about 350 B.C.). The aim of this discussion is to 
establish the exact properties of the dialect to be described. Next, we 
will outline a proposal for the Attic vowel system as It existed between 
800 and 500 B.C., along the lines of the underspeclf icatlon framework 
developed In chapter 1. Arguments in favor of this particular theory 
will be put forward in section 3.3. The most compelling piece of evi-
dence for our hypothesis will be postponed until chapter 4, in which we 
will deal with the description of vowel coalescence. 
3.1 The diachronic evolution of the Ancient Greek vowel system 
The Proto-Indo European vowel system is often assumed to have consisted 
of the vowels *e and *o, and possibly the long vowels *ë and *δ· 
Furthermore, *1 and *u are considered to have been allophones of the 
glides /y, w/. The Proto-Greek ten-vowel system *i, *e, *a, *o, *u, *I, 
*ê, *I, *5( *ΰ is the result of the loss of the Indo-European laryngeals 
*Эі, вЭч, *Эз· In broad outline, the so-called laryngeal theory posits 
three laryngeals, where *Э 1 probably was [+constricted] (- /?/), *Э2 
[+epread, +low] (- /h/), and *Эз [+spread, +round] (-/hw/). In the last 
phase of Indo-European, the laryngeals disappeared with concomitant 
changes of the adjacent vocoids. These changes took roughly the fol­
lowing form: 
(1) a: ЭіеС > eC Э2еС > aC ЭзеС > oC b: Э1 j 3 iC > IC 
eSjC > ÏC еЭгС > ÏC еЭзС > OC 1 Эі 2 3 с > *с 
The simple ten-vowel system of Proto-Greek is preserved, or better, 
restored in a small group of dialects like, for instance, (i) the Ar-
cado-Cypriot group, (11) Lesbian and Theseallan, and (ill) the 'strict' 
Doric dialects. In most other dialects a system with seven, rather than 
five, long vowels arose. It seems plausible, however, that the dialects 
referred to under (i-lli) went through such a vowel system too (cf. 
Ruljgh 1984:67). In these dialects the sequences e+ey, o+ey show up as 
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ey and oy, respectively, just as In Ionic-Attic, whereas e+e, e+o are 
contracted Into [ε, э] In the peripheral dialects and Into [£, ö] in 
Ionic-Attic. If the dialects under (1-iii) had not gone through a stage 
in which seven long vowels existed, we would have expected the long 
diphthongs *ey and *5y as the result of the former contractions. In the 
majority of these dialects the opposition between [ε, i] and [о, 5] had 
already been neutralized before the oldest inscriptions. In the Attic 
dialect, and by the same token In the Ionic dialect, the opposition 
between the long open and closed mid vowels persisted until approximate­
ly the post-classical period. 
Towards the end of the second millennium B.C., Froto-Greek *â was 
fronted to * ü in most Ancient Greek dialects, including the Ionic and 
Attic dialects. However, the front *îë was not very stable, and raising 
to [ε] took place around 550 B.C. at the latest. As a consequence of 
these changes the distinction between Proto-Greek *ë ([ε]) and *ä was 
neutralized. An exception to this Is the Attic dialect where the dis-
tinction remained after the sounds [r, 1, e] because of the so-called 
"Rückverwandlung" (cf. péprâmay 'I am sold' vs. péprímay 'I am set on 
fire'). 
The most radical changes were caused by processes like Vowel Contrac-
tion and Compensatory Lengthening. The three-grade vowel system, con-
taining only the mid vowels *e, *o, *ë, and *5 (phonetically [ε] and 
[5]) expanded into a four-grade system in which four long mid vowels 
became distinctive: besides the open mid vowels [ε, э] their closed 
counterparts [i, 5] arose. Moreover, the vowel [I] was reintroduced as a 
result of the same processes. We can establish the following relative 
chronology: 
(2) a: First Compensatory Lengthening: 
esrnl > Imi 'I am' 
krosnos > krönós 'spring, fountain' 
b: Vowel Contraction: 
treyes > trie 'three' 
genea > gèni 'race'(η.a.pi.) 
c: Second and Third Compensatory Lengthening: 
pans > pis 'all' 
kalwos > kalos (ion.) 'beautiful' (cf. att. kales) 
d: Vowel Contraction: 
tlma-ete > tímate 'you honor' 
These changes led to the Early Ionic-Attic vowel system In (3). He 
observe that the short vowel system remained relatively stable, while 
the long vowel system underwent some drastic changes: 
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(3) Early Ionic-Attic (1000-800 B.C.) 
i e a o u l ë ë ï a o ö u 
high + + + + 
low - - + + + 
ATR + + - + + + + + + 
round + + + + + 
back - - + + + + + + + 
In the c lass ical period (5th c.) the three-way contrast /ε, ϊ , ä/ was 
reduced to a two-way contrast It, a/ by ra is ing of / i / . Consequently, 
the c lass ical Attic vowel system can be represented as In (4): 
(4) Classical Attic 
i e a o u T ë S I o ö ü 
high + + + + 
low + + 
ATR + + - + + + + + + 
round + + + + + 
back - - + + + + + + + 
Sommerstein (1973), Bubenik (1983) and Wetzels (1986) assume a 
s l ightly different classif ication of the classical Attic vowel system. 
They propose a system in which the long vowels It, 5, 5/ are spec i f i ed 
as [-(-low]. This change In [low] al lows an e l iminat ion of the feature 
[ATR], since i t i s fully redundant as can be concluded from the c la s s i -
fication below: 
(5) Classical Attic (alternative) 
l e a o u l i ê l ö ö u 
high + + + + 
low + + + + 
ATR + + - + + + + + + 
round + + + + + 
back + + + + + + + 
Either the feature spec i f i ca t ion in (4) or that in (5) i s su i tab le 
for the ana lys i s of vowel coalescence and related phenomena. In th i s 
thesis, we wi l l assume the classif ication in (5), because i t allows us 
to e l iminate the feature [ATR]. However, nothing cruc ia l hinges upon 
th i s dec i s ion . Below, in sect ion 3.2, we w i l l argue that the feature 
[back] Is redundant, and that the features [h igh] , [ low] and [round] 
suffice to distinguish the underlying vowel system. 
During the period up unt i l 350 B.C. some addit ional developments 
occurred. First of a l l , the high round vowels were fronted to [ü, C]. It 
Is uncertain when exactly this change took place. According to Schwyzer 
(1939) It occurred quite early in the 7th century. Bartonëk (1966), how-
ever, suggests that the change was not fully accomplished until as late 
as 400 B.C. Schwyzer (1939:183) states that "Fürs Attische deutet auf Τ­
α die Schreibung «Y [where К l e the [-back] allophone of /k/, WdH], 
nicht 9Y [where? i s the [+back] allophone of /k/, WdH] schon auf den 
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ältesten Inschriften...". In diphthongs, whether underlying (baeiléws 
'king') or derived by contraction (êw 'well'), the off-glide remains a 
velar. At a later date, which cannot be determined with certainty, the 
second element of the diphthongs [aw, ew] developed a fricative pro-
nunciation. We will take the observation that the off-glide remains a 
velar, particularly In cases where the diphthong is the result of vowel 
coalescence, as a strong indication that all round vowels were still 
[+back] at the time when vowel coalescence was productive. With respect 
to vowel coalescence proper, the fusion of two vowels into a single long 
vowel, the dorsal properties of the high round vowels are not particu-
larly crucial, because high vowels are in general unaffected by this 
process. 
The change of /?/ to [u] also took place in the post-classical 
period. Ruijgh (1984:71) argues that "au début du IIIe s. av. J-C ö 
n'avait pas encore abouti à û fermé." This change is therefore Irrele-
vant to the present discussion. 
Finally, we will briefly discuss the status of the diphthongs. The 
long diphthongs lay, 5y/ became monophthongs in the post-classical (Hel-
lenistic) period. The development of Izyl is more complex. In lezl-
callzed, non-transparent forms like klEys > klis 'key', leytörgiä > 
lëtörgli 'liturgy' the diphthong /ey/ was changed Into the half-closed 
monophthong. In derivatlonally transparent forms, on the other hand, the 
diphthong underwent the same change, but Ityl was restored by analogy. 
Subsequently, the long diphthong /ty/ became [ε]. The long diphthongs 
/iy, öy/ did not come into existence in any of the Ancient Greek dia-
lects, although we would have expected them to arise by means of vowel 
coalescence from e+ey and o+ey. These sequences, however, had already 
been altered by an independent phenomenon called hyphaeresls, which 
reduced a sequence of two mid vowels to a single short mid vowel before 
another vowel. The monophthonglzation of the homorganic diphthongs ley, 
ow/ took place somewhere between the 7th and the 4th century B.C. It Is 
usually assumed that this process, which caused the merger of i and ey, 
and 5 and ov, was not fully accomplished until 400 B.C. 
Our main purpose is to give a full and adequate account of the 
mechanisms underlying the phenomenon of vowel coalescence In the Attic 
dialect In the light of the general theory outlined In chapter 2. In 
order to achieve this goal, we will ignore all post-classical develop-
ments discussed above, since, in many respects, they obscure the funda-
mental characteristics of vowel coalescence. 
The process has been attested in the oldest Inscriptions and the 
earliest literary texts (e.g. Homer). Furthermore, contraction was not 
operative In the Mycenaean period (cf. the Мус. spellings do-e-ro and 
me-zo-a2 for, respectively, dolos 'slave' and mézdS 'bigger' (nom. 
acc.pl.)). Hence, we may safely assume that the process was synchroni-
cally productive in the first half of the first millennium. Following 
the usual course of phonological changes, it gradually became obliga-
tory, was subsequently morphologized and became more and more deeply 
embedded in the lexical phonology. 
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3.2 The representation of the Attic vowel system 
In th i s s e c t i o n , a UT of Att ic w i l l be proposed along the l i n e s sug-
gested In chapter 1. Motivation for this approach wi l l be put forward In 
sections 3.3 and 3.4, where phenomena l ike Augmentation, Perfect Redu-
plication, and Metathesis of Quantity wi l l be discussed. In chapter A, 
we wi l l outline the Implications of this theory for the description of 
vowel coalescence. 
The f i r s t problem we face i s the asymmetrical nature of the vowel 
system, that i s , the existence of seven long vowels next to five short 
vowels. We saw in sect ion 3.1 that the processes of Vowel Coalescence 
and Compensatory Lengthening are responsible for the addit ions in the 
long vowel Inventory. Nevertheless, we wi l l argue that the Attic vowel 
system i s symmetrical underlyingly and consists of five short and five 
long vowels· One cruc ia l observation i s based upon the phonology of 
roots and stems· I t turns out that roots or stems containing the long 
mid vowels [ i , 5] are extremely rare. They do occur in a small number of 
forms, for example dolos 'slave', and the Ionic form ksinoe 'stranger', 
where they arose as the resu l t of vowel coalescence and compensatory 
lengthening, respectively. Besides these exceptional forms, however, the 
d i s t i n c t i o n between the open and closed mid vowels In the underlying 
vocabulary Is negligible. Morpheme-intemally, the long mid vowels are 
pronounced relat ively open. The absence of this opposition In underived 
l e x i c a l items a l lows us to postulate a symmetrical vowel system in 
underlying representat ion. Consequently, in a theory of underspeclfl-
cation, the vowel system can be represented as In (6): 
(6) i e a o u l ë â ô u 
high + + + + 
low + + 
round + + + + 
This diagram conforms to the theory of minimal specification. We have 
argued in section 1.2 that this type of underspeclfication is not a 
priori preferable. In the vowel system In (6) the feature [high] is the 
only feature which distinguishes /1, u/ from /e, o/, and [round] is the 
only feature which distinguishes /1, e/ from /u, o/. Thus, [high] and 
[round] are distinctive within this class of sounds. In Sterlade's 
(1987b) approach this would entail that both values are lexically speci-
fied. Deviations from this general strategy must be motivated. In the 
next section, it will turn out that such evidence is indeed available. 
In diagram (6) the vocalic feature [back] remains fully unspecified. 
This feature is predictable and will be supplied by language-specific 
redundancy rules. The observation that the long mid vowels are pro-
nounced relatively open can be explained quite easily by positing Stem 
Vovel Lowering (7): 
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(7) Stem Vowel Lowering: (SVL) 
[-highJ --> [+low] / [...тт.·.].te. 
V V 
Since SVL (7) mentions the feature [-high] in Its structural de­
scription, the RROC proposed by Archangel! (1984) (cf. section 1.2) will 
activate the redundancy rules which supply the missing values for 
[high]. Hence, at this point in the discussion there seems to be little 
or no motivation for the absence of [-high] underlylngly. However, we 
will show that this process is ordered after several lexical rules which 
provide the missing evidence for the absence of this particular feature 
underlylngly. 
Diagram (6) reveals that the mid vowel /e/ is fully unspecified. It 
is therefore predicted to be the default vowel, which we expect to 
exhibit some asymmetrical properties. In section 3.3 we will argue that 
this is indeed the case. The assumption that /e/ is the default vowel 
has some revealing implications for processes like Augmentation and 
Perfect Reduplication. In addition, it will turn out that several con­
ditions on possible stem vowel alternations support the view that /e/ is 
the fully unspecified vowel. 
The absent values in diagram (6) are supplied by a set of D-rules 
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and R-rules, presented in (8): 
(8) a: D-rules: b: R-rules 
[ ] •• [-high] [+low] -* [-high, +back] 
[ ] -» [-low] [+high] -» [-low] 
[ ] -» [-round] [+low] -» [-round] 
[Oround] -» [aback] 
Stem Vowel Lowering has to be ordered among the redundancy rules in 
(8), and will be ordered after the D-rule supplying [-high] as well as 
after the R-rule supplying [-high, +back]. Of Interest is the ordering 
relation between SVL and the D-rule supplying the value [-low]. These 
rules are disjunctively ordered by the Elsewhere Condition, because 
their outputs are distinct: SVL (the special case) will take precedence 
over the D-rule for [low]. We thus do not need to stipulate an extrinsic 
ordering relation between these rules. 
3.3 Language-internal motivation for UT 
Two types of arguments will be presented In favor of the underepecifled 
vowel system. First of all, possible versus Impossible stem vowel alter­
nations will be discussed. Next, we will draw attention to three affix­
ation processes, which support the hypothesis that /e/ is the default 
vowel. Finally, four phonological processes will provide corroborating 
evidence for the theory advanced. 
3.3.1 Vowel Alternations 
Ruijgh (1975:356) observes that stem vowel alternations take a particu­
lar shape in Attic: "on peut constater que l'une des deux voyelles 
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a l t e r n a n t e s e s t t o u j o u r s ε : on t rouve l e s a l t e r n a n c e s u/ε , ι/ε, ο/ε, 
α/ε, mais non pas t / o , t / υ , υ/ο, ο/α. .etc." Within the UT proposed the 
d i s t inct ion between these possible and i m p o s s i b l e a l t e r n a t i o n s can be 
elegantly expressed. Compare the a l te rnat ions in (9): 
(9) a: V - V b: V - V c: V - V d: V ~ V 
M [+r] [+h] [+1] 
astu-/aete- genos-Zgenee- poli-/pole- -ka-/-ke-
'city' 'race' 'state' (perf.suffix) 
In all the stem vowel alternations, one of the alternants is /e/. Within 
UT, these vowel alternations take the form of a delinking of the vocalic 
features resulting in the fully underspecifled vowel. The proposal that 
atem vowel alternation is obtained by delinking, explains why alter­
nations like those in (10) are systematically excluded in Attic, since 
this type would imply both delinking and feature substitution: 
(10) a : V ~ V b : V - V c : V ~ V d : V ~ V 
[+h] [+b] [+li] Г+І1І l+Jil [+r] [+r] [+1] 
If only f u l l y s p e c i f i e d f e a t u r e m a t r i c e s were a l lowed, or i f both 
feature values were specified for each segmental c lass in which a p a r t i ­
cular feature i s d i s t i n c t i v e , a complex set of rules would be needed to 
discriminate between permitted and excluded a l t e r n a t i o n s . The assumption 
t h a t the vowel /e/ i s f u l l y u n s p e c i f i e d a l lows for a s imple and i n ­
sightful account of these facts . 
3.3.2 Empty V-elota 
Ancient Greek has two kinds of t e n s e s tems . A s implex t e n s e stem i s a 
verb stem which takes the endings (for mood and/or person/number/ voice) 
without f u r t h e r ado, e.g. phá - t e (p res . Ind . ) , phá -y - t e (p res .op t . ) ' t o 
say ' . A complex tense stem i s composed of a verb stem and a t ense 
su f f ix , to which the endings a re added, for I n s t ance , l ü - e - t e ( p r e s . 
Ind.) , l u - s e - t e ( f u t . I nd . ) , l u - o - y - t e ( p r e s . opt .) and l u - s o - y - t e ( fu t . 
opt.) ' to loose' . Below, we wi l l be concerned with one important charac-
t e r i s t i c of most tense aff ixes: In underlying representation they con-
tain the vowel / e / . I t wi l l be argued that surface deviations are best 
understood by assuming t h a t the vowel / e / i s f u l l y unde r spec i f l ed . We 
wi l l diseuse augment prefixation, reduplication prefixat ion, and tense 
formation. 
The secondary t ense s of the i n d i c a t i v e mood ( impe r f ec t , a o r i s t , 
pluperfect) are marked by an extension of the stem called the augment. 
This augment Is prefixed to the verb stem. (11) contains some relevant 
examples taken from Goodwin (1894) and Schwyzer (1939): 
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( И ) l.sg.pree.Ind. 
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rhípto 
grápho 
philo 
ago 
e thé 15 
hoplízdS 
hlketéwwö 
hubrizdö 
l.sg.Imperf.Ind. 
élüon 
érrhîpton 
égraphon 
ephílSn 
êgon 
ε thelon 
hopllzdon 
hlkétewwon 
hûbrlzdon 
'loose' 
'throw' 
'write' 
'love' 
'lead' 
'wish' 
'armor' 
'Implore' 
'Insult* 
The augment seems to take two forms: t h e r e l a , f i r s t of a l l , a 
s y l l a b l e augment, which p r e f i x e s / e / to c o n s o n a n t - I n i t i a l s tems, and 
secondly a temporal or posi t ional augment, which lengthens the f i r s t 
vowel of verbs beginning with a vowel or the weak consonant /h / . 
Theories allowing fully specified feature matrices only, require two 
preflxatlon rules to account for the forms In (11): one rule adding the 
vowel / e / and one r u l e l eng then ing the stem vowel. If we adopt the UT 
developed he re , these r u l e s can be co l l apsed I n t o one general aug-
mentation ru le , prefixing a bare V-slot to the verb. The formal repre-
sentat ion of Augmentation i s that of (12): 
(12) Augmentation: 
a: prefix V to the verb 
b: associate the V-slot to the accessible vowel on the melodic t i e r 
When the verb I s c o n s o n a n t - I n i t i a l , au tomat i c spreading I s blocked, 
since I t would occasion a violat ion of the Well-Formednees Condition, 
which s t a tes that associat ion l ines between two t i e r s may not cross. As 
a consequence, the redundancy rules In (8) w i l l be act ivated, deriving 
the d e f a u l t vowel / e / . V o w e l - i n i t i a l ve rbs , on the o ther hand, Induce 
au tomat i c spreading and the output w i l l be a long vowel. Two sample 
derivations are presented In (13): 
(13) a : - C V V - V - C V V - V C V C V V V C ( * V C V V V C ) 
I V (i2) I V I I w ι ι ν и > y I I 
l u l u o n e l u o n l u o n 
b : - V C - V - V C - V C V V C V C 
I I <12> V J ι и /=/-** ν ι ι I 
a g a g o n e g ο η 
The l a s t step In (13b) I l l u s t r a t e s an addit ional change: the fronting of 
/ I / to [ ε ] · We w i l l r e t u r n t o t h i s phenomenon In s e c t i o n 3.3.3.3. The 
data In ( l ib) show that the lengthened mid vowels /e, o/ become [-l-low]. 
They therefore must feed Into the rule of Stem Vowel Lowering discussed 
above. In s e c t i o n 3.3.3.1 we w i l l argue t h a t the theory of Lex ica l 
Phonology enables us to account for t h i s change straightforwardly. 
The major advantage of t h i s a n a l y s i s I s t h a t the behavior of both 
high and nonhlgh vowels a f te r Augmentation can be properly described. In 
both cases a long vowel I s p r e d i c t e d In accordance wi th the f a c t s . If, 
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on the other hand, we had assumed that the augment i s /e/, we would have 
wrongly predicted a diphthong. In that case, addi t ional ad hoc as­
sumptions would have been required as corrections. 
Final ly, l e t us d iscuss the c l a s s of verbs which have an i n i t i a l 
/h/. As pointed out e a r l i e r , a l l consonants are blockers for the 
spreading operation, except Ih/, which i s transparent. We wi l l assume, 
unlike Steriade (1982), that /h/ i s linked to a C-slot of i t s own. 
However, i t i s only spec i f ied for the laryngeal features. In order to 
derive the correct surface forms, we must assume a rule of /h/-Migration 
which transfers /h/s occurring in intervocalic position to word-initial 
pos i t ion. If the rule of /h/-Mlgration i s ordered prior to the (b)-
clause of (12) we can account for the / h / - i n i t i a l verbs s t r a i g h t f o r ­
wardly, as shown in (14): 
( 1 4 ) V -C V С С V С C-
ί it : : ir 
С V V 
{К 
С С V С С V с 
о ρ 1 i ζ d 
Ρ 1 i 
root t ier 
lar . t ier 
η s . lar . t ier 
The assumption that the augment prefix i s an empty V-slot, allows us 
to postulate one general Augmentation rule for the formation of the 
secondary tenses of the ind icat ive . The behavior of v o w e l - i n i t i a l , 
consonant-initial and /h/-initial verbs can be described without addi­
t ional stipulations. 
Not a l l forms can be derived by (12) and the application of indepen­
dently necessary processes such as /l/-Fronting and SVL. A small set of 
forms violate the general pattern. The forms in (15a) show a lengthened 
mid vowel which i s [- low], and In (15b) the default vowel shows up 
before vowel-initial verbs: 
(15) l.sg.pres.ind. 
ékhô 
hérpö 
hélkS 
ergázdomay 
Dthö (-5theo) 
Iden 
horáS 
Lsg. imper f 
Ikhon 
hirpon 
hllkon 
irgazdómën 
eothön 
êydon 
heörön 
ind. 
'have' 
'creep' 
'pull' 
'work, do' 
'push' 
'see' 
'see' 
The verbs in (15) take a s y l l a b i c augment, as i f they have a con-
sonant. For some of these forms a verb-init ial / s / may be posited syn-
chronically, since in the aorlst tense this consonant appears in éekhon, 
'have' and bespómen 'follow'. Sommerstein (1973) takes the existence of 
these forms as evidence for pos i t ing / s e k h - / and /вер-/ as the under­
lying forms. However, similar alternations are absent in the remaining 
cases. Two poss ib le analyses seem avai lab le . The f i r s t i s a fu l l y ab­
stract ana lys i s In which i t i s arb i t rar i l y assumed that the stems in 
(15) begin with an /a/, or in terms of CV Phonology, with an empty C-
slot. The second option Is that the verbs in (15a) are lex ica l ly marked 
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with the rule feature [-SVL], and those In (15b) with the rule feature 
[-resyllablfIcatlon]. We will not attempt to choose between these 
options, since the only Important fact about the stems In (IS) Is that 
they are too few In numer to refute the analysis advanced. 
The second prefixatlon rule we want to discuss Is Perfect Redupli-
cation· The perfect, pluperfect and future perfect In all moods and In 
the participle and Infinitive show reduplication, which marks the state 
resulting from the completion of the action expressed by the verb stem. 
The effects of reduplication are shown In (16): 
l.sg.pree.lnd. 
life 
léypo 
khrío 
pléo 
pnéö 
strépho 
zdêts 
gnörizdo 
phthanö 
rhaptö 
aogéllö 
ethélö 
ophllö 
hldrfe 
huphaynö 
l.sg.perf 
léluka 
léloypa 
kékhrlka 
péplewka 
pépnewka 
éstropha 
ezdëtëka 
egnorlka 
éphthaka 
érrhammay 
engelka 
ëthélëka 
öphelëka 
hldrüka 
huphaQka 
.Ind. 
(Med.) 
'loose' 
'leave' 
'anoint' 
'sail' 
•blow' 
'turn' 
'seek' 
'recognize' 
'anticipate' 
'stitch' 
'announce' 
'wish' 
'owe' 
•place' 
'weave' 
Extensive analyses of Perfect Reduplication are given in Ruijgh 
(1972) and Sterlade (1982). In both analyses syllable structure Is held 
responsible for the two surface manifestations of this prefix. Sterlade 
argues that the consonant clusters In (16a) are tautosyllablc, whereas 
the clusters In (16b) are not (cf. ma.kró 'long, big', ho.pie 'hoof' vs. 
ok.to 'eight', as.ter 'star', mèi.lema 'delay'). The first consonant In 
these forms Is extrasyllablc, that Is, not yet syllabified at the point 
In the derivation where reduplication takes place. This assumption 
enables her to formalize the process as follows: 
(17) Perfect Reduplication: (PR) 
a. prefix CV to the stem 
b. associate the CV-slots left to right to the segmental melody of 
the first root syllable 
c. attach an empty V-slot to an Inserted e 
Sterlade's account of PR distinguishes two subrules, the first of 
which prefixes a CV-template and the second of which inserts and as-
sociates an untimed e to the the available V-slot. Within the UT de-
veloped in this thesis the second subrule can be dispensed with, since 
the vowel quality is predictable. If the redupllcatlon-V remains unas-
sociated to the melodic tier, its content will be supplied by the redun-
dancy rules in (8). Since we assume that Sterlade's (1982) syllabl-
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flcatlon rules for Attic are correct, the forms In (17) can be derived 
as follows: 
(18) а : о o o o o o o 
/К Л Л Л Л А Л 
-С V V- (17) C V - C V - C V (8) C V C V C V 
I V ^ J I I I I I I I M 
l u l u k a l e l u k a 
b : o o o o o o o 
/ Â \ Л /^ ч Л Л /Лч л 
-С С V С- (17) С - С С С - С ( 8 ) С С С С С 
I I ι ι - - - j I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
p l e u p l e u к a p e p l e u k a 
с : о o o o o o o 
/ К /74 / K A Л Ж A 
-с с у с- (17) c v - ç ç y c - c y (β) у с с у с с у 
s t e l s t a l k a e s t a l k a 
d: o o o o o o o o o 
Λ /Ν Λ.' Λ /Κ Λ /5/-Fr /Κ /Ν А 
-V С С V С- (17) с - с с с - с + с с с с 
I I I I I --J I I I I I I (β) ν N I I I I 
a o g e l a q g e l k a e o g e l k a 
Some clarification may he In order here· The derivations In (18a,b) 
show the spreading of the stem-initial consonant to the accessible C-
slot of the reduplication prefix, apparently deriving a geminate. These 
pseudo-geminates, however, do not exhibit the geminate blockage or inal­
terability properties of true ones: they are broken up by the appli­
cation of the redundancy rules In (8). Following Hayes (1986a), we will 
assume that geminate blockage only holds for adjacent slots at the CV-
tier. An interesting parallel to this can be found in vowel harmony 
systems Involving neutral or transparent vowels· In such systems the 
harmonizing feature [aF] is spread across a neutral vowel, and, later in 
the derivation, the transparent vowel acquires the feature [-aF] by a 
redundancy rule. Kiparsky (1981) suggests the following fission oper­
ation to adjust the output of vowel harmony: 
(19) C V C V 1 C V C _ , C V C V 1 C V C ( V i - n e u t r a l vowel) 
L - - 3 " I I I 
[OF] [aF] [-OF] [OF] 
We suppose that this fission operation, which probably is a subcase of 
the more general tier conflation mechanism (cf. McCarthy 1986), is also 
responsible for the geminate split in (18a,b). The derivations in 
(18c,d) show that when verbs are vowel-initial or begin with an extra-
syllable consonant, the C-elot of the reduplication prefix is not re­
alized phonetically, leaving one wondering why the empty C-slot is not 
realized as the default consonant. A closer look at the forms in (16b,c) 
reveals that reduplication and augmentation are indistinguishable in 
these forms. Ruijgh (1972) therefore proposes to derive these forms by 
Augmentation Instead of reduplication. He states: "le redoublement est 
un élément constitué par un homophone de l'augment, précédé de la con-
sonne Initiale du thème dans le cas où cet homophone constitue une 
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s y l l a b e brève" (Rul jgh 1972:213) . Assuming t h a t t h i s a n a l y s i s I s 
c o r r e c t , one a v o i d s the problem r a i s e d by the empty С In the examples 
(16b, c ) . However, In order to describe the redupl icat ion f a c t s , we must 
s l i g h t l y complicate the (a)-c lause of (17) above. The revised redupl i­
c a t i o n format Is given in (17' ) : 
( 1 7 ' ) Per fect Redupl ication: ( r e v i s e d ) 
<C>
a
 V + <:0[C>b i f a then b 
Ev idence for t h i s v e r s i o n of P e r f e c t R e d u p l i c a t i o n i s not hard t o 
f ind· F i r s t , the examples i n (16c) show that a lengthened /a/ undergoes 
/I/-Fronting to [ ε ] , and lengthened mid vowels become [ + l o w ] , jus t as 
lengthened / e , a, o/, by Augmentation. Second, the s e t of v o w e l - i n i t i a l 
verbs whose lengthened vowels do not undergo SVL, i s the same as the s e t 
of verbs to which an /e/ i s prefixed, as i f they were c o n s o n a n t - i n i t i a l . 
Some re levant examples are given in (20): 
(20) h e l i t t o 
hélkö 
ékhö 
eS 
otho 
haliskonay 
horáo 
heliksa (aor.) 
helkusa (aor.) 
ikhon (imperf.) 
eon (imperf.) 
éoea (aor.) 
heliomay (perf.Med.) 'roll' 
helkuka (perf.Act.) 'pull' 
Ilka (perf.Act.) 
éosmay (perf.Med.) 
healoka (perf.Act.) he ï lon ( a o r . ) 
heoron (Imperf . ) heorlka ( o l d form) 
heorika (new form) 
•have' 
'permit' 
•push* 
'be captured' 
' s e e ' 
The f i n a l p i e c e of e v i d e n c e for empty-V a f f i x a t i o n may be d e r i v e d 
from the t e n s e s u f f i x e s wh ich c o n s i s t of or end i n a theme v o w e l . The 
t h e m a t i c p r e s e n t / i m p e r f e c t , the t h e m a t i c or second a o r i s t A c t i v e and 
Medium, a l l futures , and the future perfect are formed in t h i s way. The 
q u a l i t y of t h i s vowel i s l a r g e l y predic table . I t i s / e / , except when the 
personal ending begins wi th a nasal consonant, in which case the theme 
v o w e l undergoes rounding t o [ o ] ( c f . s e c t i o n 3 . 3 . 3 . 2 ) . Furthermore , 
before the optat ive marker - y - the theme vowel i s / o / . The subjunct ive 
mood i s marked by the l e n g t h e n e d a l l o p h o n e s of t h e theme vowel [ ε ] or 
[ 5 ] , where [5] occurs under the same c ircumstances. Some examples are 
g i v e n i n ( 2 1 ) : 
( 2 1 ) a: l é g e - t e , légo-men 
pháyne-te, —o-men («-phan-ye/0) 
gëraske-te, —o-men («-gfra-sk6/^ 
b: lékse-te, lékso-men (<-leg-ee/0) 
elége-te, elégo-men 
elipe-te, elipo-men 
'say' 
'show' (cf. phanö) 
'grow old' (cf. gerasomay) 
'say' (fut.) 
'say' (Imperf.) 
'leave' (2.aor.) 
By assuming that these tenses are formed by adding a tense suffix 
consisting of an empty V, we can derive the phonetic surface forms 
through application of the redundancy rules in (8). When the verbal stem 
ends in a nonhigh vowel, the stem vowel and theme vowel are merged into 
a long vowel. Fusion becomes even more plausible if the theme vowel is 
fully underspecified. These contract verbs will receive ample attention 
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In the next chapter. 
In summary, we have shown that affixation processes such as Aug-
mentation, Perfect Reduplication and Tense Formation provide strong 
evidence for the claim that the vowel /e/ Is the default vowel In Attic. 
In the Immediate environment of another V, the two vowels merge Into a 
long monophthong, while elsewhere the mid vowel /e/ appears. Within UT 
this relationship becomes perfectly obvious, since adjacent to a V an 
empty V is susceptible to automatic spreading, while in other environ-
ments this V-slot receives its phonetic interpretation by the redundancy 
rules in (8). 
3.3.3 The main vowel rules 
Following Klparsky (1982, 1985) and Archangell (1984), we have proposed 
to apply the redundancy rules as late as possible. The ordering re-
latione between these rules and the P-rules proper are determined by 
general principles such as the Elsewhere Condition and the Redundancy 
Rule Ordering Constraint. As a consequence of this approach, we can 
distinguish two types of P-rules, viz. those which are feature changing 
and those which are feature filling. Below, several lexical processes 
will be discussed that can be satisfactorily described within this 
theory. It will turn out that some of these rules apply in both derived 
and underlved lexical forms. In a theory of full specification and the 
theory of Lexical Phonology (cf.sectlon 1.4), we expect that the lexical 
rules which are Interspersed with morphology are restricted to derived 
environments. One disadvantage of constraining lexical rules in this way 
is that we have to posit morpheme structure conditions besides P-rules 
to explain a single generalization. This problem is usually referred to 
as the duplication problem (cf. Klparsky (1982) for more details). The 
theory of underspecification allows us to solve this problem elegantly. 
If we state these lexical rules as feature-filling rules, they are 
allowed to apply in underlved lexical Items, if they do not violate 
Kiparsky's (1982) version of the Elsewhere Condition (or Hermans' (1986, 
forthcoming) Interpretation of the Projection Principle). Hence, if 
feature-filling nonneutrallzation rules may apply to underlved lexical 
Items, we do not have to posit two separate mechanisms to explain a 
single phenomenon. 
3.3.3.1 Stem Vowel Lowering and Stem Vowel Shortening 
Stem Vowel Lowering (SVL) has been formulated here as a morpheme struc-
ture condition that marks all nonhlgh long vowels redundantly as [+low]. 
Moreover, we have seen that vowel-Initial verbs to which the augment is 
added show the same property. We repeat some relevant examples In (22): 
(22) a: underlved lexical items 
/khôrï-/ •* [khörï-] 'land' 
/niso-/ -» [ηεβο-] 'Island' 
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b: derived lexical Items 
/V+ethel+on/ -» [ethelon] (Imperi.) 'wish' 
/V+hoplizd+on/ •» [hopllzdon] (Imperi.) 'armor' 
/lüí-oV-hiien/ -» [lüomen] (subj.) ' loose' 
Hence, the short-long dletlnctlon Is accompanied by a closed-open a l ter-
nation. This re la t ionsh ip between vowel length and vowel qual i ty Is 
widespread In Attic· Verbal stems ending In a nonhlgh vowel exhibit the 
same twofold alternation: 
(23) a: hista-men ( l .p l .pres . lnd . ) - ЬІаіЁЧпі (l.sg.pres.lnd) ' s e t ' 
tithe-men - tithe-mi 'place' 
dido-men - dido-ml 'give' 
b: tlmá-e-te (• tímate) - tlme-s-e-te (2 .p i . fu t . ) 'honor' 
philé-e-te (- phllëte) - phl lë-s-e-te 'love' 
deló-e-te (- dëlöte) - delD-s-e-te 'manifest' 
Third-declension [+animate] nouns show the same type of alternation. 
The nominative singular masculine and feminine have [ε, э ] , while the 
remaining forms in the paradigm have [e , o ] . The long vowel in the 
nominative singular i s always [+low], while I t s short counterpart i s 
redundantly [-low]: 
(24) léôn 
rhetor 
sökratës 
pater 
- léon 
- rhetoros 
- sokratey 
- patera 
(voc.sg.) 
(gen.sg.) 
(dat.sg.) 
(acc.sg.) 
'lion' 
'orator' 
'Socrates' 
'father' 
We can observe, however, that the relation between vowel length and 
vowel qual i ty Is not absolute . The forms in (23b) undergo vowel coa-
lescence ( e .g .ph i l e - e - t e -» p h i l ë t e , d e l o - e - t e -» delete). Long vowels 
which arise through compensatory lengthening do not become [-blow] either 
(cf. esmi -» ëmi 'I am', .-onsi •* - ò s i , ending of 3.pl . ) . We thus have to 
order SVL before the processes of Vowel Coalescence and Compensatory 
Lengthening. Furthermore, we must prevent SVL from reapplying at a later 
c y c l e , because otherwise i t would destroy the e f f e c t s of these pro-
cesses . 
The distinction between the long half-open vowels - which arise by 
means of Augmentation and SVL - and the long half-close vowels - which 
are the resu l t of Vowel Coalescence and Compensatory Lengthening -
provides significant motivation for a level-ordered lexicon in Attic. If 
we assume that the augment i s added to the verbal stem at l eve l 1, 
whereas the tense-marking suffixes are added at level 2, we can explain 
the open-dose alternations straightforwardly, i f SVL i s a level-1 rule. 
Thus, the future, aorlst and imperfect of eleo 'I pity' are assigned the 
fo l lowing morphological s tructure , where the subscripts indicate the 
level at which morphological concatenation takes place: 
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(25) a: [[elei]]^  8o]2 •* eleeso (l.sg.fut.ind.Act.) 
b: [[Vleleellj^ sa]2 •* Ëléësa (l.sg.aor.lnd.Act.) 
c: [[[V [ele]]]^  e] te]2 -»elette (2. pi. imperi .Ind. Act.) 
For nouns, we will assume that the root and noun-forming suffixes are 
derived at level 1, whereas the case endings are attached at level 2. 
These assumptions enable us to explain alternations of the type timen 
(acc.sg.) vs. tTmas (acc.pl.) 'honor'. At level 1, the action-noun 
suffix -ml Is added to the root ti in the singular (the long /I/ under-
goes the rule of /ï/-Fronting, cf.3.3.3.3). The accusative singular 
ending [-n] is added at level 2. In the plural, the rule of Stem Vowel 
Shortening will produce [tima] to which /ï/-Frontlng cannot apply. At 
level 2, the accusative plural ending [-Vs] is attached, and at this 
point the two adjacent vowels undergo Vowel Coalescence into /1/, which 
can no longer be fronted to [ε]. We will return to the relationship 
between /I/-Fronting and Vowel Coalescence in greater detail in chapter 
4. Similarly, the nominative singular form rhetor 'orator' is formed at 
level 1 by concatenation of the verbal root -rhe- and the noun-forming 
suffix -tor-. By applying SVL we derive the correct surface form. 
In (26) below. Stem Vowel Lowering is reformulated in accordance 
with the principles of Lexical Phonology, which do not allow us to refer 
to notions like 'stem' in the structural description of phonological 
rules. The stipulation that SVL is a level-1 rule is sufficient: 
(26) Stem Vowel Lowering (final version) 
[-high] -» [+low] / д [level-1 rule] 
V V 
SVL Interacts with a rule responsible for the length a l ternat ions 
shown in (23) and (24) above. At f i r s t s ight , e i ther a shortening or a 
lengthening ana lys i s would appear to be poss ib le . We w i l l suggest, 
however, that the shortening analysis i s preferable. 
In one c l a s s of verbs, certain stem-internal modif icat ions take 
place, which are usually referred to as ablaut (cf. Schwyzer 1939:354-
365), although a distinction must be made between qualitative and quan­
t i t a t i v e ablaut, and between the e-phase and the o-phase (-'Grund­
stufe ' ) , ë-phase and ö-phase (-'Dehnstufe'), and 0-phase (-'Schwund-
stufe ' ) . In broad out l ine , verbs whose stems end in p lo s ive s can be 
divided Into two groups: (1) those having e-phase and o-phase, and ( i i ) 
those having [Γ, 5, 5] · These strong forms show up In a l l tenses, 
except in the second or thematic a o r i s t and the second passive or ' ë -
aor l s t ' , where the reduced vowels [ 1 , u, a] occur. The fo l lowing forms 
show these alternations: 
(27) a: léypö - élipon - léloypa 'leave' 
péythomay - eplthómen - pépoytha 'obey, trust' 
b: phéwgö - éphugon - péphewga ' f lee ' 
péweomay ( fut . ) - eputhomEn - pépusmay 'hear, inquire' 
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с: tëko - etákfn - téteka 'melt' 
Ιεβο (fut.) - élathon - lélëtha 'escape the notice of' 
d: trlb5 - etribën - tétripha 'rub' 
phrûgô - ephrugën 'broil ' 
The forms in (27) can be elegantly described by a rule that shortens 
stem vowels. The vowel in a stem such as leyp- i s dist inct from that in 
t r lb - , while the reduced vowels in l i p - and tr ib- are nondlstinct. The 
reduced form is therefore predictable from the strong form, but not vice 
versa. If, instead, we were to assume a rule of stem-vowel lengthening, 
we would have to specify the quality of the inserted vowel. In the case 
of / l i p - / , for instance, the inserted vowel must be specified as / e / in 
the present tense, and as / o / in the perfect. 
Another argument favoring the shortening analys i s comes from the 
productive formation of déverbal nouns which show the strong form of the 
verbal stem (cf. l£yama 'remainder, surplus' , é l l e y p s l s ' f a l l short' , 
phêwksis 'escape'). The s implest analys i s i s the one in which the 
strong forms are taken as underlying, s ince then we can form nouns 
without any further changes. 
The exis tence of two types of f i r s t - d e c l e n s i o n nouns, v i z . those 
which end in a long vowel and those which end in a short vowel in the 
nominative, vocative and accusative singular, provides additional ev i -
dence for the vowel-shortening approach. Some relevant examples are 
given in (28): 
(28) nom.sg. 
khorl, 
skia, 
tine, 
ace.eg. 
khoran 
skian 
timen 
•land' 
'shadow' 
'honor' 
nom.eg. 
b: thálatta, 
géphüra, 
hámllla, 
acc.sg. 
thalattan 
géphûran 
hámillan 
'sea' 
'bridge' 
'contest' 
In the plural and the genitive/dative singular, the distinction 
between the nouns in (28) is neutralized. The noun stems always end in a 
short /a/ as is shown by the nominative plural forms kh5ray, tlmáy, 
thálattay and géphüray. Under a vowel-lengthening analysis, we cannot 
discriminate between the nouns in (28). A lengthening rule would predict 
a long stem vowel in the singular of both classes. If we assume that the 
length opposition is basic, and furthermore posit a vowel-shortening 
rule which takes the plural stems as its input, we can derive the first-
declension nouns without any further stipulation. 
Our final argument is based on the accent pattern of the first-
declension nouns. De Haas and Hermans (forthcoming) argue that accentu-
ation in Attic is syllable-based and quantity insensitive. The claim 
that the Attic accent system is quantity insensitive is seemingly too 
strong, in the light of alternations such as thálatta (nom.sg.) vs. 
thalátt^s (gen.sg.) 'sea' and ánthropoe (nom.sg.) vs. anthropo 'man'. We 
argue, however, that reference to quantity can be avoided if the right-
peripheral mora is marked as extrametrical. The nominative plural forms 
in (29) below seem to refute this claim. In the plural, the noun stem 
ends in a short vowel, unlike the singular (see above), although the 
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accent patterns are Identical: 
(29) a: time (nom.eg.) 
sk l¿ 
tamíSs 
k r l t s s 
b: tlmáy (nom.pl . ) 
skláy 
tamíay 
kr i táy 
'honor' 
'shadow' 
'steward' 
' judge' 
By marking the last mora of the forms In (29) as extrametrlcal, 
accent shift Is expected to take place In the nominative plural, since 
the stem vowel Is short. Hence, we predict *[támiay] and *[іГтау], as 
the derivation In (30b) below illustrates.7 In the grid theory proposed 
by Hayes (1967) we can state the Attic accent rule as follows: (1) mark 
the right-peripheral mora as extrametrlcal; (li) from right to left, 
parse a word into syllable trochees, and (ill) form a higher level 
constituent which gets its grid mark assigned by End Rule Final: 
(30) a: 
Ш Ш 10ft 
/I /1 IN 
ta ml aas 
m m m(m) 
ta mi a as 
m m (m) 
/1 /1 к -
ta mi ay 
* 
m m m(m) 
AAW 
ta mi a as 
* 
( * ' ) 
^ m m ( m ) ' 
A l\ \ 
ta mi ay 
- [ t a m l ï s ] 
- *[támiay 
m ш ш 
A h \ -
ta ml ay 
We account for the absence of accent shift by assuming that vowel 
shortening is ordered after the accent rules, following a suggestion In 
Ruijgh (1975). A similar account of the stress facts cannot be main­
tained if the noun stems end in a short vowel underlylngly. Since there 
Is no reason to believe that the analysis proposed is wrong, we use it 
here as an indirect argument in favor of underlylngly long vowels. 
The verbs exhibiting strong and weak forms, the déverbal nouns which 
have the strong verbs as their basis, the flret-declenslon nouns of the 
type kh5ri versus géphûra, and the accent patterns of the nouns in (29) 
provide strong evidence for the vowel shortening approach. Just like 
Stem Vowel Lowering (26), this shortening process only applies to stems. 
In other words, the application domain of Stem Vowel Shortening must be 
confined to level-1. We can formalize the rule as in (31): 
(31) Stem-Vowel Shortening [level-1 rule] 
V —* 9 / I— V ] 0 in certain morphological environments 
Stem Vowel Shortening states that the left-hand V-slot of a tautosyl-
labic vowel sequence Is deleted. This formalization enables us to derive 
the weak stems /lip-/ (- /leyp-/) 'leave' and /trib-/ (- trlb-) 'rub' by 
the same rule. 
3.3.3.2 Theme Vowel Rounding 
Above, we have argued that certain tense suffixes consist of or end in a 
theme vowel. This vowel takes two forms in the indicative, subjunctive 
and imperative.8 If the personal ending begins with a nasal consonant, 
the theme vowel becomes [+round], and otherwise it shows up as the 
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defaul t vowel / e / . These al ternants thus appear In complementary en-
vironments. This d i s t r ibut iona l di f ference can be described e a s i l y 
within the present UT by positing Theme Vowel Rounding (32): 
(32) Theme Vowel Rounding 
[+THEME] —* [+round] / — [+nas] 
The subjunctive Is marked by lengthening of the thematic vowel. The 
data In (33) show that (32) appl ies Irrespec t ive of vowel length. This 
Is exactly what Is expected under the Inalterability hypothesis proposed 
by Hayes (1986a), s ince the rule only refers to one t i e r In I t s 
s tructural descr ipt ion , and as a consequence the LC w i l l not play a 
role . 
(33) a: luomen ( l . p l . ) b: luete (2 .p i . ) 'looee'(pree.eubj.Act.) 
lusömen ( l . p l . ) lüeëte (2 .p i . ) ld . (aor.subj.Act.) 
lueomay ( L s g . ) Iu8ttay(3.sg.) ld. (aor.subJ.Med.) 
In many respects , the rule of Theme Vowel Rounding resembles 
Backing In Lithuanian (cf. Kenetowlcz 1970, Hayes 1986a). In th i s lan-
guage, the vowels / e , 5/ are converted Into [о, Б] before the vowel /u/ 
or the glide /w/. CV Phonology allows us to describe both processes In a 
similar fashion, as Is shown In (34): 
(34) a: V X V X 
ι ι - ι ι 
e u o u 
V C V C 
1 l - I l 
ν ν χ ν ν χ 
vi--» V I 
e u o u 
V V С V V С 
V 1 - V 1 
(Lithuanian) 
(Attic) 
e N o N e Ν o N 
There le one other set of empirical facts which are relevant to the 
discussion of Theme Vowel Rounding. In the third person plural, the 
round allophone of the theme vowel appears before a nonnasal consonant 
(cf. luösl 'they loose'). In the remainder of this section we will 
briefly go Into this matter. We will argue that It Is possible to 
motivate an underlying nasal consonant here. 
Our argument Is based on paradigm congrulty, and In order to see 
this, let us review the person/number/volce endings of the Inflected 
verb. There are two main classes of endings: one for the active voice 
and one for the medio-passive. Each individual class Is subdivided into 
endings appearing in the primary tenses and those appearing in the 
secondary tenses. The survey of the person/number/voice endings in (35) 
- which Is based on the verbs in the mi-conjugation - shows that the two 
main classes are clearly akin. Generally speaking, they differ from one 
another in the vowels, whereas the initial consonants are similar: 
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(35) Active 
prim.tenses sec.tenses 
(pres.ind.) (pres.opt.) 
l.sg. phë+mi hléyyë+n 
2.8g. phE+s/phî+ys hléyyë+β 
3.sg. phf+sí hléyë 
l.pl. pha+men hlêy+men 
2.pi. pha+té hlêy+te 
3.pl. phï+βί hlêy+en 
'say' 'send' 
Medio-passive 
prim.tenses 
(pres.ind.) 
deykmi+may 
deyknu+Bay 
déykmi+tay 
deyknu+metha 
déyknu+sthe 
déyknu-ntay 
sec.tenses 
(imperf.Ind.) 
edeyknu+men 
edéyknu+so 
edéyknuí-to 
edeyknu+metha 
edéykmri-sthe 
edéyknu+nto 
'show' 
Apparent exceptions to this generalization are the third person 
singular and plural. We can observe that the [t] which appears in the 
medio-passlve alternates with [s] in the present indicative active. 
Important in this respect is the environment in which [t] and [s] ap-
pear. The [t] shows up before back vowels, while [β] shows up before 
high front vowels. This kind of alternation is common In human languages 
(cf. Dutch adop[t]eren 'adopt' vs. adop[s]ie 'adoption' or their 
English equivalents). We will assume a palatalization rule which, among 
other things, changes Iti into [s] in the appropriate environment. In 
addition, in the secondary tenses active and in the primary and secon­
dary tenses medio-passive, a nasal consonant shows up in the third 
person plural, whereas this /n/ is absent from the primary tenses ac­
tive. In this case the absence of /n/ is compensated for by the length­
ening of the preceding vowel. The important question is why /n/ is 
absent from the primary tenses active, but not the other tenses. To 
answer this question appropriately, we first have to consider the ex­
amples in (36): 
(36) a: pantos (gen.eg.mase.) 
mélanos 
léontos 
lüontos 
pis (<-pant-e) (nom.sg.mase.) 'all' 
mêlas («-melan-s) 'black' 
léösi («-leont-si) (dat.pl.) 'lion* 
luon (4-lüont) (nom.sg.neut.) 'loosing' 
luösi («-lüont-si) (dat.pl.) 
These examples have the following properties. First, stems ending in an 
/nt/ cluster lose the It/ word-finally and before a consonant. Further-
more, the nasal stop is deleted before /s/ accompanied by lengthening of 
the preceding short vowel. Hence, the form luösl (3.pi.pres.ind.Act.), 
and the form léösi (dat.pl.part.masc./neut.) (cf. luontay, léontos) can 
be derived in similar ways, as is illustrated In (37): 
(37) /lu-V-nti/ /lu-V-ntay/ /leont-os/ /leont-si/ /phl-ti/ /melan-s/ 
(32) о о — — — — 
Palat. β — — — s 
Vns-» Ve δ — — 3 — I 
[luosi] [luontay] [léontos] [léösi] [phëai] [mêlas] 
Confirmation of this analysis can be obtained from the adjectives 
and participles, which have the masculine and neuter case endings of the 
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third declension, and the feminine ones of the first. In addition. In 
the feminine -ya is added to the stem (cf. glukú-β (nom.sg. mase), 
gluké-οβ (gen.sg.mase.) versus glukê-ya (nom.sg.fem.), gluké-yâ-s 
(gen.sg.fen.) 'sweet'), and the addition of -ya Is responsible for the 
same set of changes as those discussed above. The gen.sg. forms In (38) 
show these changes clearly: 
(38) a: mélanos vs. melaynës (¿melanyâs) 'black' 
pantos pases (tpantyls) 'all' 
b: luontos lüosës («-lüontyäs) 'loosing' 
hlstántos hlstases («-histantyls) 'erecting' 
The adjectives and participles show that the /nty/ cluster does not 
show up In the feminine. The Iti changes Into [s] under Influence of a 
following yod, and the yod Itself deletes. Furthermore, the /n/ disap-
pears before this secondary [s], and the preceding vowel lengthens. 
Hence, confining ourselves to the feminine paradigm, we cannot account 
for the appearance of [s] and the preceding long vowel. The comparison 
with the masculine and neuter paradigm makes these phenomena fully 
transparent. Similarly, If we were to restrict our attention to the 
person/number endings in the active, the third person endings would look 
rather exceptional, but the person/number endings in the medio-passive 
reveal that the third person endings are derived from underlying /ti/ 
and /nti/. 
We conclude from the preceding discussion that forms such as luosi 
'they loose' and phérösl 'they bear' take the following underlying 
representation: /lu-o-nt-i/ and /pher-o-nt-i/, where -nt- marks the 
third person plural, and -1 marks the active voice. In the forms 
luontay, and phérontay, the morpheme -nt- also marks the third person 
plural, and -ay marks the medio-passive voice. 
3.3.3.3 /ï/-Fronting 
/ä/-Fronting was already referred to in passing when we discussed Aug-
mentation and Perfect Reduplication. The fronting of /1/ to [ε] is the 
synchronic residue of the fronting of Proto-Greek *ä to *î"ë and its 
subsequent raising to [ε]. This fronting gave rise to numerous alter­
nations in Attic. In (39) below, the most Important ones are listed: 
(39) a: Augmentation 
ago ëgon frinay9 'lead' 
aogéllH eogila eqgelka 'announce' 
b: Vowel Coalescence 
géney gén£ (-gene-a) 'race' 
sSkrátey sokratë (-sSkrate-a) proper name 
с: length alternations in root-tense stems of mi-verbs 
hi stamen (l.pl.pres.ind.) hist£mi (Lsg.pres.ind.) 'set' 
phamen phemi 'say' 
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d: length alternations in the aorlst 
pháynD éphtna 
kathayг3 ekithfra 
e: length alternations in first-decleneion nouns 
thálatta (nom.eg.) thalattes (gen.sg.) 
kritá (voc.sg.) kritëe (nom.eg.) 
tlmáy (nom.pl.) time 
f: length alternations in compounds 
akestós 'curable' an-ekestos 
akowstós 'audible' an-Ócowstos 
g: length alternations in derivation 
lantháno 'escape the notice of' lithe^ 
ІатЪапэ 'take' eul-lebdin 
'show' 
'clean' 
'sea' 
'judge' 
'honor' 
'incurable' 
'inaudible' 
'forgetfulness' 
'collectively' 
It will be dear then that Attic has a rule of /I/-Fronting, which, 
however, is restricted to certain environments. First, contractions of 
the type a+e must be exempted from undergoing the rule (e.g. /tlma-e-te/ 
•* [tímate] 'you honor'). Second, long /а/в arising from the Second 
Compensatory Lengthening also resist fronting (e.g. /pans/ -» [pis] 
'all'). Finally, and in this respect Attic crucially differs from the 
Ionic dialect, /I/ falls to front If it Is preceded by [e, i, r] as the 
comparison between Attic and Ionic in (40) indicates: 
(40) Attic 
genei 
nel 
oykil 
hêrnérâ 
khorï 
pretto 
Sommerstein (1973:55) makes an attempt to account for the fronting 
facts by positing the Low Vowel Rule (41), 
Ionic 
genee 
née 
oykiê 
hëmérë 
khorE 
presso 
'family' 
'new' (fem.) 
'house' 
'day' 
'land' 
'do' 
(41) Low Vowel Rule 
+long 
+low -» [-back] / 
-round 
[+back] 
[-high] 
which expresses that /1/ is changed into [ε] after [+back] segments as 
well as after [-high] ones. However, this rule does not account for the 
fronting of word-initial /1/e in (39a). Furthermore, he must assume that 
the liquid [r] is (still) palatalized, i.e. [+high], an assumption for 
which no independent evidence Is available. In addition, Schwyzer 
(1939), Lejeune (1972), Ruijgh (1976) and Bubeník (1983), among others, 
point out that the conditioning behavior of [r] Is much more restricted 
than that of the front vowels. Ruijgh (1976:577-578) states: "D'abord, 
tout â y a abouti à ¡Гё; plus tard, âë est redevenu ä après r; plus tard 
encore, après la chute de w et la contraction de ea en ai, la voyelle Se 
a abouti à a après e et 1 et à ε dans les autres positions." In (42) 
below, a few examples show the difference between [r] on the one hand 
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(42) a: 
b: 
с: 
ore-a 
me re-a 
endee-a 
hugle-a 
korl 
derl 
•* ότε 
-» mere 
•* endei 
-» hugla 
-» kórë 
-* dére 
and [e, 1] on the other. Moreover, Sommerstein assumes that forms like 
néâ 'new' (fern.) are derived from underlying forms containing an Inter-
vocalic yod. Once again, we know of no Independent motivation, neither 
synchronlcally nor dlachronlcally (<néwi). Hence, his attempt to reduce 
the environment In which /I/ falls to front to a natural class Is far 
from convincing. The forms In (42) seem to Indicate that the synchronic 
rule of /ä/-Frontlng is a telescoping of historically distinct pro-
cesses. 
'mountain'(nom.ace.pi. ) 
'share' 
'lacking' 
'healthy' 
'girl' (ion. korf) 
'neck' (ion. dire) 
geometrie -»geometrie '(land) surveyor' 
d: nel toe -* neltós 'development of fallow (land)' 
thai -» théi 'spectacle' 
All underlying /а/в, except those after [r, 1, e] undergo the front­
ing rule, while /i/s from e+a-contraction undergo fronting, unless a 
front vowel precedes. The forms In (42c) are exceptional, since fronting 
takes place in spite of a preceding [r]. We will not examine the con­
ditions imposed on the rule of /i/-Frontlng in full detail here, and 
only suggest a possible way to account for the fronting facts. 
Zonneveld (1978), among others, proposes to deal with exceptions to 
phonological rules by adding so-called diacritic rule features to the 
lexical representation of exceptional forms. Two logical situations are 
possible: (i) lexical items unexpectedly fall to undergo a P-rule, or 
(ii) lexical items unexpectedly undergo a F-rule. We can refer to the 
former situation as underappllcation and to the latter as over-
application. 
For the Attic forms we have to invoke the overappllcatlon option. If 
we assume that /I/-Fronting applies after efa-contraction and the first 
compensatory lengthening (cf. chapter 4), we can account for most facts, 
except those In (42a,c). By marking these forms as [+/i/-Frontlng], the 
rule will overapply to these cases. As a consequence, we predict that 
forms like óre, kóre-.etc. are highly marked. This seems to be the 
correct prediction. Adjectives have two or three endings, and the choice 
appears to be determined by the gender of the noun. Hence, the surface 
form of adjectives is transparent in this respect. It turns out that 
fronting fails to take place after [r] without exception in adjectives 
of the type ayskhri, the feminine form of ayskhrós 'ugly, disgraceful'. 
This is expected, since the gender specification of adjectives Is taken 
care of in the syntactic component, while /ä/-Fronting is clearly a 
lexical rule. 
Thus, we can restate Sommersteln's Low Vowel Rule as In (43) below, 
in which we have not tried to reduce the segments [r, 1, e] to a genuine 
natural class: 
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(43) /ï/-Frontlng 
[+back] - • 0 / X V V 
γ 
* place t ier 
— dorsal t ier 
Condition: X # r, 1, e 
/I/-Frontlng i s a typical example of a structure-dependent rule. 
F i rs t , i t c r u c i a l l y refers to the melody and the CV-tier. The Linking 
Constraint allows only long vowels specified as [+back] to undergo the 
rule. Furthermore, the rule refers to segment-Internal hierarchy. The LC 
predicts that /I/-Fronting appl ies to a representation i f and only i f 
the place node i s uniquely linked to the dorsal node s p e c i f i e d as 
[+back]. As a consequence, the rule w i l l not treat a l l back vowels 
a l ike. The round back vowels are Immune to the rule, s ince in the ir 
representations the place node i s linked to the labial node as well as 
the dorsal node. Hence, /i/-Fronting provides addit ional evidence for 
the claim that the LC holds for a l l structure-dependent rules. In other 
words, rules which mention segment-Internal structure in their struc­
tural description should not be exempted from this universal constraint. 
In addition, the rule also provides indirect evidence for the theory of 
underspecifIcation, because only In such a theory i s i t profitable to 
Invoke the LC. The l a t t e r in turn, enables us to achieve important 
simplifications in the statement of phonological rules. 
In summary, four l e x i c a l processes have been discussed and form­
alized within the UT outlined in section 1.2. The analysis proposed must 
be preferred to a l t e r n a t i v e approaches in which features are fu l l y 
speci f ied. Rules l i k e Stem Vowel Lowering and Stem Vowel Shortening 
apply In derived as well as underived lexical items. In a theory of full 
specification, we are forced to posit morpheme structure conditions to 
account for the changes in underived forms and a F-rule proper to ac­
count for the same changes In derived lexical Items, that i s , a theory 
of fu l l s p e c i f i c a t i o n i s faced with problems of dupl icat ion. On the 
assumption that f e a t u r e - f i l l i n g rules may apply to both derived and 
underived forms, while feature-changing rules are confined to derived 
forms, we can so lve the dupl ication problem e legant ly . Neither Stem 
Vowel Lowering nor Stem Vowel Shortening i s feature-changing, and there­
fore both can apply freely. In addition, a l l kinds of redundant informa­
t ion can be l e f t out of the structural descript ion. If we compare, for 
example, Sommerstein'e (1973) Low Vowel Rule and /i/-Fronting (A3), this 
s i m p l i f i c a t i o n becomes f a i r l y obvious. In sect ions 3.4 and 4.2, Meta­
thesis of Quantity and Vowel Contraction wi l l be discussed, allowing for 
even more radical rule simplifications than the ones examined above. 
3.4 Metathesis of Quantity 
One Important prediction of the UT for Ionic-Attic outlined so far has 
remained i m p l i c i t . The feature representat ions of / i/ and 111 d i f f er 
minimally from each other in underlying representation as well as after 
the application of Stem Vowel Lowering. When SVL has taken place /1/ Is 
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s p e c i f i e d as [ - h i g h , + l o w , + b a c k ] , w h i l e 111 I s s p e c i f i e d as [ - h i g h , 
+ l o w ] . / I / - F r o n t i n g (43) n e u t r a l i z e s t h i s d i s t i n c t i o n , and hence we 
e x p e c t p r o c e s s e s t h a t t r e a t the two v o w e l s a l i k e · Be low, where we e x -
amine the r e c a l c i t r a n t p r o c e s s of M e t a t h e s i s of Q u a n t i t y ( h e n c e f o r t h 
MQ) , we w i l l show that t h i s predict ion i s correc t . 
Grammont (1948:350) character izes MQ as "un phénomène qui c o n s i s t e , 
en i o n i e n - a t t l q u e à f a i r e p a s s e r , en même temps qu'une v o y e l l e longue 
s ' a b r è g e devant un v o y e l l e b r è v e , l a q u a n t i t é de l a longue à l a b r è v e . 
I l s ' a g i t l à de l ' a p p l i c a t i o n d'un s e n t i m e n t d ' é q u i l i b r e qui a pour 
o b j e t I n c o n s c i e n t de c o n s e r v e r l a durée t o t a l e de l ' e n s e m b l e des deux 
v o y e l l e s " (my emphasis WdH). 
W e t z e i s (1986:332) p r o v i d e s a more p r e c i s e d e s c r i p t i o n of t h i s 
phenomenon, when he s t a t e s : "Because l e n g t h i s t r e a t e d as a s u p r a s e g -
mental f ea ture , MQ must be formally represented as a process of t i m i n g -
point t ransfer . That t h i s i s exact ly the r ight charac ter i za t ion of the 
process can be seen from [...] data, where a 7 V sequence i s transformed 
i n t o a V V sequence and where the term m e t a t h e s i s I s t h e r e f o r e not 
appl icable" . Consider now the changes In the words given below: 
(44) a: basi lewos -» b a s i l é o s 'k ing' ( g e n . s g . ) 
khreomay -* khréömay ( I o n . ) ' c o n s u l t the o r a c l e ' ( l . s g . p r e s . M e d . ) 
l í o s -* leo s 'people ' 
naos •* neos ' temple ' 
s t ëa toe -» s t é l t o s ' f a t ' ( g e n . e g . ) 
phrëatos -* phréâtos ' f o u n t a i n ' ( g e n . s g . ) 
b: p l ë i •» p l é ï ' f u l l ' ( fem.) 
thlwï -» théâ ' look' 
hermiäs -» herméës ( i o n . ) proper name 
nlon -* neon 'temple' ( g e n . p l . ) 
naos -» neos 'temple' ( a c c . p l . ) 
thëö -» theo ( i o n . ) 'p lace ' ( l . s g . 2 . a o r . s u b j . ) 
W e t z e l s (1986) s u g g e s t s t h a t MQ i s a s p e c i a l t ype of Vowel Coa-
l e s c e n c e . In h i s view MQ i s a ret iming process in which the second vowel 
s l o t of the l e f t s y l l a b l e i s r e s y l l a b l f l e d . The subsequent f u s i o n of 
t h i s s l o t w i t h i t s t a u t o s y l l a b i c mate w i l l be a c c o m p l i s h e d by c o a -
l e s c e n c e . Schematical ly , the e f f e c t s of MQ and subsequent processes are 
as In ( 4 5 ) : 
(45) о о 
/\ I 
V V V MQ V
 i a b
III lol 
I n ( 4 5 ) , the Nuc lear F i s s i o n P r i n c i p l e (NuFiP) i s ordered among MQ 
and v o w e l c o a l e s c e n c e . Th is p r i n c i p l e d i v i d e s an a m b l s y l l a b i c v o w e l 
melody i n t o two i d e n t i c a l h e t e r o s y l l a b i c short vowels . Below, we w i l l 
assume that Wetzels' I n s i g h t f u l a n a l y s i s of t h i s complex phenomenon i s 
c o r r e c t , although we w i l l show that h i s formal i zat ion of MQ can undergo 
о о 
/KA V V " 
ν 
a b 
III lol 
NuFiP 
О 
7 
а 
/ε/ 
О 
V V 
1 1 
a b 
/e/ lol 
VC 
О 
I 
ν 
I 
a 
lel 
о 
/ \ V V 
V 
с 
/5/ 
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a radical simplification, under a theory of underspeclflcatlon. 
Before we go on to out l ine our ana lys i s of MQ, a brief excursus on 
the NuFlP Is In order here. In recent nonlinear phonology, ru les have 
been proposed that create amblsyllablc long vowels. However, such struc­
tures are considered universally Impossible, and two competitive reso­
lutions for these configurations have been argued for In the l iterature. 
Levin (1985) disallows representations l ike (46a) In which the syllable 
boundary f a l l s In the middle of the long vowel. She s t a t e s that a long 
vowel Is always dominated by one nucleus or s y l l a b l e node, and as a 
resu l t representat ion (46a) shows up as (46b). Wetzels (1986) takes a 
different position. He assumes that representation (46a) Is input to the 
NuFlP, giving r ise to representation (46c): 
(46) a: *o о 
a 
Neither solution for the ambisyllablcity problem can be ruled out on 
general theoretical grounds. Only empirical facts can determine whether 
one of the two options must be favored. In chapter 2 we discussed vowel 
harmony In Akan, and observed that amblsyllablc long vowels do not 
undergo resyllablfication. Hence, it seems that amblsyllablc long vowels 
which arise as a by-product of vowel harmony undergo Fission. We will 
take this as independent evidence for the Nuclear Fission Principle. 
We have already noticed that MQ involves retiming, accompanied by a 
change in the melody. The underlying long vowel becomes redundantly 
[-Mow], and so do the lengthened mid vowels. Apparently, this change in 
the melody is caused by a rule of metathesis. Wetzels (1986) tries to 
avoid making reference to a metathesis rule by splitting MQ into three 
parts. MQ proper le a retiming phenomenon followed by the application of 
the NuFlP and the independently motivated process of vowel coalescence. 
Furthermore, he assumes a phonetic Interpretation rule which inter­
prets the feature specification [-back, -high] - dominated by a single 
V-slot - as [-low], I.e. /e/. 
A closer look at the forms in (44) reveals that MQ is restricted to 
a subset of the vowel inventory. We can observe that the left input 
vowel has to be 111 or a fronted /a/. The 111 has to be changed into 
[ε], since both end up as /e/. The right environment seems more complex. 
Whereas the vowels /o, a, ε, 5, 5/ participate in MQ, the vowel /e/ does 
not. The question arises why this should be so. 
In the Homeric poetry we find, probably for metrical reasons, the 
Aeollc forms basilees (nom.pl.) and basileos (gen.sg.) 'king'. In Attic, 
the gen.sg. form appears as baslléôs, whereas the older Attic authors 
(e.g. Thucydldes) use basilts in the nom.pl., that is, the two vowels In 
hiatus have merged. This last form suggests an intermediate blsyllablc 
sequence to which MQ has applied. If this hypothesis is correct, we must 
assume that all [-high] vowels can be input to MQ. 
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о с: о о 
/ \ i ι 
ν ν V V 
ν ι ι 
a a a 
Levin 1985 Wetzels 1986 
In (47a) below, a formal representation of MQ Is given which adopts 
from Wetzele (1986) the Insight that MQ Is properly defined as the 
ret iming of a V-slot. In (47b) the formalization In Wetzele (1986) I s 
given for comparison: 
(47) a: Metathesis of Quantity b: Wetzele (1986) 
o o o o 
V V V (V) V V V (V) 
ν ν \/ 
* * place Г+1о 1 
I I Î-bckJ 
[-hl] [-hi] dorsal 
[+bck] 
+lo 1 
+tnej 
The comparison of the different statements of MQ shows that UT 
enables us to simplify the rule considerably. 
One clarification must be added with regard to the formalization of 
MQ in (47a), which concerns the definition of the vowel class to which 
the rule Is applicable. Apparently, the feature [-high] refers to the 
vowels /E, (5), а, э, (ö)/· We can observe, however, that vowel se-
quences where the left-hand vowel Is /5/ are not affected by MQ, as is 
shown by forms such as heröoe (gen eg.) and herSas (acc.pl.) 'hero'. It 
seems that the specification [-round] or [-back] must be included in the 
structural description of MQ, but this is not unproblematic. Within the 
present UT these feature values are unspecified underlylngly, and we 
therefore expect them to be Irrelevant at the deepest lexical levels. 
Since MQ is a very early lexical process, the addition of [-round] would 
be quite embarrassing, because this process would be the only rule that 
makes crucial use of this feature. Furthermore, the early assignment of 
[-round] would obliterate one of the basic pillars on which UT rests. 
In section 1.Э, we have proposed to extend the scope of Hayes' 
(1986a) Linking Constraint to all structure-dependent rules, Including 
segment-internal rules which crucially refer to more than one node in 
the feature geometry. The phenomenon of MQ can be shown to provide evi­
dence for this extension. If we take segment-Internal association lines 
Into account, we can appeal to the LC (96) in section 1.3 to cover the 
fact that /э/ is Immune to MQ. The representations of It I and fronted 
/a/ contain only a single segment-Internal association line between the 
place node and the dorsal node, while /5/ contains one association line 
between the place node and the dorsal node and another between the place 
node and the labial node, as shown in (48): 
(48) a: * b: * place 
[-high] [-high] \ dorsal 
[-t-round] labial 
By interpret ing MQ (47a) as a rule which can apply to represen­
t a t i o n s containing only one assoc iat ion l i n e , the LC explains why the 
[-high] vowels /ε/ and /I/, I.e. with /5/ excluded, form a natural class 
for MQ. But now consider those cases where the right-hand vowel i s 
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[+round]. In these forms MQ appl ies f r e e l y . Irrespect ive of the fact 
that the place node Is multiple-branching. Hence, the data In (A4) 
suggest that mismatches of the association l ines In the context of a P-
rule, rather than in the focus, do not block Its application. 
Schein and Sterlade (1986:712) observe one Important characteristic 
of geminates: "geminates are never r e s t r i c t e d from par t i c ipa t ing In 
rules that do not a f f ec t the ir segmental make-up". They d i s c u s s , for 
example, structure-dependent rounding assimilation rules In Tlgrlnya. 
One rule applies to geminate and nongemlnate glides alike. This rounding 
rule differs from other rules In that It does not change the matrix of 
the participating glide. The mid vowel I'Ál undergoes optional rounding 
to /&/ before / v / , whereas rounding i s obligatory when l'Ai and /w/ are 
tautosyliable : 
(49) a: /sHwttr-a/ -» sawgra - sSvHra 'carry'(perf.3.sg.masc.) 
/sKwlr-u/ •+ siwlru - favini 'carry'(gerund.3.eg.mase.) 
b: /ye-fattaw/ •» yafettâw 'love'(refl. imperf.3.sg.mase.) 
/yä-wied/ -» y&wlsd 'engender'ícaue.lues.3.eg.mase.) 
с: /zHwwitr-a/ -» zfiwvttra 'turn'(perf.3.sg.maec.) 
/säwwse/ -» s&wwsee 'call ' íperf.3.eg.mase.) 
The Tlgrlnya fac t s show that the free appl icat ion of MQ to forms 
like /basile(w)o8/ and /theo/ i s not an idiosyncrasy of the rule i t se l f , 
but represents a more general property of multiple-branching nodes 
constituting the context of a particular phonological rule. 
Schein and Sterlade solve the issue of contextual inalterabi l i ty by 
confining their Uniform Applicability Condition to nodes really affected 
by the rule . A s l i g h t l y weakened version of Hayes' Linking Constraint 
obtains the same results. Consider (50): 
(50) Linking Constraint (alternative) 
Associat ion l i n e s mentioned in the focus of a rule are 
Interpreted as exhaustive. 
Hence, the formalizat ion of MQ with the feature [-high] can be 
maintained only If we adopt the extended and sl ightly weakened version 
of Hayes' (1986a) Linking Constraint, and assume that the output of MQ 
must undergo addit ional changes produced by r e s y l l a b l f i c a t l o n (e.g. 
hermtes -» harmss) and vowel coalescence (e.g. l ëos -» le .eos -» Іеэв). 
(51) contains some sample derivat ions I l l u s t r a t i n g both MQ and sub­
sequent changes: 
(51) a: o o o o o o o o 9 ° 
/К Л / N N /ГЧ/N Λ / Ν l /\ 
Ç V V V С ( 4 3 ) С V V V С (47) С V V V С ( 4 6 с ) С V V V С VC V V V.. 
І М ι ν ι ι ι V I I I V 
1 a ο β 1 ε ο β 1 e о β 1 ε e ο β e э 
b: o o o o o o o o 
/Т
^ А „ , „ % A/N I /N I Л*ч 
С С V V V V ( 4 3 ) п .а . (47) ..V V V V (46с) ..V V V V VC ..V V V V 
Il ν ν ν V 1 I V ι V 
p i c a Ê, a ε ε а е а 
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These derivations show that MQ Is c r u c i a l l y ordered after / Ï / -
Frontlng (43), s ince otherwise we would wrongly predict *1аэ next to 
plea. Recall, however, that we have argued In the preceding section that 
/ ï / - F r o n t l n g Is ordered af ter vowel coalescence· Apparently, we are 
faced with an ordering paradox. In the next chapter, we wil l return to 
this Issue In some detail , and It wi l l turn out that vowel contraction 
Is the resu l t of two separate ru les , v i z . Leftward Spreading, which 
turns e+V sequences Into a long vowel, and Vowel Coalescence proper. If 
we assume that MQ Is ordered after Leftward Spreading and /i/-Frontlng, 
but before Vowel Coalescence proper, we can account for a l l the facts. 
There exists some Independent confirmation for these ordering rela-
t i ons . Wetzels (1986) notes that the Ionic form [ é l ] 'I was', which i s 
a t t e s t e d in Homer and derived from underlying / f a / , cons t i tu tes a 
problem for h is analys i s of MQ. In the Ionic d i a l e c t , the sequence e+a 
either remains uncontracted or i s contracted Into [ ε ] . Hence, i f MQ i s a 
special type of coalescence, the form *éë i s expected. We wi l l show that 
the attested form é l is perfectly regular, even In the Ionic dialect, on 
the assumption that MQ applies after the application of Leftward Spread-
ing and /IZ-Fronting. Within the present ana lys i s , the dif ference 
between the Ionic forms hermées and éâ can be reduced to a distinction 
due to the appl icat ion versus nonapplication of /ä / -Front ing: at the 
stage of the derivation where / I / -Front lng app l i e s , [+back] i s s t i l l 
dominated by a single V-slot In the latter case: 
(52) a: o o o o o o o o 
Л Л А Л Λ/Κ Ι / К 
..V V V V.. (43) γ V V V (47) V V V V (46c) V V V V [herméësl 
ν ν ν ν ν ν 11 ν 
а а е е ε ε ε ε ε 
b: ο ο ο ο ο ο ο ο 
Λ Ι ΑΛ Ι Λ ι Λ 
V V V (43) η .a . (47) V V V (46c) V V V VC V V V [ é ï ] 
V I V I I I I I V 
E a e a ε ε a e a 
To summarize we propose to typify MQ as a retiming phenomenon, 
following Wetzels (1986). We have shown that the output of MQ may be 
Input to several Independently motivated processes of which vowel coa­
lescence Is the most important. Even the Ionic form éâ can be accounted 
for if it is assumed that /ä/-Fronting applies before MQ. 
Footnotes 
1: In the fifth century B.C. *ië and *i are still distinct in the Ionic 
dialects of Amorgos, Naxos and Ceos. In these dialects *лё was 
represented by the grapheme H, while the vowel *ё was spelled E. 
After the fifth century both are represented by H, which Indicates 
that the distinction became neutralized. 
2: The SPE features 'high, low, back, round' are most appropriate for 
the description of a system containing five short and five long 
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vowels· However, s ince only three vowel heights can be d i s ­
tinguished, the feature [back] must be used to distinguish /ε/ and 
/I/, and [round] to distinguish IS I and /I/ in vowel systems such as 
that of Ionic-Attic. Several scholars (e.g. Kiparsky 1968, Ladefoged 
1971, Altchlson 1976, Blchakjian 1986) have drawn attention to the 
problem of d is t inguish ing four heights within the SPE system. For 
example, Altchlson (1976) introduces the feature [mid] next to 
[high] and [low] to characterize the four-grade system of Ancient 
Greek. In recent publications concerning feature specification (cf. 
Kaye et a l . 1985) the feature [Advanced Tongue Root] i s introduced 
to distinguish between the closed mid vowels /e, o/ and the open mid 
vowels /ε, э / . We assume that th is feature i s a l so responsib le for 
the dist inction between /i, S/ and /ε, 5/ in Early Ionic-Attic. 
If i t turned out that the fronting of /u, u/ to [ii, u] took place as 
early as the seventh century we would have to add the low-leve l 
redundancy rule ( i ) to the grammar of Attic. This rule would specify 
a l l high vowels as [-back]: 
(1) [+high] -» [-back] 
From a diachronlc perspective, the forms in (15) are perfectly regu­
lar, since they were consonant-initial at an earlier stage of Greek. 
A form l ike ëkhon goes back to *ésekhon, while irgazdómen stems from 
*ewergatdom?n. The presence of / s / or /w/ blocked the merger of the 
stem vowel and the augment into /ε/. After the loss of intervocalic 
/s/ and /w/ the sequence e+e was changed into / i/ . This change i s 
similar to e+e contraction in forms such as phl l i te («-phllé+e+te). 
The claim that the augment i s added to the verbal stem on l e v e l 1 
seems problematic if we take into consideration the accentuation of 
augmented verbs. With respect to the accent ru les the augment 
behaves as a preverbial c l i t i c which blocks the assignment of accent 
to any s y l l a b l e to i t s l e f t . For example, for the form par-é-skhon 
'provide with' we wrongly expect *páreskhon (cf. раг-Ëmay 'stay-
ing') . We do not have a solut ion for th i s property of the augment. 
However, we would l ike to emphasize that the accentuation of aug-
mented verbs Is problematic in any account. 
This Is not to say that déverbal nouns in which the weak verbal form 
shows up do not e x i s t (cf. tribe 'wastage', l ipo taks la 'desert ion' , 
phuge 'escape'). However, they are clearly a minority. 
In general, words which end In a short vowel and words which end in 
a VC sequence behave alike for the rules of accentuation, i .e . they 
count as l i g h t s y l l a b l e s . The s i t u a t i o n i s more complex in forms 
ending In the diphthongs /ay, oy, ey / . In the op ta t ive , they count 
as blmoric (e.g. luoy (B.sg.pres.), luoyten (3.du.pres.) vs . luoyte 
(2.pi .pres.) and l u e (2.eg.pres. Imp.) ' loose' ) . However, in most 
other t enses , these diphthongs count as monomoric (e.g. luomay 
(l.sg.pres.ind.Med.)). In the nominative plural, the diphthongs /ay, 
oy/ count as monomoric, as can be deduced from the following alter-
nat ions: khörä (nom.eg.) vs . khoray (nom.pl.) 'land', thá la t ta 
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(nom.eg.), thalattay (nom.pl.) vs. thalattëe (gen.eg.) 'sea' and 
ηεβοβ (nom.sg.), nEsoy (nom.pl.) vs. ne so (gen.eg.) 'Island'. We 
will not go Into the problem of determining the morale status of the 
diphthongs here, since It Is Irrelevant for our purposes. 
β: In the optative, the quality of the theme vowel cannot be predicted 
in a similar fashion. It shows up as /o/ (e.g. luoyte, lusoyte 
etc.). We will assume that the vowel quality for the optative Is 
specified In underlying representation. 
9: Before a nasal, regressive nasalization of a labial or velar stop 
occurs. Some examples appear In (11): 
(11) léypö léleymmay 'leave' 
graphö gégrammay 'write' 
phulake 'custody' pephulaQmay 'guard' 
10: MQ Is limited to the Ionic-Attic dialects. The Attic forms neos 
'ship' (gen.sg.), 'temple' (nom.sg.) are still naos in Doric. For a 
discussion of this phenomenon cf. Schwyzer (1939:245-246), Lejeune 
(1972:253-257), Grammont (1948:350-352), Ruijgh (1968), Sommerstein 
(1973:69-70) and Wetzels (1986:331-335). 
11: Recall that In Ionic /I/ is fronted to [ε] In all cases, since in 
this dialect the segments [r, 1, e] do not act as blockers. 
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Chapter Four: VOHKL OOALESCEHCE AHD KKLAIED PHENOMENA 
4.0 Introduction 
This chapter deals with the formal description of vowel coalescence 
(henceforth VC) In Attic. Second, it is Intended to provide support for 
the general concept of vowel coalescence developed In chapter 2. A 
detailed survey of the VC data will he presented In section 4.1. Next, 
it will be shown that VC must be split Into two rules which have dif-
ferent properties, and which apply at different levels in the lexical 
component. Furthermore, we will examine the phenomenon of Compensatory 
Lengthening (henceforth CL) which also has the property of applying more 
than once, and under different conditions. The formal description of VC 
will make up the main part of section 4.3. We will propose to treat VC 
as a reeyllabification phenomenon which causes the merger of nondlstlct 
feature matrices. It will turn out that only one VC rule has to be 
posited, and that some contractions which have been explained by pre-
vious scholars as the result of one and the same VC process, are better 
accounted for by a separate rule of Leftward Spreading, which has inde-
pendent motivation. Finally, we will discuss the behavior of the high 
vowels /1, u/ in hiatus. These vowels do not participate in VC proper.1 
If a high vowel forms the left-hand environment of VC neither resyllabl-
flcatlon nor fusion takes place. If, on the other hand, a high vowel 
constitutes the right-hand environment, reeyllabification results In a 
diphthong. It will be shown that VC does not need to be restricted to 
nonhlgh vowels in the structural description of the VC rule, since this 
can be derived from Independently motivated processes, and from the 
general format of vowel coalescence. 
4.1 Vowel Coalescence: the data and its characteristics 
At several stages in the history of Ancient Greek processes arose that 
resulted in vocalic hiatus. In chapter 2, we noticed that vowel hiatus 
can be regarded as a sonority clash, because vowels are the most so-
norous elements in the syllable. We claimed that such a situation is 
highly marked, and if a succession of two or more vowels arises by means 
of morphological concatenation or the application of phonological rules, 
processes will be activated to eliminate this sonority clash. We pre-
sented a variety of options which present themselves in human languages. 
In this chapter we will examine vowel coalescence in the Attic dialect 
of Ancient Greek. Two subtypes are traditionally distinguished: word-
internal Vowel Contraction (e.g. géne-a -» gene 'race' nom.acc.pl.), and 
word-external Crasis (e.g. pro+érgö 'ahead in work' •* prorgö 'helpful' 
and to enantlon •* tönintion 'the opposite'). These rules, determining 
quantity and quality of the output vowel, are similar in many respects. 
For this reason, It seems likely that the principles governing Vowel 
Contraction and Crasis are the same. We will restrict ourselves to word-
internal contraction, unless the word-external contractions bring to 
light properties which cannot be highlighted word-internally. 
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The Ancient Greek dialects are quite diverse as far as vowel coa­
lescence Is concerned. The phenomenon manifests Itself most clearly In 
Attic, and this Is why we will focus on this dialect, which Is In any 
case the most studied and best documented dialect of Ancient Greek. 
3 
Below, a survey of the relevant coalescence data Is presented: 
(1) a: e+a • 
e+a • 
e+e • 
e+o • 
e+ε -
e+o • 
e+1 • 
e+ey • 
e+oy • 
b: a+a · 
a+e • 
a+o • 
a-t« • 
a-fö • 
a+y • 
a+ey • 
a+oy • 
c: o+a • 
o+e • 
o+o • 
o+f • 
σ+5 • 
ofy · 
o+ey • 
o+oy · 
d: a+y • 
e: ë+e • 
ë+o · 
ε+ε • 
f45 > 
ë+l • 
f: 54« • 
ö+o • 
54ε • 
Î4Î -
5+i • 
ë 
I 
• i 
• 3 
. ε 
• 3 
• ey 
• ey 
• oy 
• I 
• 1 
• 5 
• I 
• э 
. ay 
• ïy 
• oy 
. 3 
• 5 
• 3 
• ε 
• 5 
• oy 
• oy 
• oy 
• ïy 
• ε 
• 5 
• ë 
• 5 
• ëy 
• 5 
• 5 
• 5 
. 3 
• эу 
gene-a 
khree-a 
phlle-ete 
phlle-omen 
phlle-Ete 
phlle-5men 
gene-i 
phile-ey 
phile-oyte 
gera-a 
tlma-ete 
tima-omen 
tïma-ëte 
tlma-Dmen 
gera-1 
tïma-ey 
tlma-oyte 
aydo-a 
dëlo-ete 
dëlo-omen 
dëlo-ëte 
dëlo-omen 
aydo-i 
dëlo-ey 
dëlo-oyte 
grl-idlon 
zdë-ete 
zdë-omen 
zdë-ëte 
zdë-omen 
klë-lthron 
rhlg3-ete 
rhlgS-omen 
rhlg5-ëte 
rhlg3-3men 
hërD-i 
-» génë 
-» khrél 
-» phllëte 
-» philSmen 
-» philf te 
-» phllömen 
-• géney 
-» phllêy 
-* phllôyte 
-• gérï 
•» tímate 
-» timomen 
-• tímate 
-» tlmömen 
-» géray 
•* timiy 
-» tlmoyte 
-» ayd3 
-» dëlote 
-» dëlomen 
-• delate 
-• dëlomen 
-» aydôy 
-» dëlôy 
-• dëlôyte 
-» grïydlon* 
-• zdëte 
·+ zdSmen 
-» zdëte 
-· zdomen 
•» klëythron 
-» rhlgote 
-» rhlgomen 
-» rhlgôte 
-» rhlgomen 
-· herôy 
'race' (nom.acc.pl 
'debt* 
'love' (2.pi.pres. 
(1.pi.pree. 
(2.pi.pres. 
(1.pi.pree. 
'race' (dat.sg.) 
'love' (3.eg.pree. 
(2.pi.pres. 
'prize, prlvillge 
'honor' 
'privilege, prize 
'shame' (ace.eg.) 
'manifest' 
'shame' (dat.sg.) 
'old woman' 
'live* 
'lock' 
•freeze' 
'hero' 
·) 
ind.) 
ind.) 
subj.) 
subj.) 
ind.) 
opt.) 
(dat. 
The data in (1) reveal the oost important properties of VC. Sommer-
steln (1973:55) gives the following informal characterization: 
(2) a. The output vowel Is always long 
b. The output vowel is round if and only if at least one of the 
input vowels is round 
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c. The output vowel is low if and only if at least one of the 
input vowels is low 
d. The output vowel Is back if it is round, or if the first of 
the input vowels is back and not otherwise 
However, the observations stated in (2) do not exhaustively describe 
the VC process. If one of the input vowels is [+high] VC proper does not 
take place; If the right-hand input vowel is [+high] and the left-hand 
vowel is nonhigh, merger into a diphthong occurs; finally, If the left 
input vowel is high, the vowels in hiatus remain heterosyllabic and a 
transitional, homorganic glide Is inserted to resolve the hiatus (e.g. 
diyodoe 'passage', kúwamos 'bean'). This peculiar behavior of high 
vowels in hiatus will receive extensive discussion in section 4.4. 
A closer look at (1) shows that some vowel sequences do not consti-
tute an Input for VC. These sequences all involve the class of closed 
mid vowels /i,ö/. Given the UT outlined in the previous chapter, this 
gap is not at all surprising, since all underlying mid vowels become 
[-blow] by Stem Vowel Lowering. The vowels [i,ö] only appear in derived 
environments as a result of vowel coalescence or compensatory length-
ening. We will examine the extent to which these secondary mid vowels 
can trigger contraction. 
CL takes place in VC^C2 sequences, in which the loss of one con-
sonant is accompanied by the lengthening of the vowel. Two possibilities 
arise, viz. the loss of Cj^  and lengthening of the vowel, or the loss of 
C2 with subsequent retiming of C^ to the vacated C-slot and lengthening 
of the vowel. They are illustrated in (3): 
(3) а: о о b: о о о о о о 
/Ах /Л\ /К Л\ Л /К /К Л 
C V C C - * с с с с с с с -» с с с с 
I I + I U M V 11 I 1 + I V I I I/ 1 I 
p a n s p a s a Q g e 1 s a e 0 g e l a 
(pas v s . pantos ' a l l ' ) (Eqgëla 'anounce' v s . e lusa ' l o o s e ' a o r . ) 
The output of CL i s a p o s s i b l e t r i g g e r of VC when a v o w e l p r e c e d e s 
the VCC c l u s t e r , as i s shown in (4): 
(4) a: t loa-onsa •* t lma-osa -» tlmosa 'honor' ( p r e s . p a r t . ) 
phi le -onsa -» p h i l e - ö s a -» phi Iosa ' l o v e ' 
df lo-onsa •* d l l o - o s a -» delosa 'manifest ' 
b: t lma-e-en -» t lma-in •· timan ( p r e s . i n f i n . ) 
p h i l e - e - e n -» p h i l e - i n -* p h l l l n 
dElo-e-en -» dë lo -ën -» dêlön 
However, there i s no evidence that CL must be ordered before VC. The 
same r e s u l t s can be obtained under the opposi te ordering, e.g. t lma-onsa 
-» t imonea -* t l n o e a . Fur thermore , i n (4b) VC a r b i t r a r i l y a p p l i e s from 
r i g h t t o l e f t . A l t e r n a t i v e l y , i t i s p o s s i b l e t o assume t h a t t h e t h r e e 
s h o r t v o w e l s i n h i a t u s are c o n t r a c t e d i n one swoop. Hence, the c l o s e d 
mid v o w e l s i n (4) do not In any r e s p e c t behave d i f f e r e n t l y from t h e i r 
short counterparts / e . o / and consequently we do not have to t r e a t them 
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separately. 
If we go through the generalizations in (2) once again, they appear 
to fa l l into two groups. Generalization (2a) concerns the quantitative 
aspect, while the remaining ones concern I t e qua l i ta t i ve aspect. The 
observation that VC a f fects the segmental make-up of the vowels in 
hiatus without affecting the suprasegmental properties of the sequence 
as a whole, suggests a nonlinear approach, since In this framework the 
segmental and suprasegmental propert ies are arrayed on independent 
planes (cf. chapter 2). 
The statements in (2b-d) imply that both input vowels contribute to 
the qual i ty of the output. For example, in case of ο+ε contraction the 
output reta ins the features [+round, +back] from the left-hand input 
vowel, and [+low] from the right-hand one. We thus nay regard the output 
of VC as an art lcu latory compromise of the segmental content of the 
input vowels. Thus, the phenomenon of VC in Attic seems to support the 
hypothesis outlined in chapter 2. 
Both Sommerstein (1973) and Wetzels (1986) provide a formal account 
of VC in Class ica l Att ic without paying much at tent ion to the proble­
matic cases. Sommerstein notes the existence of several exceptions, such 
as the pair [neos] 'new' where VC f a i l s to apply and [nömeniä] 'new 
moon', which apparently has undergone VC. Ruijgh (1976) adds a set of 
problematic data to this pair, cf. (5): 
(5) a: neos 'new', theos 'god' 
b: boos 'ox', graas 'old woman' (gen.sg.) 
c: glukéos (gen.sg.masc), glukéa (nom.pl.ntr.) 'sweet' 
d: poleos 'city', hlppéös 'horseman' (gen.sg.) 
e: endewea -» endeâ 'lacking', huglea -» hugli 'healthy' (acc.sg.) 
f: khalkea -» khalki 'cupper', ostea -* osti 'bone' (nom.pi.neut.) 
g: nawtâo -» nawtö 'sailor', temilo ·* tamiô 'steward' (gen.sg.) 
h: aletheas •* alëthëe 'true', triëreae -» trlërïs 'trireme'(acc.pl.) 
Most of the forms in (5) will be referred to in passing in the next 
sections, and receive full attention In section 4.3. 
Let us, finally, take a closer look at statement (2d) which is of a 
different kind than those in (2b-c). Essentially, (2d) expresses the 
fact that the feature [back] is redundant if one of the input vowels is 
specified as [+round]. Additionally, it states that elsewhere the output 
vowel may become [+back] if and only if the left-hand vowel is marked as 
such. More specifically, the second part of (2d) expresses the differ-
ence between e+a and a+e coalescence: the former generally results In 
[ε], and the latter always in [1]. 
Sommerstein (1973) is forced to formalize VC as a directional assi­
milation process, because of the asymmetrical behavior of the feature 
[back]. In (6) below, Sommerstein's formal description of VC (and Trun­
cation) is given, followed by an illustration of the effects of these 
rules : 
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(6) a: Contraction I 
b: 
V 
-hlghj -* 
Contraction 
Г „ 1 
< 
1 
II 
+long 1 
[olow] 
ßround > / 
<уЬаск> 
ij 
(Truncation) 
r
 v 
-high 
[-long] 
olow] 
< F ßround 
|<Yback> > 
1 
[-low] 
ί-round 
L<-back> 
1 
-long -0/_[ J 
-hlghj r h l 8 h 
(7) e+e •* e ï t (9 ë e+o •» e S -» 0 S 
o+e -» о 5 -• 0 S o+a -» о 3 -• 0 3 
a+e •* a a •» 0 I a+o -» a 5 -» 0 3 
e+( i ·* e ë -» 0 ë 
In the nonlinear account proposed by Wetzels (1986), the difference 
between e+a and a+e coalescence Is also considered to be a property of 
VC. He suggests that VC is an autosegmental spreading process within the 
domain of the syllable nucleus. He assumes that the features [+round] 
and [+low] receive autosegmental status, and spread to their nonround 
and nonlow tautosyllablc mates. Furthermore, he posits a rule deleting 
the feature [back] if a tautosyllablc vowel precedes. As a consequence 
the feature [-back] spreads from left to right in case of e+a con-
traction, while [+back] spreads in case of a+e contraction. The fol-
lowing derivations show how the mechanisms he proposes work: 
(8) a: 
b: 
/4 
V V 
V V 
I I 
+1 
Γ-
«A •4 /4. 
-1 +1 
-b -r -r +b 
о 
Л 
ν V 
ν 
а 
о 
Л 
V V 
V 
Again, VC Is treated as a phenomenon that consists of several com­
ponents: an autosegmental spreading component and a deletion component. 
In addition, Wetzels posits a postlexical redundancy rule that specifies 
all round vowels as t+back], which repairs the 111 effects of backness 
deletion in cases such as e+o contraction. The vowel coalescence rule 
generates /S/, which has to be changed into its back counterpart [δ]· 
Both in Sommersteln's (1973) linear account and in Wetzels' (1986) 
nonlinear account, VC is divided into several rules, which makes it seem 
as If VC belonged to a class of highly marked phonological processes. We 
could also conclude that the nature of this phenomenon is not yet fully 
understood. The main reason for the complex nature of these analyses Is 
that both Sommerstein and Wetzels want to Incorporate the difference 
between e+a and a+e contraction In the structural description of VC. The 
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Important question Is whether this Is the right strategy. We will argue 
that Independent reasons exist that account for this difference. 
In section 3.3.3.3 we examined the phenomenon of /I/-Frontlng, under 
the Influence of which /1/ becomes [ε]. If we assume that the output of 
e+a contraction undergoes fronting, while the output of a+e contraction 
Is exempted from undergoing this rule, we do not have to Include the 
asymmetrical behavior of the feature [back] In the rule of VC. Such an 
account suggests that /¿/-Fronting Is ordered between e+a contraction 
and a+e contraction, which by Implication must be considered two differ-
ent processes. In the next section, we will argue that there are good 
reasons to believe that this suggestion is correct. More specifically, 
we will argue that e+V contractions result from a phenomenon that we 
will call Leftward Spreading, while all remaining contractions are in-
stances of genuine Vowel Coalescence. 
4.2 Marked versus unmarked rules 
Ideally, any single phonological change Is accomplished by the appli-
cation of a single P-rule. In this section, we will discuss vowel coa-
lescence and compensatory lengthening in Attic. Superficially, the 
coalescence data as well as the compensatory lengthening data seem to be 
derived by a single rule of VC and a single rule of CL. We will present 
evidence that this hypothesis leads to unwanted types of rule tele-
scoping. In particular, we will show that two independently motivated 
processes: /ä/-Fronting and w-Deletion, and one rule-specific condition: 
the Bisyllabicity Condition, lend support to the claim that the re-
solution of vowel hiatus is the result of two separate processes. 
4.2.1 Leftward Spreading and Vowel Coalescence 
The first rule we want to discuss in favor of two rules of vowel coa-
lescence is the by now familiar /ï/-Fronting. The forms in (9) below 
show that the output of e+a coalescence undergo this fronting rule, 
while the output of a+e coalescence do not: 
(9) a: gene-a 
saphe-a 
perlklee-a 
hugie-a 
b: tlma-ete 
spa-ete 
ania-ete 
-» 
—* 
-+ 
-* 
-» 
-* 
—» 
génë^ 
saphë 
periklél 
hugll 
tímate 
spite 
anilte 
'race' 
'clear' 
proper name 
'healthy' 
'honor' 
'tear' 
'tease' 
If e+a and a+e are contracted into a long vowel by the same rule, we 
expect forms such as *іГтёіе and *epëte to be grammatical. We can ac-
count for the non-application of /ï/-Frontlng to the output of a+e 
coalescence. If we assume that two different processes are responsible 
for the two types of vowel merger in (9). 
The second argument in favor of two rules of vowel coalescence can 
be derived from w-Deletion. In Attic the labial glide almost always 
disappears, except when it constitutes the second half of a diphthong. 
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w-Deletlon gives rise to the following alternations: 
(10) a: 
b: 
nom.sg. 
basiléw-s 
gonéw-B 
hleréw-s 
pléo (pres. 
pné5 
rhé3 
.ind.) 
gen.sg. 
basilé-Ds 
goné-ös 
hieré-5s 
péplewka (perf. 
pépnewfca 
rhuësomay (fut. 
Ind 
,ind 
·) 
.Med.) 
'king* 
'parent' 
'priest' 
'sail' 
'blow' 
'flow' 
The forms In (10) show that an in tervoca l i c /w/ acts as a blocker 
for vowel coalescence, If the left-hand vowel i s / e / . However, there are 
some problematic cases where an underlying /w/ apparently does not have 
th i s blocking e f f e c t . Within the paradigm of one form both contracted 
and uncontracted vowel sequences occur side by side, irrespective of an 
intervening /w/. Some verbal forms are given in (11): 
(11) pléomen 
pléösl 
plëte 
plln 
péplewka 
'sail' 
rhéomen 
rhéösi 
rhlte 
rhin 
rhuesomay 
'flow' 
néomen 
néösi 
nite 
nin 
énewsa 
"swim· 
(1.pi.pres.ind.) 
(3.pi.pres.ind.) 
(2.pi.pres.ind.) 
(pres.ind.) 
One look at the paradigms above reveals that fusion takes place If 
the two vowels in hiatus are identical. Hence, the generalization seems 
to be that an Intervening /w/ prevents vowel coalescence of e+V into a 
s ing le long vowel, i f V i s not / e / . It w i l l turn out that i d e n t i t y i s 
indeed the important factor in this type of vowel fusion. 
In sec t ion 4.1 I t was observed that VC appl ies to nonhigh vowels 
only. The data in (12a) seem to contradict t h i s observation, s ince two 
ident ica l high vowels merge Into a long high vowel. Furthermore, the 
3.pi.pree.ind. forms general ly remain unaffected by VC. Nevertheless, 
VC takes place in a number of cases as i s shown in (12b): 
(12) a: di-Iphilos 
ophl-idion 
dl-ekh5 
b: h i s ta-Is i 
t i the - I s i 
dido-Isi 
-» dlphilos 'dear to Zeus' 
-» ophldion ' l i t t l e snake' 
-* diékhS 'go through' 
•+ histasi ' se t ' (vs . histamen) 
-* t i thé l s i 'place* 
•• didólsi 'give' 
The data in (12) repeat the pattern already observed in (11): two 
Ident ica l vowels in hiatus merge, while the hiatus remains s table In 
cases where the vowels are d i s t i n c t . Lejeune (1972:259) observes that 
"la fréquence des contractions est plus grande entre voyelles de même 
timbre qu'entre voye l l e s de timbres di f férents". He accounts for the 
strong tendency of Ident ica l vowels to merge in the fo l lowing way: 
"Lorsque l e s deux voye l l e s avaient l e même timbre, 11 a s u f f i de la 
suppression du ressaut d'energie explrato ire qui l e s maintenait d i s -
tinctes pour qu'elles se fondent en une voyelle longue, de même timbre 
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que ses éléments constituants" (p.258). Let us try to translate this 
phonetic explanation into phonological terms. 
Below in section 4.3, where we will provide a detailed discussion of 
vowel coalescence proper, it will be argued that the tendency for vowels 
to contract is related to phonological distinctness. Nondistlnct vowels 
exhibit a strong inclination to merge, while distinct vowels never do. 
The notion of distinctness must not be misunderstood, however. At the 
surface, the vowels /o/ and /a/ are distinct, but in underlying repre-
sentation they are not, given the theory of underspeciflcation advocated 
in the present study. We will show that one of the major characteristics 
of vowel coalescence Is related to structure-preservation: all prespecl-
fied feature values survive the process of coalescence. If this claim is 
correct, there is no need for a feature-changing mechanism. Conse-
quently, we can restrict VC to nondistlnct vowels. It will turn out In 
section 4.3.2 that at the stage in the derivation where VC takes place, 
all sequences of the type e+V, where V is not /e/, are distinct. There-
fore, in (11) and (12) only a string of Identical vowels fulfills the 
structural requirements of VC proper. Some sample derivations are given 
in (13):5 
(13) а: о о о о о о 
А Л /К А I /К 
СС С С С -» С С С С res.+VC п .а . 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
p l e u o m e n p l e o m e n 
Ъ: о 
 о о о о о о 
/N А Л /Лч Л /Ач Л 
С С V С V С V r e s . СС С VC C C V V C V 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I V M 
p l e u e t e p l e e t e p i e t e 
o o o 
I Л I Л Л I /К л л І А А Л 
С С С res. V C V V C V V C VC V C V V C V V C 
ι ι ι ι ι ι I I I I I I I I I I I I V ι 1 1 ι 
о phi i d i ο η о phi i d i o n o p h i d i o n 
On the other hand. If we took for granted that a l l instances of 
vowel merger are the result of one general rule of vowel coalescence, i t 
would be diff icult to understand why an underlying /w/ blocks the fusion 
of different vowels, while i t does not prevent the fusion of identical 
vowels. We therefore take the dif ferent re f l exes of the forms in (10) 
and (11) (with respect to /w/-Deletlon) as a second Indication that 
actually two rules are responsible for the resolution of vocalic hiatus. 
The third argument for the claim that vowel merger i s the result of 
two separate processes can be Inferred from the so-called Blsyllabicity 
Condition, which disfavors vowel contraction in b i s y l l a b i c words. 
Schwyzer (1939:251) notices that "Silbenzuwachs des Wortes fördert die 
Kontraktion von eo, eö , ea aus e j o , eso...usw. im Ionisch-Att ischen, 
während Zweisilbigkeit bzw. die f re i l i ch nicht konsequente Vermeidung 
von E ins i lb igke i t s i e hindert." One striking fact in Schwyzer's s tate-
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ment Is that hls examples all Involve the mid vowel /e/ as their left 
Input vowel. The examples In (14) show why we must mention /e/ explicit-
ly, as only the e+V forms are subject to the Blsyllablclty Condition, 
while the remaining forms are not: 
(14) a: theos 'god' (cf. thomantls proper name) 
déo 'bind' (cf. domen 1.pi.pres.Ind.) 
neos 'new' (cf. nômênil 'new moon') 
ear 'spring' (cf. Sros gen.sg.) 
b: draeys -»drays 'do' (2.sg.pres.lnd.) 
zdëeys ·• zdfys 'live' (Id.) 
rhoon -* rhon 'stream' (gen.pl.) 
The facts above divide the potential contraction data into two 
types: the e+V type, in which fusion is blocked If the input word is 
bisyllabic, and the elsewhere type, in which fusion takes place without 
taking notice of the length of the input word. 
Summarizing, a number of properties distinguishes the coalescence of 
e+V sequences from all other sequences. The output of e+a contraction 
undergoes /I/-Fronting, whereas the output of a+e contraction does not. 
Secondly, an intervening /w/ blocks e+V contraction If the second vowel 
is not /e/, but not when this vowel is /e/. Finally, the former type of 
vowel coalescence is constrained by the Blsyllablclty Condition, whereas 
all other sequences merge freely. The important question is why an /e/ 
In prevocalic position consistently behaves differently with respect to 
vowel merger. Given the theory of underspeclflcatlon advanced here, the 
asymmetrical behavior of /e/ becomes Intelligible, since It is, as we 
will argue, the default vowel. 
By positing a rule of Leftward Spreading, which spreads the seg-
mental make-up of the right-hand vowel to a melodlcally unspecified V-
slot to its left and a genuine Vowel Coalescence rule, which takes the 
remaining sequences as its input, we can account for the differences 
observed quite nicely. Furthermore, we have a principled explanation for 
the fact why sequences of e+V behave consistently differently from se-
quences a+V, o+V..etcetera. 
An apparent disadvantage of our hypothesis seems to be that we are 
forced to posit two distinct processes to account for the contraction 
facts of Attic, instead of one general VC rule. However, in the re-
mainder of this section we will argue that the rule of Leftward 
Spreading does not add to the complexity of the grammar, since the rule 
is independently necessary. 
In section 3.3.2 we examined the word-formation processes of Augmen-
tation and Perfect Reduplication. These prefixation rules consist of two 
parts: the first is a morphological operation which adds an empty timing 
slot to a verb stem, and the second is a phonological spreading oper-
ation which spreads the melody of a stem-initial slot onto the added 
prefix, as Illustrated in (15): 
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(15) a : -V С- p
r e f V -V С- V С s V V С V С [êgon] 
I l ' I M I N N I 
a g a g o n a g o n 
b: -С С V С- p
r
_ f C V - C C V C - C V S o r C V C C V C C V [péplewka] 
ι ι ι ι
 p r e f
· ι ι ι ι и
 S p r
· ^ J I I I I I 
p l e u p l e u k a p l e u k a 
The f a c t t h a t the formal s t a t e m e n t of both Augmentat ion (12) and 
Per fect Redupl icat ion (17) mentions the same spreading operation leads 
t o redundancy In the s y s t e m and shows t h a t we a r e m i s s i n g a g e n e r a l ­
i z a t i o n . By pos tu la t ing an Independent phonological spreading ru le , v i z . 
Leftward Spreading (16), we can s impl i fy the s ta tements of the pre f lx-
a t l o n r u l e s and e l i m i n a t e the redundancy from the grammar. Furthermore, 
we do not need to p o s i t r u l e s that accomplish morphological and phonolo­
g i c a l changes at the same time. Consequently, Augmentation and Perfect 
Redupl icat ion w i l l In no respect dev iate from the normal word-formation 
p r o c e s s e s . 
( 1 6 ) Leftward Spreading: (LS) 
X X 
I f LS a l r e a d y I s a r u l e In t h e grammar of A t t i c , t h e e+V con­
t r a c t i o n s can be derived s i m i l a r to Augmentation and Perfect Redupli­
c a t i o n , s i n c e /e/ i s ind i s t ingu i shab le from the t iming s l o t s inser ted 
through pre f ixat lon . Hence, the claim that e+V must be treated d i f f e r ­
e n t l y d o e s not add any c o m p l e x i t y t o t h e grammar, s i n c e LS must be 
assumed In any a n a l y s i s . Some sample dér ivat ions are g iven below: 
(17) a: / g e n e - a / -» [gène] ' race ' 
C V C V - V тс C V C V V IZI-VT С V С V V 
I I I J I I I 4;{ ' I I I У 
g e n +1 g e n + 1 g e n e 
+b +b 
b: /hugie-a/ -» [hugia] 'hea l thy ' 
C V C V V - V
 L s C V C V V V / 5 / _ F r „ . 
11 ι ι ι ι ι ι г ч 
h u g i +1 h u g i +1 
+b +b 
c : /phile-omen/ ·* philômen] ' l o v e ' 
С V C V - V C V C τς С V C V V C V C 
ι 11 I I I I I I I M I I I 
p h i l +r m e η p h i l +r m e η 
If we let LS handle the augmentation and the e+V data, we predict 
that the conditions under which spreading occurs are the same. This 
prediction seems to be borne out by the facts, although we cannot always 
verify it directly. 
First, the derivations in (15a) and (17a) show that both /ä/s re-
sulting from augmentation and from e+V contraction undergo /I/-Fronting 
as expected. However, the effect of the Bisyllabicity Condition cannot 
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be verified, since the secondary tenses In the Indicative are always 
trisyllabic or longer. Finally, the blocking effect of an Intervocalic 
/w/ is also hard to test synchronlcally, since word-initial /w/s do not 
occur. If we take Into consideration the historical development of 
vowel-lnltlal verbs that originate from /w/-initial ones, we observe 
that the verbs In (18a) take the syllabic augment which does not merge 
with the stem vowel, while In the /e/-inltlal verbs in (18b) the augment 
and stem vowel are merged into a long [i]: 
(18) Proto-Attlc Attic 
a: waliskomay > haliskomay : healSka, hell5n 'be captured' 
-waonumi > -áonumi : -élkea, -eagên 'break' 
b: wethízdS > ethízdH : ithisa, ethika 'accustom' 
welítssS > helítto : hiliksa, hêllomay 'roll' 
Hence, from a dlachronic point of view, the forms in (18) are subject to 
the same conditions as the forms in (11). The *w blocks the merger of 
the augment and the stem vowel, just In case they are distinct. If the 
stem vowel is /e/, merger applies freely. In section 3.3.2, we suggested 
two possible synchronic analyses for data such as those in (18). The 
first Is an abstract analysis in which it Is arbitrarily assumed that 
verbs like (18) begin with /w/. The second option is that the verbs in 
(18a) are lexically marked with the diacritic rule feature [-resyllabi-
ficatlon], and those in (18b) with the rule feature [-SVL]. In the 
abstract analysis, the account of the forms in (18) rune in the same way 
as the account of the data in (11). The underlying /w/ blocks LS, 
whereas It does not block resyllabification and Vowel Coalescence of 
nondistlnct vowels· The assumption of an abstract /w/ thus proves to be 
Insightful, since it enables us to explain the striking similarity 
between the forms in (11) and (18). We will not pursue this issue, 
however, the sole purpose of the discussion being the demonstration that 
the conditions under which Leftward Spreading occurs are the same for 
augmentation and e+V coalescence. 
Thus, we have argued that all e+V contractions arise through Left-
ward Spreading which is ordered before /I/-Fronting and w-Deletion. The 
other examples of vowel fusion have not yet been thoroughly analyzed. We 
will take up this task in section 4.3, where we will show that these 
mergers are In accordance with the general hypotheses developed In 
chapter 2. Before we go on to the formal description of VC, we will 
first discuss the phenomenon of Compensatory Lengthening, which will be 
shown to be another Instance of a 'one change-two rules' process. 
4.2.2 Compensatory Lengthening 
The phenomenon of CL In Ancient Greek has recently received extensive 
discussion (cf. Ingrla 1980, Steriade 1982, Wetzels 1986). In this 
section we will not go into the intricacies and the exact nature of this 
phenomenon. The present discussion intends to show that at least two 
processes are responsible for what we can define as the preservation of 
syllable weight which goes hand In hand with the loss of a consonant. 
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The first rule providing support for our claim is our well-known 
rule of /S/-Fronting. In (19) below, it is shown that only a subset of 
the forms undergo this secondary change. The forms in (19a) show that 
the /I/ which arises by means of CL undergoes /ä/-Fronting to [ε], if 
the conditions of this rule are met, while the forms in (19b) never do: 
(19) a: egam-sa -* égema 'marry' (aor.) 
eaphal-sa -» ésphela 'trip, deceive' 
ephan-sa -* éphêna 'show' 
ekran-sa -» ékrlna 
b: pant-ya -» pasa 
histant-s -* hlstls 
lusant-s lusas 
(cf. gamo (fut.)) 
(cf. sphallô) 
(cf. phanS ) 
'accomplish' (cf. кгano) 
'all' (nom.sg.fem.) (cf. pantos) 
'erecting' (nom.eg.mase.) (cf. histantos) 
'having released' (cf. lüsantos) 
The behavior of sonorant-/s/ clusters provides the second piece of 
evidence. An underlying /s/ is weakened to [h] if it is not flanked by a 
non-sonorant segment (cf. Wetzeis 1986). The subsequent loss of /h/ is 
accompanied by the lengthening of the preceding vowel. Secondary [s], 
which results from spirantizatlon of /t/ before /1/ (cf. section 
3.3.3.2) is not affected by the weakening rule. If secondary [s] is part 
of a nasal-obstruent cluster, nasal deletion and CL takes place. The 
relevant processes are in (20): 
(20) a: estel-sa 
emen-sa 
egam-sa 
b: pha-nti 
luo-nti 
-* estila 
-* émëna 
-* égema 
-* phi sí 
-* luosi 
tithent-ya -* tithesa 
send' (aor.) (cf. stellò) 
remain' (cf. mén5) 
marry' (cf. gamo) 
say' (3.pl.pres.ind.) (cf. phamén) 
loose' (cf. lüontay) 
placing' (nom.sg.fem.) (cf. tithénta) 
The forms in (19) and (20) illustrate that two types of CL. The 
first is a coda migration rule by which a coda consonant associates to 
the vacated C-slot of the deleted consonant with concomitant lengthening 
of the preceding vowel. The second type Is a syllable-weight preser-
vation rule by which the loss of a coda consonant is compensated by the 
spreading of the features of the preceding vowel to the vacated timing 
slot (cf. (3) above for an Illustration of both CL rules). If the 
relevant rules are applied in the order /s/-Deletion - First-CL - /I/-
Fronting - Spirantizatlon - /n/-Deletion - Second-CL, the surface forms 
in (19) and (20) follow straightforwardly, as shown in (21): 
(21) 
/s/Deletion: 
First CL: 
/ï/-Fronting: 
Spirantizatlon 
/n/-Deletion: 
Second CL: 
/esphalsa/ 
0 
â 
ë 
— 
— 
— 
[ésphëla] 
/ekransa/ 
0 
I 
— 
— 
— 
— 
[ékrlna] 
/pantya/ 
— 
— 
— 
s 
0 
I 
[pisa] 
/lüonti 
— 
— 
— 
s 
0 
О 
[lassi] 
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To sum up. In this section we have discussed two phonological pheno-
mena of Attic: vowel coalescence and compensatory lengthening. Ideally, 
the resolution of vocalic hiatus would de described by a single rule of 
vowel coalescence, and the preservation of syllable weight by a single 
rule of compensatory lengthening. We have shown that this hypothesis 
cannot be maintained for Attic. If we assumed that a single rule of VC 
and a single rule of CL were responsible for all the changes observed, 
we would be faced with a number of ordering paradoxes. For example, both 
VC and CL have to apply before and after /ä/-Fronting. To solve these 
ordering paradoxes, we have argued In favor of two processes of vowel 
fusion, viz. Leftward Spreading and Vowel Coalescence proper, and two 
processes of compensatory lengthening. Furthermore, it has been shown 
that the analysis In which two rules of vowel fusion are assumed Is not 
costlier than the alternative one, since the rule of Leftward Spreading 
has to be assumed In any case. 
4.3 The formal description of Vowel Coalescence 
In section 4.1 we presented a detailed survey of the relevant VC facts. 
We also pointed out some inadequacies of previous linear and nonlinear 
analyses. In particular, we showed that the different behavior of e+a 
and a+e sequences can be adequately explained on the assumption that all 
e+V sequences feed into Leftward Spreading, a rule which is independent-
ly needed to account for Augmentation and Perfect Reduplication. We will 
now turn to the remaining contraction facts· It will be shown that Vowel 
Coalescence proper is activated by resyllablficatlon. We will also 
illustrate how the various aspects of this phenomenon can be captured 
within the nonlinear framework developed in the previous chapters. 
Finally, the empirical problems for the analysis by Sommerstein (1973), 
brought forward in Ruijgh (1976), will be discussed. 
4.3.1 ResyllablfIcatlon 
The claim that vowel coalescence processes are confined to the domain of 
the syllable must now be put to the test for Attic. This claim implies 
that heterosyllabic vowels must first resyllabify before merger into a 
diphthong or monophthong can take place. In chapter 2 we presented 
evidence from Latin, Korean, Old Portuguese and Chicano Spanish which 
corresponds to this view. Additional confirmation will be adduced from 
Attic. 
In section 3.4 we argued that Metathesis of Quantity is a retiming 
process which involves partial resyllablficatlon of a long vowel from 
one syllable to another. For this analysis to work, we had to assume 
that the output of MQ undergoes VC. If It is correct that VC applies to 
resyllabified vowel sequences, we may consider the qualitative change -
previously thought to be specific to MQ - as a special case of VC. Since 
both processes apply to heterosyllabic vowel sequences, it seems quite 
natural to regard them as instances of one and the same phenomenon. The 
assumption that only MQ Is a partial retiming process, while VC is not, 
would not bring out this similarity. In addition, we would have to posit 
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a far more complex rule of MQ to account for the quantitative changes 
occurring at the level of the CV-tier as well as the qualitative changes 
at the level of the melody. 
On the assumption that resyllabification is an integral part of 
vowel coalescence, we account for the systematic absence of forms in 
which VC has applied without resyllabification. Hence, forms such as 
those given in (22) can never reach the surface: 
(22) *tTmoömen («-tlmaDmen) 
*philoomen («-phileomen) 
*d6loote («-deloete) 
Also, inscriptive or other evidence for a transitional stage at 
which assimilation but not resyllabification had taken place is absent. 
Lejeune (1972:258), who points out some data that seem to contradict 
this view, discards them as artificial: "Les formes homériques telles 
que όρόω [Ьогбэ], όρόωντοσ [horóontes], εάασ [eálys], άττιάασθαι [aytiá-
Isthay], etc., ne témoignent pas d'un état historiquement intermédiaire 
entre όραω et άρω , όράοντοσ et όρωντοσ » έάεισ et έασ, άιτιάεσθοη 
et οατιασθαι , etc.; ce sont des formes artificielles, introduites par 
les aèdes et représentant un compromis entre les formes non contractes 
des anciennes formules épiques (dont il importait de conserver le 
rythme) et la prononciation contracte qui était déjà celle des aèdes et 
de leur public dans l'usage quotidien de la langue." 
Our third argument bears upon the behavior of high vowels in hiatus. 
As observed earlier, these vowels do not participate in VC proper. If 
the righthand vowel is [+high], resyllabification takes place, but vowel 
fusion does not, and if the lefthand vowel is [+high] neither resyllabi-
fication nor fusion takes place. If we assume that Vowel Coalescence is 
preceded by resyllabification, we can treat high and nonhigh vowels on a 
par: both sets of vowels undergo resyllabification. Conversely, if vowel 
coalescence took place irrespective of resyllabification, we would have 
to posit a resyllabification rule to change the output of VC into a 
tautosyllabic long vowel. In addition, a resyllabification rule would be 
needed which takes effect if and only if the righthand vowel is [+high]. 
This analysis has the disadvantage of obscuring the fact that VC and 
diphthongization serve one and the same purpose: the resolution of 
vocalic hiatus. The fact that the resulting diphthongs do not become 
monophthongized will be discussed in section 4.4 below, where we will 
argue that high and nonhigh vowels are distinct, that is, specified as 
[+high] and [-high] respectively, at the stage in the derivation where 
VC applies. 
Let us finally take a look at the following Crasis data: 
(23) a: ta hopla -» thopla 'shield, weapon' (nom.acc.pl.) 
kay hopos -» kh5pös 'and how' 
pro-hodos -» phrödos 'gone' 
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b: to hlmatlon -» thoymátlon 'garment' 
kay eyta -» kiyta 'and then' 
pro-hoymion -* phroymlon 'Introduction, prologue' 
These forms seem to refute the claims that resyllablflcatlon precedes 
VC, and that resyllablflcatlon Is Independently motivated. However, the 
migration of /h/ takes place Irrespective of Crasis, as Is shown by the 
examples In (24): 
(24) V-herpon -» hërpon 'creep' (Imperf.) 
V-hopllzdon -» hopllzdon 'armor' 
V-h~ra-on -* heoron 'see' 
V-haloka -» heálaka 'be captured' (perf.) 
The /h/ cannot stay If It appears between two sonorants. Generally, 
It shows up word-initially or changes an unasplrated stop into its 
aspirated counterpart. By assuming that /h/-migration precedes VC, the 
intervening /h/ does not present any problem to the analysis defended 
here. The fact that intervocalic /y/ does not block VC, although we 
would expect It to block resyllablflcatlon, can be accounted for In a 
similar fashion. As is shown in (25), /y/ is deleted in Intervocalic 
position, If It represents the last segment of the proclitic kay 'and': 
(25) kalos kay agathos -» kalòs kagathós 'distinguished' 
kay an -» kan 'even in that case' 
kay ego -» kigo 'and I' 
kay oduretay -» koduretay 'and moan'(3.sg.pres.ind.Med.) 
The loss of /y/ In this word is the remnant of a historical process 
of Intervocalic /y/-deletlon, as shown by the examples in (26) (cf. 
Lejeune 1972, Steriade 1982, Wetzels 1986, among others): 
(26) 
a: *dweyos > déos 'fear' b: *dweynoe > deynós 'fearful' 
*phthoyI > phthóë 'phthisis' *dweyiiia > dêyma 'object of fear' 
*keyatay > kéatay 'lie down'(ion.) keymay > kêymay 'lie down' 
*treyee > trie 'three' eymi > êymi 'go' 
If we assume that a reflex of this historical rule is still opera-
tive In the synchronic grammar of Attic, the behavior of yod cannot be 
used as an argument against our view of VC. 
The relationship between MQ and VC, the fact that no forms occur in 
which VC but not resyllablflcatlon has applied, and the behavior of high 
vowels In hiatus, permits us to draw the conclusion that VC must be 
characterized as a merger phenomenon applying within the domain of the 
syllable. 
4.3.2 Vowel Coalescence proper 
As we have argued that It is a wise strategy to keep the e+V con-
tractions outside the scope of VC proper, we need not be concerned with 
the difference between Η-a and a+e coalescence. As a consequence, it is 
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now possible to restate Sommersteln's (1973) characterization of VC as 
follows: 
(27) a: The output vowel Is [+round] Iff at least one of the 
Input vowels is [+round] 
b: The output vowel Is [-blow] Iff at least one of the 
Input vowels Is [+low] 
c: The output vowel Is [+back] iff at least one of the 
input vowels is [+back] 
If one compares the properties of VC in (27) to the vowel system 
given in section 3.2 (repeated here for the sake of convenience), 
(28) l e a o u l i l ö ü 
high + + + + 
low + + 
round + + + + 
it can be observed that the lexically specified feature values for 
[round] and [low] are identical to the values which are merged by VC. 
Furthermore, the derived value for [back] is identical to the value 
assigned by R-rule (29):8 
(29) R-rule for [back] 
[+low] -• [-high, +back] 
Hence, VC proper is structure-preserving at Che level of Che distinctive 
features. The rule involves the merger of prespeclfied feature values 
without changing any of them into the opposite value. As a result, 
matrices are created which contain more features than the input matri-
ces, and VC therefore has the effect of a lexical feature-filling rule. 
A number of clarifications are in order here. As observed, the value 
[+low] is preserved in the process of coalescence. In order to account 
for forms such as /delo-ete/ -» [delate] 'manifest' (2.pl.pres.subj.) and 
/dëlo-5-men/ -» [dëlömen] (1.pi.pres.subj.), we must assume that the 
level-1 rule of Stem Vowel Lowering is ordered before VC. In addition, 
the observation that VC proper is structure-preserving supports the 
claim that It must be conceived of as a fusion phenomenon of the lexi-
cally relevant features. 
This last point calls for some explanation. In chapter 1, we de-
veloped a model of feature representation in which features acquire 
autosegmental status through tier decomposition. As a result single 
features are organized under higher level constituents or class nodes. 
This model is an elaboration of the proposals by Wetzels (1986) and 
Hayes (1986b), and it Incorporates earlier insights by Clements (1985) 
and Sagey (1986). We have argued that a segment takes the following form 
after the completion of tier decomposition: 
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(30) Χ CV tier 
root tier • [voc, appr, son] 
laryngeal tier - [voice, spr, constr] 
supralaryngeal tier 
nasal tier - [nas] 
oral tier 
degree-of-closure tier • [cont] 
place tier 
labial tier - [round] 
coronal tier » [ant, distr] 
dorsal tier - [high, back, low] 
The hierarchical representation of features is mainly justified by 
the types of assimilation rules occurring in human languages. The geo­
metry in (30) allows only a restricted set of assimilation rules, viz. 
those that involve the spreading of a single node. The examples in (31) 
show that both the labial and the dorsal features participate in VC: 
(31) a+o -* 3 tlma-omen -» tlmömen 'honor' 
o+I -»3 dêlo-ëte -» dëlöte 'manifest' 
o+a -* 3 aydo-a -» aydo ' shame * 
ë+o -» 3 zdê-omen -» zdomen 'live' 
The assumption that VC entails the merger of two adjacent identical 
nodes in the feature geometry, enables us to adhere to the strong hy-
pothesis that assimilatory processes can only involve a single node in 
the feature tree (cf. Clements 1985). 
The general properties of VC in (27) reveal that it exhibits all the 
characteristics of Vowel Coalescence as defined in chapter 2: (i) the 
quality of the output is a derivative or articulatory compromise of the 
quality of both input vowels; (11) the quantity of the output is iden-
tical to the sum of the input vowels; (ill) merger of feature nodes is 
confined to the domain of the syllable, (iv) the trigger and target 
vowel are indistinguishable, and VC is inherently bidirectional, and (v) 
all (lexically) specified feature values are preserved. Accordingly, 
Vowel Coalescence in Attic must be formalized as in (32): 
(32) Attic Vowel Coalescence: 
о о 
V V —• v V CV tier 
[aF] [bG] [aF, bG] supralar. t ier 
In (32) i t i s a rb i t rar i l y assumed that the supralaryngeal nodes 
merge. However, the geometry proposed allows for other leve ls at which 
aerger could be defined, e.g. the root or place node. To d i s t ingu i sh 
merger of the root node from merger of the supralaryngeal or place node, 
we would need material from a language in which vowel coalescence ap­
p l i e s to vowel sequences that di f fer with respect to the laryngeal 
features and/or nasa l i ty . The vowels of Att ic are a l l [+voice] and 
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[-nasal] and we therefore cannot solve the Indeterminacy by simply 
looking at the empirical facts. There is, however, a theory-Internal 
argument for taking the supralaryngeal tier as the merging node. 
Recall the discussion of tier decomposition In section 1.1.2. We 
have claimed that single features contained within a matrix or submatrlx 
are unavailable for spreading and delinking rules. They become acces­
sible through tier decomposition, by which mechanism they are assigned 
tiers of their own. Hence, before tier decomposition has taken place the 
place-of-artlculatlon features are Inaccessible. For the application of 
a F-rule which refers to this feature set, the expansion rules have to 
apply first. Asslmilatory and dlsslmllatory rules trigger, so to speak, 
the rules of decomposition. We Introduced the Tier Decomposition Con­
vention as an organizing principle of phonological theory, which takes 
care of the ordering of the tier decomposition rules In-relation to the 
ordinary P-rules. The TDC is repeated in (33): 
(33) Tier Decomposition Convention 
A tier decomposition rule Τ that makes the (class) node F 
accessible Is immediately ordered prior to the first P-rule 
referring to node F in its structural description. 
Since the Attic vowels are redundantly [+cont] and [-nas], and 
therefore unspecified for these features in underlying representation, 
the decomposition rule which renders the supralaryngeal features ac­
cessible for asslmilatory processes will have the side-effect of ren­
dering the place-of-artlculation features accessible. Hence, the further 
application of the decomposition rule which makes the place features 
accessible is superfluous. A caveat must be added here. Vowels are also 
redundantly [+voice], and this leaves open the possibility of defining 
VC as the merger of two adjacent root nodes. We will not seek to solve 
this Indeterminacy here, and more or less arbitrarily assume that merger 
involves the supralaryngeal node. In chapter 5, we will return to this 
issue and present empirical evidence from Quebec French for the fusion 
of the supralaryngeal nodes. Quebec French distinguishes nasal and oral 
vowels, and it will appear that the output of VC is a nasalized vowel if 
at least one of the input vowels is [+nae]. 
In (34) below some sample derivations are given, showing the major 
characteristics of VC: 
(34) а: о о о о о о о 
КЛ ! К / К N / К 
СС у у Res. ус С VC VC С V V [ayd3] 
aid о a ai d +r +1 ai d +1 
+b +b 
+r 
b: о о о о о о о о о о 
/КМ/1 А / к /I /N / î \ /\ 
CWCWCV Res. CWC V V CV VC CWC V V CV [ d e l ö t e ] 
mim m ι и ιι ι ν и 
de l ó e t e de 1 +r te de 1 +r te 
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о о о о 
A M A А И Ч А 
CWCWCVC Res. CWC V V С С 
шиш \ t l maomen t l 
А / К А . , 
VC CWC V V CVC [tlmomen] 
Ш V III +1 +r men 
+b 
tl m +1 
+b 
+г 
d: о о о о о о о 
Al 1/1 /К И \ А 
CWCWCV Res. CWC V V CV 
ШІІ І І IH I II t l maete t l η +1
+b 
A И Ч Λ
 f . 
VC CWC V V CV [ t ímate] 
Ш V II t e t l +1 t e 
+b 
The formalization of VC In (32) above shows that lts changes are 
purely melody-Internal, that Is, only the distinct features are re­
aligned. Hence, it will be apparent now why the output must be a long 
vowel. In nonlinear phonology the suprasegmental properties of segments 
are expressed on Independent tiers, and as Indicated by the derivations 
In (34), VC does not affect these levels of representation. VC therefore 
provides additional support for the principles of CV Phonology developed 
In Clements and Keyser (1983). 
However, the claim that VC does not affect the suprasegmental pro­
perties Is only partially true. There appear to be data in which one or 
both Input vowels are long. If VC simply merges adjacent supralaryngeal 
nodes, we derive overlong vowels. Wetzels (1986) - who observes this 
fact not only In the case of VC, but also for CL and MQ - argues that 
this 111 side-effect of these rules can be resolved by the universal 
Three-le-a-Crowd Convention: 
(35) Three-is-a-Crowd Convention (TCC) 
X ranges over С and V 
о 
/К V V Χ 
Ν/ [XP] 
0 
-• V ν 
\y 
[XF] (Wetzels 1986:330) 
The TCC repa irs conf igurat ions where the melodic root i s a s s o c i a t e d 
to more than two t i m i n g s l o t s dominated by one s y l l a b l e node. In ( 3 6 ) 
below, examples are given to show how the processes d iscussed can create 
overlong vowels : 
(36) а: о о о 
/Ν /Ν /Ι\ 
C V C C V V V V C 
1111 ν ν ι 
b e r m e ε β 
ο ο ο 
/ Ν Α / Λ Ν 
MQ C V C C V V V V C 
ι ι ι ι ι ν ι 
h e г m e ε s 
proper name 
/Ν / К 
V V С С ν ν 
V +1 ν 
ο ο 
/Κ /\\ 
CL V V С С V V 
V I ν 
з η ε 
'purchase' 
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Л\ Л Л Л /К ^Лч л 
С С С VC С С С 'honor' 
ι ν ι ι ν ι ι ι ν ι ν I I 
t l m a e t e t i n a t e 
Before we close the discussion of VC proper, we want to raise one 
final issue: how can it be explained that e+V sequences which have not 
undergone Leftward Spreading, resist VC (32)? Forms like pléomen 'sail' 
(l.pl. pres.lnd.) and theós 'god' escape LS because of an underlying /w/ 
(cf. peplevka) or the Blsyllablclty Condition, respectively. However, VC 
(32) Is not constrained in this way, as shown by /plew-ete/ -* [plete] 
'sail' (2.pi.pres.Ind.), and therefore nothing seems to prevent VC (32) 
from accomplishing the changes *plömen and *thös. A plausible answer to 
this question is all the more necessary, since in theories that posit 
only a single rule of VC, this problem does not arise. Although, as we 
have seen, such proposals are faced with inadequacies of a more serious 
nature, we will attempt to settle this problem within our theory. 
We have observed that all prespeclfled feature values survive the 
application of VC: no feature value is deleted nor any value changed. 
This observation is of great Importance here, since it indicates that 
segments which are distinct cannot coalesce. Below, we will argue that 
in case of the uncontracted e+V sequences, the vowels that make up the 
sequence are distinct for backness. To see this, we have to reconsider 
/i/-Fronting. The formalization of the rule is repeated in (37): 
(37) /S/-Fronting 
[+back] -» 9 I X V V 
V 
* place tier 
I 
— dorsal tier 
Condition: Χ ψ r, 1, e 
Notice that the segments /r, 1, e/ block /I/-Fronting in Attic. In 
order to be able to Identify the vowels /1, e/, the feature value for 
[back] must be specified, since the only feature which distinguishes /i, 
e/ from /a, o, u/ is the feature [back]. Hence, at the point in the 
derivation where /ï/-Fronting takes place, the vowels /1, e/, in pre-
vocalic position, must be specified as [-back]. The Redundancy-Rule 
Ordering Constraint will order the redundancy rules supplying [-back] 
before /i/-Fronting. 
If [-back] is assigned prior to /I/-Fronting, all /e/'s In prevo-
callc position will be specified as [-high, -back, -round]. Hence, the 
vowels In hiatus in pléomen 'sail' and ¿ar 'spring' are distinct when VC 
(32) comes into play, and given the characterization of VC as a struc-
ture-preserving rule, we predict that it cannot apply in the case of 
distinct e+V sequences. On the other hand, in underlying forms such as 
/plew-ete/, the two vowels in hiatus are nondistlnct and therefore we 
expect that after /w/-Deletion nothing will prevent VC from applying. 
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Contractions like píete show that this prediction Is correct. 
However, the assumption that the redundancy rules supplying the 
missing value for [back] is ordered before /l/-Frontingf and by Impli-
cation also before VC (32), is seemingly faced with a serious drawback. 
If the redundancy rules specify all Instances of /e/ as [-back], we 
expect that a+e sequences also remain uncontracted. A brief look at the 
data reveals that this prediction Is false. This problem is due to the 
introduction of [-back] in all environments, even in environments not 
referred to by /I/-Fronting. Below, we will draw the conclusion that 
this across-the-board application of redundancy rules can be avoided, 
given an adequate interpretation of the RROC: 
(38) Redundancy-Rule Ordering Constraint (RROC) 
A redundancy rule assigning "a" to F, where "a" is "+" or "-", 
is automatically ordered prior to the first rule referring to 
[aF] in [Its] structural description. 
(Archangel! 1984:85) 
According to (38), a specific redundancy rule which supplies [aF] Is 
ordered Immediately before the first rule mentioning [aF] In its struc-
tural description, including both focus and environment. Archangel! 
distinguishes two interpretations of this ordering constraint: a local 
and an absolute interpretation. The latter entails that if redundancy 
rule R is ordered by the RROC prior to some phonological rule Pn, then R 
applies prior to any rule Pn+l· The local interpretation cannot be 
inferred with certainty from the discussion Archangel! devotee to this 
problem. We will assume here that the local interpretation allows for a 
specific redundancy rule to apply at several stages in the derivation. 
If a redundancy rule R is ordered by the RROC before Fn> then R will 
fill in the missing values in the environment or focus referred to by 
Гц. This interpretation makes it possible for R to apply before P
n
 as 
well as at a later stage in the derivation in other environments. 
Archangel! (1984) assumes that the absolute Interpretation of the 
RROC Is correct, although she does not present empirical support for her 
claim. However, the a+e contraction facts constitute a difficulty for 
this interpretation. For VC (32) to take effect, the /e/ must still be 
unspecified for backness. If we assume the local interpretation of the 
RROC, the a+e contractions can be handled in a relatively straight­
forward way. 
The value [-back] has to be present in a prevocalic vowel, in order 
to block /I/-Fronting In cases where the vowel /a/ is preceded by /i, 
e/. On the local interpretation of the RROC, the redundancy rule sup­
plying the missing value for [back] will specify all front vowels as 
[-back]. Hence in prevocalic position any vowel is specified for 
backness, either [+back] or [-back]. On the other hand, the redundancy 
rules will not supply the missing values for [back] in other environ­
ments, including postvocallc position. Hence, postvocallcally vowels are 
still specified as [+back] or [Oback]. 
Archangel! (1984) introduces the RROC to avoid adding ternary power 
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to a theory with binary features. On the local Interpretation of the 
RROC assumed here, we do not add ternary power to the theory, since In 
prevocallc position vowels are fully specified for backness, while In 
other environments vowels are either specified as [+back] or unspecified 
for [back], and therefore a decision In favor of the local or the 
absolute Interpretation can only be made on empirical grounds· The 
analysis presented hitherto may seem ad hoc and especially designed for 
the problem at hand. However, we will show that the local Interpretation 
Is independently motivated, using data from Japanese and Russian. 
In chapter 1, we discussed Rendaku and Lyman's Law In Japanese. In 
compounds, the Initial obstruent of the second constituent becomes 
[+volce] by Rendaku. However, two voiced obstruents may not cooccur 
within a single morpheme. In that case, the leftmost obstruent becomes 
voiceless by Lyman's Law: e.g., the compound kaml+kaze 'divine wind' 
will not become *kamlgaze by Rendaku, because of LL. Two points are of 
Interest: (1) a voiced sonorant does not block Rendaku (e.g. Iro+gaml 
'colored paper'), (11) a sonorant does not become voiceless If there Is 
a voiced obstruent to Its right (e.g. mlzu+zeme 'water torture'), al-
though voiceless sonorante do occur In Japanese. This means that all 
sonorante must be unspecified for [voice] when LL takes place. On the 
absolute Interpretation of the RROC, this situation could never occur, 
since LL refers to [+voice], and all redundancy rules assigning [+volce] 
would apply before it. On the other hand, under the local interpretation 
it is possible to avoid this problem: LL refers to voiced obstruents in 
its structural description, and the RROC will therefore order before LL 
only those redundancy rules that supply [+volce] In this environment, 
and it will leave all sonorante unspecified for [voice], since the rule 
does not refer to them. 
A similar point can be made for voicing assimilation in Russian (cf. 
Hayes 1984, Kiparsky 1985). Consonant clusters agree In voicing In 
Russian and a voicing assimilation rule is responsible for this. How-
ever, voicing can ignore sonorant consonants enclosed by two obstruents 
(e.g. Iz+mcensk-a -* i[smc]enska 'from Mcensk'), and furthermore so-
norants cannot act as triggers for voicing assimilation (e.g. o[tn]auki 
'from science'). To account for the transparency of sonorant consonants, 
they must be unspecified for voice at the stage in the derivation where 
voicing assimilation takes place. Consequently, the RROC should not 
specify eonorante for the feature [voice] until voicing assimilation has 
taken place. On the local interpretation of the RROC, sonorante will be 
left unspecified for [voice], since voicing assimilation is confined to 
obstruents. 
Thus, the absolute interpretation of the RROC assumed by Archangell 
(1984) faces a number of empirical problems, which the more restricted 
local interpretation of the RROC avoids. This Interpretation enables us 
to account for the difference between the uncontracted e+V sequences and 
the contracted a+e sequences In Attic. The former cannot merge, since 
the Input vowels are distinct, whereas the vowels in the latter case are 
still nondistict at the stage in the derivation where VC applies. 
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4.3.3 Soae recalcitrant data 
In hls review of Sommerstein (1973), Ruljgh (1976) points out various 
types of data that contradict Sommersteln's analysis of Vowel Con-
traction. We will now discuss how these forms fare In our approach. A 
survey of these problematic cases, which have been given In section 4.1, 
are repeated In (39) for convenience: 
(39) a: neos 'new', theós 'god' 
b: boos 'ox', graos 'old woman' (gen.sg.) 
c: glukéos (gen.sg.mase), glukéa (nom.pl.ntr.) 'sweet' 
d: poleos 'state', hlppéôs 'horseman' (gen.sg.) 
e: endea 'lacking', hugla 'healthy' 
f: khalki 'copper', osti 'bone' (nom.pl.ntr.) 
g: náwto 'sailor', tamiö 'steward' (gen.eg.mase.) 
h: ale this 'true', trie rie 'trireme' (accpl.) 
The forms In (39a) have already been accounted for. Since the left 
Input vowel Is the default vowel /e/, they could be subject to Leftward 
Spreading (16). However, as shown In section 4.2.1, LS Is subject to the 
Blsyllablclty Condition, which rules out vowel merger In blsyllablc 
forms such as theós..etc. 
We cannot appeal to an underlying Intervocalic /w/ or the Blsyllabl-
clty Condition In cases such as those In (39b). The genitive singular 
bo.os Is problematic In two respects. First, we have to explain why the 
gen.sg. of bSwe 'ox', and grSws 'old woman' do not undergo VC. Secondly, 
the two Input vowels of bo.ós are Identical, and It can be observed that 
such vowels show the strongest tendency to merge (cf. pléomen vs. píete 
'sail'). 
Klparsky (1967), Allen (1973), Sommerstein (1973), following the 
Ancient Greek grammarians, observe that thlrd-declenslon nouns undergo 
accent shift in the genitive and dative If and only if the stem Is 
monosyllabic underlyingly or has become monosyllabic by syncope. The 
examples in (40) show this shift of accent: 
(40) nom.eg. 
pater 
meter 
aner 
phlépe 
thríks 
elpís 
gígis 
bove 
gráws 
nâws 
gen.sg. 
patróβ 
metros 
andrós 
phlebos 
trikhós 
elpídos 
gigantes 
boós 
griós 
neos 
dat.eg. 
patri 
metri 
andri 
phlebi 
trikhi 
elpidl 
giganti 
boi 
grSi 
nei 
gen.pl. 
patéron 
metérön 
andron 
phlebon 
trlkhòn 
elpidon 
gigantón 
boon 
gräön 
neon 
'father' 
'mother' 
'man' 
'vein' 
'hair' 
'hope* 
'giant' 
'ox' 
'old woman 
'ship' 
De Haas and Hermans (forthcoming) describe this shift as a rule of 
Foot Migration (41): 
(41) Foot Migration (FM) 
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Rule (41) changes a trochaic foot into an lamb. In case main stress Is 
located at the left edge of the word domain. The effects of FM are 
Illustrated in (42): 
(42) a: (J . ) 
( о о ) FU 
patros 
( . : . ) 
( 0 ) ( 0 0 ) 
/1 /A 
pa teron 
c : . > 
( о о ) FM 
bo os 
( - î) 
I ( о 0 ) 
patros 
FM п . a · 
( . : > 
( ο ο ) 
ô Ν 
Ъо os 
[patros] 
[patérön] 
[boos] 
In (42c) Foot Migration takes place, but reeyllabification and VC do 
not. The question is why resyllablflcatlon Is blocked after accent shift 
has taken place-
Suppose we assumed that resyllablflcatlon Is ordered before FM, In 
which case the environment for FM would be destroyed for words like 
boos. This ordering would be a bleeding one, and highly marked according 
to Klparsky (1968, 1971). If, on the other hand, resyllablflcatlon 
occurred after FM, It would alter the output of accent shift, rendering 
this rule opaque In the sense of Klparsky (1971). In view of the fact 
that FM Is fully transparent in the consonant stems In (40), transparen-
cy considerations seem to play a prominent role in the constraint on 
resyllablflcatlon. We can express this formally by assuming that resyl-
lablflcatlon does not apply inside an iambic foot (We will refer to this 
as the Iambic-Foot Condition). Leo Wetzels (personal communication) 
points out a striking similarity between the Bisyllablcity Condition and 
the Iambic-Foot Condition. Both conditions rule out resyllablflcatlon in 
bisyliable words, and therefore It seems plausible that the Iambic-Foot 
Condition is a subcase of the general Bisyllablcity Condition. The as-
sumption that resyllablflcatlon and VC take place after accentuation Is 
legitimate, since otherwise we would not be able to account for the fact 
that contracted forms of the type -WCVC0 systematically bear a circum-
flex accent (- falling tone), while underlying -WCVC0 forms can bear an 
acute accent (• high tone) on the antepenult, as shown In (43): 
(43) a: tlmaete •» tímate 'honor' b: géphura 'bridge' 
phi lée te •* phi le te 'love' éwthüna 'scrutiny' 
dêlóoaen -» dëlömen 'manifest' hieteml 'set'(pres.ind.) 
The forms in (43b) show that the weight of the penultimate syllable 
is Irrelevant to accent assignment. Hence, If VC applied before the 
accent rules, we would expect forms like ¿tímate and *philite. If, on 
the other hand, accent is assigned prior to VC, the forms in (43) can be 
regarded as the regular outcome of the same accent rule which assigns 
word accent to the antepenult. The claim that VC accomplishes a purely 
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•elody-lntemal change without affecting the suprasegmental properties 
of the sequence as a whole finds Independent confirmation In the accent 
properties, since the original tonal pattern Is preserved after VC, as 
Is shown In (44):9 
(44) 
( · Î · ·) 
( o)(o o)(o) TA o o o o V C o o o [tímate] 
h /I I /I 
ti ma e te 
Furthermore, If VC Is ordered before the rules of word accent, the 
contracted form eroe («· /éar-os/) 'spring' (gen.sg.) Is expected to show 
up as *eróe as a result of FM: 
H L 
ι I 
ι 1 
o o o 
и I 
:lma e 
О 
/ 
te 
VC 
H L 
V 
o o o 
Щ 
tímate 
(45) 
o o o 
1 I /1 
e a ros 
<: о 
o o (о о) 
VC ] Д Accent \_ /| 
ε ros ε ros 
( . : > 
(о о) 
FM | І\ 
ε ros 
*[гго8] 
Having provided an explanation for the aberrant behavior of the 
words in (39b), let us now turn to another set of exceptions. The 
examples in (39c) belong to the paradigm of the adjective gluku-e 
'sweet' (nom.eg.mase). If the stem ends In /u/, adjectives are formed 
In -us (masculine), -eya (feminine) and -u (neuter). A closer look at 
the masculine and neuter paradigms reveals that reeyllablficatlon and VC 
do not take place, except where the case ending is -1 (dat.sg.) or -e 
(nom.ace.du./nom.ace.pi.mase.): 
(46) a: masculine 
glukus 
glukun 
glukéos 
glukêy 
gluki 
glukéoyn 
glukis 
glukéSn 
glukésl 
b: neuter 
glukú 
gluku 
glukéos 
glukêy 
gluki 
glukéoyn 
glukéa 
glukébn 
glukésl 
nom.eg. 
ace.eg. 
gen.sg. 
dat.sg. 
nom.ace.du. 
gen.dat.du. 
nom.acc.pl. 
gen.pl. 
dat.pl. 
He observe that the stem In (46) has two allomorphs, one ending In 
/u/, and one ending In /e/. In section 3.3.1, we claimed that this 
alternation Is due to a stem-vowel delinking rule which delinks the 
vocalic features, In this case [+hlgh, +round], from the CV tier result-
ing In the default vowel /e/. If the stems which undergo this special 
delinking rule are lexically marked as [-Leftward Spreading], we can 
account for the surface forms In (46). VC cannot apply to the e+o and 
e+a sequences, since the vowels constituting these sequences are dis-
tinct at the stage In the derivation where VC applies. The e+e sequences 
are eligible for merger, since these vowels are nondlstlnct. Finally, 
the sequences of e+1 are distinct, but nothing prevents them from fusion 
Into a diphthong. 
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The examples In (39d) are Instances of the Attic Genitive. In gene-
ral the genitive singular suffix appears at the surface as -os. However, 
Metathesis of Quantity can change this suffix Into -5s· In the Attic 
dialect some stems ending In /1/ or /u/ take the genitive suffixes -os/ 
-on, suggesting an application of MQ: 
(47) nom.sg. gen.sg. gen.pl. 
polls pole5s poleon 'state' 
pfkhus pëkheös pëkheön 'cubit' 
This unexpected behavior of these words Is not an Isolated fact· The 
genitives In -eos and -eön allow the acute accent on the antepenult, 
although this type of accentuation Is generally excluded In words con-
taining a long vowel In the final syllable (cf. anthropos vs. anthrop? 
'man'). The genitives of the nouns In -is and -us can be viewed as 
analogical extensions, after the model provided by regular cases like 
hlppéös 'horseman', baslléös 'king'..etc. It appears that the rule of MQ 
overapplles to the forms In (47), which do not satisfy the structural 
description of the rule. We will not provide a detailed analysis of 
these data, and regard them as truly exceptional. 
The more general question is why the output of MQ does not usually 
undergo VC. The explanation for this Is not difficult to find. We have 
characterized MQ as a partial retiming process which involves the resyl-
labification of the second half of a long vowel, while VC is a full 
retiming process which results in the loss of an entire syllable node. 
This suggests that the two processes are in an elsewhere relationship. 
The processes are distinct to the extent that the output of MQ consists 
of two syllable nodes, whereas VC creates a single syllable. Further-
more, the structural description of MQ is defined over a subset of the 
sequences that undergo VC. As a consequence, the Elsewhere Condition 
brings about the ordering MQ - VC. Additionally, if MQ applies to a par-
ticular form, the same condition will block the application of VC. 
The forms endei and hugil in (39e) do not present any problem for 
the theory advanced here, as is shown in section 4.2.1 above. We have 
argued that e+a sequences undergo Leftward Spreading which yields the 
long vowel /I/. Next In line ie /i/-Fronting which changes underlying 
/I/s and lä. Ι в arising by Leftward Spreading into [ε], unless /1/ is 
preceded by the front vowels lil or /e/. 
Let us now turn to the set of exceptions in (39f). Ruljgh (1975) 
argues that the stem of these second declension nouns ends in the long 
vowel /S/. Thus, the underlying stems are khalkö- 'copper', khrusö- 'of 
silver', osto- 'bone', and kano- 'basket'. The problem is how to account 
for the long /I/ in the nominative/accusative plural, which shows up 
Irrespective of the preceding segment. The problem is twofold: (1) how 
to account for the absence of [+round], and (il) how to account for the 
absence of /a/-Fronting. We will discuss these problems one after the 
other. Some regular second declension neuters are given in (48): 
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(48) nom.eg. 
d3ro-n 
suko-n 
hlmátlo-n 
nom.acc.pl. 
dora 
вика 
hlmátla 
'gift' 
'fig' 
'outer garment' 
We observe that the stem vowel /o/ does not show up In these nomina-
tive/accusative plural forms either. We will, following the analysis by 
Ruljgh (1975), assume that the second declension neuters have two stem 
allomorphs: one ending In lal and one ending In /e/, where the latter Is 
the result of the stem-vowel delinking rule (cf. 3.3.1). Ruljgh argues 
that the nominative/accusative ending solely consists of the features 
[marginal] and [open] (these features roughly correspond to our features 
[back] and [low]), which manifest themselves phonetically by coloring 
the preceding stem vowel. A reInterpretation of Ruljgh's abstract nomi-
native/accusative plural morpheme In terms of CV-Phonology readily comes 
to mind. CV-Phonology allows us to represent this morpheme as a floating 
or untlmed suffix, that Is, a suffix which solely consists of a feature 
matrix. Under these assumptions, the nominative/accusative plurals can 
be described In the following way: 
(A9) о о 
/К Л 
C V V C V ο · » 0 C V V C V Aff ix Timing С V V С V [dora] 
0 
/К 
С  V 
I ν 
d D 
0 
л 
С V 
I 
г 
f x 
а 
i
0 
/К 
с ν ν 
d о 
о 
Л 
 
I 1 
г а 
ι ν 11 
d о г о + а 
The problematic forms In (39f) differ in one important respect from 
the regular forms in (AS) in having a long vowel in the s ingular and 
plural, as i s shown in (50): 
(50) nom.sg. 
oston 
kanon 
khrusön 
nom.acc.pl. 
osta 
kan! 
khrusï 
'bone' 
'basket' 
'of silver' 
In sect ion 3.3.3.1 we discussed Stem Vowel Shortening which Is 
responsible for the length a l ternat ions In stems (cf. khorä (nom.sg.) 
vs. khoray (nom.pl.), 'land', time vs . tlmay 'honor'). Nouns of the o-
declension do not participate in Stem Vowel Shortening for the simple 
reason that their stem-final vowel i s usually short to begin with. Clear 
exceptions to this observation are the data In (50) in which the stem-
final vowel shows up as long [3] on the surface. 
The absence of SVS in the plural forms of (50) c a l l s for an expla-
nation. If we assume that the right-peripheral V-slot i s extrametrical, 
I .e. i n v i s i b l e for the shortening ru le , we can account for the absence 
of /¡¡/-Fronting In a natural way, as the structural description of / I / -
Frontlng i s now not met. In (51) below, the derivation of osta 'bone' 
(nom.acc.pl.) i s given as an i l l u s t r a t i o n : 
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А ЛГ 
С V С С ν ν ν 
I I I I ν I 
a-»0 
А ΛΤ 
С V С С V V V 
1 I 1 I 1 
ree.+ 
LS + 
ТСС 
(51) о о о о о о 
Л / К Л /А Л УГ\ 
у С С V (V) о-» 0 у С С V (V) AT С С у (V) / ï / - F r . п.а. 
о в t о + а о β t a o s t a 
The derivat ion In (51) shows that the two problems concerning the 
data In (39f) are explained by assuming a stem-vowel delinking rule 
which results In the allomorphlc alternation osto-ostl-· The additional 
assumption that the stem-final V-slot Is eztrametrlcal enables us to 
account for the absence of /i/-Frontlng. 
The genitive singular masculines In (39g) are exceptional, since we 
expect that the stem-final /Ι, ε/ and the genitive singular ending /o/ 
merge into /5/ (/nawtl-o/ -* *[nawt3])· These genitive singulars can be 
described by stem vowel delinking. If the stem vowel / I / Is delinked 
from i t s skeleton p o s i t i o n s , the output can be obtained by Leftward 
Spreading and the TCC (35), as Is shown in (52): 
(52) i $ ? i i ? о о 
/К /Ач 
С V С С V V V [nawto] 
M M N / 
n a u t a o n a u t о n a u t o 
Final ly , l e t us consider the third-declension nouns In (39h). In 
view of the accusative plural phulak-aa 'watchman', leont-as 'lion' and 
rhetor-as 'orator', we expect forms such as * a l ë t h ë · and * t r l ë r ë e , 
derived from the underlying representations /a ls the-as / and / tr iëre-as / . 
Both Kühner-Blase (1890) and Goodwin (1894) assume paradigm leveling for 
the cases at hand. They point out that the synchronization of the nomi-
native plural and accusative plural i s widespread. In the masculine and 
feminine, the nominative and accusative plural are homonymous through VC 
and CL ( e . g . p o l e - e s -» p o l e s (nom.pl . ) , polene -* poles (acc.pl.) 
'state'). Probably, these masculine/feminine forms served as a model for 
the forms in (39h). The nominative plural of a l ë thes 'true' le a l ë thëe 
which i s a resu l t of e+e coalescence. The tendency to synchronize the 
nominative and accusative plural has led to the auppletion of the ex-
pected accusative plural form alëthes In favor of the nominative plural 
form alëthëe. 
The problematic forms in (39), then, f a l l into three major c a t e -
g o r i e s . The f i r s t s e t of data are b l s y l l a b l c underlyingly, and th i s 
prevents Leftward Spreading from applying. The second set of data, which 
undergo neither resyllablficatlon nor VC, are the third-declension nouns 
In (39b). We have argued that r e s y l l a b l f i c a t l o n does not occur i f the 
vowels in hiatus are contained within an iambic foot, possibly to keep 
Foot Migration transparent. The third se t contains forms that show 
unexpected VC propert ies . We have suggested, fo l lowing others , that 
analogy has played an important role here. However, we use the notion of 
analogy in a particular, theoretically quite restricted sense. First of 
a l l , we express analogy by Introducing diacrit ic rule features such as 
[+Rule R] (- overappllcation) or [-Rule R] (- underappllcation). Dia-
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critic rule features are used, for example, to account for the augmented 
forms êkhon 'have' (1.eg.imperi.ind.) which do not undergo Stem Vowel 
Lowering (cf. section 3.3.2), and to account for the forms in (39d) 
which have unexpectedly undergone Metathesis of Quantity. Secondly, we 
express analogy by introducing special stem-vowel delinking rules which 
are responsible for stem-vowel alternations of the type /o/-/e/, 
/u/-/e/, /i/-/e/, and /a/-/e/. The forms In (39) exhibit precisely these 
alternations: /i,u/-/e/ alternation in (d), /o/-/e/ alternation in (f), 
and /a/-/e/ alternation In (g,h). Hence, these forms are instances of 
the latter type of analogy by which the melody is delinked from the 
skeleton resulting in the default vowel. 
4.3.4 Recapitulation 
The aim of this section has been to provide a formal characterization of 
VC proper and to test whether the hypothesis developed in chapter 2 was 
sufficient to account for the complex Attic forms. It has turned out 
that VC, as expected, must be formalized as a syllable-Internal vowel-
merger operation by which nondietlnct feature matrices coalesce. A 
number of arguments have been brought forward to support the claim that 
VC is fed by reeyllabification. Furthermore, we have provided an account 
of the uncontracted e+V data such as pléomen..etc. They cannot undergo 
Leftward Spreading, because of an underlying Intervocalic /w/, and, in 
addition, VC proper cannot take place, since at that stage in the deri-
vation the vowels are distinct for backness. Given the proper interpre-
tation of the RROC, the a+e sequences will not be rendered distinct, and 
consequently, VC is free to apply. Finally, we have discussed some forms 
problematic to Sommerstein's (1973) analysis, and have suggested a 
possible way of analyzing them within the limits of the theory proposed. 
4.4 The behavior of high vowels in hiatus 
So far we have several times referred to the behavior of high vowels in 
hiatus. It was observed that high vowels in postvocalic position undergo 
reeyllabifIcation into diphthongs, while high vowels in prevocalic 
position do not undergo reeyllabification. Below, we will provide an 
account for the non-application of VC proper, if one of the input vowels 
is [+high]. 
4.4.1 Prevocalic high vowels 
Lejeune (1972), among others, observes that a vowel hiatus remains 
stable if the left Input vowel is [+hlgh]. He provides an account of 
this situation Involving a 'homorganic Intervocalic glide': "Même dans 
les langues qui ne possèdent pas de semi-voyelle y, w, ti, un i, un u, un 
il en hiatus dégagent normalement dans le prononciation un bref élément 
consonantique, souvent inaperçu de celui qui parle (la tend a se pro-
noncer iya, ua : uwa, ila : ütfa). Il en était ainsi en grec ancien'* 
(Lejeune 1972:163).10 
Within the SPE framework a homorganic glide Insertion rule will take 
the following form: 
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(53) Homorganlc Glide Insertion 
0 
+cone 
+hlgh 
aback 
ground 
+syll I 
/ |aback I— [+syll] 
ßroundl 
However, rules such as (53) cannot explain why the glide Is homor-
ganlc with the preceding vowel, and a rule Inserting a [-aback, -ground] 
glide In the same environment would be equally marked according to SPE's 
own evaluation procedure. In the present nonlinear framework It suffices 
to Insert an empty C-slot Intervocallcally. The universal Left-Prece-
dence Clause (54), proposed by Clements (1976), will take care of the 
spreading of the melody of the lefthand vowel to the Inserted C-slot: 
(54) Left-Precedence Clause 
Given configurations In which one or more free ( I .e . unassocl-
ated) P-bearlng units are flanked on both s ides by bound (I .e . 
associated) P-bearlng units, associate from the le f t . E.g.: 
Ρ Ρ Ρ Ρ 
ι ι - 14 I 
Ρ Ρ Ρ Ρ Ρ Ρ 
The nonlinear counterpart of HCl (53) Is given below: 
(55) Homorganlc Glide Insertion: (nonlinear version) 
o p о о 
Il I I 
V V - » V С ν 
I l L-' I 
[+h] [-h] [+h] [-h] 
It will be clear now why VC does not take place, If the lefthand 
Input vowel Is [+hlgh]. HGI (55) destroys the proper environment for 
resyllablflcatlon, as Indicated by the derivations In (56): 
(56) a: 0 
л 
С V 
Ι 1 
1 1 
ρ О 
О 
А 
О О 
Л л 
С V V с 
ι ι ι I I I I 1 
l í o s 
О О 
Л 1 
С V V 
1 khthu e 
HGI 
HGI 
о 
Л 
С V 
ι | 
1 1 
Ρ о 
о 
Л 
V С 
1 
0 О 
Л /К 
С V С V с 
ι к ' ι ι 
1 1 o s 
о о 
л л 
С V С V 
1 l·' 1 khthu e 
Res. п.a. VC п.a. [pollyos] 
Res. η.a. VC η.a. [Ikhthuwe] 
Having provided an explanation for the absence of resyllablflcatlon 
In the case of vowel sequences where the lefthand vowel Is [+hlgh], let 
us now turn to the treatment of prevocallc diphthongs. The examples In 
(57) show that the second half of the diphthong Is geminated: 
(57) a: /llp-oy-ml/ -» [lipoymi] (l.sg.pres.opt.) 'leave' 
/llp-oy-en/ -* [lipoyyen] (3.pi.pres.opt.) 
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b: /e-kelew-sa/ -» [ekeléwsa] (l.sg.aor.lnd.) 'command' 
/kelew-5/ -» [keléwwö] (l.sg.pres.lnd.) 
It seems Intuitively correct to relate the forms In (57) In one way 
or another to the forms having a high vowel In prevocallc position. If 
we slightly modify HGI (55), such that It also Inserts an empty C-slot 
after the second half of a diphthong, the data In (57) can be handled 
naturally: 
(58) о о о o o o 
Λ /Ν Л Л Ж /Ν 
С С С С H G I C V C V C C V C [ l lpoyyen] 
I I I I I I I I I I I V I I 
l l p o l e n l i p o 1 e n 
This d i scuss ion reveals that the reso lut ion of v o c a l i c h iatus de­
pends on the segmental make-up of the vowels. If the f i rs t syllable ends 
In a [+hlgh] segment, the hiatus Is resolved by HGI, and i f i t ends In a 
[-high] segment, the hiatus Is resolved by resyllablfIcatlon (and VC). 
4.4.2 Poetvocallc high vowels 
The behavior of high vowels constituting the rlghthand environment for 
VC has already been referred to In the previous s e c t i o n s . We have 
argued that the absence of VC proper can be accounted for If resyllabl-
f l ca t lon creates the environment for VC to apply. If the postvoca l lc 
vowel i s [+hlgh], r e s y l l a b l f I c a t l o n brings about a change In the CV 
skeleton If the preceding vowel Is [-high], a fact that can be expressed 
by changing the V-slot dominating a high vowel Into a C-slot. Further­
more, VC cannot take place for yet another reason: the nonhlgh and high 
vowel in hiatus wi l l be distinct when resyllablficatlon takes place. The 
question why t h i s Is so Is related to the functioning of Stem Vowel 
Lowering. 
Stem Vowel Lowering marks long [-high] vowels as [+low] at level-1. 
Doing so. I t accounts for a gap In the data, because In stems only 
It, 5/ appear underlylngly. After CL and VC, however, there are four 
long mid vowels, v iz . [£, ε, ö, о]· The absence of the long c losed mid 
vowels Inside stems follows Immediately If SVL Is ordered before CL and 
VC. The rule of SVL, though, e x p l i c i t l y refers to the feature [-high] 
and the RROC w i l l order the redundancy rules supplying t h i s value Im­
mediately before I t . As a consequence, a sequence of [-high]-[+high] 
vowels Is d i s t i n c t when VC takes place. Since VC must be structure-
preserving, I ts application wi l l be blocked. 
We have provided two reasons for the absence of VC i f a high vowel 
appears in postvoca l lc pos i t ion. It seems i n t u i t i v e l y correct that 
distinctness i s the principal reason, and the change at the CV t ier the 
secondary one. This hypothesis enables us to formalize Diphthong For­
mation straightforwardly: 
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(59) Diphthong Formation 
о 
A 
V -• С / V γ 
[+h] 
In case of i d e n t i c a l high vowels, the v o c a l i c features w i l l merge by 
VC. C o n s e q u e n t l y , ( 5 9 ) cannot apply b e c a u s e of the L ink ing C o n s t r a i n t · 
I f t h e t a u t o s y l l a b l c v o w e l s are d i s t i n c t , VC may not app ly , g i v e n i t s 
d e f i n i t i o n , and s u b s e q u e n t l y , (59) w i l l a c c o m p l i s h a change on t h e CV 
t i e r . 
We can conclude from the above d i s c u s s i o n that there are two reasons 
f o r t h e a b s e n c e of VC proper i f t h e r i g h t h a n d i n p u t v o w e l i s [ + h l g h ] . 
The fundamental reason I s the notion of d i s t i n c t n e s s , and the secondary 
reason concerns the p o s i t i o n of p o s t v o c a l i c high vowels in the s y l l a b l e . 
The d e r i v a t i o n of t h e form géray ' p r i z e ' ( d a t . e g . ) i s g i v e n In ( 6 0 ) : 
о о o p 
л /К л A 
R e s . С V С V V VC п . a . DF С V С V С [ g é r a y ] 
I I I I I M i l l 
g e r - h + h g e r a l 
+1 
+b 
We have accounted f o r t h e b e h a v i o r of h i g h v o w e l s in h i a t u s by 
r e f e r r i n g to t h e i r s p e c i f i c propert ies w i th re spec t to s y l l a b i f i c a t i o n . 
If the prevoca l lc vowel i s [+high] , Homorganlc Glide Inser t ion w i l l take 
p lace , destroying the environment f o r r e s y l l a b i f i c a t i o n . I f the p o s t -
v o c a l i c vowel Is [+hlgh] r e s y l l a b i f i c a t l o n w i l l apply f r e e l y . The ab-
s e n c e of VC proper f o l l o w s from m e l o d i c p r o p e r t i e s of the v o w e l s i n 
h i a t u s . We have claimed that VC merges nond l s t lnc t t a u t o s y l l a b l c vowels , 
but in case one of the input vowels i s [+highj , coa lescence cannot take 
p lace , s ince the nonhigh vowels are a lready s p e c i f i e d as [-high] by the 
redundancy ru l e s proposed for At t i c . 
4 .5 Sunoary 
In t h i s chapter a formal descr ip t ion of VC has been presented, showing 
that the r e s o l u t i o n of v o c a l i c hiatus I s the r e s u l t of Leftward Spread-
ing and VC proper. We have shown that t h i s a n a l y s i s i s supported by two 
independently motivated processes: / ä / - F r o n t i n g and / w / - D e l e t i o n , and 
one r u l e - s p e c i f i c c o n d i t i o n , v i z . the B i s y l l a b i c l t y C o n d i t i o n . In 
s e c t i o n 4 . 2 . 1 , we have p o i n t e d out t h a t : ( 1 ) the ou tput of Leftward 
Spreading undergoes / I / - F r o n t i n g , whi le the output of VC does not, ( l i ) 
Leftward Spreading i s blocked by an underlying i n t e r v o c a l i c / w / , whi le 
VC i s not , and ( i l l ) Leftward Spreading, unl ike VC proper, does not take 
p l a c e , i f the i n p u t word i s b i s y l l a b i c . Next ( s e c t i o n 4 . 3 . 1 ) , we have 
proposed t o d e f i n e VC as a s y l l a b l e - i n t e r n a l v o w e l - m e r g e r o p e r a t i o n , 
where r e s y l l a b i f i c a t l o n i s an integrated part of vowel coalescence . This 
h y p o t h e s i s a l l o w s us t o c o n s i d e r the q u a l i t a t i v e c h a n g e s , which were 
p r e v i o u s l y thought t o be s p e c i f i c f o r M e t a t h e s i s of Q u a n t i t y , a s a 
λ λ Ϊ 
(60) о 
Л 
С V С V V 
M I M 
g e r a l 
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special case of VC. Secondly, on the supposed relation between resyl la-
b l f l c a t l o n and VC, ve account for the systematic absence of forms in 
which VC has taken place without r e s y l l a b l f l c a t l o n . F i n a l l y , we have 
looked at the behavior of postvocal lc high vowels In h ia tus . These 
vowels undergo resyllablflcatlon, and combine with the preceding vowel 
to produce a diphthong. If i t were assumed that vowel coalescence takes 
place Irrespect ive of r e s y l l a b l f i c a t i o n , t h i s would obscure the fact 
that VC and diphthongization serve one and the same purpose: the reso-
lut ion of voca l i c h iatus . These considerations have led to the con-
clusion that the s implest grammar of Att ic i s one in which r e s y l l a -
b i f i c a t i o n i s the ul t imate cause of VC and diphthongization, and ac-
cordingly, the ul t imate cause of the reso lut ion of voca l i c h iatus · 
Finally, we have considered sequences where one of the input vowels Is 
[+high]. I t turned out that the absence of both r e s y l l a b l f l c a t l o n and 
VC, when the prevocallc vowel i s [+high], i s a consequence of Homorganlc 
Glide Insert ion . If the postvocal lc vowel i s [+hlgh], the hiatus i s 
resolved by r e s y l l a b l f i c a t i o n . Subsequent VC i s not al lowed, s ince It 
cannot apply to sequences which are distinct without being non-structure 
preserving at the level of distinctive features. 
Footnotes 
1: For the moment we w i l l ignore the merger of two Ident i ca l high 
vowels into a long vowel, e.g. / oph i - id ion / -» [ophldion] ' l i t t l e 
snake'. We wi l l return to these forms in section 4.2.1. 
2: The Crasis facts differ in some respects from the VC facts. The most 
important differences are the following: 
( i ) i f the f i r s t , c l i t i c - l i k e word ends in a yod, t h i s segment 
disappears, e.g. /kay epeyta/ •» [kapeyta] 'and then'. In the opta-
t i ve mood -y i s added to the tense stem, but i n t e r v o c a l i c a l l y i t 
shows up as a geminate, e.g. / l l p - o y - e n / -» [ l ipoyyen] ' leave' 
(3 .p i .pres .opt · ) . 
( i i ) i f the second input word i s / a / - i n i t i a l , the output of Crasis 
i s always / a / in Attic, Irrespective of the quality of the preceding 
vowel, e.g. ho aner -* häner 'the man'. Given the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of 
VC we expect *honer. This form surfaces In other d i a l e c t s (e.g. 
Doric) and th i s indicates that the Att ic forms need a spec ia l 
analysis. 
Apart from these di f ferences VC and Crasis can be regarded as one 
and the same process. 
3: The data are taken from standard p h i l o l o g i c a l s t u d i e s , notably 
Kühner-Blass (1890), Goodwin (1894), Schwyzer (1939) and Le jeune 
(1972). 
4: Other examples of ä+V coalescence are not a t t e s t e d . This gap i s 
mainly the result of two Independent changes. First, underlying /a / 
becomes [ ε ] by means of / ï / - F r o n t i n g , e.g. / t i m i - / -» [tTmS-] 
'honor', and secondly. Stem Vowel Shortening shortens long vowels 
under certain morphological conditions, e.g. the noun stem /khörä-/ 
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'land' becomes [khora-] in the plural, and the verb stem /drl-/ 'do' 
becomes [dra-] In the present tense system. 
5: The graphic representation of resyllabification and VC as two or-
dered processes does not mean that they are actually ordered. The 
claim is that both changes take place simultaneously. 
6: If this abstract analysis is accepted, it should be borne in mind 
that It is not supported by synchronic alternations, and consequent-
ly is exposed to the criticism raised by e.g. Kiparsky (1973). 
7: Whitney (1889:84), as reported in Wetzels (1986:300), characterizes 
CL as "the absorption by a vowel of the time of a lost following 
consonant." 
8: In section 3.2 we noted that R-rule (29) must be ordered before the 
level-1 rule of Stem Vowel Lowering. VC must be ordered after the 
latter rule, since otherwise we would derive *dël5te from underlying 
/delo-e-te/ 'manifest'. 
9: De Haas and Hermans (forthcoming) devote a detailed discussion to 
the relation between accentuation and tone assignment. It is argued 
that the HL-melody is first inserted by rule and subsequently as-
sociated with the vowels, one-to-one from left to right, starting 
with the vowel which bears word accent. This procedure is not lan-
guage-specific, but reflects the general way of tone association in 
pitch-accent languages (cf. many of the contributions to Clements 
and Goldsmith 1984). We will not pursue this matter any further, 
since It is Irrelevant to the points discussed here. 
10: Attic orthography never indicates transitional glides. However, they 
are always recorded in Mycenaean, e.g. 1-Je-re-u for Attic hleréwe 
'priest' and ku-a-no for Attic kuanos 'lapis lazuli', and regularly 
in the Pamphylian dialect. 
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Chapter Five: VOWEL COALESCENCE FROM A CROSS-LINGUISTIC PERSPECTIVE 
5.0 Introduction 
We have proposed that vowel coalescence must be regarded as a purely 
melody-internal merger phenomenon, which leaves the suprasegmental pro-
perties of the input sequence unaffected. Furthermore, we have claimed 
that reeyllablfication is an integral property of VC, and that, there-
fore vowel merger is confined to the domain of the syllable. In this 
chapter we will explore VC processes In a variety of languages. In the 
literature these can be found subsumed under the headings of vowel 
merger, vowel fusion or vowel contraction. We will show that only a 
subset of these phenomena share the characteristics of VC explored in 
chapter 2 (in languages such as Classical Sanskrit, Korean, Quebec 
French, Old Portuguese). In the remaining cases the merger of two vowels 
in hiatus is a by-product of independently motivated language-specific 
processes (e.g. in Tunica, Kasem, Kikuyu). Lack of space prevents us 
from an analysis as thorough as that provided for Ancient Greek in the 
previous chapters. As a consequence, the analyses of this chapter may 
strike one as perhaps fragmentary, especially where decisions with 
respect to the representation of the vowel inventories are concerned. 
The most important goal is to verify the general theory of VC developed 
in chapter 2 and expanded in chapter 4. The discussion will serve an-
other purpose as well, which is to fill empirical gaps in our proposals 
so far. For example, we will discuss VC in Quebec French, since it 
provides crucial evidence for the claim that merger involves adjacent 
supralaryngeal nodes. Furthermore, VC in Korean and Rotuman will receive 
attention because in these languages VC turns out to be structure-
preserving at the micro (i.e. distinctive feature) level but not at the 
macro (i.e. phoneme) level. This is expected given our theory, since we 
have characterized VC as the merger of nondistinct feature matrices. 
5.1 Quebec French 
Vowel Coalescence in Quebec French is interesting, because the language 
distinguishes between nasal and oral vowels. This opposition enables us 
to readdress a point brought up earlier in section 4.4.2 regarding the 
feature nodes which merge by means of VC. We hypothesized that the 
supralaryngeal nodes coalesce, and thus predict that the features domi-
nated by this node in the feature tree are involved and preserved, that 
ia, we expect that the prespecified nasal features and place features 
will survive. 
The rule of vowel coalescence, in Quebec French, is a late phonolo-
gical rule, and in the majority of cases applies across word boundaries, 
although word-internal contractions also occur (e.g. [elektrislte] -· 
[ektrisite] 'electricity'). This phenomenon has received extensive 
attention in Dumas (1978) and Rochette (1980), the former working in a 
linear framework and the latter in a nonlinear (metrical) one. The 
authors do not agree with respect to the nature of the underlying vowel 
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s y s t e m . Dumas c h a r a c t e r i z e s the c l o s e d and h a l f - c l o s e d v o w e l s a s 
[ + t e n s e ] and the open and half-open vowels as [ - t e n s e ] . Rochette, on the 
o t h e r hand, a s s u m e s an u n d e r l y i n g l e n g t h c o n t r a s t , where a l l l o n g 
v o w e l s are [ + t e n e e ] and t h e s h o r t ones [ - t e n s e ] . Furthermore, she a s ­
sumes Chat t h e open and h a l f - o p e n v o w e l s a r e [ + l o w ] . We w i l l f o l l o w 
Rochette 's c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n , which i s given in (1 ) : 
( 1 ) [-back] [+back] 
[-round] [+round] [-round] [+round] 
[+high] i I y Y u U 
[-low] e / i E i <b о 0 
[+low] e a /â œ/œ (α) о/З 
[ t e n s e ] + - + - + + -
In word-final p o s i t i o n a l l vowels appear as short tense vowels , cf. 
[ f o t o g r a f i ] v s . [ f o t o ] . Hence, for VC the l e f t i n p u t v o w e l s a r e u s u a l l y 
s h o r t and t e n s e . Furthermore, the v o w e l /ε/ i s u s u a l l y r e a l i z e d as [ a ] 
i n w o r d - f i n a l p o s i t i o n ( e . g . l e l a i t [ І э і а ] ' t h e m i l k ' , a v a i t [ a v a ] 
'had ' ) . Word-f ina l / a / s a r e r e a l i z e d as [э] ( e . g . ananas [апапэ] ' p i n e ­
a p p l e ' , ne. .pas [пэ. .рэ] ' n o t ' ) . F i n a l l y , a l o n g n a s a l / I / i s p h o n e t i ­
c a l l y r e a l i z e d a s [ a ] ( e . g . changer [sâ&e] ' change ' ) . Ruche t t e (1980) 
a r g u e s t h a t Che r u l e of / a / - l a b i a l i z a t i o n t a k e s p l a c e b e f o r e f i n a l 
t e n s i n g and s h o r t e n i n g , w h i l e the r u l e s of / e / - l a x i n g and / I / - b a c k i n g 
take place very l a t e In the der ivat ion . We w i l l return to these changes 
below. 
The p o s s i b l e c o m b i n a t i o n s of v o w e l s and t h e i r contracted vers ions 
are summarized in tab le (2) below. Vowel l ength i s not ind icated , s ince 
a l l output vowels are long, which we expect , g iven the assumption that 
VC Induces purely melody- internal changes. For Ancient Greek we have 
observed that the tonal melody of the input I s a l s o preserved, and the 
same i s true for Che s t r e s s pattern in Quebec French. The outpuc vowel 
b e a r s s t r e s s i f e i t h e r of the Input v o w e l s does ( e . g . Je v a i e fumer l a 
c i g a r e t t e [zvofymasigarét] 'I am going to smoke the c i g a r e t t e ' ) . 
(2 ) i y e ^ s œ a o o u i â S œ 
i - - e - - - a - o - i a 5 œ 
y - - e - - - a - o - ë S - œ 
e - - e - - - a - o - e ï - œ 
d - - e - - - a - - - - ï - -
/ε/ - » а г с е г с в г - а э э э г а э о з 
œ - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
/ a / - » э - с в г о е г - а - э э Ё Г а - -
o - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
o - - e - - - a - o - ë - - -
u - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
i - - ë - - - - - - - g a - -
ï _ œ ë c é - - S _ - - Ê a 5 œ 
5 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
œ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
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As shown In (2), only a subset of the poss ib le vowel combinations 
part ic ipate in VC. Some of the combinations simply do not occur (e.g. 
/э, œ/+V), s ince /о, oe/ are not allowed word f i n a l l y . Sequences involv­
ing the nasal vowels /5,œ/ in prevocalic pos i t ion undergo l i a i s o n (cf. 
Rochette 1980: fn.24). 
Dumas (1978) proposes that we are dealing with a mixed process of 
vowel e l i s i o n and vowel coalescence. I t seems that the melody of the 
lefthand input vowel i s deleted i f I t i s nonlow, while elsewhere both 
vowels are a f fec ted , giving r i s e to a mixture of them. However, he 
decides to account for these various changes by a unique (transforma-
tional) rule, which deletes the f irs t input vowel and changes the second 
with respect to the features [ l o n g ] , [accent ] , [ n a s a l ] , and [ l o w ] . 
Rochette (1980) argues against this approach, since Dumas characterizes 
VC by two distinct but nevertheless complementary rules of deletion and 
as s imi la t ion . Secondly, the fact that the output vowel Is long (and 
accented) must be stated expl ic i t ly , as i f i t were an accident. Rochette 
therefore takes a d i f ferent pos i t ion , and formulates VC as a metrical 
process that percolates certain feature values of the segments involved 
to the node Immediately dominating these segments. In her metrical 
framework, the rule of VC takes the following form: 
(3) 
+eyll 
(-t-nas) 
(+low) 
[+eyll]: 
U+nas]1 
J ! j ([+low]2) 
1
 f+eylll2 - • ([+i s]4 \ 
Furthermore, she assumes a convention which de le tes those values 
that have not undergone percolation. Hence, she proposes to regard the 
delet ion aspect of VC as an immediate consequence of the percolat ion 
mechanism. 
Only a subset of the features can undergo percolation. But i t i s not 
at a l l c l ear , a pr ior i , why the features [+low] and [+nas] are trans-
ferred to the node Immediately dominating the vowels and why other 
feature values are not. Rochette i s aware of this problem, and therefore 
suggests an a l t ernat ive view. She not i ces that the features which are 
retained from the lefthand vowel ( [+ low] , [+nas]) are the 'marked' 
values: "[I]n the context of vowels in h ia tus , these features are 
marked, in the sense that they are responsible for the perception of two 
distinct vowels. More expl ic i t ly , these features must be kept because of 
some kind of recuperablllty principle which enables us to decompose the 
contracted segment for the interpretation of the utterance" (p.42). 
The latter view approximates to our view on the specific character-
i s t i c s of VC. If Rochette's choice of marked values i s compared with our 
choice of prespecif ied values in (4) below, the se lected s e t s of fea-
tures are almost identical. 
In the remainder of this section we wi l l analyze the Quebec French 
data within the nonlinear framework developed in the present thesis. The 
following feature specification wi l l be assumed for the vowel system: 
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(4) a: i e S y ^ œ a u o a ë a S œ 
high - - - -
low + + + + + + + 
round + + + + + + + + 
back - - -
tense 
nasal + + + + 
b: Redundancy rules: 
[+low] •* [-high] [ ] -» [-round] 
[ ] -» [+high] [around] -» [aback] 
[ ] - ["low] 
[ ] -» [+tense] 
At first sight, it seems that we make the wrong predictions in quite 
a few cases, especially those where the left-hand vowel is [+round], 
because we wrongly predict that the output vowel will also be a round 
vowel· Hence, Quebec French seems to constitute a problem for the view 
that all prespeclfled feature values are preserved under VC· However, we 
will show that the seemingly nonstructure-preserving character of VC is 
the result of its interaction with the processes affecting vowels in 
word-final position. 
Let us first of all determine the ordering between /e/-laxing and 
VC. If it were assumed that VC is ordered after /e/-laxing, we would 
wrongly predict that /ε/+ν coalescence results in a long lax vowel, but 
diagram (2) reveals that the output of /e/+V contraction is [+tense], 
except when the righthand vowel is [-tense]: 
(5) a: elle était heureuse -» [ειοεκ^ζ] 'she was happy' (e+rf) 
b: j'était à la porte -» [zetaport] 'I was at the door' (ε+a) 
Under the assumption that VC takes place before /C/-laxing, the 
forms in (5) are unproblematic. The second rule we have to consider is 
/a/-labializatlon. To account for the data in (6), we must stipulate 
that VC is extrinsically ordered after it, since otherwise we would 
predict that the output vowel is [-tense]: 
(6) il est pas usé -· [JepUœze] 'it is not worn out' (a+y) 
ils sont pas heureux -• [sop4ür¿] 'they are not happy' (a+¿) 
Confirmation for the claim that /a/-lâbialization precedes VC can be 
obtained from the data in (7) which show that /a/ agrees with the other 
round vowels in that it induces labialization of the preceding con-
sonant : 
(7) a: on l'a vu arriver -» [ЗІІа УЗгі е] 'one has seen him arrive' 
elle veut les changer -· [avvisaie] 'she wants to change them' 
c'est trop important -» [setruiportä] 'it is too important' 
b: voilà les autres -» [vluëzout] 'here are the others' 
il a espéré -· [j'Çspere] 'he has hoped' 
je suis pas inquiète -· [spuket] 'I am not worried' 
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Hence, If we posit the Consonant-Labialization rule (8) below, 
ordered before VC, we can account for the apparent feature-changing 
character of coalescence: 
(8) Consonant-Labialization1 
С V 
* * place tier 
Г +rnd 1 
l(-bck)J 
An Immediate advantage of the approach outlined above Is that the VC 
facts of Quebec French do not contradict our hypothesis concerning the 
general characteristics of VC (cf. chapter 2). Given this hypothesis, we 
predict that sequences In which one of the Input vowels Is specified as 
[+round] merge Into a long [+round] vowel. However, Quebec forms In 
which the lefthand vowel Is (+round] apparently refute this hypothesis, 
since the output Is [-round] or [-t-round] depending on the specification 
of the right-hand vowel. If Consonant-Labialization applies before VC, 
we can account for this seemingly feature-changing character of coa­
lescence. The following derivations In (9) show how the rules of /a/-
Lablallzatlon, Consonant-Labialization and VC Interact: 
(9) a: /a+e/ -» [ê] voilà les autres -» [vluëzout] 
0 0 о о о о о 
/ \ | /./-Lab Д | r e s . / ^ Х / Т \ / î \ 
C V V + C V V + C V V V C C V V R R C V V 
I I I Tensing I I I (8) И I Л V / I V 
1 +1 -h 1 +1 -h +r +1 -h 1 +r -h lu e 
-t +r +1 
b: /y+a/ -» [I] on l ' a vu arriver -» [ЗИа Уігі е] 
A Î /«/"Lab r e s . / î \ / f \ / T ^ 
С V V + п . a . + C V V V C C V V R R CVV 
I | | Tensing (8) / 4 + I Д V Л V 
ν +r +1 ν +r +1 ν +r +1 vy a 
-b -t -b -t -b -t 
c: /ε+y/ -» [œ] c 'é ta i t urgent •• [stœrzl] 
o o о о о 
Л I /a/-Lab И Ч /Κ /Ν 
C V V + п . а . г е е . С V V ( 8 ) п . a . VC C V V RR C V V 
I I I Tensing M l | Ν / I W 
t +1 +r t +1 +r t +1 t œ 
-b -b +r 
-b 
Let us finally turn to the fate of nasality under VC. Diagram (2) 
shows that [+nas] Is preserved if at least one of the input vowels is 
nasal. The following data are illustrations: 
(10) c'était impossible ·• [steposlb] 'it was impossible* 
11 est vraiment heureux -» [je ντε mir «(] 'he is really happy' 
Je suis pas inquiète •* [spuket] 'I am not worried' 
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These facts show that the nasal features must be included in the 
s tructural descript ion of the rule . We can achieve th i s by simply a s -
suming that merger takes place between adjacent supralaryngeal nodes, 
since the supralaryngeal node is the f irs t hierarchical node that domi-
nates both the nasal features and the place features . In (11), the 
consequences of t h i s approach are I l lustrated for a relatively simple 
example : 
(11) /a4-ê/ -· [ε] je suis pas inquiète -» [spuket] 
Λ
ο ο ο о о о 
| /a/-Lab А I "в· Л \ И Ч / К 
C V V + C V V + C V V V C C V V R R C V V 
Ι ι ι Tensing ι ι ι <β> А / І ι /ι ν Л V 
ρ +1 -h ρ +1 -h ρ +r +1 -h ρ +r -h ρ u ï 
-t +n +r +n +n +1 
+n 
To summarize, we can conclude that the claim that VC accomplishes a 
merger of adjacent supralaryngeal nodes (section 4.4.2) is empirically 
supported by the facts of Quebec French, since the contraction rule 
preserves not only the place features but also the feature [+nae]. 
5.2. Korean and Roturnan 
The notion of structure preservation is used ambiguously throughout the 
present study. We have introduced a distinction between structure pre-
servation at the level of distinctive features (- micro level) and the 
phoneme level (" macro level). The latter is the more traditional inter-
pretation which is employed in e.g. Kiparsky (1985) and Archangel! and 
Pulleyblank (1986). Kiparsky introduces conditions on which feature 
values may be marked lexically for certain segments. For example, in 
English and Russian the feature [voice] is distinctive for obstruents 
but not for sonorants. Kiparsky observes that we can express this by a 
marking condition which prohibits [voice] from being marked on sonorants 
in the lexicon. This condition plays a dual role, since it prohibits 
underlying voiceless sonorants, and voiceless sonorants arising from the 
application of lexical rules. Many examples have been brought forward in 
the literature that indicate that this condition is too strong (cf. 
Mohanan and Mohanan 1984, Archangel! and Pulleyblank 1986, among 
others). Below, we will add two more cases, from Korean and Rotuman, 
languages in which the feature [round] is nondistinctlve in the class of 
front vowels underlyingly. However, the front round vowels /y, ¿,œ/ 
arise in the course of the derivation by VC which are lexical rules in 
these languages. Korean and Rotuman therefore seem to be structure 
preserving at the level of distinctive features. In section 5.2.3 we 
will go into the relation between these two variants of structure pre-
servation. 
5.2.1 Korean 
The following discussion of VC in Korean elaborates on the analysis by 
Sohn (1987) and i s a continuation of the brief d iscuss ion in sect ion 
2.2. There are two i s sues concerning VC in Korean that deserve our 
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at tent ion . F i r s t , VC enlarges the vowel Inventory of the language. 
Second, VC r e s u l t s e i ther In a long vowel (V+V coalescence) or a short 
one (0+V coalescence). We wi l l concentrate on these two aspects of the 
rule. 
Sohn (1987) assumée an underlying eight-vowel system In which lil Is 
the default vowel. The vowel system proposed Is the one represented In 
(12): 
(12) Korean vowel system: 
і е а а э о и і 
high 
low + + 
back 
round + + 
A sample of one set of data discussed by Sohn Is given In (13). In 
these forms two Identical vowels (cf. 13a) or a sequence of a vowel and 
the default vowel lil (cf. 13b) optionally merge into a long vowel: 
(13) a: tah-a [ta.a] - [ti] 'to arrive' 
cas-a [сэ.э] - [сэ] 'to whirl' 
b: nah—tmyan [na.tmyan] - [nimyan] 'to deliver (a baby)' 
ie-*my9n [i.tmysn] - [Ішуэп] 'to connect' 
(where "." Indicates a syllable boundary) 
Sohn explains these facts by positing a postlexical rule of Nucleus 
Gemination whose output Is subject to the OCP and Nucleus-Internal 
Spreading: 
b: N-Internal Spreading 
N 
/ \ 
X X 
[aP]" 
The second set of data consists of rising diphthongs such as those 
In (15): 
(15) a: kwemul - IcBmul 'monster' b: руэ - pe 'rice' 
weka - öka 'grandparent's' ρ'yam - ρ'am 'cheek' 
wiser) - Usar) 'hypocracy' p'yocok- p'öcok 'sharp' 
wile m - Uham 'danger' toyaci - tvœcl 'pig' 
Sohn proposes Nucleus Degemlnatlon (16) to account for these data. 
It deletes a skeleton slot under a branching nucleus, and the floating 
feature matrix reassociates to an adjacent slot dominated by the same 
nucleus. Afterwards, these feature matrices merge Into a short vowel: 
(14) a: Nucleus Gemination (postlexical) 
Ν N 
χ χ ζ 
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'to 
'to 
'to 
'to 
'to 
give' 
cut' 
fold* 
you' 
me' 
(16) Nucleus Degemlnatlon 
N N N 
X X —» X X - X 
I I i - Ί I 
[aF] [bG] [aF] [bG] [aF.bG] 
As a final case of VC consider the set of alternations given below: 
(17) cu-э [си.э] _ [ с о ] 2 
ре-э [ре.э] - [pi] 
ка-э [кг.э] ~ [kä] 
пэ-еке [пэ.еке] - [пёке] 
na-eke [na.eke] ~ [піке] 
The l e x i c a l counterpart of Nucleus Gemination (14a) i s posited to 
account for the set of data above. However, t h i s rule of Nucleus Gemi­
nation deviates from (14a) as i t includes the melody-internal change. 
Otherwise the output would yield a diphthong: 
(18) Nucleus Gemination II ( lex ica l ) 
N N N 
I I / \ 
X X —» X X 
[aF] [bG] [aF.bG] 
Notice that at least four mechanisms are used to explain the Korean 
VC f a c t s : ( i ) for i d e n t i c a l vowels, Sohn invokes rule (14a) In con­
junction with the OCP, ( i i ) in V+t sequences rule (14a) and N-internal 
Spreading take place, ( i l i ) for G+V sequences, Sohn appeals to Nucleus 
Degemlnatlon (16) which accomplishes a del inking, reassoc iat ion and 
merger of the melodic make-up, and ( iv) for the heterosy l lab lc V+V 
sequences, Sohn employs rule (18), which achieves a change at the pro­
sodie level (resyllablficatlon) as well as a change in the melody (vowel 
merger). This variety of mechanisms invoked for what intuit ively seems 
one change ind icates that a general izat ion i s being missed. Below, we 
w i l l show that a l l the Korean facts find a straightforward account in 
the theory developed in t h i s t h e s i s . But f i r s t , we must devote some 
attention to the syllabif ication of rising diphthongs. We have available 
three ways of doing t h i s , as i s i l l u s t r a t e d In (19) and, a pr iori , we 
cannot decide in favor of one of them: 
(19) а: o b: 
4 
о 
1 
1 
N A X X 
1 1 gl ν 
с: о 
ι I 
N 1 
X 
Л gl ν 
where 'gl 
'ν' 
ІЕ 
Is 
glide 
vowel 
X X 
I I 
gl ν 
Sohn (1987) argues that (19b) must be preferred for Korean on the 
basis of a word game and the absence of particular diphthongs. We will 
show, however, that representation (19c) Is In fact preferable, since it 
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renders the rule of Nucleus Degemlnatlon superfluous. 
In the word game, heterosyllablc vowels or rising diphthongs are 
switched without affecting other segments In the syllable: 
(20) a: hobak 
bica 
b: кагу іі 
hwicai} 
'pumpkin' 
'visa' 
•if 
'curtain' 
ha bok 
baci 
куэгао 
hacwlQ 
*bahok 
*саЫ 
*кэгуао 
*hwacla 
If the rising diphthongs are represented as In (19b), the switch of 
G+V as a unit Is expected, according to Sohn (1987). However, the word-
game facts can also be accounted for under (19c). Hence, the word game 
facts do not distinguish between (19b) and (19c). 
Given the underlying eight-vowel system and the underlying glides 
/y, w/, sixteen possible rising diphthongs are expected. However, Sohn 
observes that the following possibilities do not occur: *yi, *wu, *yt, 
*w* and *wo, and takes these gaps as evidence for representation (19b). 
The absence of *yl and *wu is considered an OCP effect, and the absence 
of G+i diphthongs is caused by the default character of /±/, and due to 
N-internal Spreading. Sohn does not account for the absence of *wo, but 
it seems plausible that this gap results from a syllable constraint 
which prohibits sequences of tautosyllablc labial vocolds. We will show 
that the remaining gaps can be accounted for under representation (19c). 
First, the observation that *yl and *wu are Impossible follows from 
Clemente and Keyeer'β (1983) Twin Sister Convention, which merges two 
identical vowel matrices dominated by a single V-slot. For the sake of 
convenience we repeat this convention in (21a), and its effects in 
Korean in (2lb): 
(21) a: Twin Sister Convention b: V V 
X -. Υ л " I 
Л - ï 
[aF] [aF] [aF] ЖІ CI 
Our account of the absence of the diphthongs *yf and *vi crucially 
depends on the default character of /*/. Given the fact that /±/ is an 
empty V-slot underlylngly, the representations of /y±, w±/ are identical 
to the representations of the short vowels /1, u/, respectively, and by 
Implication these representations will surface as [i, u]. 
This may convey the impression that Sohn's proposal and ours are 
notational variants. However, the proposals make different predictions 
with respect to the length of the monophthongs that arise from the 
nonoccurrlng rising diphthongs. Sohn predicts that the monophthongs will 
be long (cf. 22a), while we predict they will be short, since the rising 
diphthongs are linked to a single V-slot (cf. 22b): 
(22) a: *yl: Ν N *y±: Ν N 
Л Л л л 
Χ X OCP Χ Χ X X (14b) Χ Χ 
1 1 V Ι Ι' 
I l i i l 
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b: *yl: Ν N *y±: Ν N 
I I I I 
X TSC X X ·• X 
Λ I A l 
1 1 1 1 0 1 
The data In (15) show that G+V coalescence results In short vowels. 
Hence, If the monophthonglzatlon of the nonoccurrlng rising diphthongs 
resulted In the long vowels /I, u/ this would be peculiar Indeed. 
Further confirmation for the correctness of our prediction can be ob­
tained from the so-called /p/-lrregular verbs In which the configuration 
wi appears underlylngly (cf. Sohn 1987:fn8). However, contrary to Sohn's 
expectations, this sequence surfaces as the short /u/. Hence, the /p/-
Irregular verbs provide Independent evidence for the claim that rising 
diphthongs must be represented as In (19c)· 
Let us finally turn to the description of the VC facts In (13), (15) 
and (17). On the assumption that VC Is triggered by resyllablf Icatlon 
(cf. section 2.2 for an argument based on Korean), we can account for 
all the facts by the general rule of VC In (23), which conforms to the 
universal format of chapter 2: 
(23) Korean Vowel Coalescence 
о 
[-cons] [-cons] —• [-cons] [-cons] 
[aF] [bG] [aF, bG] 
The data In (13) and (17) show the application of VC In Its bare 
form: reeyllabifIcatlon with subsequent vowel merger. Some derivations 
are given in (24): 
(24) а: о о о о о о о 
Л Л /К ИЧ /К /к их 
С у С у С V С R e s . С . . С С V V . . R R C V V C V С 
II 11 Г д 1 II I V ι ν ι л ι 
n a h i m i a i ) η +1 η +1 η a m 1 э Q 
С 
b: о о о о о 
Л I /К А\ /К 
С V V R e s . C V V V C C V V R R C V V III I I I I V I V 
с и э с + г - h с -h с о 
+г 
с: p o o о о о о 
Л ι л А\ / Ν Л л 
С V V С V R e s . С V V . . VC С V V . . RR С С 
I I I I I I I I I V I V I I 
n a e k e n + l - h n - h n a k e 
-b +1 
-b 
These derivat ions show that a l l prespecl f led feature values are 
preserved, and also that VC proper accomplishes a purely melody-Internal 
change. Hence, the length of the output vowel Is expected given our 
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theory· But what about the forms In (15)? In these G+V sequences the 
output vowel Is short· However, this Is what we expect will happen, If 
rising diphthongs are represented as In (19c). The glide and vowel are 
associated to a single V-slot, and vowel fusion will merge the matrices 
of the Input without affecting the skeleton: 
(25) a: /weka/ -» [oka] 
о о о о о о 
I Л I Л I л 
V С VC V C V R R V C V 
Л I I I I I I I I 
+ r - h k a - h k a ö k a 
- b -b 
+r 
b: /wlsarj/ -» [Usar)] 
о о о о о о 
Ι /Ν Ι /К Ι /К 
V C V C V C V C V C R R V C V C 
Λ I I I I I I I I I I I 
+ Г - Ь в Э ! ) -ЬвЭГ) ІІвЭГ) 
+г 
The discussion above clearly shows that all Instances of vowel 
coalescence follow from a single rule of VC. One striking aspect of VC 
In Korean Is the extension of the underlying vowel Inventory. Given the 
fact that VC does not apply to words in sequence, the rule must be 
lexical, and therefore the Korean facts pose a problem for the version 
of structure preservation proposed in Kiparsky (1985). On the other 
hand, the appearance of the front rounded vowels is in keeping with the 
version of structure preservation which states that all lexically speci­
fied feature values, In Korean [-back] and [+round], must be retained. 
From this we can draw the conclusion that at least for Korean the latter 
version is the stronger one. 
5.2.2 Rotuaan 
Rotuman is a Polynesian language spoken on the island of Rotuma some 200 
miles N.N.W. of the Fiji islands. The language has been thoroughly de­
scribed by Churchward (1940), and has attracted the attention of a 
considerable number of phonologiets since (cf. Biggs 1965, Cairns 1976, 
McCarthy 1986, Odden 1986b, Besnier 1987). An Important, though not yet 
fully understood, aspect of Rotuman morphology is the distinction be­
tween the complete and the Incomplete phase which is marked by a complex 
set of vowel alternations. The alternations in (26) are of particular 
relevance to the present discussion: 
(26) complete phase 
mose 
hot! 
futi 
poti («-pati) 
IBje («-laje) 
incomplete phase 
mos 
hot 
fût 
pät 
la J 
'to sleep' 
'to embark 
'to pull' 
'scar' 
'coral' 
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Before we analyze these and other vowel alternations, we will first 
provide some background Information. The use of the complete and incom-
plete phase is grammatically conditioned,as is shown in (27). 
(27) a: femori fe?en 'the people are zealous' 
famor fe?eni 'the zealous people' 
b: famori ?ea 'the people say' 
famor ?ea 'some people say' 
Churchward (1940) distinguishes three types of vowels: the primary 
vowels /i, e, a, o, u/, the secondary vowels /e, p, à', о/ and finally, 
the tertiary vowels /ü, Ö/· The secondary and tertiary vowels are the 
result of a number of umlaut processes and of vowel coalescence, as a 
consequence of which their distribution is far more restricted than the 
distribution of the primary vowels. The latter class of vowels, for 
instance, can appear word-finally, while the others cannot. In addition, 
Churchward (1940:74) states that vowels have three lengths; the under-
lying vowels can be either short or long, whereas the tertiary vowels 
only appear with medium length. They mainly occur In superheavy syl-
lables of the type (C)VVC, and are probably the result of a phonetic 
shortening rule, which reduces long vowels in closed syllables, as Odden 
(1986b) suggests. The above-mentioned umlauting processes in Rotuman are 
Informally illustrated In (28): 
(28) a: /a/ -· [o] / [+strëes] C0 /i, u/ 
e.g. hogu 'to awake', tofi 'to sweep', sá.i 'free' 
b: /a/ -» [ä] / [+str5ie] C0 /e/ 
e.g. lä'je 'coral', väve 'fast', vá.e 'to divide' 
c: /e, o/ -» [e, o] / — C0 /i, u/ 
e.g. eéru 'comb', fepi 'slow', fólu 'three', mòri 'orange' 
On the assumption (made earlier in McCarthy 1986 and Besnier 1987) 
that the secondary and tertiary vowels are rule-governed allophones of 
the primary vowels, the Rotuman vowel system is a simple five-vowel 
system which can be characterized as in (29) within underspecification 
theory: 
(29) 1 e а о u 
high 
low + 
round + + 
back - -
The forms In (26) exemplify the phenomenon of vowel coalescence. 
However, the vowel a l t e r n a t i o n s due to the change from the complete 
phase into the incomplete phase are far more complex than can be infer­
red from t h e s e data a l o n e . The a d d i t i o n a l data in (30) show t h a t the 
construction of the incomplete phase also involve vowel e l i s ion (30a, b) 
and diphthongizatlon (30c): 
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(30) complete phase 
a: haga 
tokiri 
hoto 
b: tl?u 
fepl 
lako 
e: tlko 
hosa 
pure 
pepa 
Incomplete phase 
hag 
toklr 
hot 
ti? 
fep 
lak 
tlok 
hoas 
puer 
peap 
'to feed' 
•to roll' 
'to jump' 
'big' 
'slow' 
'to climb' 
'flesh' 
'flower' 
'to decide* 
'paper' 
The forms in (30c) contain an incomplete phase that Is formed by a 
kind of metathesis which changes final CV syllables Into VC syllables. 
Furthermore, the resulting vocalic hiatus Is resolved by resyllabl-
flcatlon. If the first vowel Is less sonorous than the second, resylla-
blf Ication will result In a diphthong, and If the rlghthand Input 
vowel Is [-back], the vowels in hiatus merge Into a tertiary vowel of 
medium length. Finally, all remaining cases undergo an elision rule 
which deletes the rightmost vowel. In (31) below, the process of Vowel 
Coalescence Is formalized within the theory advanced here, and In (32) 
some derivations show the formation of the incomplete phase: 
(31) Roturnan Vowel Coalescence 
о о 
i 1 ν 
ι 
supralaryngeal node 
[aF] [-bck] [aF, -back] 
(32) а: о о о о о о 
Л Л Л Л х Л ^ /Л\ 
С С —»С С Res. C V V C V C C V V C [ f i l . t ] 
I I M I I I I I I I I I V I 
f u t i f u i t f + r - b t f + r t 
-b 
b: о о 9 о о 
л Л Л л ^ ч 
С С —»С С Res C C V C VC n .a . [ t i o k ] 
t l k o t i o k t i o k о о 
Л л 
С V с ν 
I I I I 
l a k o 
о о о о 
Л Л /7V. /К 
С V V С Res. С V V С VC n .a . e l i s i o n С V С [ l a k ] 11 
о к 
1.1 +г к 
а к 
These derivations reveal that we need a number of language-specific 
statements to account for the set of alternations. We wi l l not seek to 
minimize the number of ru les , s ince t h i s i s beyond the scope of t h i s 
t h e s i s , but we can make out that the rule of VC in no respect dev iates 
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from the general pattern-
Recently, Rotuman has been analyzed by McCarthy (19Θ6) and Besnier 
(1987) In a way different from our proposal. The major differences are 
the fo l lowing: Both McCarthy (1986) and Besnier (1987) assume that 
Rotuman, l ike the Semitic languages, exhibit a segregation of vowels and 
consonants on separate planes· McCarthy's and Besnler's analyses differ, 
however. In the way the distinction between the complete and Incomplete 
phase should be analyzed. McCarthy assumes that the complete phase Is 
formed by adding a suffix consisting of an empty V-slot, while Besnier 
proposes to derive the Incomplete phase by an e l i s ion rule which deletes 
the final V-slot. Details aside, the complete and Incomplete phase are 
generated as follows: 
(33) f t f t t k t k I k I k 
c v c v c v c c v c v c v c c v c v c v c 
I ι r - . I I I X I I г ^ 
u i u l i o l o a o a o 
f t Í k 
I l I I 
— C V C — — — C V C o t h e r i- ^ , 
U a о rules 
[fut i] [fUt] [tiko] [tlok] [lako] [lak] 
At f i r s t s ight , the analyses by McCarthy (1986) and Besnier (1987) 
explain the facts in a more elegant fashion than ours. However, Odden 
(1986b) presents a number of arguments against McCarthy's ana lys i s , 
which, as far as we can s e e , a lso apply to Besnler's analys is . Odden 
notices that the evidence for the segregation of vowels and consonants 
i s not very strong, since a metathesis rule can handle the facts equally 
we l l . Furthermore, the apparently unbounded character of vowel coa­
lescence In forms l ike pulufi vs. piiliif ' s t i ck ' , popori vs. pò'pò'r 
'suddenly' - for which McCarthy assumed that a single feature matrix le 
associated to two V-slots in the base In accordance with the OCP - can 
be covered for by a vowel harmony rule which propagates the feature 
[-back] from right to l e f t i f the vowels agree in rounding. Final ly , 
Odden notes that McCarthy's analys i s i s empir ica l ly inadequate: It 
generates short diphthongs and short tertiary vowels, but the latter are 
of medium phonetic length. Hence, McCarthy has to assume some vowel 
lengthening rule, which, lengthening short vowels in heavy syllables. Is 
l e s s natural than a shortening rule which a f f e c t s the length of long 
vowels In superheavy syl lables. Moreover, the shortening rule i s needed 
Independently to account for the length alternations in forms like pupui 
(complete phase) vs . pupui (incomplete phase ) ' f loor ' and ?ä (ср . ) vs. 
?a (i.p) ' to b i te ' . With regard to the diphthongs In the incomplete 
phase. Churchward (1940) states that forms l ike momoas 'ripe' are pro­
nounced "almost as two s y l l a b l e s " . It i s impossible to express th i s 
tendency in McCarthy's approach. In our analysis where metathesis act i­
vates r e s y l l a b l f i c a t l o n t h i s tendency c o n s t i t u t e s no problem If we 
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assume that resyllablficatlon is optional. On the basis of these short-
comings, the conclusion is Inevitable that McCarthy's analysis of the 
Rotuman facts is inadequate. 
We can observe that the underlying five-vowel system in (29) in-
creases to a surface twelve-vowel system by the umlautlng processes in 
(28) and VC in (31). Just as VC, umlaut is lexical, since it must take 
place before morphological reduplication, as illustrated in (34): 
(34) complete phase incomplete phase 
popore pöpör /REIH-pore/ 'suddenly' 
momoml mSmSm /RED+mami/ 'disgustingly sweet' 
вэквокіго вэквэкіог /RED+sakiro/ 'to scrutinize' 
The notion of structure preservation proposed by Kiparsky (1985) 
rules out an increase of the vowel Inventory of the Rotuman type. How­
ever, if we assume structure-preservation at the level of distinctive 
features, the possibility of extending the vowel system is left open. 
5.2.3 Structure preservation 
We observed In chapter 4 that VC in the Attic dialect of Ancient Greek 
Is structure preserving at both the distinctive feature and phoneme 
level, since neither the vowel inventory nor the distinctive feature 
Inventory undergoes changes In the course of this process. In Korean and 
Rotuman, on the other hand, VC is nonstructure preserving at the phoneme 
level, whereas it is clearly structure preserving at the distinctive 
feature level. Nevertheless, there are lexical rules, such as voicing 
assimilation in English and Russian (cf. Kiparsky 1985), which are 
structure preserving at the phoneme level: In these languages sonorante 
neither act as triggers, nor as targets, or as blockers. Consequently, 
it is necessary to determine the relation between both types of struc­
ture preservation. A full account of this relationship requires further 
investigation, and all we hope to achieve here is to sketch the broad 
outline of what might lead to a solution. 
Human languages only make use of a subset of the Inventory of pos­
sible sounds and a subset of the features to distinguish them. In lan­
guage after language a number of gaps in the sound pattern occur. The 
relevant question is whether all of these gaps are of the same nature. A 
survey of the gaps found in human languages reveals a striking differ­
ence among them. Many languages have besides the low back vowel /a/ only 
round vowels in the back series. However, there are languages having 
both front and back rounded vowels (e.g. Dutch, German, French, some 
dialects of Italian and postclasslcal Attic) or front and back low 
vowels (e.g. English, Quebec French, Korean), and they are very per­
sistent In maintaining these oppositions. On the other hand, human 
languages are extremely unanimous In not allowing a lexical contrast 
between voiced and voiceless eonorante: to the best of our knowledge, 
there are no languages that exploit this as a lexical contrast. It 
belongs to the task of theoretical linguistics to provide a satisfactory 
explanation for this distinction and to consider its effects on the 
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nature of phonological processes. 
We will propose that the absence of a (derived) lexical contrast 
between voiced and voiceless sonorants Is universal, while the variation 
among languages which allow or disallow a (derived)lexical contrast 
between front and back rounded vowels is language-specific· 
If a language distinguishes voiced and voiceless obstruents, 
Universal Grammar determines that [+voice] is the lexical value, while 
[-voice] is the D-value for obstruents and [+voice] the R-value for 
sonorants· As a consequence, only [+voice] belongs to the underlying 
feature inventory« A lexical rule of voicing assimilation will therefore 
be necessarily structure preserving at the distinctive feature as well 
as the phoneme level, since the feature value involved in voicing assi­
milation, [+volce], is identical to the R-value for sonorants. Hence, 
lexical rules which create voiceless sonorants are ruled out by Uni­
versal Grammar. 
On the other hand. Universal Grammar permits some slight variation 
with respect to the feature values which are taken as the lexical ones 
for languages having a five-vowel system /1, e, a, o, u/. For the sake 
of argument, three possible specifications are given in (35): 
(35) a: Language A b: Language В с: Language С 
l e a o u i e a o u i e a o u 
high high high 
back + back - - low + 
round + + round + + bck/rnd + + 
Suppose these languages have a lexical rule of vowel coalescence. 
This rule will be structure preserving at the distinctive feature level 
in all three languages above, given the characteristics of VC argued for 
in this thesis. However, only the (35a) and (35c) languages will also be 
structure preserving at the phoneme level, while in the (35b) language 
the front rounded vowels arise by VC, as is illustrated in (36): 
(36) a: Language A b: Language В с: Language С 
e+a -* a e+a -· e e+a ·* a 
e+t> -• о e+o -» Ö e+o ·* о 
e+u -» о efu -» ö e+u -» о 
l+u -» u i+u -» U i+u -• u 
i+o -· о i+o -» S i+o -» о 
Hence, the question whether a lexical rule is structure preserving 
at the phoneme level depends on the language-specific choice with re­
spect to the features [back] and [round]. If [+back] and/or [+round] are 
taken as the lexically specified values In a particular language, a 
lexical rule will necessarily be structure preserving at the phoneme 
level, while a language in which on independent language-specific 
grounds [-back] and [+round] are the lexical values, a lexical rule may 
create segments which are [-back, +round], and, as a consequence, this 
rule will not be structure preserving at the phoneme level. 
Thus, structure preservation at the distinctive feature level over-
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rules structure preservation at the phonene level If and only if lexical 
rules generate sounds that fill in accidental feature cooccurrence gaps· 
Otherwise, structure preservation at the phoneme level will hold, as a 
rule. 
The suggestion above entails an interesting prediction with respect 
to the evolution of postlexical processes. These processes are not 
necessarily structure preserving at the phoneme level according to 
Kiparsky (1985). Several cases can he found in the literature where 
postlexical rules result In sounds that are not allowed lexically. In 
Russian, for instance, voiceless sonorants arise postlexlcally, as ob­
served by Hayes (1984) (cf. /bobr/ -» [bopr] 'beaver'). It is predicted 
that these processes will behave differently if they are pushed into the 
lexical component. A postlexical rule which creates the front rounded 
vowels may evolve into a lexical rule with the same output, while a 
postlexical rule which creates voiceless obstruents and sonorants cannot 
become lexicalized without changing its very nature. We predict that 
this rule may evolve into a lexical rule, if and only if the sonorants 
will become nontriggers, nontargets and nonblockers, and hence fully 
transparent, since Universal Grammar determines that sonorants can only 
be specified as [+voice]. The difference between the lexical and post-
lexical voicing assimilation rules in Russian seems to confirm this 
prediction (cf.Hayes 1984 and Kiparsky 1985). However, a more definite 
statement concerning the evolution of nonstructure-preserving lexical 
and postlexical rules must await further and more thorough investi­
gation . 
5.3 Old Portuguese and Classical Sanskrit 
Old Portuguese and Classical Sanskrit exemplify an interesting typolo­
gical difference among the languages possessing a rule of VC. Old Por­
tuguese belongs in one group together with Ancient Greek, while Clas­
sical Sanskrit belongs with Quebec French and Korean in another: in the 
former type of language high vowels do not participate in VC proper, as 
opposed to the latter. Below, it will turn out that the behavior of high 
vowels in hiatus confirms our hypothesis regarding the nonstructure 
changing nature of VC. 
5.3.1 Old Portuguese 
The resolution of vocalic hiatus in Old Portuguese was the main topic of 
Naro (1971) and De Haas (1987a). We will not go into the differences 
between these approaches, but instead focus on the interaction between 
vowel raising and vowel coalescence. Before discussing these processes, 
we will briefly outline the main properties of the Old Portuguese 
(henceforth OP) vowel system and the way It can be represented within 
the frameWork of underspecificatlon theory. 
OP exhibits a seven-vowel system consisting of the closed and half-
closed vowels /i, e, o, u/ and the open and half-open vowels /ε, а, э /. 
Within UT, this vowel system can be characterized as in (37): 
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(37) 1 e 
high 
ATR 
round 
back - -
+ + + 
First, consider vowel raising, some examples of which are in (38). 
Parenthetical forms represent the Latin etyma of the OP forms: 
(38) a: mál-o 
vol-¿r 
névo-a 
kwál-es 
venád-o 
agel-a 
dol-ér 
pejór-e 
gemen-o 
b: ven-ír 
slvíl-es 
nud-o 
-» 
-· 
^ 
-» 
<+ 
-* 
-» 
-• 
•4 
-» 
^ 
^ 
[mau] . 
[vuar] 
[ηενυβ] -
[kwais] -
[viado] -
[agía] -
[duer] -
[pior] -
[gemlu] -
[vir] 
[sivls] 
[nü] 
[maw] 
[vwar] 
[nevwa] 
[kways] 
[vyado] 
[agya] 
[dwer] 
[pyor] 
[gemyu] 
(málum) 
(volare) 
(nébulam) 
(quiles) 
(vínátum) 
(aqullam) 
(dolere) 
(pijôrem) 
(gëmlnum) 
(venire) 
(civiles) 
(nudum) 
'bad'd.decl.sg.) 
'to fly' 
'fog' 
•which'O.decl.pl.) 
'deer' 
'eagle' 
'to ache'(2.conJ.) 
'worse'(3.deci.eg.) 
'twin' 
'to come' 
•civil' 
'naked' 
According to earlier analyses by Muñes (1945), Williams (1962) and 
Naro (1971), these forms involve the deletion of an intervocalic voiced 
consonant, followed by the raising of unstressed half-closed vowels. We 
can state the raising process as in (39): 
(39) Vowel Raising (VR)5 
V 
dorsal [+high] X V л 
f -high 1 
[-stress] 
OP a l so has a rule of vowel coalescence which merges two nonhigh 
vowels in hiatus into a long vowel. In (40), we present a number of 
relevant examples: 
(40) a: até agora -* ategora 
owtra hora •* owtrôra 
b: deza-óyta -» dezSyta 
вбі-а •* so 
rad-ér -· rër 
ré-a -» rë 
с: anéll-o •* εΐο 
maor-e -* mor 
'until now' 
'another period' 
'seventeen' 
Only'(fem.8g.) 
'to scrape' 
'defendant' 
'link' 
'chief' 
These data show that the output of VC i s a long vowel whose quality 
Is half-way between the half-closed and the open vowels. In other words, 
the output of VC i s an ar t lcu latory compromise once again. To account 
for the difference between (38) and (40), we must assume that the rule 
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of Vowel R a i s i n g p r e c e d e s Vowel C o a l e s c e n c e . A c l o s e r l o o k a t t h e VC 
f a c t s above r e v e a l s that t h i s process does not c r u c i a l l y d i f f e r from the 
one proposed for the A t t i c d i a l e c t of Ancient Greek. Hence, the formal i­
z a t i o n of VC w i l l be I d e n t i c a l t o i t s c o u n t e r p a r t i n A t t i c . In ( 4 1 ) 
below, a number of der ivat ions are presented, i l l u s t r a t i n g the i n t e r ­
act ion between VR and VC: 
л п о 
С С V с 
(41) а: ¡ 0 0 0 0 
Л A /Т ^ /TV, 
С V С V С R e s . C V V C V R C V V C 
ι ι i l l i l i l i l i 
ι l J ι ι ' 1 1 ' ' A I ' 
v o l a r ν -h -A r ν +h -A r 
* +r +r 
О О О 0 0 
Л А / К /К Л\ 
С V С V R e s . С V V VR п . a . VC С RR C V V 
I I I IV IV 
β -h -A s -h s 0 
+г -A 
+r 
Mil 
s o l a 
The account for the resolution of vocalic hiatus in OP presented 
here differs in a number of ways from that proposed in De Haas (1987a). 
In this earlier report, we assumed simultaneous spreading of the auto-
segments [high, low], [round, back] and [ATR] if they contain the do­
minant feature values [-low], [-ATR], [-back] or [+round]. However, this 
makes it difficult to retain the claim that asslmilatory processes 
manipulate a single node in the feature geometry. In the present ap­
proach, VC accomplishes a merger of adjacent supralaryngeal nodes, and 
there is no need to weaken our single node view. Secondly, we had to 
assume a language-specific clustering of the features [back] and 
[round], although these refer to Independent articulators, viz. the lips 
and the tongue body. Such a stipulation is superfluous in the present 
framework, since we have proposed to characterize VC as a process which 
involves the supralaryngeal tier, instead of the vocalic feature tiers. 
Furthermore, we had to add a stipulation regarding feature dominancy. 
However, we can dispense with this assumption, if we assume the specifi­
cation of the vowel system given in (37) above. Finally, the rule of VC 
referred explicitlyto the class of nonhigh vowels to prevent the rule 
from applying to the output of VR. The forms in (42) show that the high 
vowels resulting from VR do Indeed escape VC proper: 
(42) mál-o -»mau ^ *тЗ 'bad' 
vol-ar -» vuar A *v3r ' t o f l y ' 
kwál-es -» kwais A *kwëe 'which' 
venád-o -» viado A *vtdo ' deer ' 
The I l l - f o r m e d i t e m s i n (42) are p r o p e r l y e x c l u d e d In the t h e o r y d e -
veloped here. The underlying sequences in (42) are input to r e s y l l a b i -
f l c a t i o n , and as a consequence the unstressed h a l f - c l o s e d vowels w i l l 
become [ + h i g h ] . VC cannot app ly to t h e ou tput of VR, b e c a u s e of the 
s i m p l e f a c t t h a t o n l y n o n d i s t i n c t v o w e l s a r e a l l o w e d t o merge . In the 
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case of the vowel sequences in (42) one vowel i s spec i f ied as [-high] 
while the other i s specified ae [+hlgh]. Hence, the vowels are distinct 
and immune to VC. One simple and straightforward derivation i s given as 
an i l lustration: 
(43) o o o о о 
Λ Α /Ν /Ν /Ν 
С V С V Res. С V V VR С V V VC η . a . RR С V V 
I I I I M l I I I I I I 
m a l o m -h -h m - h + h m a u 
-A +r -A +r 
Summarizing, the present analysis of VC in OP is superior to the 
analysis proposed in De Haas (1987a) for a number of reasons. The most 
important is that we do not have to stipulate that VC is confined to 
nonhigh vowels. The fact that only nonhigh vowels are input to VC fol­
lows from the general format of VC which allows for the merger of 
adjacent supralaryngeal nodes if and only if they are nondlstinct. 
5.3.2 Classical Sanskrit 
Whitney (1889) and Allen (1972) note that one of the main principles of 
vowel-to-vowel sandhi in Classical Sanskrit is that utterances are 
generally characterized by the absence of hiatus; i.e. there is a cru­
cial difference between forms in isolation and sandhi forms. To a lesser 
extent, this principle also holds in Vedic, but in the classical lan­
guage the resolution of vocalic hiatus is almost exceptionless· 
At the surface the vowel system of Classical Sanskrit consists of 
the short vowels 1, a, u, the long vowels Г, ë, i, ô, ΰ, the syllabic 
liquids г, 1, the diphthongs ay, aw and the nasalized approxlmants im, 
am, rm..etc. However, the underlying vowel system is far less complex 
and it suffices to posit /i, a, u, I, I, u/ underlylngly: 
(44) i a u I I ΰ 
high 
back -
round + + 
The long mid vowels [ë, 3] arise through a process of monophthong-
ization of the diphthongs /ay, aw/. In addition, the syllabic liquids 
only appear in interconsonantal position, in word-initial position if a 
consonant follows, or in word-final position if a consonant precedes; 
elsewhere these liquids lose their syllabicity, as shown in (45): 
(45) mrdu asti •* mrdvasti 'it is delicate' 
kart г asti -» kartrastl 'there is a creator' 
atha rsih -» atharsih 'then a seer' 
Finally, the nasalized vowels arise through the loss of the word-
final Ini before a fricative. In autosegmental terms, we can describe 
this process as the loss of the timing slot and the reassociation of the 
nasal features onto the slot of the preceding vowel. A number of ex­
amples are given in (46). The derivation in (47) shows how this change 
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can be handled In the present model: 
(«6) han-sl 
nrns abhl 
divans lha 
(47) о о 
/Κ Λ 
С V С С V 
I I I I I 
h a η s 1 
-· hams i 
-» nççaabhi -» nrmzabhl -» m 
-» divimslha -» devimi ha 
0 0 о 0 
Л Л Л Л 
'Vi f î ' f K f T 
h a n s l h a n s l 
'you kill' 
'towards the men' 
'(to) the gods here' 
[hamsi] 
Before we turn to the description of vowel coalescence, we will pay 
attention to the underlying representation of the long vowels [ё, Б]. We 
vili argue that these vowels are secondary and stem from the diphthongs 
/ay, aw/. 
Allen (1972:31-32) observes that "the Sanskrit e and о show certain 
structural parallellisme with the sequences ar and al, which comprise a 
short vowel a followed by a semivowel. This may be illustrated by a 
paradigm of the past participle. Infinitive and s-aorlst of the three 
verbs jl-, stu- and kr-:" 
(48) j l t a -
jitum 
a j a y s l t 
1
 conquer ' 
s t u t a -
stötum 
a s t a w s l t 
' p r a i s e ' 
k r t a -
kartum 
a k ï r s î t 
' cu t ' 
(past p a r t i c i p l e ) 
( i n f i n i t i v e ) 
( s - a o r i s t ) 
The assumption that [i, 5] are still diphthongal has a grammatical 
advantage. In the second row the secondary form (guna) of the simple 
root vowels /i, u, r/ shows up, that is, the simple vowels are 
strengthened by the Insertion of a preceding /a/. In the third row the 
increased form (vrddhi) shows up, which represents a further strength-
ening of the guna vowels by means of the lengthening of the previously 
inserted /a/. 
A second argument for the claim that [i, 5] are diphthongal under-
lylngly is that the Internal sandhl alternation of [i, 3] before conso-
nants and [ay, aw] before vowels will become transparent: 
(49) a: ajuhavam (1.eg.imperi.) vs. ajuhot (3.sg.imperf.) 'sacrifice' 
asunavam asunöt 'press out' 
b: jlsyimi Jayämi 'conquer' 
cisyiml caylmi 'gather' 
Before a vowel the second half of the diphthong will be resyllabified as 
the onset of the next syllable, which will prevent monophthongization. 
Another argument for the underlying diphthongal nature of [i, Б] can 
be found in the properties of vowel coalescence, which we will discuss 
below. First, we will provide a survey of the relevant facts which are 
taken from Whitney (1889) and Allen (1972): 
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(50) a: ca aprajah 
atl Iva 
su~uktam 
na lelt 
tava Indra 
hita upadesah 
atha reih 
rija Iva 
sä rddhlh 
Iti iha 
yadl etat 
mrdu asti 
kartr asti 
tava èva 
na Sjah 
mama ïysvaryam 
si IwtsukyavatI 
Indra I Ihl 
upa i Ihl 
•* clprajah 
-» atlva 
-» süktam 
•» nislt 
-» tavindra 
-» hltöpadlsah 
-» atharslh 
•* raje va 
-• sarddhlh 
-» Ityiha 
-» yadyitat 
-» mrdvastl 
•* kartrastl 
•* taväyva 
-• nlwjah 
-» mamiysvaryam 
-· siwtsukyavatl 
-» Indrihl 
-• upihl 
'and he, offsprlngless' 
'beyond like' 
'well-spoken' 
'It was not' 
'for you, Indra' (voc.) 
'friendly advice' 
'then a seer' 
'like a king' 
'prosperity' 
'he spoke thus, so he said' 
'if this' 
'It is delicate' 
'there Is a creator' 
'only yours' 
'(there is) no strength' 
'my sovereignty' 
'she is impatient' 
'Indra, come' (voc.) 
'approach' 
The data in (50a) need no elaboration, since both the quantity and 
quality of the vowels coalesced meet our expectations. More interesting 
are the vowel mergers in (50b). First, the form atharslh shows that the 
liquid loses its syllabiclty. Hence, if we assume that resyllabification 
occurs whenever a hiatus arises, we can immediately account for this 
form. The remaining forms in (50b) can be explained similarly. An open 
vowel Immediately followed by a closed vowel will undergo resyllabifi-
cation and coalescence, resulting in the long mid vowels [i, 5]· How-
ever, in the light of the remaining data in (50), we must assume that VC 
is confined to the domain of the syllable nucleus, and therefore the 
process of VC in Sanskrit takes the following form: 
(51) Sanskrit Vowel Coalescence (postlexical) 
Ν N 
/ \ / \ 
γ γ -» V V 
ι ι V 
[aF][bG] aF 
bG 
The process of VC Is illustrated in (52) for a number of examples: 
(52) a:
 Î λ î Λ ? Л A 
V С V V С V С Res. V C V C C V C VC n . a . [atharçih] 
a tha r s 1 h a tha r s i h 
b: о о о о о 
л л л /к л^ 
С С С С С R e s . . . С V V . . VC 
I 1 I 1 I 1 I 1 I 1 1 ! 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I I 
t a v a l n d r a v - h - b 
0 
A\ 
. . C V v . . 
I V 
ν -h 
-b 
[tavendra] 
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с: о о о о о о о о о 
Л Л I Л /К /К к«. /К л / к 
С С С С С С + ..С С С . [h i tôpadisah] I I I I I I I I I I I I I v e ι ν π I V 
h l t a u p a d a i s a h t - h p a d -h 
+r -b 
The derivation In (52c) Is of particular Importance, since It shows 
that VC Is a p o s t l e x i c a l rule which changes underlying as wel l as de­
rived diphthongs Into long mid vowels. 
In (50c), the f i r s t Input word ends In a long open vowel. Allen 
(1972:37) s t a t e s that "the process of derivat ion must Include In ad­
dition a shortening of the final vowel If In the basic form i t i s long; 
and this must be applied before the reduction of the i n i t i a l vowel to a 
semivowel."Put In our terms, vowel shortening must take place before 
resyllabification, since otherwise we would derive the diphthongs [ay, 
aw] which do not undergo monophthongizatlon. If th is ana lys i s i s 
correct, the der ivat ion of the forms in (50c) proceeds along the same 
lines as for those described in (52). 
Let us now turn to the forms in (50d). We can observe, just as we 
did for Ancient Greek, that high vowels In hiatus do not behave l ike 
non-high ones. Sequences of open and closed vowels merge Into a long 
vowel, while sequences of closed plus open vowels do not. The examples 
in (50d) show that the hiatus i s resolved by resyllabification, but that 
VC f a l l s to apply. In our d iscuss ion of Korean, we saw that a sequence 
of a closed plus open vowel can be syllabified in three different ways: 
under the nucleus, producing a r i s ing diphthong (cf. 19b, с above), or 
as onset and nucleus respectively (cf. 19a). Allen (1972:35), following 
the old Indian grammarians, states that such a closed vowel "appears in 
sandhl in a reduced, nonsyllabic semlvocallc form", for which the gram­
marians Introduced the notion 'ksalpra' sandhi. As a consequence, the 
high vowel w i l l be s y l l a b i f i e d into the onset, and VC w i l l be l e f t 
unactlvated, as depicted in (53): 
(53) о о о о о о о 
Л Л I Л\ Л /К /к 
С С СС Res. C V C C V C C V VC η . a . [mrdvasti] 
I I I I I I I I I I M I I M 
m r d u a s t l m r d u a s t l 
The set of data In (50e) and to a l e s s e r degree those in (50f) are 
in more than one respect important to the present d iscuss ion. F i rs t , 
they provide additional evidence for the claim that [ i , ô] represent the 
diphthongs /ay, aw/, and furthermore they confirm our claim that VC is 
confined to the syllable nucleus. If [ë, 5] represented long mid vowels 
underlyingly, the output of a+ë and a+ö contraction would be anomalous, 
a l l the more so s ince both а+Г and a+u contraction resu l t in long mid 
vowels. If a+i can produce the diphthong [ay], we expect that a+I wi l l 
do l ikewise . However, the data In (50) show that t h i s predict ion i s 
fa l se . If, on the other hand, we assume that [ ё , Б] represent the 
diphthongs /ay, aw/, the diphthongal character of the output Is unpro-
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blematic , s ince contract ions of a+ay and a+aw into [äy, äw] seem very 
natural . The remaining question i s why the diphthongs /ay, aw/ become 
monophthongized by VC, while /äy , äw/ in (50e, f) retain the ir 
diphthongal character. The solution i s rather simple i f we assume that 
VC i s confined to the syllable nucleus. In Sanskrit, and In most ( i f not 
a l l ) human languages, the nucleus can maximally contain two segments. 
Hence, in (50e, f) the off-glides wi l l be syllabified under the syllable 
coda, and, as a consequence, escape VC. The following derivation shows 
this aspect of resyllablfication most clearly: 
(54) o o o o o o o o o o 
Л Л Л Л Α / Α \ Λ Λ Λ Κ Λ 
C V C V V V C V R e s . C V C V V C C V V C C V C V V C C V [taväyva] 
I I I I I | I I I I I I I I I I I I I V I I I 
t a v a a i v a t a v a a i v a t a v a i v a 
It w i l l be evident from this discussion that the claim that resylla-
blfication feeds VC is crucial. This assumption enables us to state VC 
In the way we did, without any condit ions Imposed on the qual i ty and 
quantity of the input vowels . Had we assumed that VC takes heterosy l -
lab ic vowels In hiatus as i t s input, we would heve been forced to 
Include a l l kinds of condit ions In the s tructural descript ion of the 
ru le , v i z . (1) the f i r s t input vowel must be [ -h igh] , (11) the f i r s t 
input vowel must be [ - l o n g ] , and ( i l i ) the f i r s t input vowel may be 
[-•-high] i f the second input vowel Is Ident ica l to the f i r s t . Further-
more, an independent rule of r e s y l l a b l f i c a t i o n i s necessary anyway, 
since otherwise forms l ike sarddhih and kartrasti, in which the liquid 
was s y l l a b i c underlyingly are l e f t accounted for. Hence, the simplest 
grammar of Class ica l Sanskrit i s the one in which r e s y l l a b l f i c a t i o n 
precedes VC. 
F ina l ly , in (50g) we find three vowels in h iatus . The f i r s t word 
which ends In a short /a / i s followed by the preposition S which in turn 
i s fol lowed by a word beginning with a high vowel. Whitney (1889) and 
Allen (1972) observe that VC of a+ä must precede the contraction i n -
volving the word-initial high vowel, since otherwise we would wrongly 
derive the diphthongs [ay, Iw], as i s shown in (55): 
(55) a: [indra [ i ih i ) ] b: [[indra a] ihi ] 
[a+1 
[ i 
I -
[ iy 
*[lndriyhi] 
] 
] 
] 
] 
[ 
[ 
[ 
t 
- I 
ä ] 
a + 1 
è 
[indrihi] 
] 
] 
first cycle: 
vowel shortening 
VC 
second cycle: 
vowel shortening 
VC 
These derivations reveal that resyllablfication and VC must proceed 
from lef t to right. Given the postlexical status of VC we cannot appeal 
to the cycle to ensure that VC w i l l apply in t h i s d irect ion , since 
postlexical rules are noncyclic by definition (cf. Kiparsky 1982). The 
solution therefore has to be found elsewhere. 
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We can account for the forms in (50g) if we assume that the prepo-
sition I behaves like an enclitic which is added to the preceding word 
in the lexical component of the grammar. As vocalic hiatus is not 
allowed word-internally and word-externally, it is possible to resolve 
the hiatus between a and I by resyllablf ication in the lexicon. Post-
lexically then, the long /1/ is input to vowel shortening and resylla-
biflcation, so that VC will be able to produce the correct output. In 
this analysis, the left to right application of VC is an immediate 
consequence of the organization of the grammar, that is, the ordering of 
lexical rules before postlexical rules as a theoretical axiom. 
The preceding discussion reveals that the high vowels /i, u/ parti-
cipate in VC in Classical Sanskrit, while they fail to do so in Old 
Portuguese. We saw that the high and nonhigh vowels in OP were made 
distinct prior to the application of VC by the independent process of 
Vowel Raising. However, Sanskrit lacks a rule that prior to VC inserts 
[+high] or mentions it in its structural description. The high and 
nonhigh vowels are therefore still nondlstlnct when VC arrives and the 
rule is thus expected to apply freely. The observation that only a 
subset of the possible combinations of open and closed vowel participate 
in VC is related to the syllabification of the high vowels. If they are 
syllabified under the nucleus, they fulfill the structural requirements 
of VC, but if they are syllabified under the onset or coda, VC will not 
have a chance to apply. 
The research into the properties of VC has uncovered an interesting 
typological difference between the VC languages. OP is included in the 
group of languages in which high vowels do not undergo VC, while Clas-
sical Sanskrit belongs to the VC languages In which VC affects both high 
and nonhlgh vowels. In the latter type of language we observed an addi-
tional subdivision. The languages of this group seem to differ with 
respect to the domain in which VC takes place. Two main reasons have 
been adduced for these divisions. The first concerns the segmental level 
and stems from the notion of distinctness. If high and nonhigh vowels 
are distinct, VC cannot affect both high and nonhigh vowels in sequence 
(e.g. Ancient Greek, OP), and if they are nondlstlnct at the relevant 
stage in the derivation, VC can take both sets of vowels as its input 
(e.g. Korean, Rotuman, Classical Sanskrit). The second reason concerns 
the suprasegmental level and is related to the position of the high 
vowels in the syllable. We can draw a distinction between languages in 
which prevocallc high vowels are syllabified as onsets (e.g. Classical 
Sanskrit) and languages in which they are syllabified as nuclei (e.g. 
Korean). Hence, the participation of high vowels in hiatus seems to be 
determined by two parameters: distinctness and position in the syllable. 
These two parameters give rise to three types of VC languages, schema-
tically described in (56): 
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(56) [ d i s t i n c t ] 
+ / \ -
/ [nucleus] / A 
Ancient Greek Sanskrit Korean 
In c o n c l u s i o n , the I n t r o d u c t i o n of the d i s t i n c t n e s s and nucleus 
parameters enables us to account for the differences among the VC lan­
guages in an i l luminating way. 
5.4 Recapitulation 
The aim of the preceding sections was twofold· First, we have examined a 
number of VC languages with the intention of verifying the hypotheses 
regarding the nature of VC which we developed in chapter 2 and elabo­
rated in chapter 4 for Ancient Greek. Furthermore, the choice of the 
languages discussed here is largely determined by the fact that they 
provide insight in and evidence for our theory that could not be ob­
tained from VC in Ancient Greek. In section 5.1 we discussed Quebec 
French, a language providing empirical support for the claim that VC 
involves the merger of nondlstlnct supralaryngeal nodes in the feature 
geometry. Next, we paid attention to Korean and Roturnan, which support 
the claim that VC is nonfeature-changlng, that is, all prespecified 
feature values are preserved. By making this claim, we predict that VC 
is basically nonstructure preserving in the traditional sense. The fact 
that in both languages the nonunderlying front rounded vowels /li, б, œ/ 
are created by VC, shows that this prediction Is borne out by the facts. 
Finally, we have included Old Portuguese and Classical Sanskrit among 
our sample languages, because they reveal an important difference be-
tween the behavior of high vowels in hiatus. In chapter 2 we took the 
strong position that VC can only merge nondlstlnct segments. In OP high 
and nonhlgh vowels are made distinct by Vowel Raising. Hence, we expect 
that a sequence of high and nonhigh vowel will be immune to VC. The 
facts of OP show that this prediction is correct. Given the fact that 
these vowels became distinct by rule, we expect to find languages lack-
ing such a P-rule, in which high vowels will in fact undergo VC. Clas-
sical Sanskrit appeared to be such a language and the discussion in 
5.3.2 proved that our prediction was correct. 
5.5 Apparent VC languages 
In this section we will discuss a number of languages that are included 
among the VC languages in the literature. Some of these languages ap-
parently present problems for the theory advanced In this thesis, since 
the processes involved contradict one or more of the diagnostic criteria 
which VC must satisfy. We will argue that the vowel mergers in these 
languages do not result from a process of VC, but are the by-product of 
independently motivated processes. Once again, the analyses presented 
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are necessarily sketchy. However, In each case, we will mention a number 
of references consulted, which provide a more detailed account of the 
language, and phenomena at hand. 
5.5.1 Kasem nominale 
The West African language Kasem which is spoken on both sides of the 
northern border of Ghana and Burkina Faso, figured prominently in rule-
ordering and rule-application debates in the late seventies (cf. Chomsky 
and Halle 1968, Anderson (1969), Phelps 1975b, 1979 and Halle 1978). The 
main sources for Kasem are Callow (1965a, b) and the analysis to be 
presented here is basically the same as that proposed in De Haas 
(1988a). 
Kasem is a tone language and it has a ten-vowel system consisting of 
two harmonic sets based upon the feature [ATR]. If we ignore this dis­
tinction, however, we can represent the five-vowel system as in (57): 
(57) 1 e а о u 
high - - -
back - -
round + + 
The Kasem nominale can roughly be divided into the five noun classes 
in (58) below, and this subdivision is - like in many related African 
languages - based on the various forms of the singular and plural suf­
fixes: 
(58) class 
A 
В 
С 
D 
E 
singular 
cid-u 
nakw-i 
fal-a 
ïud-u 
sug-u 
plural 
cid-a 
nakw-a 
fal-i 
iud-du 
su-ni 
'witch* 
'elder' 
'white man' 
'neighbor' 
'guinea hen' 
The class E form In (58) exemplifies the first relevant phonological 
rule of Kasem. If a stem ends in a velar consonant, then It will show up 
In the singular only, as the additional data in (59) indicate: 
(59) class 
С 
0 
singular 
diga 
zuQa 
coQa 
tasugu 
fogo 
plural 
dl («-dig-i) 
zwi («-zurpi) 
ewe («-corri) 
tasudu (»-taeug-du) 
fwadu («-foag-du) 
room' 
calabash' 
path' 
granary cover 
die, dice' 
Besides these facts, Kasem distinguishes class D nomináis that show 
a vowel length alternation. The examples in (60) show that the stem 
vowel is shortened in the singular: 
(60) class 
D 
singular 
piu 
tiu 
plural 
pldu 
tldu 
'mountain' 
'piece of soil' 
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Let us now examine the examples In (61) below, which Illustrate two 
additional processes. First, we can observe that round vowels alternate 
with the labial glide In the plural· Furthermore, we can observe that In 
a sequence of two vowels agreeing In backness and roundness, the suffix 
vowel Is deleted: 
(61) class 
A 
В 
С 
F 
singular 
tu 
buko 
ni 
el 
pia 
pia 
kua 
sua 
(•-tu-u) 
(••buko-u) 
(«-ni-i) 
(«-si-i) 
(«-pi-a) 
(«-pe-a) 
(«-ku-a) 
(«-su-a) 
plural 
twa 
bukwa 
nla 
sia 
Pi 
pe 
kwl 
swa 
(<-tu-a) 
(«-buko-a) 
(«-ni-a) 
(*-si-a) 
(«-pi-D 
(<-pe-i) 
(«-ku-i) 
(«-su-a) 
'corpse' 
'daughter' 
'mouth' 
'bambarra beans' 
'yam' 
'sheep' 
'bone' 
'guinea-hen chick' 
Finally, the data in (62) i l lustrate a phenomenon which affects the 
segmental make-up of two vowels In hiatus: 
(62) class 
В 
С 
D 
singular 
zwe («-zwa-i) 
¿we («-¿iwa-i) 
yua («-yo-a) 
pia («-pe-a) 
sio («-se-u) 
fogo («-foag-u) 
plural 
zwa 
£wa 
ywe 
pe 
sidu 
fwadu 
(«-zwa-a) 
(«-iwa-a) 
(•-yo-i) 
(«-pe-D 
(«-si-du) 
(«-foag-du) 
'ear' 
'liver' 
'hair' 
'sheep' 
'shea-nut' 
'die, dice' 
At first sight, the changes above seem fairly complex. The first in-
volves the low vowel /a/ preceding a high vowel. In the output the a+i 
seem to have been merged into a short mid vowel. The second change 
Involves a kind of height metathesis. The left-hand mid vowel is raised 
to high and the right-hand high vowel is lowered to mid. These forms 
brought Chomsky and Halle (1968), Halle (1978), De Haas (1987a), and Yip 
(1988) to posit a process of vowel contraction. However, Phelps (1975b, 
1979) argues that no Independent rule of vowel contraction is actually 
at work here. She posits a special kind of metathesis rule to account 
for the changes in (62) above, viz. Vowel Height Exchange (63): 
(63) Vowel Height Exchange 
f+sylll [+syll] 
I-high] 
1 2 -
t I [+Iöw] 
t+high] 
1 
[-high] 
2 
(Phelps 1979:37) 
Although disagreeing in details. De Haas (1988a) reached essentially 
the same conclusion: the apparent vowel mergers are the result of the 
interaction of Independently motivated processes, and there is therefore 
no need for a rule of vowel contraction. Below, we will present a rough 
outline of the considerations that led to this conclusion. 
For a better understanding of the discussion, we have to make ex-
plicit one assumption of the proposal in De Haas (1988a): inflectional 
suffixes fall into two separate classes: (1) suffixes that are linked to 
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a timing slot (timed suffixes) and (11) suffixes that are not associated 
to a timing point (untlmed suffixes). The main reason for this classifi­
cation depends on properties of processes such as velar elision and 
glide formation. These processes seem to be restricted to the plural. 
The relevant question Is whether the alternations are caused by an 
Idiosyncratic property of some suffixes, or alternatively are caused by 
Idiosyncratic conditions Imposed on Individual phonological rules. The 
observation that both processes require the same morphological con­
dition: [+plural], and the further observation that these rules apply In 
concert to particular noun classes, while the singulars never undergo 
them. Indicates that the alternations result from an Idiosyncratic 
property of particular suffixes. The classification In (64) will be 
assumed without further discussion (cf. De Haas 1988a for more details): 
(64) 
A 
В 
С 
D 
E 
F 
UNTIMED 
eg · 
-u 
- 1 
-a 
-u 
-u 
-a 
TIMED 
p i . 
-a 
-a 
- 1 
-du 
-ni 
-a 
The first relevant rule Is that of Velar Elision (65). Given the 
classification In (64) we do not have to Include [+plural] Into the 
structural description of this rule, but we can simply state It as the 
deletion of a velar consonant before a timing slot: 
(65) Velar Elision 
С ·* 9 I — X CV tier 
-ant 
•cor 
place tier 
The round vowel-glide alternations In (59) Indicate that a rule of 
resyllablflcatlon Is at work. This rule seems to be Idlosyncratlcally 
conditioned because /u, o/ are changed Into labial glides, while /1, e/ 
are not changed Into their corresponding palatal glide. If this Is taken 
Into account, we can state resyllablflcatlon as In (66): 
(66) Resyllablflcatlon 
0 0 о 
I I / \ 
V V -• С V 
I I 
[+T] [+Г] 
The data In (62) seem to require some spec ia l treatment. However, 
underspecificatlon theory enables us to explain these data with a simple 
assimilation or feature-spreading rule: Vowel Lowering (67), spreading 
[-high] from le f t to right: 
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(67) Vowel Lowering 
* * place tier 
[-h] 
For this analysis to work, one additional language-specific rule 
must be posited to account for the length alternations and the raising 
of prevocallc mid vowels to high In (60) to (62). We want to propose 
that both changes are Instances of one and the same process of Vowel 
Truncation which changes many-to-one Into one-to-one associations· Vowel 
Truncation (68) is restricted to configurations at the righthand edge, 
Indicated here by the Inclusion of the word boundary: 
(68) Vowel Truncation 
Tier, VL 
Тіегг 
Vowel Truncat ion has two expansions. The f i r s t subru le a p p l i e s to 
long vowels l i k e those in (60), whi le the second a p p l i e s t o p a r t i a l 
geminates l ike those ar i s ing from Vowel Lowering. 
All other mechanisms in t h i s a n a l y s i s a r e Independent ly r e q u i r e d . 
F i r s t , we have to invoke the Obligatory Contour Principle which merges 
i d e n t i c a l f e a t u r e s or f e a t u r e complexes· F u r t h e r m o r e , we w i l l assume 
t h a t empty s l o t s d i s a p p e a r by means of the u n i v e r s a l St ray Erasure 
Convention. F i n a l l y , we must assume an Affix Timing mechanism which 
a s s o c i a t e s untlmed melodies t o a v a i l a b l e s l o t s in the CV s k e l e t o n . We 
w i l l wind up th i s discussion with a number of sample derivat ions: 
(69) /zwa-i/ /zwa-a/ /bug-a/ /bug-i/ /pl-u/ /pe-i/ /su-a/ /su-a/ 
Λ 
o o o o o о o o o o o 
Л \ І И \ Л А Ж Л I л л ι 
V E C C V C C V V C V C C V C V C V V C V V C V C V V 
M l M I M I I I I M I V I I I I I I I I 
z u a i z u a a b u g a b u g i ρ 1 u p e l s u a s u a 
-b -b -b 
I I I 
V L * * * * — — — * * — — 
- h -h - h - h 
о о 
/Ν /К 
R e s — — — C C V — — — С С V 
I I I I I I 
b u i s u a 
o o o o o o 
/N /κ I Л\ Л 1 
V T C C V C C V V — — C V V C V V — — 
ι Μ ι ι Μ ι V ι V 
2 1 1 * * Z U * * p * * p * 
И V I I I 
- h -b - h - b + r - h 
- b 
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0 
Tim. /I\ 
+ С С V 
S E C ι ι ; 
ζ u e 
[zwe] 
о 
/Ν 
С С ν 1 I 1 
ζ u a 
[zwaj 
О О 
л л 
С V С V 
ι ι ι : 
Ь u g а 
[buga] 
о о 
Л 1 
— С V V 
ι ι : 
p l u 
[bwl] [plu] 
О 
л 
С V 
1 1 
Ρ e 
[pe] 
о о 
л ι 
с ν ν 
ι ι ; 
s u a 
[sua] [swa] 
Let us summarize briefly. The preceding discussion draws heavily 
upon the discussion of Kasem nominale In De Haas (1988a). It turns out 
that the vowel mergers observed can be derived by Vowel Lowering and 
Vowel Truncation, and these two processes render superfluous a special 
rule of vowel contraction. It must be clear, though, that this analysis 
can be maintained only If underspeclflcatlon Is assumed, since In that 
case Vowel Truncation gives rise to empty vowel slots that can be de­
leted by the universal Stray Erasure Convention. If segments are fully 
specified, forms like [zwe] and [fogo] cannot be derived, and we would 
wrongly predict *[zwae] and *[fogao]. Hence, an additional process of 
a+e and a+o contraction would be needed to account for the facts. Thus, 
the theory of underspeclflcatlon allows us to considerably simplify the 
grammar of Kasem. 
5.5.2 Klkuyu 
In Klkuyu, an East African language spoken In Kenya, vowel fusion and 
dlphthonglzatlon are highly productive processes. They merge vowel se­
quences Into a heavy syllable, and apply both word-Internally and word-
externally. Our main sources for Klkuyu are Armstrong (1940) and Sharp 
(1960). Armstrong (1940:16) provides the following Informal characteriz­
at ion of the reso lu t ion of vocal ic hiatus. "In a l l cases In which two 
vowel sounds of adjacent vowels refuse to exist side by side In context, 
the resu l t l e a monosyllabic vowel, e i t h e r simple or diphthongal. Ex­
amples may be divided Into three types according to the nature of the 
result: 
1. Types In which the resulting monosyllabic vowel Is simple, and dif­
ferent In qual i ty from e i ther the f ina l of the f i r s t or the I n i t i a l 
of the second. 
2. Types In which the resulting vowel Is diphthongal. Examples of this 
type fa l l Into three classes: 
a: those In which both elements of the context diphthong differ from 
the f ina l and the i n i t i a l vowels of the non-context form of the 
adjacent words. 
b: those In which the f irst element of the context diphthong differs 
from the final vowel of the f irst word, as pronounced In Isolation. 
c: those In which the second element of the context diphthong differs 
from the I n i t i a l vowel of the second word, as pronounced in i s o ­
lation. 
3. Types in which the resu l t ing monosyllabic vowel has the qual i ty 
e i ther of the f ina l vowel of the f i r s t word or of the i n i t i a l vowel 
of the second". 
In (70) below, we present a survey of the intr iguing facts of Ki-
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kuyu, by and large following Armstrong's c lassi f icat ion: 
ma-akire 
a-inere 
mekaoa ena 
a-endiriE 
kogea na-okare 
β-οηίΓε 
mocëre-ogo 
mehindo-ena 
njoroge-uma 
mbDgo-uiiia 
mbura-ura 
kemepe-atere 
muire-okε 
negyo-adöme 
ko-oha 
ko-uneka 
nçare-uma 
ne-ota 
nombe-emo 
ohorD-omo 
d indicate the 
-• 
-» 
-» 
-» 
-» 
-• 
-• 
-« 
-* 
-· 
-• 
-» 
·+ 
-» 
-• 
-» 
-* 
-» 
-» 
-· 
піЗкігЕ 
ainerE 
шекаоЁпа 
Êndirie 
kogea nôkare 
ЭПІГЕ 
mocëreogo 
mehindoena 
njorogeoima 
mbogolma 
mburoira 
kemEpeatere 
muireэкс 
negoadömE 
kpoha 
küneka 
neareuma 
neota 
nömblmo 
ohorömo 
•they built (today' 
'he danced, sang (today)' 
'four bracelets' 
'he sold' 
'to be stingy' 
'he saw' 
'this rice' 
'four ropes' 
'Njoroge, come out' 
'Mbogo, come out' 
'rain, come down' 
'now understand this' 
'tell him to come' 
'so that he may read' 
'to tie up' 
'to break* 
'he will come out' 
'it's a bow* 
'one cow' 
'one event' 
voiced velar and the voiced alveolar fricatives) 
We observe that sequences of a low vowel plus a nonhlgh vowel merge 
Into a long vowel, while a diphthong arises i f the right input vowel i s 
high. When the lefthand input vowel belongs to the half-open series, a 
metathesis of height seems to take place, by which the le f t input vowel 
undergoes raising to the half-dosed series and the rlghthand vowel Is 
lowered to the open s e r i e s , or remains open· This metathesis f a i l s to 
occur,however, i f the mid vowels agree in backness and roundness, since 
in that case merger into a long half-open vowel occurs. Finally, If the 
le f t Input vowel i s / e / or / o / , this vowel loses I ts syllabicity without 
affecting the quality of i t s neighbor. 
Especially the a+V examples suggest that we are dealing with a case 
of vowel coalescence· However, assuming an Independent rule of this type 
r a i s e s some serious problems for the theory advanced here. The most 
important i s why sequences of a+V merge, while sequences of ε+V and o+V 
in general do not. As far as we can see, there Is no way to ensure that 
the latter sequences are distinct, while at the same time a+V sequences 
are s t i l l nondist inct at the stage of the derivat ion where VC becomes 
applicable. Furthermore, the rule of vowel coalescence would have some 
curious properties. First, we would have to stipulate that the spreading 
of [-ATR] would proceed from left to right, and second, we would have to 
assume that the spreading of [+round] or [-back] proceeds in the op­
posite direction just in case the preceding vowel i s /a/, and that the 
same features do not spread in al l remaining cases. This leaves us with 
a very unsat is factory s i t u a t i o n . Therefore, we w i l l suggest here an 
a l t e r n a t i v e so lut ion for the resolut ion of v o c a l i c hiatus in Kikuyu 
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which completely lacks a rule of coalescence. One thing must be clear, 
though, from the data In (70): Klkuyu does not permit vowels In hiatus. 
The mechanism employed to resolve such a hiatus Is resyllablf Icatlon. 
Hence, in this respect Kikuyu does not differ from the regular VC lan­
guages and provides additional confirmation for the claim that the main 
mechanism for avoiding vocalic hiatus is resyllablflcation. 
Before continuing our analysis of the forms in (70), we will take a 
closer look at a number of other phonological rules of Kikuyu. First, 
consider its very restricted type of vowel harmony. If the stem contains 
[ε, э], the vowel linking the suffix will also be [ε, о]. Elsewhere, the 
linking vowel Is either [e] or [o], as is shown in (71): 
(71) a: i t - e k - a 
hat-ek-a 
hlog-ok-a 
gar-ok-a 
b: on-ek-a 
nœnënd-ek-a 
con-ok-a 
hon-ok-a 
be poured away' 
squeeze' 
open'(intr.) 
turn around' ( In tr . ) 
be seen, appear' 
be smashed to smithereens' 
be ashamed' 
escape from' 
These da ta seem t o i n v o l v e the s p r e a d i n g of the harmonic f e a t u r e 
[ATR] from the s tem v o w e l s [e,o] to the l i n k i n g v o w e l . However, in the 
case of two vowels in h ia tus a s i m i l a r change takes p lace: i f the f i r s t 
input v o w e l i s / ε , а, э / the f e a t u r e [ATR] s p r e a d s t o t h e r i g h t h a n d 
vowe l . There I s a t l e a s t one d i f f e r e n c e , though: i n the c a s e of non-
adjacent vowels the vowel /a/ does not t r i g g e r spreading, wh i l e i t does 
for adjacent vowels . We do not have an explanat ion for t h i s d i f f e r e n c e , 
but i t probably s t e m s from the f a c t t h a t vowel harmony In ( 7 1 ) i s 
l e x i c a l i z e d , s i n c e I t only appl ies to a smal l number of a f f i x e s , whi le 
i t I s p o s t l e x i c a l in (70). ' The observation that par t icu lar vowels are 
n e u t r a l or opaque w i t h r e s p e c t to l e x i c a l vowel harmony p r o c e s s e s , 
whi le, in the same language, they p a r t i c i p a t e in the p o s t l e x i c a l var iant 
of the same ru le i s not completely unprecedented (cf. Akan vowel harmony 
described in Clements 1981). Hence, we w i l l assume that a ru le of [ATR]-
spreading I s involved In the data in (70). 
The second p r o c e s s we want to draw a t t e n t i o n to i s c o m p e n s a t o r y 
lengthening. Armstrong (1940) s t a t e s that short vowels undergo l e n g t h ­
e n i n g , i f t h e f o l l o w i n g word b e l o n g s to what she c a l l s t h e ' n a s a l 
group'. A number of examples are given in (72): 
(72) a: ni-mbori ' i t ' s a goat ' b: ne-mondo ' i t ' s a man' 
n l - n j a t i ' i t ' s a star* ne-cuva ' i t ' s a b o t t l e ' 
tl-Qguo ' i t ' s not a hippo' ti-möndo ' i t ' s not a man' 
t l -mbori ' i t ' s not a goat ' t l - c u v a ' i t ' s not a b o t t l e ' 
Clements (1986) and Sagey (1986a , b) d e s c r i b e s i m i l a r f a c t s i n 
LuGanda and Klnyarwanda, r e s p e c t i v e l y . In a l l these cases the nasal plus 
obstruent c l u s t e r i s changed in to a prenasal lzed stop wi th concomitant 
lengthening of the preceding vowel. This type of compensatory l e n g t h -
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enlng I s I l l u s t r a t e d In (73) for the Klkuya form [n imbor l] : 
( 7 3 ) o o o o o o o o o 
Л Л Л Л Л Л / К А Л 
С V С С V С V p r e n a s . C V C C V C V C L C V C C V C V 
I I I I I I I I I t ' l I I I I I / И I I I 
n e m b o r l n e m b o r l n e m b o r l 
Furthermore, Kikuyu e x h i b i t s a number of e x a m p l e s w i t h v o w e l s In 
h i a t u s . In which t h e h i a t u s I s r e s o l v e d by r e s y l l a b l f I c a t l o n , g l i d e 
f o r m a t i o n and subsequent compensatory l e n g t h e n i n g . The fo l lowing ex­
amples are taken from Clements and Ford (1980): 
(74) ke-agararo •+ keagararo ' s t i l e ' 
mo—ana ~* moana ' c h i l d ' 
mo-ere •* moire 'body' 
mo-εηε -» moëne 'owner' 
I f I t I s assumed that these forms r e s u l t from complex segment f o r -
mation (CSF), whereby the g l i d e leaves I t s own t iming s l o t and r e a s s o c l -
a t e s t o the p r e c e d i n g c o n s o n a n t , w i t h subsequent compensatory l e n g t h -
ening, the f a c t s can be derived s tra ight forwardly , as I s shown In (75): 
(75) o o o o o o o o o 
A I A / K A / K A /ТчЛ 
C V V C V R e s . C V V C V C S F C V V C V CL С V V C V 
I I I I I I I I I I N M I I Ν N I I 
m o a n a m o a n a m o a n a mo a n a 
In the remainder of t h i s s e c t i o n , we w i l l show that the p o s t l e x l c a l 
r u l e s of [ATR]-epreadlng and Compensatory Lengthening are s u f f i c i e n t to 
account for the bulk of Kikuyu vowel sandhls. One addi t iona l rule w i l l 
be needed t o account for t h e s u r f a c e shape of t h e vowel /u/, i f I t 
appears as the right-hand vowel in a vowel sequence. However, t h i s w i l l 
not render our a n a l y s i s more complex than o thers , s i n c e /u/ w i l l require 
such a treatment in any a n a l y s i s . 
The a n a l y s i s we w i l l o u t l i n e below draws h e a v i l y upon the theory of 
u n d e r s p e c l f i c a t i o n . In f a c t , in a t h e o r y of f u l l s p e c i f i c a t i o n , t h i s 
a n a l y s i s I s i m p o s s i b l e as w i l l be made c l e a r be low. The s e v e n - v o w e l 
system of Kikuyu w i l l be represented as In (76) : 
u ( 7 6 ) 1 e ε а о 
high + + 
back - - -
round + + + 
ATR - - -
The f i r s t r u l e we want t o propose I s p o s t l e x i c a l [ATRJ-spreading. 
This r u l e d i f f e r s in a number of ways from i t s l e x i c a l counterpart. We 
a lready pointed out that p o s t l e x i c a l l y a l l [-ATR] vowels , including /a/, 
act as t r i g g e r s and, furthermore, that the ru le i s confined to vowels in 
h i a t u s . We can express these d i f fer-ences by assuming that [ATRJ-spread­
ing a p p l i e s i n t r a s y l l a b i c a l l y . In addi t ion to spreading, we can observe 
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that [-ATR] muet be delinked from i t s original position, unless spread­
ing r e s u l t s in two ident ica l vowels (cf. 70e). For the time being, we 
α 
will ignore this latter set of data, and assume the following rule:0 
(77) (ATR)-Spreading (poetlexical) 
о 
/ \ 
V I-
[-ATR] 
For the forms in (70a), that is, the a+V forms, [ATR]-spreading will 
result in an empty vowel slot, since the only feature specified on /a/ 
is [-ATR]. By ordering CL after [ATR]-spreadlng we can account for the 
differences between the a+V forms on the one hand and the e+V and o+V 
forms on the other in a straightforward manner, as is shown in (78): 
(78) а: о о о о о о о о 
Л Л Л I Л У[\ /rx /К 
С С С С Res. ..С V V.. (77) ..С V V.. CL ..С V V.. 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I * - 1 I V 
m e k a Q a e n a q - A - b η -А -Ь η ε 
CL п .а . 
b: о 
Л 
С V 
1 1 
m о 
с : о 
Л 
С V 
1 1  
п e 
о 
С V V 
1 V 
с e 
0 о 
1 л 
V С V 
1 I 1  1 1 
o t a 
0 0 0 
Л 1 Л 
С V V С V Res. 
M 1 1 1 
г e о g о 
о 
Res. С V V 
I 1 1 
ι ι 1 
п -Ь +г 
-ь 
0 
Л 
С V (77) п. 
1 | 
1 1 
t а 
(77) 
a. CL : 
о 
..С V V 
Í-U 
-А 
п.а. 
The der ivat ion in (78а) indicates that UT i s cruc ia l . If fu l ly 
specified feature matrices were assumed, [ATR]-spreading would not yield 
an empty V-slot, and the Independently motivated rule of CL could not 
apply. Hence, in such a model an addit ional rule of a+V coalescence 
would have to be assumed besides the processes of [ATR]-Spreading and 
CL. It i s clear that the analysis outlined here i s superior to analyses 
that do not take advantage of underspeci f icat ion. Such analyses are 
simply more complex in that a larger number of rules must be assumed to 
account for a single set of facts. 
The forms in (70e) seem to present counterevidence for our analysis, 
since we apparently predict *ee and *oo. This prediction would be false, 
since in forms l ike (70e) the long mid open vowels [ε, 5] occur. Hence, 
i t appears that these forms undergo the ass imi la tory part of [ATRJ-
spreadlng, whi le the delinking part i s blocked. We w i l l propose that 
[ATR]-spreadlng actua l ly c o n s i s t s of two separate subrules. If we 
furthermore invoke Clements' (1985) version of the Shared Features 
Convention, these forms are not problematical, s ince the spreading 
operation w i l l result in two tautosyllabic vowels dominating the same 
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set of features, and by means of the SFC all class nodes dominating 
shared feature complexes will merge. This Implies that the structure 
yielded by the SFC cannot undergo the delinking operation, since It no 
longer fulfills Its structural requirements. Hence, the SFC destroys the 
input for delinking. The Interaction of [ATR]-spreadlng and the SFC Is 
schematically Illustrated In (79): 
(79) 
/Κ Λ 1 Λ\ 
C V C C V V C V V 
I l·' /I I I I I I 
m o mb ε e m ο ε 
A-spr. Y,-
root 
SFC 
V 
dorsal 
Α-del. n.a. 
-b 
-A 
The final set of data to be considered Is that of the V+u forms. 
ease of exposition, we repeat the relevant examples In (80): 
For 
(80) a: mbura-ura 
mbogo-uma 
njoroge-uni 
b: ko-uneka 
neare-uma 
-» mburoira 
-» mbogolma 
-» njorogeolma 
-» kuneka 
·* neareuma 
'rain, come down' 
'Mbogo, come out' 
'NJoroge, come out' 
'to break' 
'he will come out' 
These examples show that /u/ behaves differently after [-ATR] vowels 
than after [+ATR] vowels. In (80a) it undergoes a rule of [roundj-shift 
which changes /u/ into [1] and at the same time accomplishes a rounding 
effect on the preceding vowel. The fact that e+u forme result in a 
triphthong seems to Indicate that the delinking of [round] involves an 
insertion of an additional V-slot to which [+round] associates. If we 
assume that the process of [round]-shift takes place before [ATR]-
spreading and CL, we can neatly account for these facts. In (81), we 
q 
illustrate the effects of [roundj-shift for [njorogeoima]: 
(81) о о о о о 
Л Л Л I Л 
С С С С Res. 
η M I I I M 
n j o r o g e u m a 
o o o 
.С V V.. R-sh. С V V V A-spr. С V V V 
-li g b +h 
-A +г 
g -Ь +г +h g -b +r +h 
Before we conclude the discussion of vowel merger in Kikuyu, we want 
to raise the Issue of the behavior of long vowels in hiatus. In general, 
sequences in which one of the input vowels is long remain heterosyllablc 
and the hiatus will be resolved by the insertion of a transitional 
glide, as observed by Sharp (1960): 
(82) a: ngu.o 
І.а 
ndoka.egodoma 
b: amba.оке 
mehind э. Ire 
njorogt.umaniomba 
'hippopotamus' 
'diver' 
'don't on any account read' 
'come first' 
1
 two ropes' 
'Njoroge, you have been in the hut' 10 
(the dot Indicates a syllable boundary) 
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The Interes t of the forms In (82) Is that , for the f i r s t t ime, we 
encounter a di f ference in behavior between short and long vowels . In 
the languages discussed so far both short and long vowels undergo resyl-
l a b i f i c a t i o n and subsequent processes (e.g. Ancient Greek: delo-ete -* 
delete and delo-ëte -» dtlote 'manifest'), and vowel length appeared Ir-
relevant. The Kikuyu facts, however, show that differences in length can 
be crucially important in determining which of the available mechanisms 
must be s e l ec ted . I t i s most l i k e l y that t h i s difference between lan-
guages has to be decided on a language-particular basis. 
Summarizing, the Kikuyu facts seemed problematic for the theory 
developed in t h i s t h e s i s because of the fact that only a subset of the 
nondistlnct vowels in hiatus actually undergo merger. Hence, i f a rule 
of vowel coalescence were involved, i t would contradict at least one of 
the diagnostic criteria VC has to satisfy. In order to overcome this , we 
have suggested an alternative analysis of vowel hiatus in Kikuyu which 
lacks an Independent rule of VC. All the fac t s can be accounted for by 
[ATR]-Spreading, [round]-ehift and Compensatory Lengthening. The latter 
Is Independently motivated, as the data in (72) and (74) ind ica te . The 
lexical version of [ATR]-spreading can be observed in forms like (71). 
The data in (70) almost completely allow for an explanation by universal 
pr inc ip les , such as the SFC in concert with a number of independently 
motivated language-specific rules. 
5.5.3 Tunica 
The native American language Tunica, formerly spoken near Marksville, 
Louisiana, i s described by Haas (1940). The language exhibits two inter-
dependent c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s : (1) vowel sequences are not sustained, and 
( i i ) s y l l a b l e s must be consonant - in i t ia l at the surface. Hence, i t 
appears that Tunica i s the prototype of a vowel coalescence language. 
However, a closer look at the facts reveals that the apparent process of 
VC v i o l a t e s a number of the diagnostic c r i t e r i a . F i r s t , the resu l t of 
hiatus reso lut ion i s a short vowel (e.g. m i l i ani -* mil ini ' i t i s red, 
they say'), while there i s no independent proof for a vowel-shortening 
rule. Secondly, the Input vowels are not necessarily tautosyllablc and 
the output vowels are not necessarily identical (e.g. me ?áki •* méîtki 
'she searched'). Thus, three basic c r i t e r i a are v io la ted: (1) the quan-
t i ty of the ouput vowel i s not identical to the sum of the input vowels, 
( i i ) the qual i ty of the output i s not a der ivat ive of the qual i ty of 
both input vowels, and ( i l l ) assimilation i s not confined to the domain 
of the s y l l a b l e . Below, we w i l l account for the Tunica fac t s without 
making reference to an Independent rule of VC. We w i l l e s s e n t i a l l y 
follow Hammond's (1984) analysis, who proposes two separate processes: 
Syncope and Backness/Roundlng Harmony. 
F ir s t , we w i l l provide some background information regarding the 
phonology of Tunica. Haas (1940) states that syllables are basically of 
the type CV (sa 'dog'), CVC (tir.wa.Si 'claw, nai l ' ) and CVCC (hfc.yiht 
'on top o f ) . Furthermore, the vowel system cons i s t s of the vowels / 1 , 
e, ε, а, э, о, u/. However, the d i s t r ibut ion of the vowels i s not fu l ly 
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random. The vowels li, a, u/ occur freely, while the remaining vowels 
are more or less confined to stressed syllables. In addition, the vowels 
/ε» э/ a r e n o t found in word-final position or preceding a nonlow vowel, 
and, conversely, the vowels /e, o/ do not appear before /a/. Hence, the 
following systematic gaps can be observed: 
(83) а: *е# *eCa с: *zC li, e, о, u/ 
*оСа *эС /i, e, о, u/ 
According to Hammond (1984:167) these observations support a vowel-
height harmony rule, which must, however, be restricted to monomorphemlc 
words and particular suppletive polymorphemes, as is shown in (84): 
(84) a: nera 
lota 
b: he-га -» he га 
he-hki -» hehki 
c: po-kati 
me-katl 
'ghost' 
'to run' 
'you lie' 
'you are' 
'she looks' 
'she searched' 
(*nera) 
( * l o t a ) 
(*hera) 
(*hehki) 
(*pokati ) 
(»mekati) 
Hammond assumes that the supplet ive verbs in (84b) are stored in the 
l e x i c o n , whi le the verbs in (84c) are not. On the aseumptlon that Height 
Harmony ( 8 5 ) i s a l e x i c a l r u l e , the d i f f e r e n c e s i n ( 8 4 ) f o l l o w : 
(85) Height Harmony 
V V 
[-hi] 
[ + l o ] 
dorsal 
When a vowel- f ina l morpheme i s pref ixed to a morpheme that i s vowel-
i n i t i a l or s t a r t s w i t h a l a r y n g e a l c o n s o n a n t , a number of i n t e r e s t i n g 
a l t e r n a t i o n s can be observed: 
(86) a: î u - l u •* ?úlu ' h i s tongue' 
î i - l u -> î i l u 'my tongue' 
î u - é e i -» ì ó s i ' h i s f a t h e r ' 
î i - é s i -» ?é s i 'my f a t h e r ' 
?u-aniayi -» î a n ï a y i ' h i s w i f e ' 
?i-an2ayi -» ?én£ayi 'my w i f e ' 
b: m i l i - á n i -» m i l e n i ' i t i s red, they say' 
t a s l e - ¿ n i -* taSláni ' i t i s b e a u t i f u l , they say' 
lup i tehe -án l -* lùp i t ehén l 'she did not d i e , they say' 
mólíoho-áni •* mòlìohóni ' i t i s not f u l l , they say' 
mólu-áni -» mólDni ' i t l e f u l l , they say' 
nara-áni -* ni rani ' i t i s a snake, they say' 
c: m l l i - î a h a •* mi l îehe 'not red' 
mólu-?áha -» mólíoho 'not f u l l ' 
d: ?úwi-hat •• ?úwet 'on h i s part ' 
tánaraku-hat -* tánarakot ' the snake, on h i s part' 
?únima-hat ·* Túnimat 'we, on our part ' 
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A l t h o u g h i t l o o k s a s I f two v o w e l s ( i n h i a t u s ) m e r g e i n t o a s i n g l e 
vowel w i t h t he backness and rounding v a l u e s of the f i r s t i n p u t vowel and 
t h e h e i g h t of t h e s e c o n d i n p u t v o w e l , Hammond (1984) shows t h a t two 
Independent p r o c e s s e s a r e a t work: a r u l e of vowel harmony and a r u l e of 
s y n c o p e . E v i d e n c e f o r t h i s I s g i v e n i n (87 ) b e l o w . The f o r m e i n (87a ) 
show t h e e f f e c t of v o w e l harmony w i t h o u t s u b s e q u e n t s y n c o p e and t h e 
fo rms i n (87b) show s y n c o p e w i t h o u t v o w e l ha rmony . The f o r m s i n (87c) 
fu r the rmore show t h a t the r u l e of vowel harmony a p p l i e s t o any vowel i n 
an unbounded f a s h i o n u n t i l an opaque segment b locks i t s p r o p a g a t i o n : 
(87) a : mé-?aki •* mé?eki ' s h e s e a r c h e d ' 
ρ ό - î a k i -» pó?akl ' s h e looked ' 
b : káku-? ihpó?uhk i ·* kàk?lhpó?uhki 'someone has seen me' 
t i t i h k i t î é •» t ì t i h k t V é ' r i v e r ' 
с : l ú p i - t i - í á h a - á n i •* l ù p i t e h é n i ' s h e did not d i e , t h e y s a y ' 
mo lu -?aha -an i •+ molTohoni ' I t i s not f u l l , t hey s a y ' 
?u-éhekuma-ku •* Tohokumaku ' h i s younger b r o t h e r ' 
The c r u c i a l d i f f e r e n c e between (87a) and the o t h e r forms i n (86) and 
(87) seems t o be de te rmined by s t r e s s . The l e f t - h a n d vowel does no t show 
up a t t h e s u r f a c e I f i t i s u n s t r e s s e d . Hammond ( 1 9 8 4 : 1 7 1 ) t h e r e f o r e 
fo rmu la t e s a syncope r u l e d e l e t i n g an u n s t r e s s e d vowel when I t p recedes 
a vowel w i t h a p o s s i b l e i n t e r v e n i n g l a r y n g e a l consonant / ? / or / h / : 
(88) Syncope 
V - » 0 / — ( [ + g l o t ] ) V 
This syncope rule must be ordered after the rule of vowel harmony 
which spreads the values for [round] and [back] to the right, until it 
reaches an opaque segment. Hammond (1984:170) presents a preliminary 
formulation of this Backness/Rounding Harmony rule, which expresses the 
fact that a nonhigh vowel agrees in backness and rounding with the 
preceding vowel, possibly across an Intervening laryngeal consonant: 
(89) Backness/Rounding Harmony 
V 
I Lßmdj 
I - h i ] 
bck] / V ( [ + g l o t ] ) 
[abckl 
LßrndJ 
W i t h i n t h e f r a m e w o r k of n o n l i n e a r p h o n o l o g y p r o p o s e d h e r e , t h i s 
f o rmu la t i on cannot be m a i n t a i n e d , s i n c e i t i nvo lves t he s p r e a d i n g of two 
independent a r t i c u l a t o r nodes , v i z . L a b i a l and Dorsa l , a k ind of s p r e a d -
i n g p r o h i b i t e d o r a t l e a s t h i g h l y marked . F u r t h e r m o r e , i f t h e r u l e 
e x p r e s s e s t h e s p r e a d i n g of t h e s i n g l e f e a t u r e s [ r o u n d ] and [ b a c k ] , we 
p r e d i c t t h a t any consonant should be t r a n s p a r e n t , whereas the d a t a show 
t h a t on ly t h e l a r y n g e a l s / h , ? / a r e . 
S t e r i a d e (1987a) a r g u e s t h a t p roces ses a s s i m i l a t i n g voco ids t o vo-
c o i d s a c r o s s l a r y n g e a l s a r e f a i r l y w i d e s p r e a d . She a l s o o b s e r v e s t h a t 
these p r o c e s s e s s h a r e a c a t a l o g u e of p r o p e r t i e s : (1) on ly t he l a r y n g e a l 
consonants / h , ? / count as t r a n s p a r e n t , ( l i ) t r a n s l a r y n g e a l harmony i s 
a lways m u l t i p l e - f e a t u r e harmony; i . e . i t cannot be c h a r a c t e r i z e d a s the 
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spreading of a single articulator node, (iii) it does not differentiate 
between the laryngeals /h/ and 111, and (iv) it never requires /h, ?/ to 
Intervene: it merely allows them to do so. 
All these properties follow rather naturally, according to Sterlade, 
If it is assumed that translaryngeal harmony involves the spreading of 
the supralaryngeal or place node. In that case it is predicted that the 
laryngeal features of the participating vowels will remain unchanged, 
and one expects the full complex of place features of the vocolds to 
propagate. Finally, one expects the laryngeals to be transparent, since 
they rather than the true consonants lack a supralaryngeal node. The 
rule of Backness/Rounding Harmony can now be reformulated as in (90) 
below. Following Sterlade (1987a), we arbitrarily assume that spreading 
takes place at the level of the supralaryngeal node: 
(90) Tunica Vowel Harmony 
V V 
I I 
* [-high] root tier 
* supralaryngeal tier 
For t h i s a n a l y s i s to work p r o p e r l y , we must assume t h a t the vowel 
system of Tunica i s that of (91): 
( 9 1 ) i e e а э о u 
high - - - - -
low + + + 
back - - -
round + + + 
The c o n s e q u e n c e s of t h i s a n a l y s i s a r e I l l u s t r a t e d in ( 9 2 ) for a 
number of re levant examples: 
( 9 2 ) а : о о о V С V 
Л Л Л I I I 
С С С Н * * * Sync. η . a . [méîeki] 
I I I I I I U 1 
m e ? а к 1 -h -h 
* * -b +1 
b : o o o o V V V V 
/К Л I A I I + 1 
C V C C V V C V V H * * Sync. * * [ t a s l é n i ] 
I I | I I I I I 1 - 1 1 ^ 1 
t a s 1 e a η i -h -h -h -h 
-b +1 -b +1 
с : о о о о о о С 
Л Л /Ν Л И\ Л + 1 1 , , 
С С С СС С СС Н п.a. Sync. * * * [kak?ihpo?uhki] I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
k g k u ? i h p j } ? u h k i + r - b 
(Y ind icates a s t r e s s e d vowel) 
From these der ivat ions we can draw the conc lus ion that no rule of VC 
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i s active in Tunica phonology. All the data discussed can be described, 
if we assume the translaryngeal rule of Vowel Harmony (90). Hence, the 
resolut ion of voca l i c hiatus in Tunica i s the ul t imate re su l t of the 
Interact ion of VH (90) and Syncope (88). This language therefore does 
not present any problem for our theory. As a matter of f a c t , i t turns 
out that the criteria which we have established to identify vowel coa-
lescence are precise enough to discriminate between true VC languages 
and apparent VC languages. Since the way in which voca l i c hiatus i s 
resolved in Tunica v i o l a t e s three out of the f ive d iagnost i c s e s -
tabl ished, we expect that no rule of VC i s involved. We can infer from 
the analysis presented that this expectation i s correct. 
5.5.4 Waeho 
Washo is a Hokan language, spoken in Northern California and Nevada. The 
major sources for this language are Jacobsen (1964) and Winter (1970). 
Recently, Broselow and McCarthy (1983), and McCarthy and Prince (1986) 
have attempted to analyze its recalcitrant reduplication system, using 
the framework of nonlinear phonology. This phenomenon is intriguing to 
us, because it seems to Involve a process of vowel coalescence between 
the final vowel of the infix and the first vowel of the stem. Broselow 
and McCarthy (1983), following Winter (1970), identify the infix as VCV, 
which is inserted after the initial consonant and before the first vowel 
of the stem. A handful of examples Is given below: 
(93) singular plural 
da 7a 
7élel 
bókot). 
bínll 
mák'o 
k'íli 
hene 
da?a?a 
?elélel 
bokoko η 
binínil 
mok'ok'o 
k'ilílKyi) 
henene(yi) 
'mother's brother 
'mother's father' 
'to snore' 
'to try' 
'knee' 
'it is raining' 
'it is roaring' 
Hence, if the reduplicative affix takes the shape VCV, the plurals 
of bókoq. and mok'o will be /b-oko-ókoq/ and /m-ok'o-ok'o/, respectively. 
According to Broselow and McCarthy, a rule of vowel coalescence will 
change the o+o and o+o sequences into a single [o], which vowel will 
retain the original stress and distinct quantity of the second input 
vowel. 
Of course, examples like those in (93) do not show that the redupli-
cative infix should be VCV. However, when we look at stems with non-
identical vowels. It becomes clear that vowel coalescence merges two 
vowels Into a vowel whose properties are a combination of the properties 
of the input vowels. These data are presented in (94): 
(94) singular plural 
a: t'anu t'anono 'person' 
7at'u 7at'5t ,o 'older brother' 
b: ball7 baiali7 'to shoot' 
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с: p'ísew p'lsésew 'ear' 
sémug semumug 'brother's child (of a woman)' 
d: с'Ige c'igige 'to scratch' 
eleu slsusu 'bird' 
Broselow and McCarthy claim that the underlying representation of 
the forms are / ρ ' + i s e + í eew/ . . e tc . and they pos i t a vowel coalescence 
rule with the following properties: 
( i ) A round vowel fol lowed by / a / y i e lds lal. Subsequently, a rule of 
vowel harmony propagates lol rightward, affecting a following Ini, e.g. 
/t'+anu+ánu/ -* [t'anóno]. 
( i i ) Any other vowel fol lowed by / a / y i e l d s / a / , e.g. / b + a l i + á l i ? / •• 
[ba ia l i? ] . 
( i l i ) Any vowel fol lowed by a vowel other than / a / y i e lds a vowel 
identical to the f i r s t vowel, e.g. /S+emu+émug/ •+ [Semumug]. 
I t w i l l be c lear that t h i s type of VC d i f f e r s in a number of ways 
from the genuine type. F i r s t , as i s already observed by McCarthy and 
Prince (1986:52) "the reduplicative affix VCV i s obviously not straight-
forwardly discoverable from the a l t erna t ions . . . [ s ince ] the difference 
between the singular and plural i s simply that the latter i s larger by 
one monomoralc syllable..." In other words, the reduplicated form con-
ta ins a CV s y l l a b l e which does not appear in the s ingular. Second, the 
length of the output vowel i s not Ident ica l to the sum of the input 
vowels. Furthermore, i t seems that the length of the second input vowel 
i s preserved throughout and this i s a peculiar property that we have not 
encountered before. Finally, VC in Washo would violate the criterion 
that the qual i ty of the output vowel i s a der ivat ive of the qual i ty of 
both input vowels and that a l l prespeclf ied feature values are pre-
served. The observation that sometimes the f i r s t vowel, sometimes the 
second, and sometimes a mixture of both appears on the surface i s a 
blatant contradict ion of t h i s general c h a r a c t e r i s t i c of VC. Below, we 
w i l l tackle the problem of inf ix ing redupl icat ion from a di f ferent 
perspect ive . The ana lys i s to be put forward Is inspired by that pre-
sented in McCarthy and Prince (1986), although i t d i f f ers from their 
analysis In a number of ways. 
Our analys is d i f f e r s from a l l previous ones to the extent that we 
assume that the segments making up the In i t ia l syllable of the stem are 
extrametrical, and therefore Invisible to the copying rule. Finally, we 
wi l l assume that the copied material wi l l associate from left to right 
in a one-to-many fashion to the available s lo ts . In a l l other respects, 
our analysis conforms to the theory of reduplication outlined in Marantz 
(1981), and subsequent work. We wi l l i l lustrate the consequences of this 
analysis for some simple forms: 
(95) а: С V С V inf. C V + C V + C V Copy C V + C V + C V 
I I I I I I I I + I I i : I I 
d a ? a (da) ? a Ass. d a 7a ? a 
b: C V C V C i n f . C V + C V + C V C Copy C V + C V + C V C 
I I I I I I I 1 1 1 + I I / / I I I 
p'l s e w (p'l) s e w Ass. p'i s e w s e w 
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These der ivat ions show that we do not have to assume a rule of VC to 
account for the forms In (93a) and (93c). 1 3 The forme in (93b) and (94d) 
are s l i g h t l y more complicated, s ince in these forms the i n f i x must be 
Inserted inside a long vowel. Given the prohibition on the crossing of 
association l ines, ve must assume that the stem vowel delinks from i t s 
rightmost s l o t to allow the assoc iat ion of the copied mater ia l . This 
aspect of the analysis i s shown in (96): 
(96) С V V С V in f . C V + C V + V C V Copy C V + C V + V C V 
I V I I I U - * ^ " " 1,1 + I I ! : > ' 1,1 
m о k'o (m о) к о Ass. m о k o k o 
Once again, i t turns out that no rule of VC needs to be assumed for 
the forms where the f irst stem vowel i s long. The examples that seem to 
provide the strongest evidence for a rule of VC are those in (94a), 
where a+u seem to merge into a single /o/. However, in addition to this 
change these forms are peculiar in another respect: It i s not only the 
f i r s t stem vowel that i s affected, but a l s o the second vowel /u/ i s 
lowered to /o/. The mechanisms introduced so far wi l l result in *t'anunu 
and *?at I ut'u.. .etc. If we assume a process of vowel harmony which 
propagates [-high] from the vowel /a/ to any following round vowel, the 
forme In (94a) are no longer problematic. We would l i k e to emphasize 
that the assumption of a rule of vowel harmony does not render our 
analysis more complex than the previous ones, since in these analyses an 
almost similar kind of rule must be assumed to cover the change of the 
final stem vowel /u/ to lol: 
(97) C V C V C V + C V + C V Copy C V C V C V C V C V C V 
M I I * » ' , I I I I
 A
+
 1 , 1 ! : I I ™ 1 , 1 I I I I 
t a η u ( t a ) η u Ass. t a η u η u t a n o n o 
Still problematic for our analysis, though, are forms like (94b), 
for which we wrongly derive *balili? Instead of baiali? 'to shoot'. We 
will return to these data shortly, since they belong to a larger set 
where the first stem vowel unexpectedly shows up in the infix. We will 
first discuss the vowel-initial stems, as these forms provide additional 
evidence for the claim that the infix is inserted Immediately after the 
first V slot of the stem: 
(98) singular 
ic'il 
ileg 
íhu 
iêtS 
asuQ 
ac'im 
«fl 
Ip'tl 
ap'ig 
plural 
c'íc'iá 
léleg 
huhu 
Ulilk 
SÓSOQ 
c'ác'im 
t'ït'i 
p'¿p'tl 
P'íp'lg 
'black* 
'red' 
'striped' 
'heavy' 
'red' 
'green, yellow' 
'upwards, uphill' 
'tail' 
'to cut, sever' 
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By reduplication we derive forms like /i+c'i+c'is/. However, it 
appears that in all these cases the word-initial vowel is absent· Winter 
(1970) states that the absence of unstressed word-initial vowels Is by 
no means accidental, since there are no phonological words in Washo that 
begin with an unstressed vowel. Broselow and McCarthy (1983:49) propose 
the following vowel deletion rule, 
(99) V -» 0 / # [-striis] 
which deletes any unstressed vowel in word-initial position. The forms 
in (98a) present no further difficulties, but this is clearly not the 
case for the forms in (98b). Hence, we derive /a+c'i+c'im/ by redupli-
cation and *c'ic'im by vowel deletion. Notice, though, that these forms 
are problematic in essentially the same way as (94b).· in both cases we 
predict a high vowel /i/ or lil, instead of the low vowel /a/. In 
addition to these problematic forms there are others showing the same 
typical behavior. Examples are given in (100): 
(100) a: dfni (sg.) dinini (pi.) 'it is roaring' (*d±nlni) 
b: ge-Ige •* gege 'grind'(imp.) (cf. ge-báyu 'pay him' (imp.) 
c: be-Ibi? •+ bebi? 'to have come' 
d: hu-lM7-i •* hub!71 'came* 
All these forms show that the high vowels /i, il, when preceded by a 
vowel, fail to show up, in recognition of which we can propose a second 
rule of vowel harmony which spreads the vocalic features to a following 
high vowel with concomitant delinking of the high vowel. The effects of 
this operation are illustrated in (101):14 
(101) a: V V С V VH2 
V I I 
g e i g e 
VH2 V V Affix Timing С V V С V С V 
V I V M I I 
* * h u b i î i 
u i 
Finally, we want to touch on two further issues that do not directly 
relate to the question whether Washo is a true VC language, in order to 
provide additional evidence for our analysis, we will discuss stems with 
medial consonant dusters, and second we will consider another example 
of deassociation of long vowels from their rightmost slot. Our purpose 
is to show that this type of deassociation is not unprecedented. The 
data in (102) reveal that in the case of stems with medial consonant 
clusters, it is the second consonant that appears in the reduplicated 
form: 
V V Affix Timing С V V С V 
V ι ν ι ι 
* * g e g e 
e i 
b: 
hu 
V V С V С V 
ν 1111 
i b i 7 i 
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(102) singular 
a: ípc'ib 
albul 
élSfm 
b: îéwsiî 
nént'us 
mókgo 
plural 
c'ipc'ib 
bólbol 
UUim 
îeSiwai? 
net'únt'uá 
mogókgo 
'perfect' 
'spherical' 
'to sleep' 
'father's brother' 
'to be an old woman' 
'shoe' 
These forms require some special treatment in the analyses of Brose-
low and McCarthy (1983) and McCarthy and Prince (1986). In the former it 
is assumed that association proceeds from right to left in these cases 
while under normal circumstances association proceeds in the opposite, 
unmarked direction. McCarthy and Prince attribute the choice of the 
second consonant to a special property of their Onset Rule. In the 
analysis presented here, these forms are not very special. Recall that 
we have assumed that the segments making up the initial syllable of the 
stem are extrametrlcal which renders them invisible to the copy rule. As 
a consequence, the first consonant in the medial cluster cannot be 
copied and by association we derive the correct surface forms: 
(103) a : V C C V C V + C V + C C V C Copy V + C V + C C V C 
I I I I I mí. I I I I I + I / / I I I I 
i ρ c ' i b ( i p ) c ' i b Ass. i c ' i b ρ c ' i b 
b: С V С С V С 
I I I I I I mí. ι ι 
η e η t ' u s ( n e 
CV + CV + C C V C Copy CV + CV + C C V C 
n ) t ' u à Ass . η e t ' ú S η t ' u 
Concerning the delinking of long vowels, Lehiste (1985) discusses an 
Estonian word game that involves the insertion of the syllable pi after 
the first vowel of the base. It turns out that this word game exhibits 
the same properties as CV-infixatlon in Washo. Some of the clearest ex­
amples are given in (104): 
(104) a: laulus [laiilus] 
seadus [seadus] 
b: sada [sata] 
saada [sita] 
tuum [tum] 
Ulm [lím] 
[lapiulua] 'in the song' (long diphthong) 
[sepiátus] 'law'(nom.sg.) (overlong diphthong) 
[sapita] 'hundred' (short vowel) 
[sapita] 'send'(2sg.imp.) (long vowel) 
[tupim] 'kernel'(nom.sg.) (overlong) 
[lipim] 'glue'(noiB.sg.) (overlong) 
These forms show that Estonian has a three-way distinction of vowel 
length. In the remainder, we will not Indicate this difference between 
long and overlong vowels, since it is Irrelevant to the point made. The 
forms in (104a) can be derived straightforwardly within CV Phonology, as 
shown below: 
C V + C V + V C V C (105) С V V С V С 
l i l i l í I I I I I I I I 
l a u l u s l a p i u l u s 
In ( 1 0 4 b ) , on the o t h e r hand, p i i s i n s e r t e d I n s i d e an ( o v e r ) l o n g 
vowel. We observe that the melody of the f i r s t vowel in the base shows 
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up to the left of the Infix, Is destressed and phonetically short. The 
Inserted Infix vowel appears In a lengthened form, though,and this 
Implies that basically the same mechanisms are at work as In Washo In-
flxatlon: 
(106) С V V С V —• C V + C V + V C V — » C V C V V C V 
I V I I I U r l - r " I I I I I l-' I I 
s a t a s a p i t a s a p l t a 
We summarize as follows: at first sight, Washo seems to be a VC 
language, which, If so, would violate two of our diagnostics. It turned 
out that an alternative analysis of the facts Is possible lacking a rule 
of VC. In this analysis, we simply have to assume two rules of vowel 
harmony: one which lowers /u/ to [o] If the low vowel /a/ preceeds, and 
a second which changes the high vowels /1, t/ Into the quality of the 
vowel of the preceding syllable. In comparison to the previous analyses 
ours is by no means more complex, since the rules responsible for these 
changes must be posited anyway. The fact that no Independent rule of VC 
is required, that for both consonant and vowel-initial stems infixatlon 
takes place after the first stem vowel, and, finally, that no special 
assumptions are needed for stems with medial consonant dusters, renders 
our analysis superior to all previous ones. 
5.5.5 Conclusions 
Several apparent VC languages have been reviewed In this section. All of 
them violate at least one of the basic properties of vowel coalescence. 
We have shown that in each case an alternative analysis is possible and 
even preferable. For Kasem, the theory of underspecificatlon enabled us 
to posit a single rule of Vowel Lowering in addition to the general rule 
of Vowel Truncation. In Kikuyu the Independently motivated processes of 
[ATR]-epreadlng and Compensatory Lengthening were shown to be responsi­
ble for the apparent a+V mergers. For Tunica, we followed the analysis 
presented In Hammond (1984), who convincingly showed that the vowel 
mergers in this language are the result of a rule of vowel harmony and a 
stress-dependent rule of Syncope. Finally, we paid attention to infixing 
reduplication in Washo. This language seemed to present evidence for a 
process of vowel coalescence between the final vowel of the infix and 
the first vowel of the stem. However, we showed that the Infixatlon 
facts were misanalyzed In previous accounts. First, the infix is not VCV 
but CV, and secondly, the Infix Is not Inserted after the Initial C-
slot, but after the first V-slot of the stem. In addition to these 
assumptions two rules of vowel harmony are required to account for this 
intricate process of infixing reduplication. 
5.6 Summary 
In this chapter we explored vowel sandhi phenomena in a variety of 
languages. It turned out that only a small subset of these languages 
show a rule of VC that satisfies the basic criteria established in 
chapter 2. For the apparent VC languages it was relatively easy to show 
that an independent rule of VC was superfluous, since the data could be 
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handled by straightforward vowel-to-vowel assimilation rules. 
The true VC languages were not selected randomly. Instead, the 
choice was largely determined by a desire to gather additional evidence 
for a general theory of vowel coalescence that could not be constructed 
on the basis of Ancient Greek alone. Quebec French was included because 
the language provides crucial confirmation for the claim that merger 
involves the supralaryngeal node in the feature geometry. At the stage 
of the derivation where VC takes place, this language distinguishes oral 
and nasal vowels, and if at least one of the input vowels is a nasal 
vowel, the output is nasal too. The simplest way of expressing this 
observation is by assuming that merger takes place between suprala-
ryngeal nodes, since this is the first class node that dominates both 
the nasal and place features. Korean and Rotuman support the claim that 
VC is a process which preserves all prespecified feature values. The 
ensuing prediction is that nonunderlylng phonemes may arise In the 
course of the derivation. The properties of VC in both languages reveal 
that this is what actually happens. Finally, Old Portuguese and Clas-
sical Sanskrit were selected, because in these languages high vowels in 
hiatus are observed to behave differently. In Old Portuguese, merger of 
vowels distinct in height Is ruled out. The absence of merger is due to 
an earlier rule of Vowel Raising which changes unstressed mid vowels 
into high vowels. Consequently, the high and nonhigh vowels are distinct 
and thus cannot undergo VC without refuting the claim that VC is non-
feature changing. In Classical Sanskrit, high vowels participate in VC, 
causing the merger of V+i and V+u into a long monophthong. Only if high 
vowels occur In prevocalic position or after long vowels, VC does not 
apply. The reason for this is that the high vowels are syllabified 
outside the syllable nucleus, while VC is confined to this domain, at 
least in Sanskrit. 
Finally, we have discussed a number of apparent VC languages, which 
did not meet the diagnostic criteria we established to distinguish a 
true VC language. We presented analyses of these languages in which we 
showed that separate rules of VC are superfluous. Positing rules of VC 
would lead to unwanted duplications and missed generalizations in the 
grammar of each individual language. 
Footnotes 
1: The rule of Consonant-Labialization as formalized in (8) spreads two 
feature nodes simultaneously: [-t-round], dominated by the l a b i a l 
node, and [-back], dominated by the dorsal node. Given the hypothe-
s i s that a s s i m i l a t i o n rules can a f fec t only a s i n g l e node in the 
feature geometry, Consonant-Labialization presents a problem for 
th i s hypothesis . We w i l l not go into t h i s i s sue he re , but i t seems 
reasonable to assume that (8) i s a telescoping of two separate rules 
of palatalization and labialization, the more so since Quebec French 
has an independent rule of palatalization. 
2: Forms exhibiting the sequence /us/ show a three-way a l t e r n a t i o n . 
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For example tu-э [tu.a] - [ tö ] - [tws] 'to leave' . The l a t t e r form 
Is the result of glide formation, a rule which we wi l l not discuss. 
Following Klparsky (1979), among others , we w i l l assume that low 
vowels are more sonorous than mid vowels, and mid vowels more so-
norous than high vowels. Consequently (&', a, o) > (e , o)> (1, u). 
There i s some disagreement about the feature specification of the 
mid vowels phonetical ly represented as [ ς ] and [ ς ] . Naro (1971) 
characterizes them as [-high, +low], while Williams (1962) and more 
recently Redenbarger (1981) Identify these vowels as phonetically 
equivalent with the English 'lax mid vowels', that Is, [-high, -low, 
-ATR]. We w i l l adopt the l a t t e r view, although nothing Is crucial 
about this choice. The same results can be obtained If /ε, a, o/ are 
specified as [-(-low] Instead of [-ATR]. 
The rule of VR seems to Include the unstressed vowels /ε, а, э / , 
although these vowels do not undergo VR. We can nevertheless main­
tain the statement In (39) for two reasons. First, the vowels /ε, э/ 
do not appear outside stressed syllables, and therefore these vowels 
w i l l never meet the structural descr ipt ion of the rule. Second, 
recall that we have broadened the scope of the Linking Constraint to 
a l l structure-dependent processes (cf. section 1.3). The represen­
t a t i o n of the hal f-c losed vowels /e, o/ versus the half-open and 
open vowels It, а, э/ in ( i ) reveals that the l a t t e r set of vowels 
are immune to VR, since their structure does not satisfy the struc­
tural description of the rule: 
(1) Dorsal: * * 
[-hi] [-hi] [-ATR] 
Harry van der Hulst (personal communication) has correctly pointed 
out that a special rule of vowel coalescence Is superfluous if 
single-valued features are assumed. The analysis we present shows 
that the same advantage can be obtained from the model of under-
specification advanced here. 
Wetzels (1988) discusses a similar situation in Brazilian Portu­
guese. He observes that the feature [ATR] is only distinctive in the 
mid vowel series, while it is predictable in the high and low 
series. He therefore proposes to leave /a/ and /i, u/ unspecified 
for [ATR]. At a later stage in the derivation he fills in [-ATR] by 
an R-rule, and all subsequent processes take /a/ on a par with the 
distinctively marked [-ATR] vowels. It is unclear to us how Wetzels' 
analysis of Brazilian Portuguese can be applied to Kikuyu, and we 
therefore leave this issue for future research. 
The vowels /i, u/ are not affected by [ATRJ-spreading. We can ac­
count for this fact in two different ways. First, we can assume that 
the rule itself is restricted to nonhigh vowels, which we can ex­
press by changing postvocallc high vowels into glides. Alternative­
ly, we can assume a filter which rules out the [-ATR, +high] vowels 
/ ι, о / both lexically and postlexically. We have no arguments in 
favor of either of these approaches. 
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9: The diphthongs il, εΐ, öl.«etc. do not occur. We assume a postlexi-
cal rule shortening these diphthongs when they arise In the course 
of the derivation. 
10: There Is a set of systematic exceptions, to which belong the demon-
stratives irea 'those' and orea 'that', where the hiatus Is always 
resolved by resyllablfIcatlon (e.g. megondërça 'those farms (over 
there)', mocëreörea 'that rice'). We will not try to Incorporate 
these marginal facts Into our analysis. 
11: The sequence 'consonant plus /h/' never occurs In Tunica at the 
surface. When It arises by means of a word-formation rule or by 
syncope, /h/ is deleted (e.g. ?iiri-htat? -» ?lntat? 'our brother', 
?uwl+hat -» Tuwlhet -» îuwhet •• ?uwet 'on his part'). 
12: McCarthy and Prince (1986:52) make a similar observation. They state 
that this type of length preservation Is abnormal cross-linguisti-
cally and that VC typically yields vowels that are long or short 
uniformly in any language. 
13: The stress pattern of the plurals does not constitute a problem, if 
it is assumed that stress assignment takes place after redupli-
cation. The stress rule of Washo seems to be rather trivial, re-
presenting a bounded, left-dominant, quantity-insensitive system, as 
a consequence of which the penultimate syllable will receive main 
stress. 
14: McCarthy and Prince (1986) convincingly show that morphemes such as 
ge-, hu-..etc. are represented lexically without prosodie structure, 
i.e. as untimed morphemes. We already encountered examples of un-
ti med morphemes in Kasem, where the singular suffixes are proposed 
to be untimed. 
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EPILOG 
In SPE Chomsky and Halle took the position that phonological represen-
tations of utterances consist of strings of linearly ordered matrices 
which contain unordered sets of binary distinctive features. They them-
selves were the first to emphasize that their model was unlikely to be 
the most suitable candidate for suprasegmental phenomena such as tone. 
The appearance of Leben (1973), Williams (1976), and especially Gold-
smith (1976), led to a thorough rethinking of the form and content of 
phonological representations and phonological rules. Intensive study of 
prosodie phenomena gave rise to a three-dimensional model of represen-
tation, comprising a string of CV or timing positions, onto which the 
Independent syllable and melody planes are projected. Since then, a 
steady flow of publications appeared In which it was shown that, on both 
theoretical and empirical grounds, the monolithic view of the represen-
tation of sounds of SPE could not be maintained. 
One of the segmental processes that linear phonology cannot very 
well cope with is vowel coalescence. The basic characteristic of this 
phenomenon is that the input vowels contribute jointly to the quality 
and quantity of the output vowel, which means that the input vowels are 
trigger and target at the same time. The output vowel can therefore be 
conceived as a derivative, or an articulatory compromise of the input 
vowels. In SPE, Chomsky and Halle took the existence of rules of vowel 
coalescence and metathesis as sufficient motivation for the Introduction 
of rules with transformational power. However, the excessive descriptive 
capacity of transformational rules makes It nearly impossible to discri-
minate between possible and impossible rules of vowel coalescence. 
The aim of this thesis was to develop a formal nonlinear theory 
which would enable us to discriminate between possible and impossible 
(or highly marked) types of Vowel Coalescence. 
The foundation for this formal theory was laid out In chapter 1, 
which focused on two recently developed theories, viz. Clements' (1985) 
and Sagey's (1986b) theories of hierarchical feature representation, and 
Kiparsky's (1982, 1985) and Archangeli's (1984) theories of underspeci-
fication. For both of these, we proposed a number of refinements. 
Furthermore, we paid attention to two Important constraints on the 
application of phonological rules, viz. the Linking Constraint and the 
Strict Cycle Condition. 
Clements (1985) and Sagey (1986b) assume that segments are hierar-
chically structured In underlying representation. Under this view, dis-
tinctive features are terminal nodes organized under hierarchical super-
ordinate nodes, such as 'place-of-artlculation', 'supralaryngeal', 
'laryngeal' and so forth. These class nodes themselves are dominated by 
a yet higher-level node called the root node, which is immediately 
linked to the skeleton. Hence, a segment is composed of two types of 
melodic tiers: (i) the non-terminal class tiers, and (11) the terminal 
feature tiers. We alternatively proposed to derive the feature geometry 
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In the course of the derivat ion by means of the device of t i e r decom-
pos i t ion , a proposal which bo l l s down to the fo l lowing: In underlying 
representation only a small number of t i e r s Is posited Including a CV 
t ier and a unitary, unstructured melodic t ier . New t iers are created by 
the universal mechanism of t ier decomposition which makes phonological 
features or classes of features available to autosegmental operations of 
spreading, deassoclatlon and association. We brought forward a number of 
theoretical and empirical arguments supporting these Ideas, which, taken 
together, suggest that the stat ic view of feature representation Is too 
powerful, and a l lows for phonological processes that do not occur in 
human languages. For example, rules of transposition (metathesis, speech 
errors, word games) are of a particularly restricted type, since trans-
positions of single features or classes of features are systematically 
excluded. In theor ies in which the segment (root node), c l a s s e s of 
features (class nodes) and single features are avai lable underlyingly, 
we cannot rule out these Impossible types of transpos i t ion . In the 
theory advanced here, the only s t i p u l a t i o n i s that rules of transpo-
sition are restricted to underlying representation, since at this level 
subclasses of features are s t i l l Inaccessible. Furthermore, the mode of 
tier decomposition enables us to draw a formal distinction between rules 
that are deeply embedded in the lexicon and autosegmental spreading 
rules. A P-rule of the former type does not trigger tier decomposition, 
but simply f i l l s in or changes features without affecting the integrity 
of a segment. P-rules of the second type cause t i e r decomposition and 
destroy the Integrity of Individual segments. At least for the English 
rule of Velar Softening, i t appeared that we do not have to mark t h i s 
rule as an early lexical rule, since i t s status can be inferred from the 
fact that the features mentioned in the structural description do not 
match the s tructural descript ion of any t i e r decomposition rule (cf. 
chapter 1). Consequently, the only means to bring about the desired 
changes i s to apply Velar Softening in a linear fashion. One prediction 
made by the claim that Velar Softening i s a pre-decomposition rule Is 
that ve expect that the output of the rule i s not s e n s i t i v e to the 
Linking Constraint. This prediction i s borne out, since Vowel Shift can 
apply free ly to long vowels that have previously tr iggered Velar 
Softening. 
The second theory cruc ia l ly Invoked i s underspecification theory. 
Kiparsky (1982, 1985) and Archangel! (1984) propose a theory of minimal 
s p e c i f i c a t i o n . This theory embodies the claim that of a part icular 
feature only the values [aF] and [OF] are present underlyingly (where 
"a" i s "+" or , , -" ) . With regard to the processes discussed in th i s 
t h e s i s , t h i s concept seems to be appropriate, and in many cases even 
preferable to a system with fully-specified representations. However, we 
have raised a number of problems which were serious enough to challenge 
the overall adequacy of the minimal specification model. Especially with 
respect to the major c la s s features and in the case of elaborate con-
sonant systems, i t i s doubtful whether the descr ipt ive power of th i s 
type of radical underspecification i s ever employed in human languages. 
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For the major class features there Is no evidence whatsoever that one 
value remains unspecified. Furthermore, Sterlade (1987b) discusses 
several processes for which it is crucial that both (+F] and [-F] are 
present in the class of segments in which [F] is distinctive, while the 
value for [F] is unspecified in the class In which [F] Is redundant· For 
example, the proper description of Latin lateral dissimilation requires 
that both liquids 11, r/ are specified for [lateral], while the re­
maining segments are unspecified for this feature. Otherwise, lateral 
dissimilation could not be stated as a local rule affecting adjacent 
nodes on a single tier. 
To get the advantage of both minimal and nonminimal specification, 
we have proposed an underspecification theory that is close to the 
approach of the Prague School, and that of Steriade (1987b). Concretely, 
we have assumed that both values of a feature [F] are fully specified in 
the class of segments in which [F] is distinctive, while the value for 
[F] is unspecified in the class of sounds in which it Is redundant. The 
full power of minimal specification is put to use only If language-
internal evidence makes this desirable. When certain segments, features, 
or feature combinations show asymmetrical properties in a certain lan­
guage by failing to participate in phonological processes, we took this 
as evidence for the fact that they are unspecified underlyingly. For 
example, the vowel /e/ behaves differently from the other vowels In 
Spanish In many respects (cf. Harris 1980) and Ancient Greek (cf. chap­
ter 3); the feature [-round] never instantiates a vowel harmony system, 
while rounding harmony systems are widespread; and finally, the Mid tone 
in Yoruba (Fulleyblank 1983, Aklnlabi 1984) does not induce tone spread­
ing, and is not preserved under vowel deletion, contrary to both the 
High and Low tone. 
We concluded the exposition in chapter 1 by discussing two important 
constraints on rule application: the Linking Constraint and the Strict 
Cycle Condition, and its function in Lexical Phonology. 
The Linking Constraint states that association lines between auto-
segments on two tiers mentioned in the structural description of a P-
rule must be interpreted as the sole associations connecting either 
autosegment to elements on the other tier. The discussion in Hayes 
(1986a), Schein and Steriade (1986) and Ito (1986) focuses on structure-
dependent rules referring simultaneously to the CV skeleton and the 
melody tier. We have argued to extend the scope of the Linking Con­
straint to all structure-dependent rules including rules that refer to 
two melody-Internal tiers. The major advantage of this position relates 
to redundancy. Given the Linking Constraint, we do not need to include 
redundant feature values into the structural description of a number of 
phonological rules. For example, in Ancient Greek, the nonhigh vowels 
/ε, I/ undergo partial resyllabification or retiming by means of Meta­
thesis of Quantity, while the nonhigh vowel /5/ does not. In previous 
accounts of this phenomenon, the features [-round] or [-back] had to be 
referred to, but the problem is that these feature values are redundant 
and therefore unspecified in Greek. By assuming the Linking Constraint, 
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It Is unnecessary to mention these redundant values In the statement of 
the rule, since we can distinguish between /ε, I/ on the one hand and 
/o/ on the other in purely structural terms. In the former set of 
vowels, the place node is associated to the dorsal node, while In the 
latter the place node dominates the dorsal as well as the labial node. 
The Strict Cycle Condition is a condition on one particular set of 
P-rules, viz. the cyclic rules applying in the lexical component of the 
grammar. Its major effect Is to confine cyclic rules to derived environ­
ments. It accounts, for example, for the difference between nightingale 
and divine+ity with respect to Trisyllabic Shortening. This rule 
shortens the antepenultimate vowel in divinity, but leaves the long 
vowel in nightingale unaffected. We have suggested, following Kiparsky 
(1982) and Hermans (1986, forthcoming), that the Strict Cycle Condition 
is not a primitive of linguistic theory. The effects of this principle 
are derivable from other independently motivated principles. Kiparsky 
proposes to deduce its effects from the introduction of Identity rules 
and the Elsewhere Condition. Hermans on the other hand, derives its 
effect from Chomsky's (1981) Projection Principle. These proposals both 
allow cyclic rules to apply to underived lexical forms, if they are 
structure building and nonneutralizing. 
With these theories as points of departure, we developed a formal 
theory of vowel coalescence in chapter 2. We argued that a process can 
only lay claim to this name if it satisfies the following diagnostics: 
(i) the quality of the output is a derivative or artlculatory compro­
mise of the quality of the input vowels. 
(11) the quantity of the output Is the sum of that of the input vowels, 
that is, the skeleton and all higher level prosodie unit are 
unaffected by VC. 
(ili) all lexically specified feature values are preserved, irrespective 
of whether the output vowel is underlyingly present. 
(iv) merger of segments is confined to the domain of the syllable or 
syllable nucleus. 
(v) the trigger and target vowel are indistinguishable, and VC is 
therefore inherently bidirectional. 
We showed that the framework of linear phonology is incapable of 
accounting for these characteristics in a principled way. Most impor­
tantly, by assuming the normal rule format of linear phonology, both the 
quality and quantity of the output are derived by accident. 
To account for the basic criteria, we claimed that VC Is triggered 
by resyllabifIcation, which ensures that the possible input vowels are 
tautosyllablc. We explained the remaining characteristics by claiming 
that VC accomplishes a purely melody-internal change which leaves the CV 
skeleton unaffected, and furthermore involves the merger of nondistlnct 
supralaryngeal nodes in the feature geometry. In outline, VC takes the 
following form: 
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(1) о о 
/ \ / \ 
γ γ —• ν ν 
I I V 
[aF] [bG] [aF.bG] 
Especially the nondlstlnctlve clause le crucial, since it enables 
us to explain why particular feature values are generally preserved, 
while others never or seldomly are. Given the fact that prespeclfled 
feature values are preserved by VC, we do not have to add stipulations 
to the effect that one value is dominant over the other. Hence, we do 
not have to say, language after language, that [+round] Is dominant over 
[-round], since it simply reflects the fact that [-t-round] is the lexical 
value in all languages having round vowels. Furthermore, the nondis-
tinctness clause allows us to elucidate the absence of VC in certain 
vowel sequences but not in others. For example, two nonhigh vowels 
undergo merger, while sequences of high and nonhigh vowels do not in 
either Ancient Greek or Old Portuguese. We have argued that merger is 
blocked because high and nonhigh vowels are distinct at the stage of the 
derivation where VC is applicable. 
The claim that VC is confined to the domain of the syllable accounts 
for a systematic gap in the data. In none of the VC languages do we find 
heterosyllablc vowel sequences that have undergone VC. The claim that 
resyllablflcation feeds VC implies that coalescence of heterosyllablc 
vowels fails to occur. Furthermore, given this claim, we can distinguish 
between true and apparent VC languages. It turned out that, for 
instance. Tunica is a vowel harmony language and not a VC language. 
Without the tautosyllabiclty requirement we cannot draw a principled 
distinction between these two types of vowel-affecting processes. 
Finally, the claim that VC induces a purely melody-internal change 
accounts for the observation that the output vowel is uniformly long, 
unless language-specific processes undo this result. The latter situ­
ation exists in Korean, where G+V merge into a short vowel, while V+V 
merge into a long vowel (G - glide, V - vowel). The reason for this 
length difference is due to the representation of rising diphthongs, 
which are associated to a single V-slot. 
The following chapters put this theory to the test. Chapters 3 and 4 
were entirely devoted to the description of vowel processes appearing in 
the Attic dialect of Ancient Greek. In chapter 3, we discussed some 
important aspects of its phonological system. We claimed that the sur­
face vowel system consisting of five short and seven long vowels derives 
from an underlying five-vowel system. Furthermore, we provided evidence 
for the claim that the mid vowel /e/ Is the default vowel, unspecified 
for all vocalic features. In Attic, the vowel /e/ behaves differently 
from the other vowels in many respects. It turned out that all stem-
vowel alternations involve /e/, that is, there appear to be alternations 
of the type poll- versus pole- 'state', whereas alternations like poli-
versus *polu-, *pola-, and so forth, do not occur. Furthermore, morpho­
logical word-formation processes such as Perfect Reduplication, Aug­
mentation and Tense Formation make use of an empty V-slot which shows up 
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as [e] If It Is surrounded by consonants, while In the v i c i n i t y of 
vowels i t acquires the qual i ty of the vowel that flanks I t . We a lso 
discussed the most important ru les of Ancient Greek which involved 
vocalic alternations, and showed that these rules find a straightforward 
account within the theory developed. 
The main Interest of Ancient Greek follows from the presence of an 
Intricate system of VC, which i s , as far as we have been able to ascer­
tain, by far the most complicated VC system at tes ted in natural lan­
guages. We argued in chapter 4 that the VC facts emerge from two sepa­
rate and formally distinct rules of Leftward Spreading and Vowel Coa­
lescence. From a diachronlc point of view, a l l VC facts aspparently 
arose from a single rule of vowel contraction which remained productive 
over a long period of time. Synchronically, however, the f a c t s are 
diverse enough to prohibit formulating a s ing le rule, at the r isk of 
having to accept a tremendous loss of generality. 
The rule of Leftward Spreading spreads the complete set of features 
of a vowel (root node spreading) to an empty V-slot to i t s l e f t · The 
rule of Vowel Coalescence, on the other hand, involves the merger of two 
nondlstinct supralaryngeal nodes dominated by the same s y l l a b l e node. 
The assumption of two rules makes our analysis different from a l l pre­
vious ones (cf. Sommerstein 1973, Wetzeis 1986). However, the empirical 
facts unequivocally point to the correctness of our proposal. First of 
a l l , the output of e+V coalescence, but not the output of a+V coa­
lescence, undergoes the independently motivated rule of /I/-Fronting, 
which changes / I / into [ ε ] . Underlying / I / ' s (e.g. /pha-ml/ -* [phfmi] 
'say'), / ϊ / ' β ar is ing by merger of e+a (e.g. /gene-a/ -» [gene] 'race') 
and / â / ' s which resu l t from the f i r s t compensatory lengthening (e.g. 
/egamea/ -» [égëma] 'marry') undergo /ä / -Front ing , while / I / ' s which 
arise by a+e merger (e.g. / t lma-ete/ -+ [tímate] 'honor') and the second 
compensatory lengthening (e.g. /pansa/ -» [pasa] 'a l l ' ) do not. Second, 
if the sequence e+V, where V i s not / e / , results from the deletion of an 
Intervening /w/, the hiatus i s not resolved (e.g. /dew-omen/ -· [déomen] 
'we s a i l ' ) . However, e+e sequences which ar i se by appl icat ion of the 
same /w/-Deletion rule merge freely (e.g. /dew-ete/ -+ [dite] 'you (pi.) 
s a i l ' ) . F ina l ly , the merger of e+V Is conditioned by the B i s y l l a b l c l t y 
Condition, which precludes the resolution of vocalic hiatus if the input 
word i s bisyllablc (e.g. /theós/ -t*[thöe] 'god' vs. [thomantis] proper 
name). The merger of a+V and o+V i s not re s t r i c t ed In t h i s way (e.g. 
/dra-eys / -» [dräys] 'you do'). Hence, there appeared to be a great 
number of properties that d i s t ingu i sh e+V coalescence from the other 
types of coalescences . By pos i t ing two formally d i s t i n c t r u l e s , we 
account for them straightforwardly, while a s ing le rule of VC must 
Include a l l d i f ferences In the statement of the rule I t s e l f , and the 
clustering of the properties remains purely accidental. 
Chapter 5 examined vowel coalescence in a variety of languages. We 
showed that only a small subset of the languages previously included In 
the set of VC languages actual ly s a t i s f y the c r i t e r i a e s tab l i shed in 
chapter 2. We discussed Quebec French, Korean, Roturnan, Classical Sans-
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krlt and Old Portuguese, because they provided additional confirmation 
for a number of claims made earlier. VC in Quebec French supports the 
claim that VC Involves the merger of supralaryngeal nodes In the feature 
tree, since In this language both the place and nasal features are 
preserved by VC, and the supralaryngeal node is the first node that 
dominates both the nasal tier and the place tier. Korean and Rotuman 
were discussed because these languages strengthen the claim that all 
prespeclfied feature values are preserved even though the resulting 
vowels do not occur underlylngly. These languages Indicate that a dis-
tinction must be made between structure preservation at the distinctive 
feature level and structure preservation at the phoneme level. Vowel 
coalescence In Korean and Rotuman shows that the notion of structure 
preservation must be defined at the level of distinctive features, and 
not at the level of the underlying phonemes of a language. VC In Clas-
sical Sanskrit and Old Portuguese was discussed in support of the claim 
that vowel merger takes place if and only if the merging vowels are non-
distinct. In Sanskrit high and nonhigh vowels are still nondlstinct at 
the stage of the derivation where VC applies. In Old Portuguese, on the 
other hand, high and nonhigh vowels become distinct by means of Vowel 
Raising, a rule ordered before and bleeding VC. 
Finally, we examined a number of apparent VC languages. In each 
case, the absence of at least one of the basic properties of VC gener-
ated suspicion as to whether they actually are, and we were able to 
argue that the simplest grammar for each of them was one lacking a rule 
of VC. The apparent vowel mergers were derivable by independently moti-
vated processes. 
The overall discussion of vowel coalescence in this thesis shows 
that there are essentially two types of asslmilatory processes. In the 
first type, a distinction must be made between trigger and target, and 
the target acquires a feature or a feature complex from the trigger. In 
the second type, it is very hard or even impossible to distinguish 
between trigger and target, and segments simultaneously serve as both 
focus and environment. This crucial difference motivated us to dis-
tinguish autosegmental spreading from autosegmental merger. The fact 
that in vocalic hiatus the vowels mutually assimilate without it being 
entirely clear which is the trigger and which the target, provides the 
prime motivation for including merger among the basic autosegmental 
operations, besides the well-established spreading, association and 
deassoclatlon operations. The version of autosegmental phonology de-
veloped here Is in no respect less restrictive than previous ones, since 
from the outset autosegmental theory has allowed for (universal) merger-
like principles such as the Obligatory Contour Principle (Goldsmith 
1976), the Shared Features Convention (Steriade 1982), the Twin Sister 
Convention (Clements and Keyser 1983), and the Nuclear Fusion Principle 
(Wetzels 1986). 
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SAMENVATTING 
EEN FORMELE THEORIE OVER VOKAALFDSIE: 
een diepte-analyee van bet Oudgrieks 
Het centrale thema van deze studie Is de formele beschrijving van vo-
kaalfusle vanuit het perspectief van de Universele Grammatica. Als 
zodanig Is het bedoeld als een bijdrage aan het huidige onderzoek naar 
de formele aspecten van de generatieve fonologie. In het bijzonder 
worden In deze dissertatie een aantal formele noties ter discussie 
gesteld en geherformuleerd. Het verschijnsel van vokaalfusie wordt on-
derzocht in een variëteit van talen, maar speciale aandacht wordt be-
steed aan de beschrijving van vokaalfusie in het Oudgrieks. 
Vokaalfusie is een verschijnsel waarbij twee vokalen in hiaat samen-
smelten tot één (nieuwe) vokaal. Het resultaat van fusie is een vokaal 
waarbij de contrastieve eigenschappen van beide Inputvokalen bewaard 
blijven. 
De vragen waarop deze studie een antwoord wil geven zijn: (1) op 
welke wijze kunnen de fundamentele eigenschappen van vokaalfusie verant-
woord worden binnen het model van de nonllnealre fonologie, en (11) hoe 
kan de fonologische theorie zodanig Ingericht worden dat alle voorko-
mende proceseen van vokaalfusie beschreven kunnen worden, terwijl alle 
afwezige vormen van vokaalfusie uitgesloten worden. 
Het Idee dat ontvouwd en gemotiveerd wordt is dat vokaalfusie een 
proces is dat plaaatsvindt binnen de syllabe, waarbij de lexikaal gespe-
cificeerde featurewaarden van beide inputvokalen samensmelten tot een 
nieuwe featureconstellatie. Bovendien wordt betoogd dat de samensmelting 
van featurematrixen alleen is toegestaan als de inputvokalen nondistlnct 
zijn op het moment waarop vokaalfusie plaatsvindt, dat wil zeggen als 
het ene segment gespecificeerd is als [-F] en het andere segment als 
[+F] dan is fusie uitgesloten. Als daarentegen het ene segment gespeci-
ficeerd Ie als [+F] (of [-F]]) en het andere segment is eveneens [+F] of 
[OF] (- ongespecificeerd voor [F]) dan is fusie toegestaan. Deze con-
ditie stelt ons in staat om te verantwoorden waarom bijvoorbeeld In het 
Oudgrieks twee nlet-hoge vokalen contraheren tot een lange monoftong, 
terwijl een nlet-hoge vokaal gevolgd door een hoge vokaal samensmelten 
tot een dlftong. 
Het onderzoek vindt plaats binnen het kader van de nonllnealre 
fonologie en met name de autosegmentele variant hiervan, hoewel de 
metrische variant ook zijdelings ter sprake wordt gebracht. Het belang-
rijkste verschil met het standaard model, zoals ontvouwd in Chomsky en 
Halle (1968), is dat fonologische representaties drie-dimensionaal zijn. 
Een fonologische representatie bestaat grofweg uit drie niveau's van 
representatie: (1) het skelet, waarop de kwantitatieve eigenschappen van 
segmenten worden gerepresenteerd, (li) de melodie, waarop de kwalita-
tieve eigenschappen worden gerepresenteerd, en (ili) de prosodie, waarop 
suprasegmentele eigenschappen, zoals toon, klemtoon en syllablficatie 
verantwoord worden. In deze dissertatie wordt op basis van vokaalfuele 
betoogd dat het nonllnealre beschrijvingsmodel superieur Is aan het 
lineaire model, aangezien de fundamentele eigenschappen van vokaalfuele 
op een nonarbltraire en inzichtgevende wijze beschreven kunnen worden. 
Dit proefschrift valt uiteen in drie delen. De hoofdstukken 1 en 2 
zijn theoretisch van opzet. In het tweede deel (hoofstuk 3 en 4) staat 
de fonologie van het Oudgrieks centraal en in het laatste deel wordt de 
ontwikkelde theorie getoetst aan een aantal echte en ogenschijnlijke 
vokaalfusletalen. 
In hoofdstuk 1 wordt ingegaan op de vorm van fonologische represen-
taties, de relaties tussen fonologische features, en universele beper-
kingen op de toepassing van fonologische processen. In sectie 1.1 wordt 
een theorie ontvouwd waarbij features hierarchisch georganiseerd worden 
vla een mechanisme van 'tierdecompositie' dat een bundel ongeordende 
features herstructureert tot kleinere eenheden die hierarchisch geordend 
zijn. Vervolgens (sectie 1.2) wordt een onderspeclficatietheorie voorge-
steld die gezien kan worden als de synthese van de voorstellen in 
Archangel! (1984) en Steriade (1987b). De secties 1.3 en 1.4 zijn 
respectievelijk gewijd aan de Linking Constraint en de Strict Cycle 
Condition. Beide zijn condities op de werking van fonologische proceseen 
en betoogd wordt dat zij onafhankelijke evidentie opleveren voor de in 
sectie 1.2 behandelde onderspeclficatietheorie. 
Hoofdstuk 2 is geheel gewijd aan de eigenschappen van vokaalfusie en 
de manier waarop deze eigenschappen op een adequate wijze verantwoord 
kunnen worden. Na een overzicht van de lineaire en nonllnealre litera-
tuur over vokaalfusie wordt de stelling geponeerd dat vokaalfusie op-
gevat dient te worden als de fusie van twee tautoeyllabische, nondls-
tincte knopen in de featurehlerarchie. 
In hoofdstuk 3 wordt een gedetailleerde beschrijving gegeven van het 
vokaalsysteem van het Oudgrieks en In het bijzonder het Attische dia-
lect. Op basis van de onderspeclficatietheorie uit sectie 1.2 wordt 
voorgesteld om de vokalen zodanig te representeren dat de /e/ volledig 
ondergespecificeerd is (sectie 3.2). Vervolgens wordt dit voorstel gemo-
tiveerd via stamvokaalalternanties, woordformatieprocessen als Aug-
mentation en Perfect Reduplication en fonologische processen als Stem 
Vowel Lowering, /I/-Fronting en Metathesis of Quantity. 
Het complexe systeem van vokaalfusie, zoals zich dat manifesteert In 
het Attisch staat centraal in hoofdstuk 4. Er wordt voorgesteld een 
tweedeling aan te brengen in de contractiefeiten, waarbij de e+V sequen-
ties samensmelten via het onafhankelijk gemotiveerde Leftward Spreading, 
terwijl de overige sequenties contraheren vla een vokaalfusleregel die 
voldoet aan de criteria uit hoofdstuk 2. Bovendien wordt uitvoerig 
ingegaan op het verschillend gedrag van hoge vokalen in hiaat. Er wordt 
betoogd dat, in het geval van prevokalische hoge vokalen, hersyllabifl-
catie en fusie geblokkeerd worden door een proces van Homorganic Gilde 
Insertion, terwijl in het geval van postvokalische hoge vokalen alleen 
fusie geblokkeerd wordt en wel op grond van de specificatie van niet-
hoge vokalen als [-hoog] en hoge vokalen als (+hoog]. Zij voldoen hier-
door niet aan de structurele omschrijving van de vokaalfusieregel. 
Tot slot wordt in hoofdstuk 5 vokaalfusie vanuit een taalvergelij-
kend perspectief bezien. Er wordt een onderscheid aangebracht tussen 
'echte' en 'ogenschijnlijke' vokaalfusletalen op basis van de criteria 
uit hoofstuk 2. In de secties 5.1 tot en met 5.4 worden talen als het 
Quebec Frans, Koreaans, Roturnan, Oudportugees en Klassiek Sanskrit be-
handeld. Deze talen bevestigen de theorie zoals voorgesteld in hoofdstuk 
2. Bovendien verschaffen zij evidentie voor de ontwikkelde theorie die 
niet op grond van het Oudgrieks verkregen kon worden. Zo bevestigt het 
Quebec Frans de claim dat niet alleen de vocallsche features, maar ook 
een primair consonantlsch feature als [nasaal] behouden blijft als 
minstens één van de inputvokalen gespecificeerd is als [+nasaal]. Het 
Koreaans en het Rotuman ondersteunen de stelling dat lexikaal gemarkeer-
de featurewaarden bewaard blijven ook al is het resultaat van fusie een 
vokaal die in het onderliggend vokaalsysteem ontbreekt. In beide talen 
worden de geronde voorvokalen [U] en [ö] gegenereerd vla een lexikale 
vokaalfusieregel. In sectie 5.5 worden ten slotte talen behandeld die 
minimaal één van de fundamentele criteria schenden. Voor deze talen 
(Kasem, Kikuyu, Tunica en Washo) worden analyses voorgesteld zonder 
vokaalfusieregels. In alle gevallen blijkt de ogenschijnlijke vokaal-
fusie een bijprodukt van onafhankelijk gemotiveerde processen. 
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1. 
De aanname In de nonllnealre fonologie dat fonologische representa-
ties hierarchisch georganiseerd zijn, kan gezien worden als de 
uitwerking van Chomsky en Halle's uitspraak "It seems likely...that 
ultimately the features themselves will be seen to be organised In a 
hierarchical structure...". 
(cf. N. Chomsky & M. Halle (1968), The Sound Pattern of 
English. New York: Harper & Row, p.300.) 
2. 
Hlaatverml jdlngsprocessen als vokaalfusle en vokaaldeletle dienen 
opgevat te worden als reacties op een sonorlteltsconfllct. 
3. 
De hypothese, zoals geformuleerd In Klparsky (1985), dat binnen de 
fonologische component tussen het onderliggende en het oppervlakte-
niveau van representatie een lexicaal niveau gepostuleerd moet wor-
den, Is reeds van voldoende kritische kanttekeningen voorzien in 
Halle (1959). 
(cf. M. Halle (1959), The Sound Pattern of Russian. The Hague: 
Mouton; 
P. Klparsky (1985), "Some Consequences of Lexical Phono-
logy". Phonology Yearbook 2, 85-138.) 
4. 
In Ewen en Van der Hulst (1987) kan een éénwaardig featuresysteem 
slechts gehandhaafd worden door een meerwaardig 'class feature' 
systeem te Introduceren dat qua beschrijvende kracht vergelijkbaar 
is met een binair featuresysteem, waarbij gebruik gemaakt wordt van 
onderspecificatie. 
(cf. С. Ewen & H. van der Hulst (1987), "Single-valued Fea­
tures and the distinction between [-F] and [OF]". In: F. 
Beukema & P. Coopmans (eds.). Linguistics in the Nether­
lands 1987. Dordrecht: Foris, 51-60.) 
5. 
Het onderscheid tussen derivat ie enerzijds en inf lexie anderzijds, 
dat in beschrijvingen van het moderne Standaard Nederlands v e e l a l 
wordt gemaakt, vindt in voldoende mate ondersteuning in de t a a l -
fe i ten. 
( r e a c t i e op s t e l l i n g 2 behorend b i j de d i s s e r t a t i e van H. 
Schultink, De morfologische valentie van het ongeleed adjec-
t ief in het modern Nederlands, diss, universiteit van Leiden, 
1962.) 
6. 
Christdae' hantering van de notie 'gemarkeerdheid', zoals die tot 
uiting komt in het volgende citaat, moet als theoretisch onbruikbaar 
van de hand gewezen worden: "The c las s of voiced obstruents , how-
ever, i s l e s s marked than the c l a s s of v o i c e l e s s sonorants, as the 
former occurs with greater frequency than the latter". 
(cf. P. Christdas (1988), The Phonology and Morphology of 
Tamil. Ph.D. d i s s . Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, 
p.110.) 
7. 
Vanuit het oogpunt van taalkundige welgevormdheid zouden op de 
kentekenplaten van auto's en motoren c i j f e r - en l e t t ercombinat i e s 
als 'GR-00-TS' en 'lô-PO-ND' in de toekomst niet systematisch verme-
den moeten worden. 
8. 
Nu u n i v e r s i t e i t e n de f inanc ië l e beloning van jonge onderzoekers 
reeds vergaand hebben teruggebracht, dienen z i j op korte termijn 
zorg te dragen voor een reductie van de promotiekosten van de 
laatstgenoemden. 
9. 
Bovenstaande s t e l l i n g e n zul len in t e g e n s t e l l i n g tot Luthers' 95 
stell ingen niet tot een schisma leiden. (31 oktober, hervormingsdag) 



